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ix

Investopedia was started in the summer of 1999. If you remember 
your stock market history, our timing couldn’t have been worse. By 

the time we had formally incorporated the business in February 2000, 
we were at the peak of the dot-com bubble—not exactly the best 
time to start a dot-com in the financial industry. 

Nevertheless, we pushed on. We had grand plans to create the biggest 
and best financial site on the Internet. It was going to be a bigger and 
better version of the top sites that millions of investors and would-be 
investors were visiting every day.

It didn’t take us long to figure out that our ambition far exceeded 
the resources we had at the time. (At that point, Investopedia had 
only two employees: us.) That being the case, we decided to focus 
on something we could tackle. It turned out to be something that, 
as university students, we were learning every day and had a passion 
for. As we soon realized, it was also an area that almost every Web site 

Introduction
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and publication to this day ignores or puts on the back page: financial 
education. 

At the time, we believed that if we started building our financial 
dictionary, our company would develop the momentum it needed to 
move on to bigger and better things. However, although we originally 
intended to use financial education as a platform to launch us toward 
the creation of more traditional financial content, the site continued 
to evolve as a source of educational content and tools for individual 
investors.

We didn’t know it at the time, but we had stumbled upon a niche that 
nobody else was filling. Today we have an enormous database of con-
tent devoted to helping individuals improve their financial IQ, includ-
ing a dictionary of more than 9,300 terms. It is, in our humble opinion, 
the most comprehensive dictionary of its kind. 

In addition to the dictionary, Investopedia boasts one of the Web’s 
most popular stock simulation games and thousands of pages of 
free educational content produced by more than 200 subject-matter 
experts worldwide and supported by a team of analysts and editors at 
our head office in Edmonton, Alberta. 

As you read The Investopedia Guide to Wall Speak there are a few 
things you should know about Investopedia and our philosophy:

 1.  We’re unbiased. One of our biggest pet peeves with the finan-
cial industry is that so many of the “experts” out there are trying 
to sell you something and so many of the talking heads in the 
financial media offer a biased perspective. How are we different? 
We have no financial products to sell, and so we can stay true to 
what is important: explaining financial concepts so that you can 
make your own decisions about what’s best for you. 

 2.  Plain English and common sense reign supreme. We’ve yet to 
meet anybody who has a need for the complex explanations in 
financial textbooks. Investopedia provides simple definitions of 
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financial terms and concepts. Then we take it a step further by 
cutting through the jargon and providing real-world examples 
and interpretations. In the end, finance and investing are much 
easier to understand when explained in plain English. Why do it 
any other way?

 3.  No one cares about your money more than you do. It sounds 
obvious, but how many people actually take control of their fi-
nancial futures? This isn’t to say that seeking advice from a finan-
cial professional is a bad idea; in fact, many people can benefit 
from having an advisor. But even with professional help on your 
side, you still need to be equipped with financial knowledge that 
lets you understand where your money is being invested. Only 
then will you have the confidence to sit down with your financial 
professional and ask the tough questions that will ensure that 
your money (and your advisor) is working for you. 

Why Finance Rules 
Part of the reason Investopedia has become so popular is that in terms 
of financial education for young people, there tends to be a huge 
void. We’d rank finance and money as being as important as history, 
health, math, and science. We all learn arithmetic, but how many of us 
are taught to budget properly and manage a checking account? How 
many high school graduates do you know who can explain the  
benefits of compounding? In our opinion, understanding how much 
you’ll make by investing at 10% for 10 years and knowing how much 
interest you’ll pay by holding a balance on your credit card are some 
of the most important lessons out there. 

This country (if not the world) is guilty of some major financial mis-
takes. This isn’t just Main Street we’re talking about; Wall Street has 
made plenty of mistakes too. Therefore, we believe that the need for 
financial education among young people applies not only to those 
who might fall prey to adjustable-rate mortgages or credit card debt 
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but also to the Wall Street set who staked their futures on collateral-
ized debt obligations (CDOs), mortgage-backed securities (MBSs), and 
other creations of financial engineering that have emerged over the 
last few decades. 

Similarly, there has been no shortage of talk about the world’s “credit 
binge,” but this discussion rarely addresses what we view as the root 
cause: lack of education. Just look at the credit crisis: A general lack of 
knowledge extended all the way down the line, from the homeowner 
who didn’t read the details of his or her mortgage document, to the 
investment bank that sold it, to the institutional investor who bought 
it, to the credit rating agency that rated it, and to the politician who 
failed to regulate it. The common theme is that nobody really under-
stood these esoteric and exotic securities. 

Much as the dot-com bust was a wake-up call for investors, we hope 
that the silver lining of the current crisis is that we learned a collective 
lesson: Wealth is not created by mountains of debt. It is the result of 
hard work, smart investments, and the creation of goods and services 
that make life better. That’s true for both individuals and nations. We 
hope that Investopedia can play a role, albeit a small one, in prevent-
ing future financial crises, whether personal or economic.



1

10-k
What Does 10-K Mean?
A comprehensive report summarizing a company’s performance; it 
must be submitted annually to the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission. Typically, the 10-K is more detailed than the annual report 
and includes information such as company history, organizational 
structure, equity, holdings, earnings per share, and subsidiaries. 

Investopedia explains 10-K
Th e 10-K must be fi led within 60 days (it used to be 90 days) after 
the end of the fi scal year.

10-K = yearly; 10-Q = quarterly 

Related Terms: 
•  Balance Sheet •  Capital Structure
•  Earnings per Share—EPS
•  Securities and Exchange Commission—SEC
•  Shareholders’ Equity

401(k) Plan
What Does 401(k) Plan Mean?
A qualifi ed plan established by employers by which eligible em-
ployees can make salary deferral (salary reduction) contributions 
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on a posttax and/or pretax basis. Employers may make matching or 
nonelective contributions to the plan on behalf of eligible employ-
ees and also may add a profit-sharing feature to the plan. Earnings 
accrue on a tax-deferred basis. 

Investopedia explains 401(k) Plan
Contributions in 401(k) plans usually are capped by the plan and/or  
IRS regulations limiting the percentage of salary deferral contribu-
tions by employees. There are also restrictions set on employee 
withdrawals; penalties may apply if an employee makes a withdrawal 
before reaching retirement age as defined by the plan. Plans that 
allow participants to manage their own investments often provide a 
group of investments from which employees can choose. Otherwise, 
investment professionals hired by the employer direct and manage 
the employees’ investments. 

Related Terms: 
•  403(b) Plan •  Qualified Retirement Plan
•  Roth IRA •  Tax Deferred
•  Traditional IRA

403(b) Plan
What Does 403(b) Plan Mean?
A 403(b) plan, also known as a tax-sheltered annuity (TSA) plan, is a 
retirement plan for employees of public schools, certain tax-exempt 
organizations, and certain ministers. 403(b) plan accounts can be 
any of the following types: (1) an annuity contract, which is provided  
through an insurance company; (2) a custodial account, which is 
invested in mutual funds; or (3) a retirement income account set up 
for church employees. Generally, retirement income accounts can 
invest in either annuities or mutual funds. 

Investopedia explains 403(b) Plan
The features of the 403(b) plan are very similar to those of the 
401(k) plan. Employees may make salary deferral contributions that 
usually are limited by regulatory caps. 

Related Terms: 
•  401(k) Plan 
•  Individual Retirement Account •  Qualified Retirement Plan 
•  Tax Deferred •  Traditional IRA
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absolute return
What Does Absolute Return Mean?
Th e return that an asset achieves over a certain period of time; it 
considers appreciation or depreciation (expressed as a percentage) 
of the asset, which is usually a stock or a mutual fund. Absolute 
return diff ers from relative return because it looks only at an asset’s 
return; it does not compare returns to any other measure or bench-
mark. 

Investopedia explains Absolute Return
Generally, mutual funds seek returns that are better than those of 
their peers, their fund category, and/or the market as a whole. Th is 
type of fund management is referred to as a relative return approach 
to fund investing. Absolute return funds seek positive returns by 
employing investment strategies that often are not permitted in tra-
ditional mutual funds, such as short selling, futures, options, deriva-
tives, arbitrage, leverage, and unconventional assets. Alfred Winslow 
Jones is credited with forming the fi rst absolute return fund in New 
York in 1949. Today, the absolute return approach to fund investing 
has become one of the fastest growing investment products in the 
world; it’s called a hedge fund. 
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Related Terms: 
•  Mutual Fund •  Return on Assets
•  Return on Investment •  Total Return
•  Yield

accounts Payable (aP)
What Does Accounts Payable (AP) Mean?
An accounting entry that represents an entity’s obligation to pay off 
a short-term debt to its creditors; it is found on the balance sheet 
under current liabilities. Accounts payable often are referred to as 
“payables.” AP also may refer to a business department or division 
that is responsible for making payments owed by the company to 
suppliers and other creditors.

Investopedia explains Accounts Payable (AP)
Accounts payable debts must be paid off within a specific period 
to avoid default. For example, at the corporate level, AP refers to 
short-term debt payments to suppliers and banks. However, APs are 
not limited to corporations. People also have APs owed to creditors. 
For example, the phone company, the gas company, and the cable 
company are types of creditors. Each creditor provides a service and 
then bills the customer after the fact. The payable is essentially a 
short-term IOU obligation of the customer. If people or companies 
do not pay their bills, they are considered to be in default. 

Related Terms: 
•  Accounts Receivable •  Balance Sheet
•  Current Liabilities •  Liability
•  Receivables Turnover Ratio

accounts Payable turnover ratio
What Does Accounts Payable Turnover Ratio Mean?
A short-term liquidity measure used to quantify the rate at which 
a company pays off its accounts payable to suppliers. The accounts 
payable turnover ratio is calculated by taking the total purchases 
made from suppliers and dividing it by the average accounts payable 
amount during the 
same period. Accounts Payable Turnover

Total Supplier Purcha= sses
Average Accounts Payable
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Investopedia explains Accounts Payable Turnover Ratio
The measure reveals how many times per period a company pays 
its average payable amount. For example, if the company makes 
$100 million in purchases from suppliers in a year and at any specific 
point holds an average accounts payable of $20 million, the accounts 
payable turnover ratio for the period is 5 ($100 million/$20 million). 
A falling turnover ratio is a sign that the company is taking longer 
to pay off its suppliers, which could be a bad sign. A rising turnover 
ratio means that the company is paying off suppliers at a faster rate, 
which is good. 

Related Terms: 
•  Accounts Payable—AP •  Accounts Receivable—AR
•  Current Ratio •  Liquidity
•  Receivables Turnover Ratio 

accounts receivable (ar)
What Does Accounts Receivable (AR) Mean? 
Money owed by customers (individuals or corporations) to vendors 
in exchange for goods or services rendered. Receivables usually come 
in the form of operating lines of credit and are usually due within 
a relatively short period, ranging from a few days to a year. On a 
balance sheet, AR often is recorded as an asset because it represents 
cash legally owed by a customer. 

Investopedia explains Accounts Receivable (AR)
When a company has receivables, that means that it has made a 
sale but has not collected the money from the purchaser yet. Most 
companies operate this way. This allows frequent customers to avoid 
the hassle of making cash payments for each transaction. In other 
words, the company receives an IOU for goods or services rendered. 
People have ARs as well in the form of a monthly or biweekly pay-
check. It’s the company’s IOU for services (work) rendered. ARs are 
the opposite of APs (accounts payables).

Related Terms:
•  Accounts Payable—AP •  Accrual Accounting
•  Asset •  Balance Sheet
•  Receivables Turnover Ratio
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accrual accounting
What Does Accrual Accounting Mean?
An accounting method that measures the performance and status 
of a company regardless of when cash transactions occur; financial 
transactions and events are recognized by matching revenues to 
expenses (the matching principle) at the time when the transaction 
occurs rather than when payment actually is made (or received). This 
allows current cash inflows and outflows to be combined with ex-
pected future cash inflows and outflows to provide a more accurate 
picture of a company’s current financial condition. Accrual account-
ing is the standard accounting practice for most big companies; how-
ever, its relative complexity makes it more expensive to implement 
for small companies. This is the opposite of cash accounting, which 
recognizes transactions only when there is an exchange of cash. 

Investopedia explains Accrual Accounting
The need for this method arose because of the complexity of busi-
ness transactions and the need for more accurate financial infor-
mation. Selling on credit and projects that provide future revenue 
streams affect a company’s financial condition when they occur. 
Therefore, it makes sense to reflect those events during the same 
reporting period in which the transactions occur. For example, when 
a company sells a television to a customer on credit, the cash and 
accrual methods view this transaction differently. The cash method 
does not recognize the sale until actual cash is received, which could 
be a month or longer. Accrual accounting, in contrast, recognizes 
that the company will receive the cash at some point in the future. 
Therefore, even though the cash has not been collected yet, the sale 
is booked to “accounts receivable” and thus sales revenue. 

Related Terms: 
•  Accounts Receivable •  Accrued Expense
•  Accrued Interest •  Cost of Goods Sold—COGS
•  Income Statement

accrued exPense
What Does Accrued Expense Mean?
An accounting expense (current liability) recognized on the com-
pany’s books before it actually is paid for. Such expenses are typically 
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periodic and are recorded on a company’s balance sheet because of 
the high probability that they ultimately will be collected. 

Investopedia explains Accrued Expense
Accrued expenses are the opposite of prepaid expenses. Typical 
company accrued expenses include wages, interest, and taxes. Even 
though they will be paid on a future date, they are recorded on the 
balance sheet until the moment they are paid. An example would be 
interest that accrues on a simple bank loan. 

Related Terms: 
•  Accrual Accounting •  Accrued Interest
•  Balance Sheet •  Gross Income
•  Liability

accrued interest
What Does Accrued Interest Mean?
(1) A term used to describe an accrual accounting method when 
interest from a payable or a receivable has been recognized but not 
yet paid or received. Accrued interest occurs as a result of the differ-
ence in the timing of cash flows and the measurement of those cash 
flows. (2) The interest that has accumulated on a bond since the last 
interest payment up to but not including the settlement date. 

Investopedia explains Accrued Interest
(1) An accrued interest receivable occurs when interest on an 
outstanding receivable has been earned by the company but has 
not been received yet. A loan to a customer for goods sold would 
result in interest being charged on the loan. If the loan is extended 
on October 1 and the lending company’s year ends on December 31, 
there will be two months of accrued interest receivable recorded as 
interest revenue in the company’s financial statements for the year. 
(2) Accrued interest is added to the contract price of a bond trans-
action, reflecting interest earned since the last coupon payment. 
Because the bond has not matured or the next payment is not yet 
due, the owner of the bond has not received the money officially. 
Therefore, when the bond is sold, the accrued interest is added to 
the sale price. 
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Related Terms: 
•  Accrual Accounting •  Accrued Expense
•  Coupon •  Interest Rate
•  Settlement Date

acid-test ratio
What Does Acid-Test Ratio Mean?
A stringent test to determine whether a firm has enough short-term 
assets to cover its immediate liabilities without selling inventory; the 
acid-test ratio is far more strenuous than the working capital ratio 
because the working capital ratio allows for the inclusion of inven-
tory assets. The 
acid-test ratio is 
calculated as  
follows:

Investopedia explains Acid-Test Ratio
Companies with ratios <1 cannot pay their current liabilities and 
therefore should be viewed with extreme caution. If the acid-test 
ratio is much lower than the working capital ratio, this means 
current assets are highly dependent on inventory. Retail stores are 
examples of this type of business. The term is said to have come 
from the method gold miners used to verify that a gold nugget was 
real. Unlike other metals, gold does not corrode in acid; if a nugget 
did not dissolve when submerged in acid, it was the real thing and 
was said to have passed the acid test. Today, if a company’s financial 
statements pass the figurative acid test, this indicates the company’s 
financial integrity. 

Related Terms: 
•  Current Assets •  Current Liabilities
•  Current Ratio •  Liability
•  Working Capital 

alPha
What Does Alpha Mean?
(1) A measure of performance on a risk-adjusted basis. Alpha takes 
the volatility (price risk) of a mutual fund and compares its risk-
adjusted performance with a benchmark index. The excess return 

= + +(Cash Accounts Receivable Short-term Investmentts)
Current Liabilities
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of the fund relative to the return of the benchmark index is a fund’s 
alpha. (2) The abnormal rate of return on a security or portfolio in 
excess of what would be predicted by an equilibrium model such as 
the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). 

Investopedia explains Alpha
(1) Alpha is one of five technical risk measures that are used in 
modern portfolio theory (MPT); the others are beta, standard devia-
tion, R-squared, and the Sharpe ratio. These indicators help investors 
determine the risk-reward profile of a mutual fund. Simply stated, 
alpha often is considered to represent the value that a portfolio 
manager adds to or subtracts from a fund’s return. A positive alpha 
of 1.0 means the fund has outperformed its benchmark index by 1%.  
Conversely, a similar negative alpha would indicate an underper-
formance of 1%. (2) If a CAPM analysis estimates that a portfolio 
should earn 10% on the basis of the risk of that portfolio yet the 
portfolio actually earns 15%, the portfolio’s alpha would be 5%.  
The 5% is the excess return above the predicted CAPM return. 

Related Terms: 
•  Beta
•  Capital Asset Pricing Model—CAPM 
•  R-Squared
•  Sharpe Ratio
•  Standard Deviation

american dePositary receiPt (adr)
What Does American Depositary Receipt (ADR) Mean?
A negotiable certificate issued by a U.S. bank representing a specified 
number of shares in a foreign stock that is traded on a U.S. exchange. 
ADRs are denominated in U.S. dollars, with the underlying security 
held by a U.S. financial institution overseas. ADRs help reduce ad-
ministrative and duty costs that otherwise would be levied on each 
transaction. 

Investopedia explains American Depositary Receipt (ADR)
ADRs are an excellent way to buy shares in a foreign company and 
realize any dividends and capital gains in U.S. dollars. However, ADRs 
do not eliminate the currency and economic risks for the underly-
ing shares in another country. For example, dividend payments in 
a foreign currency would be converted to U.S. dollars, net of any 
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conversion expenses and foreign taxes. ADRs are listed on the NYSE, 
AMEX, or Nasdaq. 

Related Terms: 
•  Derivative
•  Global Depositary Receipt—GDR 
•  MSCI—Emerging Markets Index
•  Security •  Spiders—SPDRs

american stock exchange (amex)
What Does American Stock Exchange (AMEX) Mean?
The third-largest stock exchange by trading volume in the United 
States. The AMEX is located in New York City and handles about 
10% of all securities traded in the United States. 

Investopedia explains American Stock Exchange (AMEX)
The AMEX has merged with the Nasdaq. It was known as the “curb 
exchange” until 1921. It used to be a strong competitor of the New 
York Stock Exchange, but that role has been filled by the Nasdaq. 
Today, almost all trading on the AMEX is in small-cap stocks, 
exchange-traded funds, and derivatives. 

Related Terms: 
•  Dow Jones Industrial Average •  Index
•  Nasdaq 
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE •  Stock Market

amortization
What Does Amortization Mean?
(1) The paying off of debt in regular installments over a period of 
time. (2)The deduction of capital expenses over a specific period 
(usually over the asset’s life). More specifically, a method measuring 
the consumption of the value of intangible assets, such as a patent 
or a copyright. 

Investopedia explains Amortization
If XYZ Biotech spent $30 million on a piece of medical equipment 
with a patent lasting 15 years, the company would record $2 million  
each year in amortization expense. Although amortization and 
depreciation often are used interchangeably, technically this is 
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incorrect because amortization refers to intangible assets, whereas 
depreciation refers to tangible assets. 

Related Terms: 
•  Asset •  Depreciation
•  Earnings before Interest, Taxes,  
    Depreciation, and Amortization—EBITDA
•  Intangible Asset •  Tangible Asset

annual Percentage yield (aPy)
What Does Annual Percentage Yield (APY) Mean?
The effective annual rate of return after considering the effect of 
compounding interest; APY assumes that funds will remain in the 
investment vehicle for a full 365 days and 
is calculated as follows:

Investopedia explains Annual Percentage Yield (APY)
APY is similar to the annual percentage rate insofar as it standard-
izes varying interest rate agreements into an annualized percent-
age number. For example, suppose you are considering whether to 
invest in a one-year zero-coupon bond that pays 6% at maturity or 
a high-yield money market account that pays 0.5% per month with 
monthly compounding. At first glance, the yields appear identical—
12 months multiplied by 0.5% equals 6%—but when the effects of 
compounding are included, it can be seen that the second invest-
ment actually yields more: 6.17% (1.005^(12 – 1) = 0.0617). 

Related Terms: 
•  Certificate of Deposit—CD 
•  Compound Annual Growth Rate—CAGR
•  Compounding •  Money Market Account
•  Yield

annuity
What Does Annuity Mean?
A financial product designed to pay out a stream of payments to 
the holder at a later point in time. Annuities are used primarily as a 
means of securing a steady cash flow for an individual during his or 
her retirement years. 

= + -( )1 1periodic rate # Periods
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Investopedia explains Annuity
Annuities can be structured in many ways, such as by the duration 
of the time in which payments from the annuity can be guaranteed 
or can be created so that upon annuitization, payments continue  
as long as the annuitant or spouse is alive. In addition, they can  
be structured to pay out funds for a fixed amount of time, say,  
20 years, regardless of how long the annuitant lives. Annuities also 
can provide fixed periodic payments or variable payments. Vari-
able annuities allow the annuitant to receive greater payments if 
the investments of the annuity do well but smaller payments if the 
investments do poorly. Although it is riskier than a fixed annuity, 
this allows the annuitant to benefit from strong returns from the 
annuity fund’s investments. Annuities are flexible and therefore are 
suitable for many types of investors. 

Related Terms: 
•  Bond •  Defined-Benefit Plan
•  Interest Rate •  Mutual Fund
•  Tax Deferred

arbitrage
What Does Arbitrage Mean?
The simultaneous purchase and sale of an asset to profit from a 
difference in the price; a trade that creates profit by exploiting price 
differences in identical or similar financial instruments in different 
markets. Arbitrage is the result of market inefficiencies; it is a mecha-
nism that helps ensure that prices do not deviate substantially from 
fair value for long periods. 

Investopedia explains Arbitrage
Arbitrage is not a long-term investment strategy but a short-term 
trading strategy to exploit short-term pricing inefficiencies. Arbi-
trage helps ensure that prices do not deviate too far from an asset’s 
fair value for long periods. 

Related Terms: 
•  Ask •  Bid
•  Currency Swap •  Spread
•  Volume
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ask
What Does Ask Mean?
The price a seller is willing to accept for a security; also known as the 
offer price. The ask price quote also stipulates the number of shares 
offered at that price. Sometimes called “the ask.” 

Investopedia explains Ask
This is the opposite of bid, which is the price a buyer is willing to 
pay for a security. The terms “bid” and “ask” are used in nearly every 
financial market in the world in regard to stocks, bonds, currency, 
and derivatives. An example of an ask in the stock market would 
be $5.24 × 1,000, which means that someone is offering to sell 
1,000 shares at $5.24.

Related Terms: 
•  Bid •  Bid-Ask Spread
•  New York Stock Exchange •  Spread
•  Stock Market

asset
What Does Asset Mean?
(1) A resource with economic value that an individual, corporation, 
or country owns or controls with the expectation that it will provide 
future benefit. (2) A balance sheet item that reflects what a firm owns. 

Investopedia explains Asset
(1) Assets are purchased to increase the value of a firm. One should 
think of an asset as something that can generate cash flow. It could 
be a company’s plant and equipment or an individual’s rental prop-
erty. (2) In the context of accounting, assets are either current or 
fixed (noncurrent). Current means within one year: cash, accounts 
receivable, and inventory. Fixed assets are expected to provide 
benefits beyond one year: manufacturing equipment, buildings, and 
real estate. 

Related Terms: 
•  Balance Sheet •  Current Assets
•  Depreciation •  Intangible Asset
•  Tangible Asset
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asset allocation
What Does Asset Allocation Mean?
An investment strategy that aims to balance risk and reward by 
spreading investments across three main asset classes—equities, 
bonds, and cash—in accordance with an individual’s goals, risk  
tolerance, and investment horizon. Historically, different asset 
classes have varying degrees of risk and return and therefore behave 
differently over time. 

Investopedia explains Asset Allocation
There is no simple formula to determine the proper asset alloca-
tion for every individual. However, the consensus among financial 
professionals is that asset allocation is one of the most important 
investment components. In other words, individual securities 
selection is secondary to the way an investor allocates investments 
across stocks, bonds, and cash. Some mutual funds, called life-cycle, 
or target-date funds, use asset allocation to provide investors with 
portfolios that align with an investor’s age, appetite for risk, and 
investment objectives. However, some critics argue that these kinds 
of standardized funds are problematic because individual investors 
require individual solutions, not a one-size-fits-all approach.

Related Terms: 
•  Correlation •  Diversification
•  Modern Portfolio Theory—MPT •  Portfolio
•  Risk

asset turnover
What Does Asset Turnover Mean?
The amount of sales generated for every  
dollar’s worth of assets; it is calculated by 
dividing sales in dollars by assets in dollars: 

Investopedia explains Asset Turnover
Asset turnover measures a firm’s efficiency at using its assets in 
generating sales or revenue; the higher the number, the better. It also 

Asset Turnover
Revenue

Assets
=
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reflects pricing strategy; companies with low profit margins tend 
to have high asset turnover, whereas those with high profit margins 
have low asset turnover. 

Related Terms: 
•  Fundamental Analysis
•  Inventory Turnover
•  Net Sales
•  Revenue
•  Turnover

asset-backed security (abs)
What Does Asset-Backed Security (ABS) Mean?
A financial security backed by a loan, a lease, or receivables other 
than real estate and mortgage-backed securities. Asset-backed secu-
rities are an alternative to investing in corporate debt. 

Investopedia explains Asset-Backed Security (ABS)
An ABS is essentially the same thing as a mortgage-backed secu-
rity except that the securities backing it are assets such as loans, 
leases, credit card debt, a company’s receivables, or royalties but not 
mortgage-based securities. 

Related Terms: 
•  Asset
•  Corporate Bond
•  Derivative
•  Mortgage-Backed Securities—MBS
•  Securitization

average directional index (adx)
What Does Average Directional Index (ADX) Mean? 
The Average Directional Movement Index is used in technical analy-
sis as an objective value for the strength of trend; it is nondirectional 
so that it will quantify trend strength whether it is up or down. ADX 
usually is plotted in a chart window along with two lines to create 
one indicator; it is derived from the relationship of the lines.
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Increasing values above
20 suggest that the trend’s
strength is increasing. An ADX
value crossing below 40
suggests that the trend is
getting exhausted and is likely
to reverse.

Below: The trend is deemed to be
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Investopedia explains Average Directional Index (ADX)
This analysis is a method of evaluating trend and can help traders 
identify the strongest trends and show them how to let profits run 
when the trend is strong.

Related Terms: 
•  Benchmark •  Downtrend
•  Index •  Trend Analysis
•  Uptrend
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balance sheet
What Does Balance Sheet Mean?
A fi nancial statement that summarizes a company’s assets, liabilities, 
and shareholders’ equity at a specifi c point in time. Th e balance 
sheet gives investors an idea of what the company owns and owes as 
well as the amount invested by the shareholders. Th e balance sheet 
follows the formula assets = liabilities + shareholders’ equity. Each of 
the three segments of the balance sheet has many accounts within 
it, documenting the value of each one. Accounts such as cash, inven-
tory, and property are on the asset side of the balance sheet, and 
accounts such as accounts payable and long-term debt fall on the 
liability side. Accounts on a balance sheet diff er by company and by 
industry, as there is no set template that accurately accommodates 
the diff erences between diff erent types of businesses. 

Investopedia explains Balance Sheet
It is called a balance sheet because the two sides of the sheet bal-
ance out. Th is makes sense: A company has to pay for all the things 
it has (assets) by borrowing money (liabilities) or getting it from 
shareholders (shareholders’ equity). Th e balance sheet is one of the 
most important pieces of fi nancial information issued by a company. 
It is a snapshot of what a company owns and owes at that point 
in time. Th e income statement, in contrast, shows the company’s 
revenues and profi ts over a certain period. One statement is not 
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better than the other; together they present a complete picture of a 
company’s finances. 

Related Terms: 
•  Asset •  Income Statement
•  Liability •  Retained Earnings
•  Shareholders’ Equity

bank guarantee
What Does Bank Guarantee Mean?
A guarantee issued by a lending institution ensuring that the li-
abilities of a debtor will be met. In other words, if the debtor fails to 
settle a debt, the bank will cover it. 

Investopedia explains Bank Guarantee
A bank guarantee enables the customer (debtor) to acquire goods, 
buy equipment, or draw down loans and thus expand business 
activity. 

Related Terms: 
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents •  Debt
•  Letter of Credit •  Liability
•  Risk

banker’s accePtance (ba)
What Does Banker’s Acceptance (BA) Mean?
A short-term credit investment created by a nonfinancial firm and 
guaranteed by a bank. 

Investopedia explains Banker’s Acceptance (BA)
Acceptances are traded at a discount from face value on the second-
ary market. Banker’s acceptances are very similar to T-bills and often 
are used in money market funds. 

Related Terms: 
•  Bond •  Certificate of Deposit—CD
•  Commercial Paper •  Money Market
•  Treasury Bill—T-Bill
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bankruPtcy
What Does Bankruptcy Mean?
A legal proceeding initiated by a person or business that is unable to 
pay its outstanding debts; the bankruptcy process begins with a pe-
tition filed by the debtor (most common) or on behalf of creditors 
(less common). All the debtor’s assets are measured and evaluated, 
after which the assets are used to repay a portion of the outstanding 
debt. Upon the successful completion of bankruptcy proceedings, 
the debtor is relieved of the debt obligations incurred before filing 
for bankruptcy. 

Investopedia explains Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy offers an individual or business a chance to start fresh 
by forgiving debts that simply cannot be paid while offering credi-
tors a chance to obtain some measure of repayment that is based on 
what assets are available. In theory, bankruptcy benefits an overall 
economy by giving persons and businesses a second chance and 
providing creditors with a measure of debt repayment. Bankruptcy 
filings in the United States can fall under one of several chapters 
of the Bankruptcy Code: Chapter 7 (which involves liquidation of 
assets), Chapter 11 (company or individual “reorganizations”), and 
Chapter 13 (debt repayment with lowered debt covenants or pay-
ment plans). Bankruptcy filings vary widely from country to country, 
leading to higher or lower filing rates, depending on how easily a 
person or company can complete the process. 

Related Terms: 
•  Bear Market •  Chapter 11
•  Credit Crunch •  Debt
•  Subprime Loan

basis Point (bPs)
What Does Basis Point (BPS) Mean?
A unit equal to 1/100 of 1%; it is used to denote a change in a finan-
cial instrument (usually a fixed-income security). The basis point 
is used commonly for calculating changes in interest rates, equity 
indexes, and the yield of a fixed-income security. 
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Investopedia explains Basis Point (BPS)
Converting percentage changes in basis points is done as follows: 1% 
change = 100 basis points, and 0.01% = 1 basis point. Thus, a bond 
whose yield increases from 5% to 5.5% is said to increase by 50 basis 
points; when interest rates rise 1%, they have increased by 100 basis 
points. 

Related Terms: 
•  Bond •  Corporate Bond
•  Interest Rate •  Pip
•  Yield

bear market
What Does Bear Market Mean?
A market condition characterized by falling stock prices, widespread 
pessimism, and snowballing negative sentiment that causes inves-
tors to sell stocks; this leads to further pessimism. Although figures 
vary, a downturn of 20% or more across broad market indexes such 
as the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) or the Standard & Poor’s 
500 Index (S&P 500) over a two-month period is considered a bear 
market. 

Investopedia explains Bear Market
A bear market should not be confused with a correction, which 
is a short-term trend that lasts less than two months. Although 
corrections are often a great time for a value investor to jump into 
the market, bear markets are quite risky to time because one never 
knows when a market has hit bottom. It is difficult for investors to 
make money in a bear market unless they are short sellers. 

Related Terms: 
•  Bull Market •  Downtrend
•  Market Economy •  Short Sale
•  Stock Market

behavioral Finance
What Does Behavioral Finance Mean?
A field of finance that proposes psychology-based theories to 
explain stock market anomalies. Within behavioral finance, it is 
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assumed that the information structure and the characteristics of 
market participants systematically influence individuals’ investment 
decisions as well as market outcomes.

Investopedia explains Behavioral Finance
Many studies have documented long-term historical phenomena in 
securities markets that contradict the efficient market hypothesis 
and cannot be captured plausibly in models that are based on per-
fect investor rationality. Behavioral finance attempts to fill the void.

Related Terms:
•  Efficient Market Hypothesis—EMH •  Fundamental Analysis
•  Market Economy
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE •  Quantitative Analysis

benchmark
What Does Benchmark Mean?
A standard against which the performance of a security, mutual 
fund, or investment manager can be measured. Generally, broad 
market and market-segment stock and bond indexes are used for 
this purpose.

Investopedia explains Benchmark
In evaluating the performance of any investment, it is important to 
compare it with an appropriate benchmark. In the financial field, 
there are dozens of indexes that analysts use to gauge the perfor-
mance of any specific investment, including the S&P 500, the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average, and the Lehman Brothers Aggregate Bond 
Index.

Related Terms:
•  Dow Jones Industrial Average •  Index
•  Lehman Aggregate Bond Index •  Stock Market
•  Standard & Poor’s 500 Index

beta
What Does Beta Mean?
A statistical measure of the volatility of an investment in relation to 
the market as a whole; also known as “beta coefficient” or “system-
atic risk.”
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Investopedia explains Beta
Beta is calculated by using regression analysis; one should think of 
beta as the tendency of a security’s returns to respond to swings 
in the market. A beta of 1 indicates that the price of a security will 
move in tandem with the market; a beta less than 1 means that the 
security will be less volatile than the market. A beta more than 1 
indicates that the security’s price will be more volatile than the mar-
ket. For example, if a stock’s beta is 1.2, theoretically, it’s 20% more 
volatile than the market. Many utilities stocks have a beta less than 1. 
Conversely, most high-flying tech stocks have a beta greater than 1, 
offering a chance for higher returns but with far greater risk.

Related Terms: 
•  Alpha •  Capital Market Line—CML
•  R-Squared •  Swing Trading
•  Unlevered Beta

bid
What Does Bid Mean?
(1) The price at which an offer is made by an investor, a trader, or a 
dealer to buy a security. The bid sets the price and the quantity to be 
purchased. (2) The price at which a market maker is willing to buy 
a security; market makers also display an ask price (both price and 
quantity) at which they are willing to sell. 

Investopedia explains Bid
Bid is the opposite of ask, which stipulates the price a seller is willing 
to accept for a security and the quantity of the security to be sold at 
that price. (1) An example of a bid in the market would be $23.53 × 
1,000, which means that an investor wants to buy 1,000 shares at the 
price of $23.53. If a seller in the market is willing to sell that amount 
for that price, the transaction is completed. (2) Market makers are 
vital to the efficiency and liquidity of the marketplace. By quoting 
both bid and ask prices, they always allow investors to buy or sell a 
security if the investors need to. 

Related Terms: 
•  Ask •  Bid-Ask Spread
•  Market Maker •  Spread
•  Volume
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bid-ask sPread
What Does Bid-Ask Spread Mean?
The amount by which the ask price exceeds the bid price. Essentially, 
it is the difference between the highest price a buyer is willing to pay 
for an asset and the lowest price for which a seller is willing to sell it.

Investopedia explains Bid-Ask Spread
As an example, if the bid price is $20 and the ask price is $21, the 
bid-ask spread is $1. The size of the spread from one asset to another 
will vary with the liquidity of the asset. For example, currency is 
considered the most liquid asset in the world; thus, currency spreads 
are very narrow (one-hundredth of a percent). In contrast, less liquid 
assets such as a small-cap stock will have wider spreads, sometimes 
as high as 1 to 2% of the asset’s value. 

Related Terms: 
•  Ask •  Bid
•  Market Maker  •  Pink Sheets
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE

black scholes model
What Does Black Scholes Model Mean?
A model of price variation over time in financial instruments such 
as stocks that often is used to calculate the price of a European call 
option. The model assumes that the price of heavily traded assets  
follows a geometric Brownian motion with constant drift and 
volatility. When applied to a stock option, the model incorporates 
the constant price variation of the stock, the time value of money, 
the option’s strike price, and the time to the option’s expiration. Also 
known as the Black-Scholes-Merton Model. 

Investopedia explains Black Scholes Model
The Black Scholes Model is one of the most important concepts in 
modern financial theory. It was developed in 1973 by Fisher Black, 
Robert Merton, and Myron Scholes and is used widely today and 
regarded as one of the best formulas for determining option prices. 

Related Terms: 
•  Exercise •  Option
•  Standard Deviation •  Stock Option
•  Strike Price
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blue-chiP stock
What Does Blue-Chip Stock Mean?
The stock of a well-established and financially sound company that 
has demonstrated an ability to pay dividends in both good and bad 
times. 

Investopedia explains Blue-Chip Stock
These stocks are usually less risky than other stocks. The stock price 
of a blue chip usually closely tracks the S&P 500 Index. 

Related Terms: 
•  Dow Jones Industrial Average—DJIA  •  Large-Cap Stock
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE
•  Standard & Poor’s 500 Index—S&P 500 •  Stock

bollinger band
What Does Bollinger Band Mean?
A band that is plotted two standard deviations away from a simple 
moving average. In the example below, the price of the stock is 
banded by an upper band and a lower band along with a 21-day 
simple moving average.

Notice how the upper and lower bands
act as strong areas of support and resistance.

SMA

Chart by MetaStock Copyright © 2006 Investopedia.com
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Investopedia explains Bollinger Band
Because standard deviation is a measure of volatility, Bollinger bands 
adjust to changing market conditions. When markets become more 
volatile, the bands widen (move farther away from the average), and 
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during less volatile periods, the bands contract (move closer to the 
average). A tightening of the bands often is used by technical traders 
as an early indication that volatility is about to increase sharply. This 
is one of the most popular technical analysis techniques. The closer 
prices move to the upper band, the more overbought the market is 
thought to be; the closer they move to the lower band, the more the 
market is considered oversold. 

Related Terms: 
•  Moving Average •  Standard Deviation
•  Technical Analysis •  Trend Analysis
•  Volatility 

bond
What Does Bond Mean?
A debt investment in which an investor lends money to an entity 
(corporate or government) that borrows the funds for a defined 
period at a fixed interest rate. Bonds are used by companies, munici-
palities, states, and U.S. and foreign governments to finance a variety 
of projects and activities. Bonds commonly are referred to as fixed-
income securities and are one of the three main asset classes, along 
with stocks and cash equivalents. 

Investopedia explains Bond
The indebted entity (issuer) issues a bond stipulating the stated 
interest rate (coupon) to be paid and a date when the loaned funds 
(bond principal) are to be returned (maturity date). Interest on 
bonds usually is paid every six months (semiannually); bond catego-
ries include corporate bonds, municipal bonds, and U.S. Treasury 
bonds, notes, and bills (“Treasuries”). Two features of a bond—credit 
quality and maturity—are the principal determinants of the interest 
rate of a bond. Bond maturities can range from a 90-day Treasury 
bill to a 30-year government bond. Corporate and municipal bonds 
typically go out 3 to 10 years.

Related Terms: 
•  Callable Bond •  Convertible Bond
•  Corporate Bond •  Junk Bond
•  Yield to Maturity
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bond ladder
What Does Bond Ladder mean?
A strategy for managing fixed-income investments by which the 
investor builds a ladder by dividing his or her investment dollars 
evenly among bonds or CDs that mature at regular intervals simul-
taneously (for example, every six months, once a year, or every two 
years).

Investopedia explains Bond Ladder
Advantages of bond ladders are consistent returns, low risk, and 
ongoing liquidity because every interval the investor has securities 
expiring. The bond ladder also protects the investor’s bond portfolio 
from call risk: Since maturities are staggered, there is little chance 
that all the bonds in one portfolio will be called at once.

Related Terms:
•  Bond •  Corporate Bond
•  Interest Rate •  Yield
•  Yield to Maturity

bond rating
What Does Bond Rating Mean?
A grade assigned to a bond that indicates its credit quality; private 
rating services such as Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, and Fitch evalu-
ate a bond issuer’s financial strength, or its ability to pay principal 
and interest in a timely fashion, and then give a bond a rating.

Investopedia explains Bond Rating
Bond ratings are expressed with letters ranging from AAA, which is 
the highest rating to C (“junk”), which is the lowest rating. Different 
rating services use the same letter grades but use various combina-
tions of upper- and lowercase letters to differentiate themselves. 
Here’s how the Standard & Poor’s rating system works: AAA and  
AA: high credit-quality investment grade; AA and BBB: medium 
credit-quality investment grade; BB, B, CCC, CC, and C: low credit-
quality (noninvestment grade), or “junk bonds”; D: bonds in default 
for nonpayment of principal and/or interest. 
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Related Terms: 
•  Credit Rating •  High-Yield Bond
•  Interest Rate •  Investment Grade
•  Junk Bond

book value
What Does Book Value Mean?
(1) The value at which an asset is carried on a balance sheet; in other 
words, the cost of an asset minus accumulated depreciation. (2) The 
net asset value of a company, calculated as total assets minus intan-
gible assets (patents, goodwill) and liabilities. (3) The initial outlay 
for an investment. This number may be net or gross of expenses 
such as trading costs, sales taxes, and service charges. In the United 
Kingdom book value is called net asset value. 

Investopedia explains Book Value
Book value is the accounting value of a firm. It has three main uses: 
(1) It is the total value of the company’s assets that shareholders 
theoretically would receive if a company were liquidated. (2) By 
comparing a company’s book value with its market value, one sees 
whether its stock is under- or overpriced. (3) In personal finance, the 
book value of an investment is the price paid for a security or debt 
investment. When a stock is sold, the selling price minus the book 
value is the capital gain (or loss) from the investment. 

Related Terms: 
•  Depreciation •  Intangible Asset
•  Intrinsic Value •  Net Asset Value—NAV
•  Price-to-Book Ratio—P/B Ratio

breakPoint
What Does Breakpoint Mean?
For a load mutual fund, the dollar amount for the purchase of the 
fund’s shares that qualifies the investor for a reduced sales charge 
(load). The purchase may be made in a lump sum or by staggering 
payments within a prescribed period. The latter form of investment 
purchase in a fund must be documented by a letter of intent.
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Investopedia explains Breakpoint
As an example, suppose an investor plans to invest $95,000 in a 
front-end load mutual fund and faces a sales charge of 6.25%, or 
$6,125. If a breakpoint of $100,000 exists with a lower sales charge of 
5.5%, the investor should be advised to invest an additional $5,000. If 
the investor can add another $5,000 to the investment, he or she will 
benefit from a lower breakpoint sales charge of $5,500, for a savings 
of $625 on this transaction. Mutual funds are required to give a de-
scription of these breakpoints and the eligibility requirements in the 
fund prospectus. By reaching or surpassing a breakpoint, an investor 
will face a lower sales charge and save money. Any purchase of fund 
shares that occurs just below a breakpoint is considered unethical 
and in violation of NASD rules.

Related Terms: 
•  Broker-Dealer •  Expense Ratio
•  Front-End Load •  Mutual Fund
•  Total Return

broker-dealer
What Does Broker-Dealer Mean?
A person or firm that is in the business of buying and selling securi-
ties and operating as both a broker and a dealer, depending on the 
transaction. 

Investopedia explains Broker-Dealer
Technically, a broker is only an agent to a transaction who executes 
orders on behalf of clients, whereas a dealer acts as a principal and 
trades (buys and sells) for his or her own account. Because most 
brokerages act as both brokers and principals, the term broker-dealer  
is used commonly to describe them. 

Related Terms: 
•  FINRA •  Market Maker
•  Nasdaq •  New York Stock Exchange
•  Stock Market
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bull market
What Does Bull Market Mean?
A financial market condition in which security prices are rising or are 
expected to rise. The term most often is used to refer to the stock 
market but can be applied to anything that is traded, such as bonds, 
currencies, and commodities. 

Investopedia explains Bull Market
Bull markets are characterized by optimism, investor confidence, 
and high expectations for a strong future. It is difficult to predict 
changes in the markets, especially when one considers investor psy-
chology and speculation, which play a major role. The terms “bull” 
and “bear” come from the way each animal attacks its opponents. A 
bull thrusts its horns up into the air, whereas a bear swipes its paws 
down. These actions are metaphors for the movement in a market. 
When the trend is up, it’s a bull market; when the trend is down, it’s 
a bear market. 

Related Terms: 
•  Bear Market •  Downtrend
•  Fundamental Analysis •  January Barometer
•  Uptrend

business cycle
What Does Business Cycle Mean?
The recurring and fluctuating levels of economic activity that an 
economy experiences over a long period; the five business cycles 
are growth (expansion), peak, recession (contraction), trough, and 
recovery. At one time business cycles were thought to occur on a 
regular and predictable basis, but today they are thought of as being 
more irregular, varying in frequency, magnitude, and duration. 

Investopedia explains Business Cycle
Since World War II, most business cycles have lasted three to five 
years from peak to peak. The average duration of an expansion has 
been 44.8 months; the average duration of a recession has been  
11 months. The Great Depression, which saw economic activity 
decline from 1929 to 1933, lasted 43 months. 
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Related Terms: 
•  Asset Turnover •  Bear Market
•  Bull Market •  Law of Supply
•  Recession

buy side
What Does Buy Side Mean?
The institutional side of Wall Street that tends to buy large portions of 
securities for money-management purposes: mutual funds, pension 
funds, and insurance firms. The buy side is the opposite of the sell side; 
it provides research and recommendations for upgrades, downgrades, 
target prices, and opinions to the public market. Together, the buy side 
and the sell side make up the two sides of institutional Wall Street. 

Investopedia explains Buy Side
As an example, a buy-side analyst typically works in a nonbroker-
age firm (mutual fund or pension fund) and provides research and 
recommendations exclusively for the benefit of the company’s own 
money managers (as opposed to individual investors). Unlike sell-
side recommendations, which are meant for the public, buy-side 
recommendations are not available to anyone outside the firm. In 
fact, if a buy-side analyst stumbles upon a formula, vision, or ap-
proach that works, it is kept secret. 

Related Terms: 
•  Investment Bank •  Mutual Fund
•  No-Load Fund •  Portfolio
•  Security

buy to cover
What Does Buy to Cover Mean?
A buy order placed on a stock or another listed security that closes 
out an existing short position. A short sale involves selling shares of 
a company that one does not own; since the shares are borrowed, 
they have to be returned (repaid) at some point. Buying back an 
equal number of shares that were borrowed “covers” the short sale, 
and the shares can be returned to the original lender. The lender is 
typically the investor’s own broker-dealer, who in turn may have had 
to borrow the shares from a third party. 
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Investopedia explains Buy to Cover
These investors, who bet on a stock price’s decline, hope to buy back 
the shares at a lower price than the price at which the shares were 
sold short. There is no time frame for short investors, who can wait 
as long as they wish to repurchase the shares. However, if a stock 
begins to rise above the price at which the shares were shorted, the 
investors’ broker may force them to execute a buy to cover order 
to meet a margin call. To avoid margin calls, investors should keep 
enough buying power in their accounts to make a buy to cover 
trade, based on the current market price of the stock. 

Related Terms: 
•  Maintenance Margin •  Naked Shorting
•  Short (or Short Position) •  Short Covering
•  Short Interest

buyback
What Does Buyback Mean?
The repurchase of outstanding shares (repurchase) by a company 
to reduce the number of shares outstanding in the market; compa-
nies buy back shares either to increase the value of available shares 
(reducing supply) or to eliminate threats by shareholders who may 
be planning a hostile takeover. 

Investopedia explains Buyback
A buyback is a method for a company to invest in itself. Buybacks 
reduce the number of shares outstanding in the market, and that 
increases the proportion of shares the company owns. Buybacks can 
be carried out in two ways: (1) Shareholders may be given a tender 
offer by which they have the option to submit (or tender) a por-
tion or all of their shares back to the company within a certain time 
frame and at a premium to the current market price. The premium 
is compensation for tendering their shares rather than holding on to 
them. (2) Companies buy back shares on the open market over an 
extended period. 

Related Terms: 
•  Debt Financing •  Dilution
•  Outstanding Shares •  Short Covering
•  Short Squeeze
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call
What Does Call Mean?
(1) Th e period of time between the opening and the closing of 
some future markets in which the prices are established through an 
auction process. (2) An option contract giving the owner the right 
(but not the obligation) to buy (call away) a specifi ed amount of an 
underlying security at a specifi ed price within a specifi ed period. 

Investopedia explains Call
(1) On some exchanges, the call period is an important time in 
which to match and execute a large number of orders before open-
ing and closing. (2) A call becomes more valuable as the price of the 
underlying asset (stock) rises. 

Related Terms: 
•  Call Option •  Callable Bond
•  Long (or Long Position) •  Open Interest
•  Put
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call oPtion
What Does Call Option Mean?
An investment contract that gives an investor the right (but not the 
obligation) to buy a stock, bond, commodity, or other instrument at 
a specified price within a specified time period. 

Investopedia explains Call Option
A call option gives an investor the right to “call in” (buy) an asset. 
The investor profits on a call when the underlying asset increases in 
price above the call price. 

Related Terms: 
•  Bull Market •  Call
•  Long (or Long Position) •  Put
•  Put Option

callable bond
What Does Callable Bond Mean?
A bond that can be redeemed (called) by the issuer before its matu-
rity; usually a premium is paid to the bond owner when the bond is 
called. Also referred to as a redeemable bond. 

Investopedia explains Callable Bond
The main reason a bond is called by an issuer is a decline in interest 
rates. If interest rates have declined since a company first issued its 
bonds, it probably will want to refinance the debt at a lower rate 
of interest. In this case, the company will call its current bonds and 
reissue new bonds at a lower rate of interest. This saves the issuer 
money by lowering the interest payments on the bonds.

Related Terms:
•  Bond •  Call
•  Debt •  Interest Rate 
•  Yield to Maturity

candlestick
What Does Candlestick Mean?
A price chart that displays the daily high, low, open, and close for a 
security over a specified period.
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Investopedia explains 
Candlestick
Traders use candlestick 
chart information to 
execute many different 
trading strategies.

Related Terms: 
•  Ask 
•  Bid
•  Fundamental Analysis 
•  Technical Analysis
•  Volume

caPital
What Does Capital Mean?
(1) Financial assets or the financial value of assets, such as cash. (2) 
The factories, machinery, and equipment owned by a business and 
used for operations and production. 

Investopedia explains Capital
Capital is an extremely vague term, and its specific definition 
depends on the context in which it is used. In general, it refers to 
financial resources available for use: working capital.

Related Terms: 
•  Capital Asset Pricing Model—CAPM  •  Capital Gain
•  Capital Structure  •  Depreciation
•  Venture Capital

caPital asset Pricing model (caPm)
What Does Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) Mean?
A model that describes the relationship between risk and expected 
return; it is used to price securities. The general idea behind CAPM 
is that investors need to be compensated for investing their cash in 
two ways: (1) time value of money and (2) risk. (1) The time value 
of money is represented by the risk-free (rf) rate in the formula and 
compensates investors for placing money in any investment over 

The highest price for the day

Open or closing price

Body is black (or red) if
stock closed lower. Body
is white (or green) if it
closed higher.

Open or closing price

The lowest price for the day
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a period of time. (2) Risk calculates the 
amount of compensation the investor 
needs for taking on additional risk. This 
is calculated by taking a risk measure 
(beta) that compares the returns of the 
asset to the market over a period of time 
and to the market premium (Rm-rf). 

Investopedia explains Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)
The CAPM states that the expected return of a security or a port-
folio should equal the rate on a risk-free security (a U.S. Treasury 
bond) plus a risk premium. If this expected return does not meet or 
exceed the required return, the investment should not be under-
taken. The security market line plots the results of the CAPM for all 
different risks (betas). Using the CAPM model with the following 
assumptions, one can compute the expected return of a stock: If 
the risk-free rate = 3%, the beta (risk measure) of the stock = 2, and 
the expected market return over the time period = 10%, the stock is 
expected to return 17% (3% + 2(10% –3%)). 

Related Terms: 
•  Beta •  Capital Market Line—CML
•  Security Market Line—SML •  Systematic Risk 
•  Treasury Bill—T-Bill

caPital gain
What Does Capital Gain Mean?
(1) An increase in the value of a capital asset (investment or real es-
tate) above its purchase price. The gain is not realized until the asset 
is sold. A capital gain may be short term (one year or less) or long 
term (more than one year) and must be reported for tax purposes. 
A capital loss is incurred when there is a decrease in the capital asset 
value below the purchase price of an asset. (2) The profit that results 
when the price of a security held in a mutual fund rises above its 
purchase price and the security is sold (realized gain). If the security 
continues to be held, the gain is unrealized. A capital loss occurs 
when the opposite takes place. 
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Investopedia explains Capital Gain
(1) Long-term capital gains usually are taxed at a lower rate than is 
regular income or dividends. This is done to encourage entrepre-
neurship and investment in the economy. (2) Tax-conscious mutual 
fund investors should check a mutual fund’s unrealized accumulated 
capital gains, which are expressed as a percentage of its net assets, 
before investing in a fund that may have a significant unrealized 
capital gain component. This circumstance is referred to as a fund’s 
capital gains exposure. When a fund distributes capital gains, the 
mutual fund’s owners are liable for the tax. 

Related Terms: 
•  Bull Market •  Capital 
•  Capital Market Line—CML •  Return on Assets
•  Stock

caPital market line (cml)
What Does Capital Market Line (CML) Mean?
A line used in the capital asset pricing model that plots the rates 
of return for efficient portfolios, depending on the risk-free rate 
of return and the level of risk (standard deviation) for a particular 
portfolio. 

Investopedia explains Capital Market Line (CML)
The CML is derived by drawing a tangent line from the intercept 
point on the efficient frontier to the point where the expected 
return equals the risk-free rate of return. The CML is considered 
superior to the efficient frontier because it takes into account the 
inclusion of a risk-free asset in the portfolio. The capital asset pricing 
model (CAPM) demonstrates that the market portfolio is essentially 
the efficient frontier. This is represented visually by the security 
market line (SML). 

Related Terms: 
•  Capital Asset Pricing Model—CAPM 
•  Efficient Market Hypothesis—EMH 
•  Modern Portfolio Theory—MPT
•  Standard Deviation 
•  Volume
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caPital structure
What Does Capital Structure Mean?
The combination of a company’s long-term debt, specific short-term 
debt, common equity, and preferred equity; the capital structure 
is the firm’s various sources of funds used to finance its overall 
operations and growth. Debt comes in the form of bond issues or 
long-term notes payable, whereas equity is classified as common 
stock, preferred stock, or retained earnings. Short-term debt such as 
working capital requirements also is considered part of the capital 
structure. 

Investopedia explains Capital Structure
The proportion of short-term and long-term debt is considered in 
analyzing a firm’s capital structure. When people refer to capital 
structure, they most likely are talking about a firm’s debt/equity 
ratio, which provides insight into how risky a company is. Usually a 
company financed heavily by debt poses greater risks because it is 
highly leveraged. 

Related Terms: 
•  Cost of Debt •  Debt Financing
•  Long-Term Debt •  Retained Earnings
•  Shareholders’ Equity

cash and cash equivalents (cce)
What Does Cash and Cash Equivalents (CCE) Mean?
An item on the balance sheet that reports the value of a company’s 
assets that are cash or can be converted into cash immediately. Also 
called liquid assets. 

Investopedia explains Cash and Cash Equivalents (CCE)
Examples of cash and cash equivalents are bank accounts, market-
able securities, and Treasury bills (T-bills). 

Related Terms:
•  Cash Conversion Cycle •  Cash Flow Statement
•  Current Assets •  Enterprise Value—EV
•  Liquidity Ratios
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cash conversion cycle (ccc)
What Does Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC) Mean?
A metric that expresses the length of time in days that it takes for 
a company to convert resource inputs into cash flows. The cash 
conversion cycle attempts to measure the amount of time each net 
input dollar is tied up in the production and sales process before it 
is converted into cash through sales to customers. This metric looks 
at the amount of time needed to sell inventory, the amount of time 
needed to collect receivables, and the length of time the company 
is afforded to pay its bills without incurring 
penalties. Also known as the cash cycle. It is 
calculated as follows:

Where DIO represents days inventory outstanding, DSO represents 
days sales outstanding, and DPO represents days payable outstanding. 

Investopedia explains Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC)
Usually a company acquires inventory on credit, which results in ac-
counts payable. A company also can sell products on credit, which 
results in accounts receivable. Cash therefore is not involved until 
the company collects its accounts receivable and pays its accounts 
payable. The cash conversion cycle measures the time between the 
outlay of cash and cash recovery. This cycle is extremely important 
for retailers and similar businesses. CCC highlights how quickly a 
company can convert its products into cash through sales. The 
shorter the cycle is, the less time capital is tied up in the business 
process and thus the better it is for the company’s balance sheet. 
Remember, cash is king. 

Related Terms: 
•  Accounts Receivable 
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents—CCE
•  Inventory •  Inventory Turnover
•  Working Capital 

cash Flow
What Does Cash Flow Mean?
(1) A revenue or expense stream that changes a cash account 
over a specific period. Cash inflows usually arise from one of three 
activities—financing, operations, or investing—although they also 

CCC DIO DSO DPO= + -
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occur as a result of donations or gifts in the case of personal finance. 
Cash outflows result from expenses or investments. This holds true 
for both business and personal finance. (2) An accounting statement 
called the statement of cash flows shows the amount of cash gener-
ated and used by a company in a specific period. It is calculated by 
adding noncash charges (such as depreciation) to net income after 
taxes. Cash flow can be attributed to a specific project or to a busi-
ness as a whole. Positive cash flow indicates a company’s financial 
strength. 

Investopedia explains Cash Flow
(1) In business as in personal finance, cash flows are essential to 
solvency. They can represent past activities, such as the sale of a 
particular product, or forecast what a business or a person expects 
to take in and spend in the future. Cash flow is crucial to an entity’s 
survival. Having ample cash on hand will ensure that creditors, 
employees. and others can be paid on time. If a person or business 
does not have enough cash to support its operations, it is said to 
be insolvent and a likely candidate for bankruptcy if the insolvency 
continues. (2) The statement of a business’s cash flows often is used 
by analysts to gauge the business’s financial performance. Compa-
nies with ample cash flow are able to invest the cash back into the 
business to generate more cash and profit. 

Related Terms: 
•  Cash Conversion Cycle—CCC •  Cash Flow Statement
•  Discounted Cash Flow—DCF •  Free Cash Flow—FCF
•  Net Income—NI

cash Flow statement
What Does Cash Flow Statement Mean?
One of the quarterly financial reports a publicly traded company is 
required to disclose to the SEC and the public. It provides aggregate 
data regarding all cash inflows a company receives from both its 
ongoing operations and its external investment sources as well as all 
cash outflows that pay for business activities and investments during 
a specified quarter. 

Investopedia explains Cash Flow Statement
Because public companies tend to use accrual accounting, the 
income statements they release each quarter may not necessarily 
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reflect changes in their cash positions. For example, if a company 
lands a major contract, that contract will be recognized as revenue 
(and therefore income), but the company may not yet receive the 
cash from the contract until a later date. Although the company 
may be earning a profit in the eyes of accountants (and paying 
income taxes on it), the company may, during the quarter, end up 
with less cash than it had when it started. Even profitable companies 
can manage their cash flow inadequately. That is why the cash flow 
statement is important: It helps investors see if a company is having 
cash troubles. 

Related Terms:
•  Accrual Accounting •  Balance Sheet
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents—CCE
•  Generally Accepted Accounting Principles—GAAP
•  Income Statement 

certiFicate oF dePosit (cd)
What Does Certificate of Deposit (CD) Mean?
A savings instrument that guarantees to pay to the purchaser 
interest and principal. A CD has a maturity date (one month to 
five years) and a specified fixed interest rate and is issued in several 
denominations. CDs generally are issued by commercial banks and 
are insured by the FDIC.

Investopedia explains Certificate of Deposit (CD)
A CD is a promissory note issued by a bank. It is a time deposit that 
restricts holders from withdrawing funds on demand. If one pur-
chases a $10,000 CD with an interest rate of 5% compounded annu-
ally and a term of one year, at the year’s end, the CD will have grown 
to $10,500 ($10,000 × 1.05). Although the holder can withdraw 
money before maturity, this action may result in a financial penalty. 
CDs of less than $100,000 are called small CDs; CDs of more than 
$100,000 are called large CDs or jumbo CDs. Almost all large CDs, as 
well as some small CDs, are negotiable. 

Related Terms: 
•  Banker’s Acceptance—BA •  Commercial Paper
•  Interest Rate •  Jumbo Loan
•  Money Market
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chaPter 11
What Does Chapter 11 Mean?
Chapter 11 is a form of bankruptcy that involves a reorganization of 
a debtor’s business affairs and assets. It generally is filed by corpora-
tions that require time to restructure their debts. Chapter 11 gives 
the debtor a fresh start, subject to the debtor’s fulfillment of its 
obligations under its plan of reorganization. 

Investopedia explains Chapter 11
A Chapter 11 reorganization is the most complex of all bankruptcy 
cases and generally the most expensive. Companies consider this 
only as a last resort and only after careful analysis and exploration of 
all other alternatives. 

Related Terms:
•  Bankruptcy •  Debt
•  Debt Financing •  Dilution
•  Recession

closed-end Fund
What Does Closed-End Fund Mean?
A closed-end fund is a publicly traded investment company that 
raises a fixed amount of capital through an initial public offering 
(IPO). The fund then issues shares that are listed and traded like a 
stock on a stock exchange. Also known as a closed-end investment 
or closed-end mutual fund. 

Investopedia explains Closed-End Fund
Despite the similarity in name, a closed-end fund has little in com-
mon with a conventional mutual fund, which is technically known 
as an open-end fund. The former raises a prescribed amount of 
capital only once through an IPO by issuing a fixed amount of 
shares, which are purchased by investors in the closed-end fund as 
stock. Unlike regular stocks, a closed-end fund represents an interest 
in a specialized portfolio of securities that is managed actively by an 
investment advisor and typically concentrates on a specific industry, 
geographic region, or sector. The share price of a closed-end fund 
fluctuates in accordance with market forces (supply and demand) as 
well as the changing values of the securities in the fund’s holdings. 
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Related Terms: 
•  Exchange Traded Fund •  Mutual Fund
•  Net Asset Value—NAV •  Open-End Fund
•  Stock

coeFFicient oF variation (cv)
What Does Coefficient of Variation (CV) Mean?
A statistical measure of the 
dispersion of data points in a 
data series around the mean. 
It is calculated as follows:

The coefficient of variation represents the ratio of the standard  
deviation to the mean; it is a useful statistic for comparing the  
degree of variation from one data series to another even if the 
means are drastically different from each other. 

Investopedia explains Coefficient of Variation (CV)
The coefficient of variation allows investors to determine how 
much volatility (risk) they are assuming in relation to the amount of 
expected return from an investment; the lower the ratio of standard 
deviation to the mean return is, the better the risk-return trade-off 
is. Note that if the expected return in the denominator of the calcu-
lation is negative or zero, the ratio will not make sense. 

Related Terms: 
•  Beta •  Expected Return
•  Risk-Return Trade-Off •  Standard Deviation
•  Volatility 

collateral
What Does Collateral Mean?
Properties or assets that secure a loan or another debt. Collateral 
becomes subject to seizure on default. 

Investopedia explains Collateral
Collateral is a form of insurance to the lender in case the borrower 
fails to pay back the loan. For example, if a person gets a mortgage, 
the collateral would be the house. In margin stock trading, the secu-
rities in the account act as collateral against the margin loan.

Coefficient of Variation
Standard Deviation

Expe
=

ccted Return
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Related Terms:
•  Asset •  Asset-Backed Security
•  Margin •  Margin Call
•  Regulation T

collateralized debt obligation (cdo)
What Does Collateralized Debt Obligation (CDO) Mean?
An investment-grade security that is backed by a pool of bonds, 
loans, and other assets. CDOs represent various debt obligations but 
are often nonmortgage loans or bonds.

Investopedia explains Collateralized Debt Obligation (CDO)
Similar in structure to a collateralized mortgage obligation (CMO) 
or a collateralized bond obligation (CBO), CDOs are unique in that 
they represent different types of debt and credit risk. In the case of 
CDOs, these different types of debt often are referred to as tranches 
or slices. Each slice has a different maturity and risk associated with 
it. The higher the risk is, the more the CDO pays. 

Related Terms: 
•  Asset-Backed Security •  Bond
•  Collateralized Mortgage Obligation—CMO
•  Debt •  Tranches 

collateralized mortgage  
obligation (cmo)
What Does Collateralized Mortgage Obligation (CMO) Mean?
A type of mortgage-backed security that creates separate pools of 
pass-through rates for different classes of bondholders with varying 
maturities, called tranches. The repayments from the pool of pass-
through securities are used to retire the bonds in the precise order 
specified by the bonds’ prospectus. 

Investopedia explains Collateralized Mortgage Obligation (CMO)
CMOs work as follows: CMO investors are divided into three classes: 
class A, B, and C investors. Each class receives principal payments in 
a different order but receives interest payments until it is paid off 
completely. Class A investors are paid out first with prepayments 
and repayments until they are paid off. Next come class B investors, 
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followed by class C investors. In a situation like this, class A investors 
bear most of the prepayment risk and class C investors bear the least.

Related Terms: 
•  Asset-Backed Security 
•  Collateralized Debt Obligation—CDO •  Mortgage
•  Mortgage-Backed Securities—MBS  •  Tranches 

commercial PaPer
What Does Commercial Paper Mean?
An unsecured, short-term debt instrument issued by a corporation, 
typically for the financing of accounts receivable, inventories, and 
short-term liabilities. Maturities on commercial paper rarely are 
longer than 270 days, and commercial paper usually is issued at a 
discount to prevailing market interest rates. 

Investopedia explains Commercial Paper
Generally, commercial paper is not backed by any form of collateral; 
therefore, only firms with high-quality debt ratings will find buyers 
easily without having to offer a substantial discount (higher cost) 
for the debt issue. Commercial paper does not have to be registered 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) as long as it 
matures before nine months (270 days), making it a very cost- 
effective means of financing. Monies from this type of financing  
can be used only on current assets (inventories), not on fixed assets, 
such as a new plant, without SEC involvement. 

Related Terms: 
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents  •  Banker’s Acceptance—BA
•  Certificate of Deposit—CD •  Interest Rate
•  Money Market 

commodity
What Does Commodity Mean?
(1) A basic good used in commerce that is interchangeable with 
other commodities of the same type. Commodities most often are 
used as inputs in the production of other goods or services. The 
quality of a commodity may differ slightly, but it is essentially uni-
form across producers. Commodities traded on an exchange must 
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meet specified minimum standards, also known as a basis grade. (2) 
Any good exchanged during commerce, including goods traded on a 
commodity exchange. 

Investopedia explains Commodity
(1) Basically, there is little difference in a commodity from one 
producer to another; for example, a barrel of oil is a barrel of oil 
regardless of the producer. In contrast, electronic equipment is not a 
commodity, and the quality can be completely different, depending 
on the producer. Familiar commodities are grains, gold, beef, oil, and 
natural gas. More recently, financial products such as foreign curren-
cies and indexes have been called commodities. Closer to home, cell 
phone minutes and bandwidth are becoming commodities. (2) The 
sale and purchase of commodities usually are carried out through 
futures contracts on exchanges that standardize the quantity and 
minimum quality of the commodities being traded. For example, 
the Chicago Board of Trade stipulates that one wheat contract must 
be for 5,000 bushels and a stated grade (e.g., No. 2 Northern Spring).

Related Terms: 
•  Futures •  Futures Contract
•  Hedge •  Net Tangible Assets
•  Over the Counter

common stock
What Does Common Stock Mean?
A security that represents ownership in a corporation; holders of 
common stock exercise control by electing a board of directors and 
voting on corporate policy. Common stockholders are on the bot-
tom of the priority ladder if a company fails. In the case of liquida-
tion, common shareholders get paid after bondholders, preferred 
shareholders, and other debtholders. In the United Kingdom, com-
mon stock is called ordinary shares. 

Investopedia explains Common Stock
If the company goes bankrupt, the common stockholders will not 
receive their money until the creditors and preferred shareholders 
have received their respective shares of the leftover assets. In the 
event of liquidation, this makes common stock riskier than debt or 
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preferred shares. However, historically, common stock has outper-
formed bonds and preferred shares in the long run. 

Related Terms: 
•  Equity •  Initial Public offering—IPO
•  Marketable Security •  Preferred Stock 
•  Shareholders’ Equity

comPound annual growth rate (cagr)
What Does Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) Mean?
The year-over-year growth rate of an investment over a specified 
period; calculated by taking the (N)th root of the total percentage 
growth rate, where (N) is the 
number of years in the period 
being considered. It is expressed 
as follows: 

Investopedia explains Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)
In reality, CAGR is not the actual return but an imaginary number 
that describes the rate at which an investment would have grown 
if it had grown at a steady rate. CAGR can be thought of as a way 
to smooth out returns. This concept may seem fuzzy, and CAGR is 
better defined by example. Suppose you invest $10,000 in a port-
folio on January 1, 2005, and it grows to $13,000 by January 1, 2006, 
then to $14,000 by 2007, and finally to $19,500 by 2008. Your CAGR 
would be the ratio of your ending value to your beginning value 
($19,500/$10,000 = 1.95) raised to the power of 1/3 (since 1/number 
of years = 1/3). Then 1 is subtracted from the resulting number: 1.95 
raised to 1/3 power = 1.2493. (This could be written as 1.95^0.3333.) 
1.2493 – 1 = 0.2493. Another way of writing 0.2493 is 24.93%. The 
CAGR for your three-year investment is equal to 24.93%, represent-
ing the smoothed-out annualized gain earned over the time frame 
of the investment. 

Related Terms: 
•  Compounding •  Duration
•  Growth Stock •  Interest Rate
•  Yield
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comPounding
What Does Compounding Mean?
The ability of an asset to generate earnings, which then are reinvested  
to generate their own earnings. In other words, compounding refers 
to generating earnings from previous earnings. Also known as com-
pound interest. 

Investopedia explains Compounding
Suppose you invest $10,000 in Cory’s Tequila Company. The first 
year, the shares rise 20%. The investment is now worth $12,000. 
In year 2, the shares appreciate another 20% so that your $12,000 
grows to $14,400. Rather than your shares appreciating an additional 
$2,000 (20%) as they did in the first year, they appreciate an addi-
tional $400 because the $2,000 you gained in the first year grew by 
20% as well. If you extrapolate the process, the numbers can start 
to get very big as your previous earnings earn returns of their own. 
In fact, $10,000 invested at 20% annually for 25 years would grow 
to nearly $1,000,000 without your having invested another dime! 
Albert Einstein was rumored to have called compounding the eighth 
wonder of the world. 

Related Terms: 
•  Annual Percentage Yield—APY
•  Compound Annual Growth Rate—CAGR 
•  Dividend •  Interest Rate
•  Money Market Account

consumer Price index (cPi)
What Does Consumer Price Index (CPI) Mean?
A measure that examines the weighted average of prices of a basket 
of consumer goods and services such as transportation, food, and 
medical care. CPI is calculated by taking price changes for each 
item in the predetermined basket of goods and averaging them; the 
goods are weighted according to their importance. Changes in CPI 
are used to assess price changes associated with the cost of living. 
Sometimes referred to as headline inflation. 

Investopedia explains Consumer Price Index (CPI)
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics measures two kinds of CPI statis-
tics: (1) CPI for urban wage earners and clerical workers (CPI-W) and 
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(2) chained CPI for all urban consumers (C-CPI-U). Of the two, C-
CPI-U is more representative of the general public because it encom-
passes 87% of the population. CPI is one of the most frequently used 
statistics for identifying periods of inflation or deflation. This is the 
case because large rises in CPI during a short period typically denote 
periods of inflation, whereas large drops in CPI during a short period 
usually mark periods of deflation.

Related Terms: 
•  Bear Market •  Hyperinflation
•  Inflation •  Market Economy
•  Treasury Inflation Protected Securities—TIPS

consumer staPles
What Does Consumer Staples Mean?
A category of companies that manufacture and sell food and bever-
ages, tobacco, prescription drugs, and household products; generally 
they are goods and services that people buy regardless of economic 
conditions.

Investopedia explains Consumer Staples
Consumer staple companies produce products that people pur-
chase in good and bad economic times. Examples are soaps, health-
care products, food, and some types of clothing. Consumer staple 
products are the opposite of consumer discretionary products, 
which are items purchased at the discretion of the consumer, such 
as luxury goods. 

Related Terms:
•  Bear Market •  Bull Market
•  Business Cycle •  Inflation
•  Recession

contribution margin
What Does Contribution Margin Mean?
A cost accounting method that allows a company to determine the 
profitability of individual prod-
ucts. It is calculated as follows: Product Revenue Product Variable Costs

Product R
-

eevenue
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The phrase “contribution margin” also refers to a per unit measure 
of a product’s gross operating margin; it is calculated simply as the 
product’s price minus its total variable costs. 

Investopedia explains Contribution Margin
Consider a situation in which a business manager determines that a 
particular product has a 35% contribution margin, which happens 
to be less than that of other products in the company’s product 
line. This figure can help determine whether variable costs for that 
product can be reduced or the price of the end product can be 
increased. If both options are unattractive, the manager can drop 
the unprofitable product and produce an alternative product with a 
higher contribution margin. 

Related Terms: 
•  Accrual Accounting •  Income Statement
•  Margin •  Operating Margin
•  Revenue

convertible bond
What Does Convertible Bond Mean?
A bond that can be converted into a predetermined amount of 
equity at certain times during its life, usually at the discretion of the 
bondholder; convertibles sometimes are called CVs. 

Investopedia explains Convertible Bond
Issuing convertible bonds is one way for a company to minimize 
negative investor sentiment toward its corporate actions. For exam-
ple, if a public company chooses to issue stock, the market usually 
interprets it as a sign that the company’s share price is somewhat 
overvalued. To avoid this negative impression, the company may 
choose to issue convertible bonds, which bondholders probably will 
convert to equity anyway if the company continues to do well. From 
the investor’s perspective, a convertible bond has a value-added 
component built into it because it is essentially a bond but with a 
stock option hidden inside. However, it tends to offer a lower rate of 
return in exchange for the value of the option to convert the bond 
into stock. 
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Related Terms: 
•  Bond •  Convertible Preferred Stock
•  Dilution •  Fully Diluted Shares
•  Shareholders’ Equity

convertible PreFerred stock
What Does Convertible Preferred Stock Mean?
Preferred stock that allows the holder to convert the preferred 
shares into a fixed number of common shares, usually any time after 
a predetermined date. Also known as convertible preferred shares. 

Investopedia explains Convertible Preferred Stock
Most convertible preferred stock is exchanged at the request of 
the shareholder, but sometimes there is a provision that allows the 
company (or issuer) to force conversion. The value of convertible 
common stock ultimately is based on the performance (or lack of 
performance) of the common stock. 

Related Terms: 
•  Common Stock •  Convertible Bond
•  Dividend •  Preferred Stock
•  Premium 

corPorate bond
What Does Corporate Bond Mean?
A debt security issued by a corporation and sold to investors. The 
bond is backed by the company’s ability to pay interest and princi-
pal, which typically comes from money earned from future opera-
tions. In some cases, the company’s physical assets may be used as 
collateral for bonds. Corporate bonds are considered higher risk than 
government bonds. As a result, interest rates are almost always higher  
on corporate bonds, even for top-flight credit quality companies.

Investopedia explains Corporate Bond
Corporate bonds are issued in blocks of $1,000 in par value (face 
value) and usually have a standard coupon payment structure. 
Corporate bonds also may contain call provisions to allow for early 
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prepayment if prevailing rates change. Corporate bonds, that is, debt 
financing, along with equity and bank loans/lines of credit, are a 
major source of capital for businesses. In general, a company should 
exhibit consistent earnings potential to be able to offer debt securi-
ties to the public at a favorable coupon rate. The higher a company’s 
perceived credit quality is, the easier it becomes to issue debt at 
lower interest rates and issue higher amounts of debt. Most corpo-
rate bonds are taxable and have maturities of more than one year. 
Corporate debt that matures in less than one year typically is called 
commercial paper.

Related Terms: 
•  Bond •  Debt Financing
•  Municipal Bond  •  Yield
•  Yield to maturity—YTM

correlation
What Does Correlation Mean?
In the investment world, correlation is a statistical measure of how 
two securities move in relation to each other. Correlations are used 
in advanced portfolio management. 

Investopedia explains Correlation
Correlation is expressed as the correlation coefficient, which ranges 
between –1 and +1. Perfect positive correlation (a correlation coeffi-
cient of +1) means that as one security moves up or down, the other 
security will move lockstep in the same direction. Perfect negative 
correlation means that when one security moves in one direction, 
the other security will move by an equal amount in the opposite 
direction. If the correlation is 0, the movements of the securities are 
said to have no correlation; they are completely random. In real life, 
one rarely finds perfectly correlated securities but rather securities 
with degrees of correlation. 

Related Terms: 
•  Asset Allocation
•  Correlation
•  Diversification
•  Modern Portfolio Theory—MPT
•  Standard Deviation
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cost oF caPital
What Does Cost of Capital Mean?
The required rate of return necessary to make a capital budgeting 
expenditure, such as building a new factory, worthwhile. Cost of 
capital includes the cost of debt and the cost of equity. 

Investopedia explains Cost of Capital
The cost of capital influences the ways in which a company can raise 
money (through issuing stock or bonds or a mix of the two). Cost of 
capital is essentially the rate of return that a firm would receive if it 
invested in a different vehicle with similar risk. 

Related Terms: 
•  Capital Asset Pricing Model—CAPM  •  Cost of Debt
•  Opportunity Cost  •  Risk
•  Unlevered Beta

cost oF debt
What Does Cost of Debt Mean?
The effective rate that a company pays on its current debt; it can be 
measured as either before-tax or after-tax returns; however, be-
cause interest expense is deductible, the after-tax cost is seen most 
often. This is one part of the company’s capital structure, which also 
includes the cost of equity.

Investopedia explains Cost of Debt
Companies use bonds, loans, and other forms of debt for capital; 
this measure is useful because it indicates the overall rate being 
used for debt financing. It also gives investors an idea of how risky 
a company can be; riskier companies generally have a higher cost 
of debt. To get the after-tax rate, multiply the before-tax rate by 1 
minus the marginal tax rate (before-tax rate × (1 – marginal tax)). 
For example, if a company’s only debt was a single bond in which it 
paid 5%, the before-tax cost of debt would be 5%. If, however, the 
company’s marginal tax rate was 40%, the company’s after-tax cost 
of debt would be only 3% (5% × (1 –40%)). 

Related Terms: 
•  Capital Structure •  Cost of Capital 
•  Debt Financing •  Discounted Cash Flow—DCF
•  Interest Rate
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cost oF goods sold (cogs)
What Does Cost of Goods Sold Mean?
The direct costs incurred in the production of the goods sold by a 
company; it includes the cost of the materials and direct labor costs. 
Indirect expenses such as distribution costs and sales force costs are 
not part of COGS. COGS appears on the income statement and can 
be deducted from revenue to calculate a company’s gross margin. 
Also referred to as cost of sales. 

Investopedia explains Cost of Goods Sold
COGS consists of the costs that go into creating the products that a 
company sells; therefore, the only costs included in the measure are 
those which are tied directly to the production of the products. For 
example, the COGS for an automaker would include the material 
costs for the parts that go into making the car along with the labor 
costs used to put the car together. The cost of sending the cars to 
dealerships and the cost of the labor used to sell the car would  
be excluded. COGS differs from one industry to another. COGS is 
considered an expense. There are several ways to calculate COGS; 
one of the more basic ways is to start with the beginning inventory 
for the period and add the total amount of purchases made during 
the period and then deduct the ending inventory. This gives the 
total amount of inventory, specifically, the cost of the inventory 
sold by the company during the period. If a company begins with 
$10 million in inventory, makes $2 million in purchases, and ends 
the period with $9 million in inventory, the company’s COGS would 
be $3 million ($10 million + $2 million – $9 million).

Related Terms: 
•  Accounts Payable •  Accrual Accounting
•  Gross Margin  •  Inventory
•  Operating Income

counterParty risk
What Does Counterparty Risk Mean?
The risk inherent to each party to a contract that the counterparty 
will not live up to its contractual obligations. 
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Investopedia explains Counterparty Risk
In most financial contracts, counterparty risk is known as default risk. 

Related Terms: 
•  Beta •  Risk 
•  Risk-Return Trade-Off •  Systematic Risk
•  Unsystematic Risk

couPon
What Does Coupon Mean?
The interest rate stated on a bond when it is issued. The coupon 
typically is paid semiannually. This also is referred to as the coupon 
rate or coupon percent rate. 

Investopedia explains Coupon
For example, a $1,000 bond with a coupon of 7% will pay $70 a 
year. It is called a coupon because some bonds literally have cou-
pons attached to them. Holders receive interest by stripping off the 
coupons and redeeming them. This is less common today as more 
records are kept electronically. 

Related Terms: 
•  Bond •  Interest Rate
•  Premium •  Yield
•  Zero-Coupon Bond 

covariance
What Does Covariance Mean?
A measure of the degree by which the returns on two risky assets 
move in tandem. A positive covariance means that asset returns 
move together; a negative covariance means the returns move 
inversely. One method of calculating covariance is by looking at 
return surprises (deviations from expected return) in each scenario. 
Another method is to multiply the correlation between the two 
variables by the standard deviation of each variable. 
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Investopedia explains Covariance
Financial assets that have a high covariance with each other will not 
provide very much diversification. For example, if stock A’s return 
is high whenever stock B’s return is high or low when B’s is also low, 
these stocks are said to have a positive covariance. An investor seek-
ing diversified earnings should pick financial assets that have low 
covariance to each other. 

Related Terms: 
•  Correlation •  Diversification
•  Efficient Market Hypothesis—EMH 
•  Modern Portfolio Theory—MPT •  Technical Analysis 

covered call
What Does Covered Call Mean?
An options strategy in which an investor holds a long position in 
an asset and writes (sells) call options on that asset in an attempt 
to generate increased income from the asset. This strategy often is 
employed when an investor’s short-term view of the asset is neu-
tral. When an asset is bought long and an option is sold against 
the stock, the investor receives income from receiving the option 
premium. This is known as a buy-write. 

Investopedia explains Covered Call
For example, let’s say that you own shares in the TSJ Sports Con-
glomerate and are bullish about the company’s and the stock’s 
long-term prospects; however, in the short term you think the 
stock will trade relatively flat, perhaps within a few dollars of its 
current market price, say, $25. If you sell a call option on TSJ for $26, 
you earn the premium from the option sale but cap your upside 
potential at $26. One of three scenarios will play out: (1) TSJ shares 
trade flat (below the $26 strike price); the option expires worthless, 
and you keep the premium from the option. In this case, by using 
the buy-write strategy you have outperformed the stock. (2) TSJ 
share price drops; the option expires worthless, and you keep the 
premium. Again, you outperform the stock. (3) TSJ shares rise above 
$26; the option is exercised, and your upside is capped at $26, plus 
the option premium that you received. In this case, if the stock price 
exceeds $26 plus the premium that you received, your buy-write 
strategy has underperformed the TSJ shares. 
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Related Terms: 
•  Call Option •  Common Stock
•  Long (or Long Position) •  Stock Option
•  Strike Price 

credit crunch
What Does Credit Crunch Mean?
An economic condition characterized by extreme difficulty in ob-
taining capital. Banks and investors become wary of lending funds 
to corporations, and that drives up the price of debt products for 
borrowers. 

Investopedia explains Credit Crunch
Credit crunches usually occur during recessions. A credit crunch 
makes it nearly impossible for companies to borrow money because 
lenders are scared of bankruptcies or defaults and charge higher in-
terest rates because of that fear. The result is a slowdown in growth 
that leads to a prolonged recession (or slower recovery), which is 
compounded as banks hold tight to the banking reserves. 

Related Terms: 
•  Bankruptcy •  Bear Market
•  Debt •  Recession
•  Subprime Meltdown

credit deFault swaP (cds)
What Does Credit Default Swap (CDS) Mean?
A swap designed to transfer the credit exposure of fixed-income 
products between parties. 

Investopedia explains Credit Default Swap (CDS)
The buyer of a credit swap receives credit protection, whereas the 
seller of the swap guarantees the creditworthiness of the product. 
When this is done, the risk of default is transferred from the holder 
of the fixed-income security to the seller of the swap. For example, 
the buyer of a credit swap still is entitled to the par value of the 
bond from the seller of the swap if the bond defaults in its coupon 
payments. 
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Related Terms: 
•  Bond •  Credit Derivative
•  Fixed Income Security •  Interest Rate Swap
•  Swap 

credit derivative
What Does Credit Derivative Mean?
Privately held negotiable bilateral contracts that enable their users 
to manage their exposure to credit risk. Credit derivatives are finan-
cial assets like forward contracts, swaps, and options for which the 
price is driven by the credit risk of economic agents (private inves-
tors or governments). 

Investopedia explains Credit Derivative
As an example, a bank concerned that one of its customers may not 
be able to repay a loan can protect itself against loss from default by 
transferring the credit risk to another party while keeping the loan 
on its books. 

Related Terms: 
•  Credit Default Swap •  Credit Rating
•  Derivative •  Securitization
•  Yield

credit rating
What Does Credit Rating Mean?
An assessment of the creditworthiness of individuals and corpora-
tions. It is based on the history of borrowing and repayment as well 
as the availability of assets and the extent of liabilities. 

Investopedia explains Credit Rating
Credit is important because individuals and corporations with poor 
credit will have difficulty finding financing and most likely will have 
to pay more because of the risk of default. Credit ratings are a tool 
used by lenders to determine the types of loans and rate of interest 
that can be extended to a potential borrower.
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Related Terms:
•  Bond •  Bond Rating
•  Debt Financing •  Interest Rate
•  Risk

credit sPread
What Does Credit Spread Mean?
(1) The spread between Treasury securities and non-Treasury securi-
ties that are identical in all respects except for the quality rating.  
(2) An options strategy in which a high-premium option is sold and 
a low-premium option is bought on the same underlying security. 

Investopedia explains Credit Spread
(1) For instance, the yields on Treasuries are lower than the yields on 
single A-rated industrial bonds because the Treasuries are backed by 
the full-faith and credit of the government and are rated higher; the 
Industrial bond is not. (2) An option credit spread example would 
be buying a Jan 50 call on ABC for $2 and writing a Jan 45 call on 
ABC for $5. The net amount received (credit) is $3. The investor will 
profit if the spread narrows. This also can be called a credit spread 
option or credit risk option. 

Related Terms: 
•  Bond •  Premium
•  Treasury Bond—T-Bill •  Yield 
•  Yield Curve

currency Forward
What Does Currency Forward Mean?
A forward contract in the forex market that locks in the price at 
which an entity can buy or sell a currency on a future date. Also 
known as an outright forward currency transaction, forward out-
right, or FX forward. 

Investopedia explains Currency Forward
In currency forward contracts, the contract holders are obligated to 
buy or sell the currency at a specified price, at a specified quantity, 
and on a specified future date. These contracts are not transferrable.
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Related Terms: 
•  Currency Swap •  Forex—FX
•  Forward Contract •  Hedge
•  Option

currency swaP
What Does Currency Swap Mean?
A swap that involves the exchange of the principal and interest in 
one currency for the principal and interest in another currency; it is 
considered a foreign exchange transaction and is not required by law 
to be shown on the balance sheet.

Investopedia explains Currency Swap
As an example, suppose a U.S.-based company needs to acquire 
Swiss francs and a Swiss-based company needs to acquire U.S. 
dollars. The two companies could arrange to swap currencies by 
establishing an interest rate, an agreed-upon amount, and a com-
mon maturity date for the exchange. Currency swap maturities are 
negotiable for at least 10 years, making them a very flexible method 
of foreign exchange. Currency swaps originally were used to get 
around exchange controls. 

Related Terms: 
•  Currency Forward •  Interest Rate
•  Interest Rate Swap •  Spread
•  Swap

current assets
What Does Current Assets Mean?
(1) A balance sheet account that represents the value of all assets 
that can reasonably be expected to be converted into cash within 
one year in the normal course of business. Current assets include 
cash, accounts receivable, inventory, marketable securities, prepaid 
expenses, and other liquid assets that can be converted readily to 
cash. (2) In personal finance, current assets are all assets that a  
person can convert readily to cash to pay outstanding debts and 
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cover liabilities without having to sell fixed assets. In the United 
Kingdom, current assets are also known as current accounts. 

Investopedia explains Current Assets
(1) Current assets are important to businesses because they are the 
assets that are used to fund day-to-day operations and pay ongoing 
expenses. Depending on the nature of the business, current assets 
can range from barrels of crude oil, to baked goods, to foreign cur-
rency. (2) In personal finance, current assets include cash on hand, 
bank accounts, and marketable securities that are not tied up in 
long-term investments. In other words, current assets have value 
and can be converted to cash rather quickly (highly liquid). 

Related Terms: 
•  Acid-Test Ratio •  Balance Sheet
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents—CCE •  Current Liabilities
•  Working Capital

current liabilities
What Does Current Liabilities Mean?
A company’s debts or obligations payable within one year. Current 
liabilities appear on the company’s balance sheet and include short-
term debt, accounts payable, accrued liabilities, and other debts. 

Investopedia explains Current Liabilities
Essentially, these are bills that are due to creditors and suppliers 
within a short time. Normally, companies withdraw cash or liquidate 
current assets to pay their current liabilities. Analysts and creditors 
often use the current ratio, (which divides current assets by current 
liabilities), or the quick ratio (which divides current assets minus 
inventories by current liabilities) to discern whether a company has 
the ability to pay off its current liabilities. 

Related Terms: 
•  Accounts Payable—AP •  Current Assets
•  Current Ratio •  Quick Ratio
•  Working Capital
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current ratio
What Does Current Ratio Mean?
Also known as liquidity ratio, cash asset ratio, and cash ratio; a liquidity 
ratio that measures a company’s  
ability to pay short-term obligations. 
It is calculated as follows:

Investopedia explains Current Ratio
The current ratio is used primarily to ascertain a company’s abil-
ity to pay back its short-term liabilities (debt and payables) with 
its short-term assets (cash, inventory, receivables). The higher the 
current ratio, the better the company’s ability to pay its obligations. 
A ratio under 1 suggests that the company would be unable to pay 
off its obligations if they came due at that point. Although this may 
indicate that the company is not in good financial health, it does 
not necessarily mean that it will go bankrupt—there are many ways 
to access financing—but it is definitely not a good sign. The current 
ratio can give a sense of the efficiency of a company’s operating 
cycle or its ability to turn its product into cash. Companies that have 
trouble collecting their receivables or have long inventory turnover 
can run into liquidity problems. Since businesses differ by industry, 
it is best to use this ratio to compare companies within the same in-
dustry. This ratio is similar to the acid-test ratio except that the acid-
test ratio does not consider inventory and prepaids as liquid assets. 
The components of the current ratio (current assets and current 
liabilities) can be used to derive working capital (difference between 
current assets and current liabilities). Working capital frequently is 
used to calculate the working capital ratio, which is working capital 
as a ratio of sales. 

Related Terms: 
•  Current Assets •  Current Liabilities
•  Inventory Turnover •  Liquidity Ratios
•  Receivables Turnover Ratio

current yield
What Does Current Yield Mean?
Annual income (interest or dividends) divided by the current price 
of a security. This measure considers the current price of a bond 

Current Ratio
Current Assets

Current Liabilities
=
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instead of its face value and reflects the return an investor would 
expect if he or she purchased the bond and held it for one year; it 
is not an accurate measure of the actual return that an investor will 
receive in all cases because bond and stock prices change constantly 
as a result of market factors. Also 
referred to as bond yield or, in the 
case of stocks, dividend yield. 

Investopedia explains Current Yield
As an example, if a bond is priced at $95.75 and has an annual cou-
pon of $5.10, the current yield of the bond will be 5.33%. If the bond 
is a 10-year bond with 9 years remaining until maturity and you 
were planning to hold it for only 1 year, you would receive the $5.10, 
but your actual return would depend on the bond’s price when you 
sold it. If, during this period, interest rates rose and the price of the 
bond fell to $87.34, your actual return for your holding period would 
be –3.5% (–$3.31/$95.75) because although you gained $5.10 in 
dividends, your capital loss was $8.41. 

Related Terms: 
•  Bond •  Coupon
•  Dividend  •  Yield
•  Yield to Maturity—YTM

cusiP number
What Does CUSIP Number Mean?
An identification number assigned to all stocks and registered 
bonds. The Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Proce-
dures (CUSIP) oversees the entire CUSIP system. 

Investopedia explains CUSIP Number
This system is used in the United States and Canada. Foreign securi-
ties have a similar number called the CINS number. 

Related Terms: 
•  Common Stock •  Marketable Security
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE •  Stock
•  Stock Market

Current Yield
Annual Cash Inflows

Market Price
=
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dead cat bounce
What Does Dead Cat Bounce Mean?
A temporary recovery that occurs during a prolonged decline (bear 
market); after the bounce, the market continues to fall.

Investopedia explains Dead Cat Bounce
Remember the following saying: “Even a dead cat will bounce if 
dropped from high enough!”

Related Terms: 
•  Bear Market •  Bull Market
•  Fundamental Analysis •  Quantitative Analysis
•  Trend Analysis

debenture
What Does Debenture Mean?
A debt instrument that is not secured by a physical asset or col-
lateral. Debentures are backed only by the general creditworthiness 
and reputation of the issuer. Both corporations and governments 
frequently issue this type of bond to secure capital. Like other types 
of bonds, debentures are documented in an indenture.
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Investopedia explains Debenture
Debentures have no collateral. Bond buyers generally purchase 
debentures when they believe that the bond issuer is unlikely to 
default on the repayment. An example of a government deben-
ture would be any government-issued Treasury bond (T-bond) or 
Treasury bill (T-bill); these generally are considered risk-free because 
governments, at worst, can print more money or raise taxes to pay 
these types of debts.

Related Terms: 
•  Bond •  Convertible Bond
•  Corporate Bond •  Debt
•  Liability

debt
What Does Debt Mean?
An amount of money borrowed by one party from another. Many 
corporations and individuals use debt as a method for making 
large purchases that they otherwise could not afford at the time of 
purchase. A debt arrangement gives the borrowing party permission 
to borrow money under the condition that it is to be paid back at a 
later date, usually with interest. 

Investopedia explains Debt
Bonds, loans, and commercial paper are examples of debt. For ex-
ample, a company may look to borrow $1 million so that it can buy 
a certain piece of equipment. In this case, the debt of $1 million will 
have to be paid back (with interest owing) to the creditor at a later 
date. 

Related Terms: 
•  Credit Rating •  Debenture
•  Debt Financing •  Interest Rate
•  Liability

debt Financing
What Does Debt Financing Mean?
When a firm raises money for working capital or capital expendi-
tures by selling bonds, bills, or notes to individual and/or  
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institutional investors. As a result of lending the money, the individ-
uals or institutions become creditors and fully expect to be repaid 
on the principal and interest. 

Investopedia explains Debt Financing
Besides debt financing, the other way to raise capital is to issue 
shares of stock in a public offering. This is called equity financing. 

Related Terms: 
•  Bond •  Capital Structure
•  Commercial Paper •  Credit Spread
•  Deleverage

debt ratio
What Does Debt Ratio Mean?
A ratio indicating the proportion of debt a company has relative to 
its assets; it gives a general idea of the leverage 
of the company along with the potential risks 
the company faces in terms of its debt load.

Investopedia explains Debt Ratio
A debt ratio greater than 1 indicates that a company has more debt 
than assets; a debt ratio less than 1 indicates that a company has 
more assets than debt. Used in conjunction with other measures of 
financial health, the debt ratio helps investors determine a com-
pany’s level of risk. 

Related Terms: 
•  Acid-Test Ratio •  Capital Structure
•  Debt/Equity Ratio •  Leverage
•  Leverage Ratio

debt/equity ratio
What Does Debt/Equity Ratio Mean?
A measure of a company’s financial leverage calculated by dividing 
its total liabilities by its stockholders’ equity; it 
indicates what proportion of equity and debt 
the company is using to finance its assets.

Debt Ratio
Total Debt

Total Assets
=

= Total Liabilities
Shareholders Equity’
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Note: Sometimes only interest-bearing, long-term debt is used 
instead of total liabilities in the calculation. 

Investopedia explains Debt/Equity Ratio
A high debt/equity ratio generally means that a company has 
been aggressive in financing its growth with debt. This can result 
in volatile earnings as a result of the additional interest expense. If 
a lot of debt is used to finance increased operations (high debt to 
equity), the company could generate more earnings than it would 
have without outside financing. If this increases earnings by a greater 
amount than the debt cost (interest), the shareholders benefit as 
more earnings are being spread among the same amount of share-
holders. However, when the cost of the debt financing outweighs 
the return that the company generates on the debt, this could spell 
trouble for the company, leading to possible bankruptcy, which 
would leave shareholders with nothing. The debt/equity ratio also 
depends on the industry in which the company operates. For ex-
ample, capital-intensive industries such as automobiles tend to have 
a debt/equity ratio above 2, whereas personal computer companies 
have a debt/equity ratio under 0.5. 

Related Terms: 
•  Acid-Test Ratio •  Debt-to-Capital Ratio
•  Leverage •  Long-Term Debt
•  Shareholders’ Equity

debt-to-caPital ratio
What Does Debt-to-Capital Ratio Mean?
A measure of a company’s financial leverage calculated by dividing 
the company’s total capital by its debt. Debt includes all short-term 
and long-term obligations. Total capital includes the company’s debt 
and shareholders’ equity, which includes common stock, preferred 
stock, minority inter-
est, and net debt. It is 
calculated as follows:

Investopedia explains Debt-to-Capital Ratio
Companies finance their operations through either debt or equity. 
The debt-to-capital ratio reveals a company’s financial structure, the 
way it is financing its operations, and its overall financial strength. 

Debt-to-Capital Ratio
Debt

Shareholders' Equity
=

+DDebt
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The higher the debt-to-capital ratio, the more debt the company 
has compared to its equity. This tells investors whether a company is 
more prone to using debt financing or equity financing. A company 
with high debt-to-capital ratios compared with its industry peers 
shows weak financial strength because the cost of those debts may 
weigh on the company and increase its risk of default. Because this 
is a non-GAAP measure, in practice, there are many variations of this 
ratio. Therefore, it is important to pay close attention when read-
ing what is or is not included in the ratio on a company’s financial 
statements. 

Related Terms: 
•  Acid-Test Ratio •  Capital Structure
•  Debt/Equity Ratio •  Leverage
•  Long-Term Debt

deFined-beneFit Plan
What Does Defined-Benefit Plan Mean?
An employer-sponsored retirement plan in which employee benefits 
are sorted out on the basis of a formula, using factors such as salary 
history and duration of employment. Investment risk and portfolio 
management are entirely under the control of the company. There 
are also restrictions on when and how an employee can withdraw 
funds without incurring penalties. Also known as a qualified benefit 
plan or nonqualified benefit plan. 

Investopedia explains Defined-Benefit Plan
This type of fund is different from many pension funds in which pay-
outs are somewhat dependent on the return of the invested funds. 
Therefore, employers sometimes need to dip into the company’s 
earnings when the fund’s investment returns result in a funding 
shortfall. The payouts made to retiring employees participating in 
defined-benefit plans are determined by factors such as age and 
length of employment. A tax-qualified benefit plan has the same 
characteristics as a defined-benefit plan but can provide the benefi-
ciary of the plan with added tax incentives, which are not afforded 
under nonqualified plans. 
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Related Terms: 
•  Defined-Contribution Plan •  Inflation
•  Mutual Fund •  Net Worth
•  Tax Deferred

deFined-contribution Plan
What Does Defined-Contribution Plan Mean? 
A retirement plan in which a certain amount or percentage of 
money is set aside each year by a company for the benefit of the 
employee. There are restrictions on when and how the employee 
can withdraw these funds without penalties. 

Investopedia explains Defined-Contribution Plan
There is no way to know how much the plan ultimately will give the 
employee upon retirement. The amount contributed is fixed, but 
the benefit is not. 

Related Terms: 
•  401(k) Plan •  Defined-Benefit Plan
•  Individual Retirement Account—IRA
•  Qualified Retirement Plan •  Roth IRA

deFlation
What Does Deflation Mean?
A general decline in prices often caused by a reduction in the money 
supply or credit; it also may result from a decrease in government, 
personal, or investment spending. The opposite of inflation, defla-
tion has the side effect of increased unemployment since there 
is a lower level of demand in the economy, which can lead to an 
economic depression. 

Investopedia explains Deflation
Declining prices, if they persist, generally create a vicious negative 
spiral of falling profits, closing factories, shrinking employment 
and incomes, and increasing defaults on loans by companies and 
individuals. To counter deflation, the Federal Reserve (the Fed) can 
use monetary policy to increase the money supply and deliberately 
induce higher prices and inflation. Rising prices provide an essential 
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lubricant for a sustained recovery because businesses increase prof-
its and take some of the depressive pressures off wages and debtors 
of every kind. 

Related Terms: 
•  Consumer Price Index—CPI •  Hyperinflation
•   Inflation •  Monetary Policy
•  Stagflation 

deleverage
What Does Deleverage Mean?
A company’s attempt to decrease its financial leverage. The best way 
for a company to delever is to pay off any existing debt on its bal-
ance sheet immediately. If it is unable to do this, the company will 
be in significant default risk. 

Investopedia explains Deleverage
Companies often take on excessive amounts of debt to finance 
growth. However, leverage substantially increases a firm’s risk be-
cause if the leverage does not foster growth as planned, the debt risk 
can become too much for the company to bear. When this happens, 
all the firm can do is delever by paying off debt. Any sign of de-
leverage shown by a company is a red flag to investors who require 
growth in the companies in which they invest.

Related Terms: 
•  Capital •  Debt/Equity Ratio
•  Leverage Ratio •  Leveraged Buyout—LBO
•  Unlevered Beta 

delta
What Does Delta Mean?
The ratio that compares the change in the price of an underlying as-
set to the corresponding change in the price of a derivative; some-
times referred to as the hedge ratio. 

Investopedia explains Delta
As an example, with respect to call options, a delta of 0.7 means 
that for every $1 increase in the underlying stock, the call option 
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will increase by $0.70. Put option deltas, in contrast, will be negative, 
because as the underlying security increases, the value of the option 
decreases. Thus, a put option with a delta of –0.7 will decrease by 
$0.70 for every $1 increase in the stock price. As an in-the-money 
call option nears expiration, it will approach a delta of 1.00, and 
as an in-the-money put option nears expiration, it will approach a 
delta of –1.00. 

Related Terms: 
•  Call Option •  Delta Hedging
•  Derivative •  Gamma
•  Put Option 

delta hedging
What Does Delta Hedging Mean?
An options strategy that aims to reduce (hedge) the risk associated 
with price movements in the underlying asset by offsetting long 
and short positions. For example, a long call position may be delta 
hedged by shorting the underlying stock. This strategy is based on 
the change in premium (the price of the option) caused by a change 
in the price of the underlying security. The change in premium for 
each basis-point change in the price of the underlying is the delta, 
and the relationship between the two movements is the hedge ratio. 

Investopedia explains Delta Hedging
As an example, the price of a call option with a hedge ratio of 40 
will rise 40% (of the stock-price move) if the price of the underlying 
stock increases. Typically, options with high hedge ratios are usually 
more profitable to buy than to write because the greater the per-
centage movement relative to the price of the underlying stock and 
the corresponding little time-value erosion, the greater the leverage. 
The opposite is true for options with a low hedge ratio. 

Related Terms: 
•  Call Option •  Common Stock
•  Delta •  Gamma
•  Hedge
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demand
What Does Demand Mean?
An economic principle that describes a consumer’s desire and 
willingness to pay a price for a specific good or service; all things 
being equal, the price of a good or service increases as its demand 
increases and vice versa. 

Investopedia explains Demand
One can think of demand as a person’s willingness to go out and buy 
a certain product. For example, market demand is the total of what 
everybody in the market wants and is willing to pay for. Businesses 
often spend a considerable amount of money to determine the 
amount of demand that the public has for its products and services. 
Underestimating demand can result in money left on the table, 
whereas overestimating can lead to large inventories and losses. 

Related Terms: 
•  Inelastic •  Law of Demand
•  Law of Supply •  Market Economy
•  Market Value

dePreciation
What Does Depreciation Mean?
(1) In accounting, an expense recorded to allocate a tangible asset’s 
cost over its useful life. Because depreciation is a noncash expense, 
it increases free cash flow while decreasing reported earnings. (2) A 
decrease in the value of a particular currency relative to other cur-
rencies. 

Investopedia explains Depreciation
(1) Depreciation is used in accounting to try to match the expense 
of an asset to the asset’s income. For example, if a company buys 
a piece of equipment for $1 million and expects it to have a useful 
life of 10 years, it will be depreciated over 10 years. Every account-
ing year, the company will expense $100,000 (assuming straight-line 
depreciation, $1 million/10), which will be matched with the money 
that the equipment helps to make each year. (2) Examples of cur-
rency depreciation would be the Russian ruble crisis in 1998, which 
saw the ruble lose 25% of its value in a single day. 
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Related Terms: 
•  Accrual Accounting •  Amortization
•  Asset •  Book Value
•  Tangible Asset 

derivative
What Does Derivative Mean?
In finance, a security whose price is dependent on or derived from 
one or more underlying assets. The derivative itself is merely a 
contract between two or more parties, with a value determined by 
fluctuations in the underlying asset, which could be stocks, bonds, 
commodities, currencies, interest rates, and market indexes. Most 
derivatives are characterized by high leverage. 

Investopedia explains Derivative
Futures contracts, forward contracts, options, and swaps are the 
most common types of derivatives. Since derivatives are contracts, 
almost anything can be used as a derivative’s underlying asset. There 
are even derivatives based on weather data, such as the amount of 
rain or the number of sunny days in a particular region. Derivatives 
generally are used to hedge risk but also can be used for speculative 
purposes. For example, a European investor purchasing shares of an 
American company on a foreign exchange (using American dollars 
to do so) would be exposed to exchange-rate risk while holding 
that stock. To hedge that risk, the investor could purchase currency 
futures to lock in a specified exchange rate for the future stock sale 
and conversion back into the foreign currency. 

Related Terms: 
•  Credit Derivative •  Forward Contract
•  Hedge •  Option
•  Stock Option

diluted earnings Per share (diluted ePs)
What Does Diluted Earnings per Share (Diluted EPS) Mean?
A performance metric used to gauge the quality of a company’s earn-
ings per share (EPS) if all convertible securities were exercised. Con-
vertible securities refer to all outstanding convertible preferred shares, 
convertible debentures, stock options (primarily employee-based), 
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and warrants. Unless the company has no additional potential 
shares outstanding (a relatively rare circumstance), the diluted EPS 
will always be lower than the simple EPS. 

Investopedia explains Diluted Earnings per Share (Diluted EPS)
Earnings per share (EPS) is calculated by dividing a company’s earn-
ings by the number of shares outstanding. Warrants, stock options, 
convertible preferred shares, and the like, all serve to increase the 
number of shares outstanding. For a shareholder, this is a bad thing 
because the larger the denominator in the equation (shares out-
standing) is, the more the EPS will be reduced. This is a conserva-
tive metric because it indicates somewhat of a worst-case scenario. 
People holding options, warrants, convertible preferred shares, and 
so on, are unlikely to convert their shares all at once. At the same 
time, if things go well, there is a good chance that many option and 
convertible shareholders will convert their holdings into common 
stock. A big difference between a company’s EPS and diluted EPS 
can indicate high potential dilution for the company’s shares, an 
attribute almost unanimously disfavored by analysts and investors 
alike. 

Related Terms: 
•  Dilution •  Earnings
•  Earnings per Share—EPS •  Fully Diluted Shares
•  Outstanding Shares

Dilution
What Does Dilution mean?
A reduction in earnings per share of common stock that occurs as a 
result of an issuance of additional shares or through the conversion 
of convertible securities into additional common shares. 

Investopedia explains Dilution
Adding to the number of shares outstanding reduces the value of 
the holdings of existing shareholders. 

Related Terms:
•  Convertible Bond •  Convertible Preferred Stock
•  Diluted Earnings per Share—Diluted EPS
•  Outstanding Shares •  Shareholders’ Equity
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discount broker
What Does Discount Broker Mean?
A brokerage company that carries out buy and sell orders at a re-
duced commission compared with a full-service broker but provides 
no investment advice. 

Investopedia explains Discount Broker
It used to be that only the wealthy could afford a broker and invest 
in the stock market. However, in the mid-1970s, the brokerage 
industry was deregulated and brokerage commissions became 
extremely cheap. The arrival of the Internet created an explosion of 
online discount brokers. However, it is important to remember that 
discount brokers do not provide personalized investment advice. 
Because of discount brokers, nearly anybody can afford to invest in 
the market. For those who wish to do their own research or do not 
want to invest a lot of money, a discount broker is an excellent way 
to invest. 

Related Terms: 
•  Broker-Dealer •  Market Maker
•  National Association of Securities Dealers—NASD
•  Securities and Exchange Commission—SEC
•  Stock Market 

discount rate
What Does Discount Rate Mean?
(1) The interest rate that an eligible depository institution is charged 
to borrow short-term funds directly from a Federal Reserve Bank. 
(2) The interest rate used in determining the present value of future 
cash flows. 

Investopedia explains Discount Rate
(1) This type of borrowing from the Fed is fairly limited. Institutions 
often seek other means of meeting short-term liquidity needs. The 
Federal funds discount rate is one of two interest rates the Fed sets, 
the other being the overnight lending rate, or the Fed funds rate.  
(2) Let’s say you expect $1,000 in one year’s time. To determine the 
present value of this $1,000 (what it is worth to you today), you 
would need to discount it by a particular rate of interest (often the 
risk-free rate but not always). Assuming a discount rate of 10%, the 
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$1,000 in a year’s time would be the equivalent of $909.09 to you 
today (1,000/[1.00 + 0.10]). 

Related Terms: 
•  Federal Funds Rate
•  Federal Open Market Committee •  Interest Rate
•  Monetary Policy •  Prime Rate

discounted cash Flow (dcF)
What Does Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) Mean?
A valuation method used to estimate the attractiveness of an invest-
ment opportunity. DCF analysis uses future free cash flow projec-
tions and discounts them (most often by using the weighted average 
cost of capital method) to arrive at a present value, which is used to 
evaluate the investment’s poten-
tial. If the value arrived at through 
DCF analysis is higher than the 
current cost of the investment, 
the opportunity may be a good 
one. It is calculated as follows: 

Investopedia explains Discounted Cash Flow (DCF)
There are many variations in what can be used for cash flows and 
the discount rate in a DCF analysis. Despite the complexity of the 
calculations involved, the purpose of DCF analysis is simply to 
estimate the money one would receive from an investment, adjust-
ing for the time value of money. DCF models are valuable tools, 
but they have shortcomings. DCF is merely a mechanical valuation 
tool, which makes it subject to the axiom “garbage in, garbage out.” 
Small changes in inputs can result in large changes in the value of 
a company. Instead of trying to project the cash flows to infinity, a 
terminal value approach often is used. A simple annuity is used to 
estimate the terminal value past 10 years, for example. This is done 
because it is harder to come to a realistic estimate of the cash flows 
as time goes on. 

Related Terms: 
•  Cash Flow •  Cash Flow Statement
•  Free Cash Flow—FCF •  Internal Rate of Return—IRR
•  Net Present Value—NPV
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diversiFication
What Does Diversification Mean?
A risk management investment strategy in which a wide variety 
of investments are mixed within a portfolio; the rationale is that 
a portfolio of different investments will, on average, yield higher 
returns and pose a lower risk than any individual investment within 
the portfolio. Diversification strives to smooth out unsystematic 
risk in a portfolio so that the positive performance of some invest-
ments will neutralize the negative performance of others. Therefore, 
the benefits of diversification will hold only if the securities in the 
portfolio are not correlated.

Investopedia explains Diversification
Studies and mathematical models have shown that maintaining 
a well-diversified portfolio of 25 to 30 stocks will yield the most 
cost-effective level of risk reduction. Investing in more securities 
will yield further diversification benefits, but to a drastically smaller 
degree. Further diversification benefits can be gained by investing in 
foreign securities because they tend to be less closely correlated with 
domestic investments. For example, an economic downturn in the 
U.S. economy may not affect Japan’s economy; therefore, Japanese 
investments could do well when domestic investments perform 
poorly. The average person may not have enough money to diver-
sify properly, but buying shares in a mutual fund can help provide 
investors with an inexpensive way to diversify. This may explain why 
mutual fund investing is so popular. 

Related Terms: 
•  Asset Allocation •  Correlation
•  Modern Portfolio Theory—MPT •  Mutual Fund
•  Systematic Risk 

dividend
What Does Dividend Mean?
(1) A distribution of a portion of a company’s earnings paid out to 
shareholders. The dividend most often is quoted in terms of the dol-
lar amount each share receives (dividends per share). It also can be 
quoted in terms of a percentage of the current market price, referred 
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to as dividend yield. Also referred to as dividend per share (DPS).  
(2) Mandatory distributions of income and realized capital gains 
made to mutual fund investors. 

Investopedia explains Dividend
(1) Dividends may be in the form of cash, stock, or property. Most 
secure and stable companies offer dividends to their stockholders. 
Their share prices may not move much, but the dividend is used in 
an attempt to make up for this. High-growth companies rarely offer 
dividends because they reinvest their profits back into the company 
to help sustain higher-than-average growth. (2) Mutual funds pay 
out interest and dividend income received from their portfolio hold-
ings as dividends to fund shareholders. 

Related Terms: 
•  Dividend Discount Model—DDM •  Dividend Yield
•  Ex-Date •  Ex-Dividend
•  Record Date 

dividend discount model (ddm)
What Does Dividend Discount Model (DDM) Mean?
A procedure for valuing the price of a stock by using predicted 
dividends and discounting them back to present value; if the value 
obtained from the 
DDM is higher than 
what the shares are 
currently trading at, 
the stock is undervalued.

Investopedia explains Dividend Discount Model (DDM)
This procedure has many variations, but it will not work for compa-
nies that do not pay out dividends. 

Related Terms: 
•  Discount Rate •  Dividend
•  Dividend Payout Ratio •  Dividend Yield
•  Gordon Growth Model

Value of Stock
Dividend per Share

Discount Rate
=

-DDividend Growth Rate
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dividend Payout ratio
What Does Dividend Payout Ratio Mean?
The percentage of earnings paid to share-
holders in dividends. It is calculated as 
follows:

Investopedia explains Dividend Payout 
Ratio
The payout ratio provides an idea of how 
well earnings support the dividend pay-
ments. More mature companies tend to have a higher payout 
ratio. In the United Kingdom there is a similar ratio that is known 
as dividend cover. It is calculated as earnings per share divided by 
dividends per share. 

Related Terms: 
•  Dividend •  Earnings per Share—EPS
•  Ex-Date •  Ex-Dividend
•  Record Date 

dividend reinvestment Plan (driP)
What Does Dividend Reinvestment Plan (DRIP) Mean?
A plan offered by a corporation that allows investors to reinvest 
their cash dividends back into the company by purchasing additional  
shares or fractional shares on the dividend payment date. 

Investopedia explains Dividend Reinvestment Plan (DRIP)
A DRIP is an excellent way to increase the value of an investment. 
Most DRIPs allow an investor to buy shares commission-free and at 
a significant discount to the current share price. Most DRIPS do not 
allow reinvestments much lower than $10. This term sometimes is 
abbreviated as DRP. 

Related Terms: 
•  Common Stock •  Compounding
•  Dividend •  Dividend Yield
•  Dollar-Cost Averaging—DCA

= Yearly Dividend per Share
Earnings per Share

or eequivalently:

Dividends
Net Income
=
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dividend yield
What Does Dividend Yield Mean?
A financial ratio that shows how much a company pays out in 
dividends each year relative to its share price. In the absence of any 
capital gains, the dividend yield is the 
return on investment for a stock. Divi-
dend yield is calculated as follows:

Investopedia explains Dividend Yield
Dividend yield is a way to measure how much cash flow an inves-
tor is getting for each dollar invested in an equity position, in other 
words, how much “bang for the buck” the investor is getting from 
dividends. Investors who require a minimum stream of cash flow 
from their investment portfolios can secure this cash flow by invest-
ing in stocks paying relatively high, stable dividend yields. For exam-
ple, if two companies both pay annual dividends of $1 per share, but 
ABC Company’s stock is trading at $20 and XYZ Company’s stock is 
trading at $40, ABC has a dividend yield of 5% and XYZ is yielding 
only 2.5%. Thus, assuming all other factors are equivalent, an inves-
tor looking to supplement his or her income probably would prefer 
ABC’s stock over that of XYZ. 

Related Terms: 
•  Current Yield •  Dividend
•  Return on Assets—ROA •  Return on Investments—ROI
•  Yield

dollar-cost averaging (dca)
What Does Dollar-Cost Averaging (DCA) Mean?
The technique of buying a fixed dollar amount of a particular invest-
ment on a regular schedule regardless of the share price. By using 
DCA, an investor is continually buying shares, some when the stock 
price is down and some when the stock price is up, with the goal of 
averaging out the price of all shares purchased. Also referred to as a 
constant dollar plan. 

Investopedia explains Dollar-Cost Averaging (DCA)
Eventually, the average cost per share of the security will become 
smaller and smaller. Dollar-cost averaging lessens the risk of investing  

= Annual Dividends per Share
Price per Share
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a large amount in a single investment at the wrong time. For 
example, consider a $100 purchase of XYZ each month for three 
months. In January, XYZ is worth $33, and so the investor buys three 
shares. In February, XYZ is worth $25, and so the investor buys four 
additional shares. Finally, in March, XYZ is worth $20, and so the in-
vestor buys five shares. In total, the investor winds up purchasing 12 
shares for an average price of approximately $25 each. In the United 
Kingdom, this is called pound-cost averaging. 

Related Terms: 
•  Common Stock •  Compounding
•  Dividend Reinvestment Plan—DRIP 
•  Mutual Fund •  Net Asset Value

dow Jones industrial average (dJia)
What Does Dow Jones Industrial Average Mean?
The Dow Jones Industrial Average is a price-weighted average of 30 
stocks traded on the New York Stock Exchange and the Nasdaq. The 
DJIA was invented by Charles Dow in 1896. 

Investopedia explains Dow Jones Industrial Average
Often referred to as “the Dow,” the DJIA is the oldest and most 
watched index in the world. The DJIA includes companies such as 
General Electric, Disney, Exxon, and Microsoft. When the TV net-
works say that “the market is up today,” they generally are referring 
to the Dow. 

Related Terms: 
•  Benchmark •  Nasdaq
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE
•  Standard & Poor’s 500 Index—S&P 500 
•  Stock Market

downtrend 
What Does Downtrend Mean? 
Describes the price movement of a financial 
asset when the overall direction is down-
ward. A formal downtrend occurs when each 
successive peak and trough is lower than the 
ones found earlier in the trend.
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Notice how each successive peak and trough is lower than the previ-
ous one. For example, the low at point 3 is lower than the low at 
point 1. The downtrend will be deemed broken once the price closes 
above the high at point 4. A downtrend is the opposite of an uptrend.

Investopedia explains Downtrend
Many traders seek to avoid downtrends because they can affect 
the value of any investment drastically. A downtrend can last for 
minutes, days, weeks, months, or even years, and so identifying a 
downtrend early is very important. Once a downtrend has been 
established (series of lower peaks), a trader should be very cautious 
about entering into new long positions. 

Related Terms:
•  Average Directional Index—ADX •  Bear Market
•  Business Cycle •  Trend Analysis
•  Uptrend 

due diligence (dd)
What Does Due Diligence (DD) Mean?
(1) An investigation or audit of a potential investment. Due dili-
gence serves to confirm all material facts in regard to a sale.  
(2) Generally, due diligence refers to the care a reasonable person 
should take to obtain all the material facts before entering into an 
agreement or transaction with another party. 

Investopedia explains Due Diligence (DD)
(1) Offers to purchase an asset are usually dependent on the results 
of due diligence analysis. This includes reviewing all financial records 
plus anything else deemed material to the sale. Sellers also can per-
form a due diligence analysis on the buyer. Items that may be con-
sidered include the buyer’s ability to purchase as well as other items 
that would affect the purchased entity or the seller after the sale has 
been completed. (2) Due diligence is a way of preventing surprises 
that could unnecessarily harm either party involved in a transaction. 

Related Terms: 
•  10-K •  Accrual Accounting
•  Balance Sheet
•  Generally Accepted Accounting Principles—GAAP
•  Technical Analysis
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duration
What Does Duration Mean?
A measure of the price sensitivity (the value of principal) of a 
fixed-income investment to a change in interest rates; duration is 
expressed in number of years. Rising interest rates mean falling bond 
prices, whereas declining interest rates mean rising bond prices. 
The bigger the duration number, the greater the interest rate risk or 
reward for bond prices. 

Investopedia explains Duration
The duration number is a complicated calculation involving present 
value, yield, coupon, final maturity, and call features. Fortunately 
for investors, this indicator is a standard data point provided in 
the presentation of comprehensive bond and bond mutual fund 
information. It is a common misconception among nonprofes-
sional investors that bonds and bond funds are risk-free. They are 
not. Investors need to be aware of two main risks that can affect a 
bond’s investment value: (1) credit risk (default) and (2) interest rate 
risk (rate fluctuations). The duration indicator addresses interest 
rate risk. Short-term, intermediate-term, and long-term bond funds 
all have different durations or maturities. For example, Vanguard’s 
short-, intermediate,- and long-term bond index funds have dura-
tions of around 3 years, 6 years, and 11 years, respectively.

Related Terms: 
•  Accrual Accounting •  Bond
•  Basis Point—BPS •  Modified Duration
•  Zero-Coupon Bond
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earnings
What Does Earnings Mean?
Th e amount of profi t a company produces during a specifi c period; 
usually presented on a quarterly (three calendar months) or annual 
basis. Earnings typically refers to after-tax net income. Ultimately, a 
business’s earnings are the main determinant of its share price, be-
cause earnings and the circumstances relating to them can indicate 
whether the business will be profi table and successful in the long run. 

Investopedia explains Earnings
Earnings are perhaps the single most studied number in a company’s 
fi nancial statements because earnings reveal a company’s profi tability. 
A business’s quarterly and annual earnings typically are compared 
with the company’s and analysts’ estimates. In most cases, when 
earnings do not meet either of those estimates, the company’s stock 
price will drop. In contrast, when they beat estimates, the share price 
can surge. 

Related Terms: 
•  Balance Sheet
•  Earnings before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and 
    Amortization—EBITDA
•  Earnings per Share—EPS •  Net Income—NI
•  Pro Forma 
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earnings beFore interest, taxes,  
dePreciation, and amortization (ebitda)
What Does Earnings before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and 
Amortization (EBITDA) Mean?
A measurement of a company’s financial performance. It is calcu-
lated as follows: 

EBITDA =Revenue Expenses (excluding tax, interes– tt, depreciation, and amortization)

EBITDA can be used to analyze and compare profitability between 
companies and industries because it eliminates the effects of financ-
ing and accounting decisions. However, this is a non-GAAP measure 
that allows for greater discretion in terms of what is (and is not) 
included in the calculation. This also means that companies often 
change the items included in their EBITDA calculation from one 
reporting period to the next. 

Investopedia explains Earnings before Interest, Taxes,  
Depreciation, and Amortization (EBITDA)
EBITDA came on the scene during the leveraged buyout boom of 
the 1980s, when it was used to indicate the ability of a company to 
service debt. As time passed, it became popular in industries with 
expensive assets that had to be written down over long periods. 
EBITDA now is quoted commonly by many companies, especially in 
the tech sector, even when it is not warranted. A common miscon-
ception is that EBITDA represents cash earnings. EBITDA is a good 
metric to evaluate profitability but not cash flow. EBITDA also leaves 
out the cash required to fund working capital and the replacement 
of old equipment, which can be significant. Consequently, EBITDA 
often is used as an accounting gimmick to dress up a company’s 
earnings. Investors should not look at EBITDA alone but also look at 
other performance measures to help identify whether a company is 
hiding something in its EBITDA results. 

Related Terms: 
•  Amortization •  Depreciation
•  Generally Accepted Accounting Principles—GAAP
•  Net Income •  Operating Income
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earnings Per share (ePs)
What Does Earnings per Share (EPS) Mean?
The portion of a company’s profit allocated to each outstanding 
share of common stock. EPS 
serves as an indicator of a 
company’s profitability. It is 
calculated as follows:

In the EPS calculation, it is more accurate to use a weighted average 
number of shares outstanding over the reporting term, because the 
number of shares outstanding can change over time. However, data 
sources sometimes simplify the calculation by using the number of 
shares outstanding at the end of the period. Diluted EPS expands 
on basic EPS by including the shares of convertibles or warrants 
outstanding in the outstanding shares number. 

Investopedia explains Earnings per Share (EPS)
Earnings per share generally is considered the single most important 
variable in determining a share’s price. It is also a major component 
of the price-to-earnings valuation ratio. For example, assume that a 
company has a net income of $25 million. If the company pays out 
$1 million in preferred dividends and has 10 million shares for half 
of the year and 15 million shares for the other half, the EPS will be 
$1.92 (24/12.5). First, the $1 million is deducted from the net income 
to get $24 million, and then a weighted average is taken to find the 
number of shares outstanding (0.5 × 10M + 0.5 × 15M = 12.5M). An 
important component of EPS that often is ignored is the capital that 
is required to generate the earnings (net income) in the calculation. 
Two companies could generate the same EPS, but the one that could 
do so with less equity (investment) would be more efficient at using 
its capital to generate income and, all other things equal, would 
be a “better” company. Investors also need to be aware of earnings 
manipulation that may distort EPS. Therefore, do not rely on any one 
financial measure; use statement analysis and other measures as well. 

Related Terms: 
•  Diluted Earnings per Share—Diluted EPS •  Earnings
•  Outstanding Shares
•  Price-Earnings Ratio—P/E Ratio  •  Weighted Average

= −Net Income Dividends on Preferred Stock
Average Outstanding Shares
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economic ProFit (or loss)
What Does Economic Profit (or Loss) Mean?
The difference between the revenue received from the sale of an 
output and the opportunity cost of the inputs used. Sometimes 
referred to as economic value added (EVA). 

Investopedia explains Economic Profit (or Loss)
This should not be confused with accounting profit, which is what 
most people mean when they refer to profit. In calculating eco-
nomic profit, opportunity costs are deducted from revenues earned. 
Opportunity costs are the returns not realized by using the chosen 
inputs. As a result, there can be a significant accounting profit with 
little to no economic profit. For example, say you invest $100,000 
to start a business and in that year earn $120,000 in profits. Your 
accounting profit would be $20,000. However, say that in the same 
year, instead of starting the business, you could have worked for 
someone else and earned $45,000. Therefore, you have an economic 
loss of $25,000 (120,000 – 100,000 – 45,000). 

Related Terms:
•  Economic Value Added—EVA •  Economies of Scale
•  Opportunity Cost •  Profit Margin
•  Revenue

economic value added (eva)
What Does Economic Value Added (EVA) Mean?
A measure of a company’s financial performance that is based on the 
residual wealth calculated by deducting cost of capital from its oper-
ating profit (adjusted for taxes on a cash basis). Also called economic 
profit. The formula for calculating EVA is as follows: EVA = Net Oper-
ating Profit after Taxes (NOPAT) – (Capital × Cost of Capital). 

Investopedia explains Economic Value Added (EVA)
This measure was devised by Stern Stewart & Co. and is used as a 
way to ascertain the true economic profit of a company. 

Related Terms: 
•  Equity •  Market Value
•  Net Operating Profit after Tax—NOPAT
•  Return on Equity •  Return on Net Assets
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economies oF scale
What Does Economies of Scale Mean?
The increase in the efficiency of production as the number of goods 
being produced increases. Typically, a company that achieves econo-
mies of scale lowers the average cost per unit by increasing out-
put, which spreads fixed costs over an increased number of goods 
produced. There are two types of economies of scale: (1) External 
economies—the cost per unit depends on the size of the industry, 
not that of the firm; and (2) Internal economies—the cost per unit 
depends on the size of the individual firm. 

Investopedia explains Economies of Scale
Economies of scale give big companies access to a larger market by 
allowing them to operate with a greater geographic reach. For more 
traditional (small to medium) companies, however, size does have 
its limits. After a point, an increase in size (output) actually causes 
an increase in production costs. This is called diseconomies of scale. 

Related Terms: 
•  Economic Profit •  Economic Value Added—EVA
•  Law of Demand •  Law of Supply
•  Market Economy

eFFective annual interest rate
What Does Effective Annual 
Interest Rate Mean?
The annual rate of interest of an 
investment when compounding  
occurs more often than once  
a year. It is calculated as follows:

Investopedia explains Effective  
Annual Interest Rate
Consider a stated annual rate of 10%. Compounded yearly, this 
rate will turn $1,000 into $1,100. However, if compounding occurs 
monthly, $1,000 will grow to $1,104.70 by the end of the year, for an 
effective annual interest rate of 10.47%. Basically, the effective annual 
rate is the annual rate of interest that accounts for compounding. 
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Related Terms: 
•  Annual Percentage Yield •  Compounding
•  Coupon •  Fixed-Income Security
•  Interest Rate

eFFicient Frontier
What Does Efficient Frontier Mean?
A line created from the risk-reward graph, composed of optimal 
portfolios that reflect various portfolio diversification strategies 
ranging from a most conservative all-cash portfolio to a most ag-
gressive all-equity portfolio. 

Investopedia explains Efficient Frontier
The optimal portfolios plotted along the curve have the highest 
expected return possible for the given amount of risk. 
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A portfolio above this
curve is impossible

Medium Risk/Medium Return

Low Risk/Low Return

High Risk/High Return

Optimal portfolios
should lie on this
curve (known as
the “Efficient
Frontier”)

Portfolio’s below the curve are
not efficient, because for the
same risk one could achieve a
greater return.

Related Terms:
•  Asset Allocation •  Diversification
•  Modern Portfolio Theory—MPT •  Risk
•  Risk-Return Trade-Off
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eFFiciency ratio
What Does Efficiency Ratio Mean?
A ratio used to calculate a bank’s efficiency. Not all banks calculate 
the efficiency ratio the same way. The ratio can be calculated one 
of four ways: (1) noninterest expense divided by total revenue less 
interest expense, (2) noninterest expense divided by net interest 
income before provision for loan losses, (3) noninterest expense 
divided by revenue, (4) operating expenses divided by fee income 
plus tax equivalent net interest income. In all four methods, an in-
crease means the company is losing a larger percentage of its income 
to expenses. If the efficiency ratio is getting lower, it is good for the 
bank and its shareholders. Also referred to as the overhead burden 
or overhead efficiency ratio. 

Investopedia explains Efficiency Ratio
Regardless of which ratio calculation method is used, the efficiency 
ratio’s purpose is to evaluate the overhead structure of a finan-
cial institution. Banking is no different from any mature industry: 
Companies that survive keep their costs down. The efficiency ratio 
measures how effectively a bank is operating and how profitable it is. 

Related Terms: 
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents •  Expense Ratio
•  Net Income—NI •  Net Operating Income—NOI
•  Operating Expense

eFFicient market hyPothesis (emh)
What Does Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) Mean?
An investment theory that postulates that it is impossible to “beat 
the market” because stock market efficiency causes stock prices to 
incorporate and reflect all relevant information in all cases. Accord-
ing to the EMH, stocks always trade at their fair market value on 
stock exchanges, making it impossible for investors to purchase 
undervalued stocks or sell stocks for inflated prices. Consequently, 
it should be impossible to outperform the overall market through 
market timing, and the only way investors can obtain higher returns 
is by purchasing riskier investments.
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Investopedia explains Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH)
Although considered the cornerstone of modern financial theory, the 
EMH is highly controversial and often is disputed. Supporters argue 
that it is pointless to search for undervalued stocks or try to predict 
trends in the market through either fundamental or technical analy-
sis. Detractors such as Warren Buffett consistently have beaten the 
market over long periods, which according to EMH is virtually impos-
sible. EMH detractors point to major events, such as the 1987 stock 
market crash when the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) fell by 
over 20% in a single day, and the wild market swings of late 2008 as 
evidence that stock prices can deviate seriously from their fair values.

Related Terms: 
•  Arbitrage •  Behavioral Finance
•  Fundamental Analysis •  Systematic Risk
•  Technical Analysis

electronic communication  
network (ecn)
What Does Electronic Communication Network (ECN) Mean?
An electronic trading system that attempts to eliminate the role of a 
third party in the execution of orders entered by an exchange mar-
ket maker or an over-the-counter market maker and permits such 
orders to be executed entirely or partly. 

Investopedia explains Electronic Communication Network (ECN)
An ECN connects major brokerages and individual traders so that 
they can trade directly among themselves without having to go 
through a middle man. 

Related Terms:
•  Broker-Dealer •  Market Maker
•  Over the Counter—OTC •  Nasdaq
•  Stock Market

enterPrise value (ev)
What Does Enterprise Value (EV) Mean?
A measure of a company’s value that often is used as an alternative 
to straightforward market capitalization. EV is calculated as market 
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cap plus debt, minority interest, and preferred shares, minus total 
cash and cash equivalents. 

Investopedia explains Enterprise Value (EV)
One should think of enterprise value as the theoretical takeover 
price. In the event of a buyout, an acquirer would have to take on 
the company’s debt but would pocket its cash. EV differs signifi-
cantly from simple market capitalization in several ways, and many 
consider it a more accurate representation of a firm’s value. The 
amount of a firm’s debt, for example, would have to be paid by the 
buyer when taking over a company; thus EV provides a much more 
accurate takeover valuation because it includes debt in its value 
calculation. 

Related Terms: 
•  Book Value •  Cash and Cash Equivalents
•  Fair Value •  Market Value
•  Total Enterprise Value—TEV

equilibrium
What Does Equilibrium Mean?
The state in which market supply and market demand balance 
each other out, resulting in stable market prices. Generally, when 
there is too much supply for goods or services, the price goes down, 
which results in higher demand. The balancing effect of supply and 
demand results in a state of equilibrium. 

Investopedia explains Equilibrium
The equilibrium price occurs where the supply of goods matches 
the demand for goods. When a major index experiences a period of 
consolidation or sideways momentum, it can be said that the forces 
of supply and demand are relatively equal and that the market is in a 
state of equilibrium. 

Related Terms:
•  Demand •  Efficient Market Hypothesis
•  Market Economy •  Quantitative Analysis
•  Technical Analysis
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equity
What Does Equity Mean?
(1) A stock or any other security representing an ownership interest. 
(2) On a company’s balance sheet, the amount of the funds contrib-
uted by the owners (the stockholders) plus the retained earnings (or 
losses). Also referred to as shareholders’ equity. (3) In the context 
of margin trading, the value of securities in a margin account minus 
what has been borrowed from the brokerage. (4) In the context of 
real estate, the difference between the current market value of a 
property and the amount the owner still owes on the mortgage. It is 
the amount that the owner would receive after selling the property 
and paying off the mortgage. (5) In terms of investment strategies, 
equity (stocks) is one of the principal asset classes. The other two 
are fixed-income (bonds) and cash/cash equivalents. These are used 
in asset allocation planning to structure a desired risk and return 
profile for an investor’s portfolio. 

Investopedia explains Equity
The meaning of equity depends very much on the context. In 
general, one can think of equity as ownership in any asset after all 
the debts associated with that asset are paid off. For example, a car 
or house with no outstanding debt is considered the owner’s equity 
because he or she can sell the item readily for cash. Stocks are equity 
because they represent ownership in a company.

Related Terms: 
•  Asset •  Balance Sheet
•  Common Stock •  Private Equity
•  Shareholders’ Equity

equity multiPlier
What Does Equity Multiplier Mean?
A measure of financial leverage calculated as Total Assets/Total 
Stockholders’ Equity. Like all debt management ratios, the equity 
multiplier is a way of examining how a company uses debt to 
finance its assets. Also known as the financial leverage ratio or lever-
age ratio. 
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Investopedia explains Equity Multiplier
In other words, this ratio shows a company’s total assets per dollar 
of stockholders’ equity. A higher equity multiplier indicates higher 
financial leverage, which means the company is relying more on 
debt to finance its assets. 

Related Terms: 
•  Asset •  Current Ratio
•  Debt/Equity Ratio •  Leverage
•  Shareholders’ Equity

equity risk Premium
What Does Equity Risk Premium Mean?
The return provided by an individual stock or the overall stock 
market in excess of the risk-free rate. This excess return compensates 
investors for taking on the relatively higher risk of the equity market. 
The size of the risk premium will vary as the risk in a particular stock, 
or in the stock market as a whole, changes; high-risk investments are 
compensated with a higher premium. Also referred to as the equity 
premium. 

Investopedia explains Equity Risk Premium
The risk premium is the result of the risk-return trade-off, in which 
investors require a higher rate of return on riskier investments. The 
risk-free rate in the market often is quoted as the rate on longer-
term U.S. government bonds, which are considered risk-free because 
of the unlikelihood that the government will default on its loans. 
Compare that with securities that offer no or little guarantees. 
Remember, companies regularly experience downturns and go out 
of business. If the return on a stock is 15% and the risk-free rate over 
the same period is 7%, the equity-risk premium is 8% for this stock 
over that period. 

Related Terms: 
•  Equity •  Gordon Growth Model
•  Premium •  Risk
•  Risk-Return Trade-Off
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euro libor
What Does Euro LIBOR Mean?
The London Interbank Offer Rate denominated in euros. This is the 
interest rate that banks offer one another for large short-term loans 
in euros. The rate is fixed once a day by a small group of large Lon-
don banks but fluctuates throughout the day. This market makes it 
easier for banks to maintain liquidity requirements because they are 
able to borrow quickly from other banks that have surpluses. 

Investopedia explains Euro LIBOR
The Euro LIBOR is based on the average lending rates of 16 banks. 
These bank rates are available to the public through the British  
Bankers’ Association. Euro LIBOR exists mainly for continuity 
purposes in swap contracts dating back to preeuro times and is not 
used very commonly. 

Related Terms: 
•  Debt •  Interest Rate
•  Money Market
•  London Interbank Offer Rate—LIBOR
•  Singapore Interbank Offered Rate—SIBOR

exchange-traded Fund (etF)
What Does Exchange-Traded Fund (ETF) Mean?
A type of closed-end mutual fund that trades like a stock on an  
exchange; ETFs usually are constructed to track an index, a com-
modity, or a basket of assets like an index fund. ETFs fluctuate in 
price during the trading day as they are bought and sold on an 
exchange just like a stock. 

Investopedia explains Exchange-Traded Fund (ETF)
Because it trades like a stock, an ETF does not have its net asset 
value (NAV) calculated every day the way an open-end mutual fund 
does. By owning an ETF, an investor gets the diversification of an 
index fund as well as the ability to sell short, buy on margin, and 
purchase as little as one share (like a stock). Another advantage is 
that the expense ratios for most ETFs are lower than those of the 
average mutual fund. When buying and selling ETFs, one pays a bro-
kerage commission, just as one would for a stock. The most widely 
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recognized ETF is called the Spiders (SPDR), which tracks the S&P 
500 index and trades under the symbol SPY. 

Related Terms: 
•  Closed-End Fund •  Diversification
•  Expense Ratio •  Index Fund
•  Spiders—SPDR

ex-date
What Does Ex-Date Mean?
The date on which or the date after a security trades without its pre-
viously declared dividend or distribution. After the ex-date, a stock is 
said to trade ex-dividend. 

Investopedia explains Ex-Date
This is the date when the seller of a stock—not the buyer—will be 
entitled to receive a recently declared dividend. The ex-date is usu-
ally two business days before the record date. The ex-dividend date 
in stock listings is designated with an x. 

Related Terms: 
•  Dividend •  Ex-Dividend
•  Preferred Stock •  Record Date
•  Yield

ex-dividend
What Does Ex-Dividend Mean?
A classification assigned to stock when a declared dividend belongs 
to the seller rather than the buyer at the time of a trade. A stock 
is given ex-dividend status if a person has been confirmed by the 
company to receive the dividend payment. 

Investopedia explains Ex-Dividend
A stock trades ex-dividend on or after the ex-dividend date (ex-
date). At this point, the person who owns the security on the 
ex-dividend date will be awarded the payment regardless of who 
currently holds the stock. After the ex-date has been declared, the 
stock usually drops in price by the amount of the expected dividend; 
the stock is trading without the dividend. 
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Related Terms: 
•  Dividend •  Ex-Date
•  Preferred Stock •  Record Date
•  Stock

exercise
What Does Exercise Mean?
An action taken by a stockholder in response to a certain privilege 
offered by a company or another financial institution. This includes 
warrants, options, and other exotic financial instruments. 

Investopedia explains Exercise
When an investor exercises a stock option, that investor “trades in” 
his or her options for the actual stock. 

Related Terms:
•  Call Option •  Expiration Date
•  Put Option •  Strike Price
•  Warrant

exPected return
What Does Expected Return Mean?
The average of a probability distribution of pos-
sible returns. It is calculated by using the following 
formula:

Investopedia explains Expected Return 
One calculates the average of a probability distribution by taking 
the probability of each possible return outcome and multiplying 
it by the return outcome itself. For example, if one knew a given 
investment had a 50% chance of earning a 10% return, a 25% chance 
of earning 20%, and a 25% chance of earning –10%, the expected 
return would be equal to 7.5%: Expected Return = (0.5) (0.1) + (0.25) 
(0.2) + (0.25) (–0.1). Although this is what one would expect the 
return to be, there is no guarantee that it will be the actual return. 

Related Terms:
•  Coefficient of Variation •  Equity Premium
•  Return on Assets •  Return on Equity
•  Total Return
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exPense ratio
What Does Expense Ratio Mean?
The amount it costs an investment company to operate a mutual 
fund. An expense ratio is determined through an annual calcula-
tion in which a fund’s operating expenses are divided by the average 
dollar value of its assets under management. Operating expenses are 
taken out of a fund’s assets and lower the return to a fund’s inves-
tors. Also known as management expense ratio (MER). 

Investopedia explains Expense Ratio
Depending on the type of fund, operating expenses vary widely. The 
largest component of operating expenses is the fee paid to a fund’s 
investment manager/advisor. Other costs include recordkeeping, cus-
todial services, taxes, legal expenses, and accounting and auditing fees. 
Some funds have a marketing cost referred to as a 12b-1 fee, which also 
would be included in operating expenses. A fund’s trading activity— 
the buying and selling of portfolio securities—is not included in the 
calculation of the expense ratio. Costs associated with mutual funds 
but not included in operating expenses are loads and redemption 
fees, which, if they apply, are paid directly by fund investors. 

Related Terms:
•  Exchange-Traded Fund—ETF •  Internal Rate of Return
•  Mutual Fund •  Operating Expense
•  Turnover Ratio

exPiration date
What Does Expiration Date Mean?
The day on which an option or futures contract is no longer valid 
and therefore ceases to exist. 

Investopedia explains Expiration Date
The expiration date for all listed stock options in the United States 
is the third Friday of the expiration month (except when it falls on a 
holiday, in which case it is on Thursday). 

Related Terms:
•  Common Stock •  Maturity
•  Option •  Stock Option
•  Strike Price
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Face value
What Does Face Value Mean?
Th e nominal or dollar value of a security at the time it is issued. For 
stocks, it is the original cost of the stock shown on the certifi cate. 
For bonds, it is the amount paid to the holder at maturity (generally 
$1,000). Also known as par value or par. 

Investopedia explains Face Value
In bond investing, face value, or par value, commonly refers to the 
amount paid to a bondholder at the maturity date, assuming the 
issuer does not default. However, bond prices on the secondary 
market fl uctuate with interest rates. For example, if interest rates 
are higher than a bond’s coupon rate, the bond is sold at a discount 
(below par). Conversely, if interest rates are lower than the bond’s 
coupon rate, the bond is sold at a premium (above par). 

Related Terms:
•  Bond •  Fair Value
•  Market Value •  Par Value
•  Premium
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Fair value
What Does Fair Value Mean?
(1) The estimated value of all assets and liabilities of an acquired com-
pany used to consolidate the financial statements of both companies. 
(2) In the futures market, the equilibrium price for a futures contract. 
This is equal to the spot price after taking into account compounded 
interest (and dividends lost because the investor owns the futures 
contract rather than the physical stocks) over a certain period. 

Investopedia explains Fair Value
The “fair value” quoted on TV refers to the relationship between 
the futures contract on a market index and the actual value of the 
index. When futures trade above fair value, this means that traders 
are betting that the market index will go higher; the opposite is true 
if futures are trading below fair value. 

Related Terms:
•  Ask •  Face Value
•  Market Value •  Par Value 
•  Premium

Fannie mae—Federal national  
mortgage association (Fnma)
What Does Fannie Mae—Federal National Mortgage Association 
(FNMA) Mean?
A government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) that was created in 1938 
to expand the flow of mortgage money by creating a secondary 
mortgage market. Fannie Mae is a publicly traded company that 
operates under a congressional charter that directs it to channel its 
efforts into increasing the availability of affordable home ownership 
for low-, moderate-, and middle-income Americans. 

Investopedia explains Fannie Mae—Federal National Mortgage 
Association (FNMA)
Fannie Mae purchases and guarantees mortgages that meet its 
funding criteria. Through this process it secures mortgages to form 
mortgage-backed securities (MBSs). The market for Fannie Mae’s 
MBSs is extremely large. Pension funds, insurance companies, and  
foreign governments are among the investors in Fannie Mae’s MBSs. 
To promote home ownership, Fannie Mae also holds a large portfolio 
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of its own and other institutions’ MBSs, known as its retained port-
folio. To fund this portfolio, Fannie Mae issues debt known in the 
marketplace as agency debt. Fannie Mae’s “little brother” is Freddie 
Mac. Together, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac purchase or guarantee 
40 to 60% of all mortgages originated annually in the United States, 
depending on market conditions and consumer trends. 

Related Terms:
•  Freddie Mac—Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp.
•  Ginnie Mae—Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA)
•  Mortgage •  Subprime Loan
•  Subprime Meltdown

Federal Funds rate
What Does Federal Funds Rate Mean?
The interest rate at which a depository institution lends immediately 
available funds (balances at the Federal Reserve) to another deposi-
tory institution overnight; sometimes referred to as the overnight 
funds rate.

Investopedia explains Federal Funds Rate
This is what news reports are referring to when they talk about 
the Fed changing interest rates. In fact, the Federal Open Market 
Committee sets a target for this rate but not the actual rate itself 
(because it is determined by the open market). 

Related Terms:
•  Discount Rate 
•  Federal Open Market Committee—FOMC
•  Fiscal Policy •  Interest Rate
•  Monetary Policy

Federal oPen market committee (Fomc)
What Does Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) Mean?
The branch of the Federal Reserve Board that sets the direction of 
monetary policy. The FOMC is composed of the Board of Governors, 
which has seven members, and five reserve bank presidents. The 
president of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York serves continu-
ously, and the presidents of the other reserve banks rotate in their 
service of one-year terms. 
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Investopedia explains Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC)
The FOMC meets eight times a year to set key interest rates, such 
as the discount rate, and decide whether to increase or decrease 
the money supply, which the Fed does through buying and selling 
government securities. For example, to tighten the money supply, 
or decrease the amount of money available in the banking system, 
the Fed sells government securities. The meetings of the committee, 
which are secret, are the subject of much speculation on Wall Street 
as analysts try to guess whether the Fed will tighten or loosen the 
money supply, causing interest rates to rise or fall.

Related Terms:
•  Discount Rate •  Fiscal Policy
•  Federal Funds Rate •  Monetary Policy
•  Prime Rate

Financial industry regulatory  
authority (Finra)
What Does Financial Industry Regulatory  
Authority (FINRA) Mean?
A regulatory body created after the merger of the National As-
sociation of Securities Dealers and the New York Stock Exchange’s 
regulation committee. The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority 
is responsible for governing business between brokers, dealers, and 
the investing public. By consolidating these two regulators, FINRA 
aims to eliminate regulatory overlap and cost inefficiencies.

Investopedia explains Financial Industry Regulatory  
Authority (FINRA)
Originally, FINRA was known as SIRA, the Securities Industry Regula-
tory Authority. However, complaints were made about the name, 
noting that it sounded very similar to the Arabic term “Sirah,” the 
traditional term for biographical texts about Muhammad. 

Related Terms:
•  Broker-Dealer 
•  National Association of Securities Dealers—NASD
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE
•  Securities and Exchange Commission—SEC
•  Series 7
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First in, First out (FiFo)
What Does First In, First Out (FIFO) mean?
An asset-management and accounting valuation method in which 
the assets produced or acquired first are sold, used, or disposed of 
first. FIFO may be used by an individual or a corporation. 

Investopedia explains First In, First Out (FIFO)
For taxation purposes, FIFO assumes that the assets that are remain-
ing in inventory are matched to the assets that are purchased or 
produced most recently. Because of this assumption, a number of 
tax minimization strategies are associated with using the FIFO asset-
management and valuation method. In selling shares, FIFO can be 
used to determine one’s cost basis so that sales are matched to share 
purchases that result in a more favorable tax treatment. 

Related Terms:
•  Asset •  Asset Turnover 
•  Generally Accepted Accounting Principles—GAAP
•  Inventory •  Inventory Turnover

Fiscal Policy
What Does Fiscal Policy Mean?
Government spending policies that influence macroeconomic con-
ditions. These policies are used to influence the overall economy by 
manipulating tax rates, interest rates, and government spending. 

Investopedia explains Fiscal Policy
Since the 1980s, most western countries have followed a “tight” 
policy, limiting public expenditure. 

Related Terms:
•  Efficient Market Hypothesis—EMH •  Interest Rates
•  Macroeconomics •  Microeconomics
•  Monetary Policy

Fixed annuity
What Does Fixed Annuity Mean?
An insurance contract in which the insurance company makes 
fixed dollar payments to the annuitant for the term of the contract, 
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usually until the annuitant dies. The insurance company guarantees 
both earnings and principal. 

Investopedia explains Fixed Annuity
A fairly good financial instrument for those seeking fixed investment 
income; this is particularly attractive to retirees. 

Related Terms:
•  Annuity •  Defined-Benefit Plan
•  Income Statement  
•  Individual Retirement Account—IRA
•  Mutual Fund

Fixed-income security
What Does Fixed-Income Security Mean?
An investment that provides income in the form of fixed periodic 
payments and the eventual return of principal at maturity. Unlike 
a variable-income security, in which payments change on the basis 
of an underlying measure such as short-term interest rates, the pay-
ments of a fixed-income security are known in advance and do not 
change. 

Investopedia explains Fixed-Income Security
An example of a fixed-income security would be a 5% fixed-rate  
government bond in which a $1,000 investment would result in an 
annual $50 payment until maturity, at which time the investor would 
receive the $1,000 back. Generally, these types of assets offer a lower 
return on investment because they guarantee a fixed rate of income. 

Related Terms:
•  Annuity •  Bond
•  Coupon  •  Interest rate
•  Yield

Float
What Does Float Mean?
The total number of a company’s shares that are publicly owned and 
available for trading. The float is calculated by subtracting restricted 
shares from outstanding shares. Also known as free float. 
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Investopedia explains Float
As an example, a company may have 10 million outstanding shares, 
but only 7 million are trading on the stock market. Therefore, this 
company’s float would be 7 million. Stocks with small floats of less 
than 7 million shares tend to be a lot more volatile than others. 

Related Terms:
•  Dilution  •  Market Capitalization
•  Outstanding Shares •  Shareholders’ Equity
•  Volatility

Forex (Fx)
What Does Forex (FX) Mean?
The currency exchange marketplace; the forex market is the largest, 
most liquid market in the world, with average trading values in the 
billions each day, and includes all the currencies in the world. 

Investopedia explains Forex (FX)
There is no central marketplace for currency exchange; trade is con-
ducted over the counter. The Forex market is open 24 hours a day, 
five days a week, and currencies are traded worldwide among the 
major financial centers of London, New York, Tokyo, Frankfurt, Hong 
Kong, Singapore, Paris, Sydney, and others. The forex is the largest 
market in the world in terms of the total cash value traded, and any 
person, firm, or country may participate in this market. 

Related Terms:
•  Arbitrage  •  Currency Forward
•  Currency Swap •  Euro LIBOR 
•  Over-the-Counter—OTC

Forward contract
What Does Forward Contract Mean?
A cash market transaction in which delivery of the commodity 
is deferred until after the contract has been made. Although the 
delivery is made in the future, the price is determined on the initial 
trade date. 
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Investopedia explains Forward Contract
Most forward contracts do not have standards and are not traded 
on exchanges. A farmer would use a forward contract to “lock in” a 
price for his or her grain for the upcoming fall harvest. 

Related Terms:
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents—CCE •  Money Market
•  Commodity •  Currency Forward
•  Derivative

Forward Price to earnings  
(Forward P/e)
What Does Forward Price to Earnings (Forward P/E) Mean?
A measure of the price-to-earnings ratio (P/E) that uses forecasted 
earnings to calculate the P/E. Although the earnings used in the 
calculation are just estimates and thus are not as reliable as current 
earnings data, there is still a benefit in forward P/E analysis. The fore-
casted earnings used in the formula can be for the next 12 months 
or for the next full-year fiscal 
period. It is calculated as  
follows:

Also referred to as estimated price to earnings. 

Investopedia explains Forward Price to Earnings (Forward P/E)
The estimated forward P/E of a company often is used to compare  
current earnings to estimated future earnings. If earnings are expected 
to grow in the future, the estimated P/E will be lower than the current 
P/E. This measure also is used to compare one company to another 
with a forward-looking focus. 

Related Terms:
•  Earnings •  Earning per Share—EPS
•  Gearing Ratio 
•  Price-Earnings Ratio—P/E Ratio
•  Price/Earnings to Growth Ratio—PEG Ratio

Forward P/E
Market Price per Share

Expected Earn
=

iings per Share
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Freddie mac—Federal home loan  
mortgage corP. (Fhlmc)
What Does Freddie Mac—Federal Home Loan  
Mortgage Corp. (FHLMC) Mean?
A stockholder-owned, government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) 
chartered by Congress in 1970 that makes money easily available 
to mortgage lenders to promote affordable home ownership for 
middle-income Americans. The FHLMC purchases, guarantees, 
and securitizes mortgages into what are called mortgage-backed 
securities. The mortgage-backed securities trade like stocks and are 
purchased by institutions and other public investors. 

Investopedia explains Freddie Mac—Federal Home Loan  
Mortgage Corp. (FHLMC)
Freddie Mac has come under criticism because as a government 
enterprise, it can borrow money at interest rates lower than those 
available to non-GSE financial institutions. With this funding advan-
tage, it issues large amounts of debt (known in the marketplace as 
agency debt or agencies) and in turn purchases and holds a huge 
portfolio of mortgages known as its retained portfolio. It was the 
size of this retained portfolio that contributed to the systemic  
mortgage bank financial crisis of 2008. 

Related Terms:
•  Fannie Mae—Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA)
•  Ginnie Mae—Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA)
•  Mortgage
•  Real Estate Investment Trust—REIT 
•  Subprime Meltdown

Free cash Flow (FcF)
What Does Free Cash Flow (FCF) Mean?
A measure of financial performance calculated as operating cash 
flow minus capital expenditures. Free cash flow represents the  
cash that a company is able to generate after laying out the money 
required to maintain or expand its asset base. Free cash flow is  
important because it allows a company to pursue opportunities 
that enhance shareholder value. Without cash, it is tough to develop 
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new products, make acquisitions, pay 
dividends, and reduce debt. FCF is calcu-
lated as follows:

It also can be calculated by taking oper-
ating cash flow and subtracting capital 
expenditures. 

Investopedia explains Free Cash Flow (FCF)
Some people believe that Wall Street focuses too much on earnings 
while ignoring the “real” cash that a firm generates. Earnings often 
can be clouded by accounting gimmicks, but it is tougher to fake 
cash flow. For this reason, some investors believe that FCF gives a 
much clearer view of a company’s ability to grow and generate cash 
(and thus profits). It is important to note that negative free cash 
flow is not necessarily a bad thing. If free cash flow is negative, it 
could be a sign that a company is making large investments. If these 
investments earn a high return, the strategy has the potential to pay 
off in the long run. 

Related Terms:
•  Cash Flow Statement •  Free Cash Flow to Equity—FCFE
•  Free Cash Flow Yield •  Operating Cash Flow—OCF
•  Operating Cash Flow Ratio

Free cash Flow to equity (FcFe)
What Does Free Cash Flow to Equity (FCFE) Mean?
This is a measure of how much cash can be paid to a company’s 
equity shareholders after accounting for all expenses, reinvestment, 
and debt repayment. It is calculated as follows: FCFE = Net Income – 
Net – Change in Net Working Capital + New Debt – Debt  
Repayment  

Investopedia explains Free Cash Flow to Equity (FCFE)
FCFE is one method analysts use to determine the value of a  
company. FCFE valuation gained popularity as the usefulness of  
the dividend discount model became increasingly questionable. 

Related Terms:
•  Cash Flow •  Discounted Cash Flow—DCF
•  Dividend Discount Model—DDM •  Free Cash Flow—FCF
•  Free Cash Flow Yield

Net Income

Amortization/Depreciation

Changes in

+
− Working Capital

Capital Expenditures

Free Cas

−
= hh Flow
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Free cash Flow yield
What Does Free Cash Flow Yield Mean?
An overall return evaluation ratio on a stock that standardizes the 
free cash flow per share that a company expects to earn against its 
market price per share. The ratio is calculated by taking the free cash 
flow per share divided 
by the share price. It is 
calculated as follows:

Investopedia explains Free Cash Flow Yield
Free cash flow yield is similar to the earnings yield metric, which 
is a measure of GAAP earnings per share divided by share price. 
Generally, the lower the ratio is, the less attractive the investment 
is, and vice versa. Logically, investors want to pay as little as pos-
sible for more earnings. Some investors regard free cash flow (which 
takes into account capital expenditures and other ongoing costs of 
business) as a more accurate representation of a company and thus 
prefer free cash flow yield as a valuation metric over earnings yield. 

Related Terms:
•  Cash Flow Statement  •  Earnings per Share—EPS
•  Free Cash Flow—FCF 
•  Free Cash Flow to Equity—FCFE •  Yield

Front-end load
What Does Front-End Load Mean?
A commission or sales charge applied at the time of the initial 
purchase for an investment instrument, usually a mutual fund or 
insurance policy. The load is deducted from the investment amount, 
which reduces the actual amount invested. 

Investopedia explains Front-End Load
Front-end loads are paid to investment intermediaries (financial plan-
ners, brokers, investment advisors) as sales commissions. Thus, these 
sales charges are not part of a mutual fund’s operating expenses. It 
is argued that a load is a cost that investors incur for obtaining an 
investment intermediary’s expertise in selecting appropriate funds 
for clients. It is a matter of record that load funds do not outperform 
no-load funds. Generally, the sales charge on a load mutual fund will 

Free Cash Flow Yield
Free Cash Flow per Share

Cu
=

rrrent Market Price per Share
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be waived if such a fund is included as an investment option in a 
retirement plan such as a 401(k).

Related Terms:
•  Closed-End Fund •  Load Fund
•  Mutual Fund •  Net Asset Value—NAV
•  No-Load Fund

Fully diluted shares
What Does Fully Diluted Shares Mean?
The total number of shares that would be outstanding if all possible 
sources of conversion, such as convertible bonds and stock options, 
were exercised. Companies often release specific financial figures 
in terms of fully diluted shares outstanding (such as the company’s 
profits reported on a fully diluted per share basis) to help investors 
properly assess a company’s financial situation. 

Investopedia explains Fully Diluted Shares
An investor should consider carefully the fully diluted share figure 
because it can cause a company’s share price to plummet signifi-
cantly if a large number of option holders or convertible bond hold-
ers decide to claim their stock. For example, let’s say that XYZ Corp. 
is priced at $5 and has 1 million shares outstanding and 1 million 
options outstanding (assuming each option gives the right to buy 
one share). If all the investors decide to exercise their options, there 
will be 2 million shares outstanding and the share price probably will 
drop to $2.50. 

Related Terms:
•  Convertible Bond •  Convertible Preferred Stock
•  Diluted Earnings per Share—Diluted EPS
•  Float •  Outstanding Shares

Fundamental analysis
What Does Fundamental Analysis Mean?
A valuation method that measures the intrinsic value of a security 
by examining related economic, financial, and other qualitative and 
quantitative factors. Fundamental analysts study everything that 
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could possibly affect a security’s value, including macroeconomic 
factors (such as the overall economy and industry conditions) and 
specific factors (such as the financial condition and management 
of companies). The end goal of fundamental analysis is to produce 
a value that an investor can compare with a security’s current price 
in an attempt to figure out whether the security is underpriced 
or overpriced. Fundamental analysis is the opposite of technical 
analysis. 

Investopedia explains Fundamental Analysis
Fundamental analysis employs real data to evaluate the value of a 
security. Although most analysts use fundamental analysis to value 
stocks, this method of valuation can be used for almost any type of 
security. For example, an investor can perform fundamental analysis 
on a bond’s value by looking at economic factors, such as interest 
rates and the overall state of the economy, along with information 
about the bond issuer, such as potential changes in its credit ratings. 
With stocks, this method can consider revenues, earnings, future 
growth, return on equity, profit margins, and other data to deter-
mine a company’s underlying value and potential growth. Funda-
mental analysis is used to look deeply into a company’s financial 
statements. Warren Buffett, the Oracle of Omaha, is a well-known 
fundamental analyst. 

Related Terms:
•  Balance Sheet •  Income Statement
•  Intrinsic Value •  Quantitative Analysis
•  Technical Analysis

Future value (Fv)
What Does Future Value (FV) Mean?
The future value of an asset or cash expressed in terms of its equiva-
lent value to a specified sum today. There are two ways to calculate 
FV: (1) for an asset with simple annual interest = Original Investment ×  
(1+ (Interest Rate × Number of Years)); (2) for an asset with interest 
compounded annually = Original Investment × ((1 + Interest Rate) ^  
Number of Years). 
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Investopedia explains Future Value (FV)
Consider the following examples: (1) $1,000 invested for 5 years 
with simple annual interest of 10% would have a future value of 
$1,500.00; (2) $1,000 invested for 5 years at 10%, compounded annu-
ally has a future value of $1,610.51. 

Related Terms:
•  Compounding •  Discount Rate
•  Inflation •  Present Value
•  Time Value of Money

Futures
What Does Futures Mean?
Futures involve a financial contract that requires the buyer to 
purchase an asset (or the seller to sell an asset), such as a physical 
commodity or a financial instrument, at a specific price on a prede-
termined date in the future. Futures contracts detail the quality and 
quantity of the underlying asset; they are standardized to facilitate 
trading on a futures exchange. Some futures contracts may call for 
physical delivery of the asset, and others are settled in cash. The 
futures markets are characterized by the ability to use very high  
leverage relative to stock markets. Futures can be used either to 
hedge or to speculate on the price movement of the underlying 
asset. For example, a producer of corn could use futures to lock in 
a certain price and reduce risk (hedge). However, anybody could 
speculate on the price movement of corn by going long or short 
using futures. 

Investopedia explains Futures
The primary difference between options and futures is that options 
give the holder the right, not the obligation, to buy or sell the under-
lying asset until expiration, whereas the holder of a futures contract 
is obligated to fulfill the terms of the contract. In reality, most futures 
contract holders do not hold the contract to expiration. In addition, 
if an investor were long in a futures contract, that investor could go 
short the same type of contract to offset his or her position. This 
serves to exit the position, much like selling a stock in the equity mar-
kets would close a trade. 
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Related Terms:
•  Commodity •  Hedge
•  Leverage •  Option
•  Short (or Short Position) 

Futures contract
What Does Futures Contract Mean?
A contractual agreement, generally made on the trading floor of a 
futures exchange, to buy or sell a particular commodity or financial 
instrument at a predetermined price in the future. Futures contracts 
detail the quality and quantity of the underlying asset; they are stan-
dardized to facilitate trading on a futures exchange. Some futures 
contracts may call for physical delivery of the asset, whereas others 
are settled in cash. 

Investopedia explains Futures Contract
The terms “futures contract” and “futures” refer to essentially the 
same thing. For example, one might hear somebody say he or she 
bought “oil futures,” which means the same thing as an “oil futures 
contract.” To get really specific, one could say that a futures contract 
refers only to the specific characteristics of the underlying asset, 
whereas “futures” is more general and also can refer to the overall 
market, as in “He’s a futures trader.” 

Related Terms:
•  Commodity •  Derivative
•  Forward Contract •  Futures
•  Hedge
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gamma
What Does Gamma Mean?
Th e rate of change for delta with respect to the price of the under-
lying asset. 

Investopedia explains Gamma
Mathematically, gamma is the fi rst derivative of delta and is used 
when one is trying to gauge the price of an option relative to how 
much it is in or out of the money. When the option being measured 
is deeply in or out of the money, gamma is small. When the option is 
near the money, gamma is large. 

Related Terms:
•  Alpha •  Beta
•  Delta •  In the Money
•  Stock Option

gearing ratio
What Does Gearing Ratio Mean?
A term describing a fi nancial ratio that compares some form of 
owner’s equity (or capital) to borrowed funds. Gearing is a measure 
of fi nancial leverage, demonstrating the degree to which a fi rm’s 
activities are funded by owner’s funds versus creditor’s funds. 
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Investopedia explains Gearing Ratio
The more leverage a company has, the riskier that company may be. 
As with most ratios, the acceptable level of leverage is determined 
by comparing ratios of like companies in the same industry. The 
best examples of gearing ratios include the debt-to-equity ratio 
(total debt/total equity), times interest earned (EBIT/total interest), 
equity ratio (equity/assets), and debt ratio (total debt /total assets). 
A company with high gearing (high leverage) is more vulnerable to 
downturns in the business cycle because it must continue to service 
its debt regardless of how bad sales are. A larger proportion of equity  
provides a cushion and is seen as a measure of financial strength.

Related Terms:
•  Business Cycle •  Debt Ratio
•  Debt/Equity Ratio •  Equity
•  Leverage

generally accePted accounting  
PrinciPles (gaaP)
What Does Generally Accepted Accounting  
Principles (GAAP) Mean?
The overriding accounting principles, standards, and procedures 
that companies follow when compiling their financial statements. 
GAAP is a combination of authoritative standards (set by policy 
boards) and the commonly accepted ways of recording and report-
ing accounting information. 

Investopedia explains Generally Accepted Accounting  
Principles (GAAP)
Companies use GAAP to standardize their financial statements so 
that investors can better use those statements to analyze a com-
pany for investment purposes. GAAP covers things such as revenue 
recognition, balance sheet item classification, and outstanding 
share measurements. Companies are expected to follow GAAP rules 
when reporting their financial data in their financial statements. If a 
financial statement is not prepared using GAAP principles, investors 
should be very wary! That said, GAAP is only a set of guidelines, and 
that leaves plenty of room for interpretation by unscrupulous ac-
countants to distort figures. Thus, even with GAAP, one should not 
put complete faith in the numbers companies report. 
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Related Terms:
•  Accrual Accounting •  Balance Sheet
•  Cash Flow Statement •  Income Statement
•  First In, First Out—FIFO

ginnie mae—government national 
mortgage association (gnma)
What Does Ginnie Mae—Government National Mortgage  
Association (GNMA)  Mean?
A U.S. government corporation within the U.S. Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development (HUD). Ginnie May aims to (1) ensure 
liquidity for government-insured mortgages, including those insured 
by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), the Veterans Admin-
istration (VA), and the Rural Housing Administration (RHA) and 
(2) draw investor capital in the market so that the issuers have the 
means to issue more. Most of the mortgages securitized as Ginnie 
Mae mortgage-backed securities (MBSs) are those guaranteed by 
FHA, which are typically mortgages for first-time home buyers and 
low-income borrowers. 

Investopedia explains Ginnie Mae—Government National  
Mortgage Association (GNMA)
Ginnie Mae does not issue, sell, or buy pass-through mortgage-
backed securities or purchase mortgage loans. It simply guarantees 
(insures) the timely payment of principal and interest from approved 
issuers (such as mortgage bankers, savings and loans, and commercial 
banks) of qualifying loans, such as those issued by the FHA and RHA. 
Unlike its cousins Freddie Mac, Fannie Mae, and Sallie Mae, Ginnie 
Mae is not a publicly traded company. An investor in a GNMA secu-
rity will not know who the underlying issuer of the mortgages is, only 
that the security is guaranteed by GNMA, which is backed by the full 
faith and credit of the U.S. government, just like U.S. Treasuries. 

Related Terms:
•  Fannie Mae—Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA)
•  Freddie Mac—Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp.
•  Mortgage
•  Mortgage-Backed Securities—MBSs 
•  Securitization
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glass-steagall act
What Does Glass-Steagall Act Mean?
An act passed by Congress in 1933 that prohibited commercial 
banks from collaborating with full-service brokerage firms or partici-
pating in investment banking activities. 

Investopedia explains Glass-Steagall Act
The Glass-Steagall Act was enacted during the Great Depression  
to help protect depositors from the additional risks associated with 
security transactions. The act was dismantled in 1999. Consequently, 
the distinction between commercial banks and brokerage firms has 
blurred. Today, for better or worse, many banks own brokerage firms 
and provide investment services. 

Related Terms:
•  Bear Market •  Broker-Dealer
•  Common Stock •  Investment Bank
•  Underwriting

global dePositary receiPt (gdr)
What Does Global Depositary Receipt (GDR) Mean?
(1) A bank certificate representing shares in a foreign country and 
issued in more than one country. The shares are held by a foreign 
branch of an international bank. The shares trade as domestic shares 
but are offered for sale globally through the various bank branches. 
(2) A financial instrument used by private markets to raise capital 
denominated in either U.S. dollars or foreign currencies. 

Investopedia explains Global Depositary Receipt (GDR)
(1) A GDR is very similar to an American Depositary Receipt.  
(2) These instruments are called EDRs when private markets are  
attempting to obtain euros. 

Related Terms:
•  American Depositary Receipt—ADR 
•  American Stock Exchange—AMEX 
•  Common Stock
•  Exchange-Traded Fund
•  Mutual Fund
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goodwill
What Does Goodwill Mean?
An account recorded in the assets portion of a company’s balance 
sheet. Goodwill often arises when one company is purchased by an-
other company. In an acquisition, the amount paid for the company 
over book value usually accounts for the target firm’s intangible 
assets. 

Investopedia explains Goodwill
Goodwill is seen as an intangible asset on the balance sheet because 
it is not a physical asset such as buildings and equipment. Goodwill 
typically reflects the value of intangible assets such as a strong brand 
name, good customer relations, good employee relations, and pat-
ents or proprietary technology. 

Related Terms:
•  Balance Sheet •  Book Value
•  Generally Accepted Accounting Principles—GAAP
•  Intangible Asset •  Tangible Asset

gordon growth model
What Does Gordon Growth Model Mean?
A model for determining the intrinsic value of a stock on the basis of 
a future series of dividends that grow at a constant rate. Given a divi-
dend per share that is payable in one year and the assumption that 
the dividend grows at a constant rate in perpetuity, the model solves 
for the present value of the infinite series of 
future dividends. It is calculated as follows:

Where D = expected dividend per share one 
year from now; k = required rate of return for equity investor; G = 
growth rate in dividends (in perpetuity). 

Investopedia explains Gordon Growth Model
Because the model simplistically assumes a constant rate of growth, 
it generally is used only for mature companies (or broad market 
indices) with low to moderate growth rates. 

Stock Value (P) =
−
D

k G
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Related Terms:
•  Discount Rate 
•  Dividend Discount Model—DDM •  Intrinsic Value
•  Present Value—PV •  Required Rate of Return

government security
What Does Government Security Mean?
A government debt obligation (local or national) backed by the 
credit and taxing power of a country; as a result, there is very little 
risk of default. 

Investopedia explains Government Security
This includes short-term Treasury bills, medium-term Treasury 
notes, and long-term Treasury bonds. 

Related Terms:
•  Bond •  Risk-Free Rate of Return
•  Treasury Bill—T-Bill •  Treasury Bond—T-Bond
•  U.S. Treasury

gross domestic Product (gdP)
What Does Gross Domestic Product (GDP) Mean?
The monetary value of all the finished goods and services pro-
duced within a country’s borders in a specific period; GDP usually 
is calculated on an annual basis and includes all private and public 
consumption, government outlays, investments, and exports less 
imports that occur within a defined territory. GDP = C + G + I + NX  
(where C = all private consumption, or consumer spending, in a 
nation’s economy; G = the sum of government spending; I = the sum 
of all the country’s business spending on capital; NX = the nation’s 
total net exports, calculated as total exports minus total imports). 

Investopedia explains Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
GDP is used commonly as an indicator of the economic health of a 
country as well as to gauge a country’s standard of living. Critics of 
GDP contend that the statistic does not take into account the un-
derground economy: transactions that for whatever reason are not 
reported to the government. Others say that GDP is not intended 
to gauge material well-being but serves as a measure of a nation’s 
productivity, which is unrelated. 
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Related Terms:
•  Bear Market •  Bull Market
•  Consumer Price Index—CPI •  Inflation
•  Nominal GDP

gross income
What Does Gross Income Mean?
(1) An individual’s total personal income before taking taxes or 
deductions into account. (2) A company’s revenue minus cost of 
goods sold. Also called gross margin and gross profit. 

Investopedia explains Gross Income
(1) Your gross income is how much you make before taxes. If some-
one asks you how much money you gross a month, this is the figure 
that you would give. (2) This is an important number when one is 
analyzing a company; it indicates how efficiently management  
uses labor and supplies in the production process. One must keep  
in mind that gross income varies significantly from industry to 
industry. 

Related Terms:
•  Cost of Goods Sold—COGS •  Income Statement
•  Net Income—NI •  Operating Income
•  Revenue

gross margin
What Does Gross Margin Mean?
A company’s total sales revenue minus its cost of goods sold 
(COGS), divided by the total sales revenue, expressed as a per-
centage. The gross margin represents the percentage of total sales 
revenue that the company retains after incurring the direct costs 
associated with producing the goods and services it sells. The higher 
the percentage is, the more the company retains on each dollar of 
sales to service its other 
costs and obligations. It 
is calculated as follows:

Gross Margin (%)
Revenue Cost of Goods Sold

Reve
= −

nnue
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Investopedia explains Gross Margin
This number represents the proportion of each dollar of revenue 
that the company retains as gross profit. For example, if a company’s 
gross margin for the most recent quarter was 35%, it would retain 
$0.35 from each dollar of revenue generated. This money could be 
used to pay off selling, general, and administrative expenses; interest 
expenses; and distributions to shareholders. The levels of gross mar-
gin can vary drastically from one industry to another. For example, 
a software company generally has a higher gross margin than does a 
manufacturing firm. 

Related Terms:
•  Gross Profit Margin •  Net Income—NI
•  Operating Leverage •  Profit Margin
•  Return on Sales—ROS

gross ProFit margin
What Does Gross Profit Margin Mean?
A financial metric used to assess a firm’s financial health by revealing 
the proportion of revenues left over after accounting for the cost  
of goods sold. Gross profit margin serves as the source for paying  
additional expenses and future 
savings. Also known as gross 
margin. It is calculated as follows:

Where COGS = cost of goods sold. 

Investopedia explains Gross Profit Margin
As an example, suppose ABC Corp. earned $20 million in revenue 
from producing widgets and incurred $10 million in COGS-related 
expense. ABC’s gross profit margin would be 50%. This means that 
for every dollar that ABC earned, its profits were $0.50 at the end 
of the day. This metric is useful in comparing like companies, and 
companies that are operating more efficiently usually show higher 
profit margins. 

Related Terms:
•  Contribution Margin •  Cost of Goods Sold—COGS
•  Gross Margin •  Operating Income
•  Revenue

Gross Profit Margin
Revenu

Revenue
= −e COGS
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growth stock
What Does Growth Stock Mean?
Shares of a company whose earnings are expected to grow at an 
above-average rate relative to the market. Also known as a glamor 
stock. 

Investopedia explains Growth Stock
A growth stock usually does not pay a dividend, as the company 
would prefer to reinvest its retained earnings back into capital 
projects for the company. Most technology companies are consid-
ered growth stocks. They reinvest earnings back into research and 
development for future growth. Note that a growth company’s stock 
is not always classified as growth stock. In fact, a growth company’s 
stock is often overvalued. 

Related Terms:
•  Equity •  Large Cap
•  Price-Earnings Ratio—P/E Ratio •  Small Cap
•  Value Stock
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haircut
What Does Haircut Mean?
(1) Th e diff erence between the prices at which a market maker can 
buy and sell a security. (2) Th e percentage by which an asset’s mar-
ket value is reduced for the purpose of calculating capital require-
ment, margin, and collateral levels. 

Investopedia explains Haircut
(1) Th e term “haircut” comes from the fact that market makers can 
trade at such a thin spread. (2) When securities are used as collat-
eral, they generally are devalued since a cushion is required by the 
lending parties in case the market value falls. 

Related Terms:
•  Initial Public Off ering—IPO •  Investment Bank
•  Margin •  Market Maker
•  Market Value

head and shoulders Pattern
What Does Head and Shoulders Pattern Mean?
A technical analysis term used to describe a chart formation in which 
a stock’s price (1) rises to a peak and subsequently declines; (2) then 
rises above the former peak and again declines; and (3) rises again, 
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but not to the second peak, and declines once more. The first and 
third peaks are shoulders, and the second peak forms the head.

Chart by MetaStock Copyright © 2006 Investopedia.com

Head

Shoulder Shoulder

Investopedia explains Head and Shoulders Pattern
The head and shoulders pattern is considered the most reliable 
trend-reversal pattern. 

Related Terms:
•  Bear Market •  Bull Market
•  Quantitative Analysis •  Technical Analysis
•  Trend Analysis

hedge
What Does Hedge Mean?
An investment that is used in an attempt to reduce the risk of  
adverse price movements in an asset. Normally, a hedge consists  
of taking an offsetting position in a related security, such as a futures 
contract. 

Investopedia explains Hedge
An example of a hedge would be if an investor owned a stock and 
then sold a futures contract that allows him or her to sell that stock 
at a set price on a future date regardless of what the market price of 
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the stock is on that future date. Investors use this strategy to combat 
uncertainty in the market. 

Related Terms:
•  Delta  •  Delta Hedging
•  Hedge •  Hedge Fund
•  Naked Shorting

hedge Fund
What Does Hedge Fund Mean?
An aggressively managed portfolio of investments that uses ad-
vanced investment strategies such as leverage and long, short, and 
derivative positions in both domestic and international markets 
with the goal of generating high returns either in an absolute sense 
or relative to a specified market benchmark. Legally, hedge funds 
most often are set up as private investment partnerships that are 
open to a limited number of investors and require a very large initial 
minimum investment. Investments in hedge funds are illiquid as 
they often require investors to keep their money in the fund for at 
least one year. 

Investopedia explains Hedge Fund
For the most part, hedge funds (unlike mutual funds) are unregu-
lated because they cater to sophisticated and ultrawealthy investors. 
In the United States, laws require that the majority of investors in 
a hedge fund be accredited. That is, they must earn a minimum 
amount of money annually and have a net worth of more than 
$1 million. One can think of hedge funds as mutual funds for the 
superrich. They are similar to mutual funds in that investments are 
pooled and professionally managed but differ in that a hedge fund 
has far more flexibility in its investment strategies. It is important to 
note that hedging is actually the practice of attempting to reduce 
risk, but the goal of most hedge funds is to maximize return on 
investment by maximizing risk. The name is mostly historical, as the 
first hedge funds tried to hedge against the downside risk of a bear 
market by shorting the market (mutual funds generally cannot enter 
into short positions as one of their primary goals). Today, hedge 
funds do not actually “hedge risk.” In fact, because hedge fund man-
agers make speculative investments, these funds tend to carry more 
risk than the overall market. 
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Related Terms:
•  Hedge •  Leverage
•  Margin •  Risk
•  Short Sale

high-yield bond
What Does High-Yield Bond Mean?
A bond that has a low credit rating and thus pays out a high rate of 
interest. Because they have a higher risk of default than investment-
grade bonds, high-yield bonds pay a higher yield. In the two main 
credit rating agencies, high-yield bonds carry a rating of BBB or 
lower from S&P and Baa or lower from Moody’s. Bonds with ratings 
above these levels are considered investment-grade. Credit ratings 
can be as low as D (currently in default), and most bonds with C rat-
ings or lower carry a high risk of default; to compensate for this risk, 
yields typically are very high. Also known as junk bonds.

Investopedia explains High-Yield Bond
The term “junk bonds” aside, high-yield bonds are widely held by 
investors worldwide, although most participate through the use 
of mutual funds or exchange-traded funds. The yield spread be-
tween investment-grade and high-yield bonds fluctuates over time, 
depending on the state of the economy, as well as company- and 
sector-specific events. Generally, investors in high-yield bonds can 
expect a yield that is at least 150 to 300 basis points higher than the 
yield on an investment-grade bond. Mutual funds provide a good 
way to gain exposure without the undue risk of investing in only one 
issuer’s junk bonds. 

Related Terms:
•  Basis Point  •  Coupon
•  Interest Rate •  Investment Grade
•  Junk Bond

historical cost
What Does Historical Cost Mean?
A measure of value used in accounting in which the price of an asset 
on the balance sheet is based on its nominal or original cost when 
it was acquired by the company. The historical-cost method is used 
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for assets in the United States under generally accepted accounting 
principles (GAAP). 

Investopedia explains Historical Cost
Based on the historical-cost principle, under U.S. GAAP, most assets 
held on the balance sheet are to be recorded at their historical cost 
even if they have changed significantly in value over time. For ex-
ample, say the main headquarters of a company, which includes the 
land and building, was bought for $100,000 in 1925, and its expected 
market value today is $20 million. The asset is still recorded on the 
balance sheet at $100,000. Not all assets are held at historical cost. 
For example, marketable securities are held at market value on the 
balance sheet.

Related Terms
•  Accrual Accounting •  Balance Sheet
•  Dollar-Cost Averaging •  First In, First Out—FIFO
•  Generally Accepted Accounting Principles—GAAP

hostile takeover
What Does Hostile Takeover Mean?
A takeover attempt that is resisted strongly by the targeted  
company. 

Investopedia explains Hostile Takeover
Hostile takeovers are usually bad news for both companies, as the 
target company’s employees’ morale and attitude can turn quickly 
to animosity toward the acquiring firm. 

Related Terms:
•  Leverage Buyout •  Merger
•  Mergers and Acquisitions—M&A •  Poison Pill
•  Takeover

hyPerinFlation
What Does Hyperinflation Mean?
Extremely rapid or out-of-control inflation. There is no precise  
numerical definition of hyperinflation. Hyperinflation is a situation 
in which the price increases are so out of control that the concept  
of inflation is meaningless.
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Investopedia explains Hyperinflation
When associated with depressions, hyperinflation often occurs 
when there is a large increase in the money supply that is not sup-
ported by gross domestic product (GDP) growth, resulting in an 
imbalance in the supply and demand for the money. Left unchecked, 
this causes prices to increase as the currency loses its value. When 
associated with wars, hyperinflation often occurs when there is a 
loss of confidence in the ability of a currency to maintain its value 
in the aftermath. Because of this, sellers demand a risk premium to 
accept the currency, and they do this by raising their prices. One of 
the most famous examples of hyperinflation occurred in Germany 
between January 1922 and November 1923. By some estimates, the 
average price level increased by a factor of 20 billion, doubling every 
28 hours. 

Related Terms:
•  Behavioral Finance •  Consumer Price Index—CPI
•  Deflation •  Inflation
•  Stagflation
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illiquid
What Does Illiquid Mean?
Th e state of a security or another asset when it cannot be sold or 
exchanged easily for cash without a substantial loss in value. Illiquid 
assets also cannot be sold quickly because of a lack of ready and 
willing investors or speculators. Th e lack of ready buyers also leads 
to larger spreads between the ask price (from the seller) and the bid 
price (from a buyer) than would be found in an orderly market with 
daily trading activity.

Investopedia explains Illiquid
Illiquid assets include houses, cars, antiques, private company inter-
ests, and some types of debt instruments. On the other end of the 
spectrum, most listed securities traded on major exchanges, such as 
stocks, funds, bonds, and commodities, are very liquid and can be 
sold instantaneously during regular market hours at the fair market 
price. Illiquid securities carry higher risks than do liquid ones; this 
occurs during times of market turmoil when the ratio of buyers to 
sellers is out of balance. During these times, holders of illiquid secu-
rities may fi nd themselves unable to unload them at all or unable to 
do so without losing a lot of money. 
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Related Terms:
•  Intrinsic Value •  Law of Demand
•  Law of Supply •  Liquidity
•  Marketable Securities

imPlied volatility (iv)
What Does Implied Volatility Mean?
The estimated volatility of the price of a security. 

Investopedia explains Implied Volatility
In general, implied volatility increases when the market is bearish 
and decreases when the market is bullish. This is due to the common 
belief that bearish markets are more risky than bullish markets. In 
addition to known factors such as market price, interest rate, expira-
tion date, and strike price, implied volatility is used in calculating an 
option’s premium. IV can be derived from a model such as the Black 
Scholes Model. Implied volatility sometimes is referred to as vols. 

Related Terms:
•  Beta •  Black Scholes Model
•  Options •  Stock Option
•  Volatility

in the money
What Does In the Money Mean?
The state of a call option when its strike price is below the market 
price of the underlying asset. For put options, it is the state when the 
strike price is above the market price of the underlying asset. 

Investopedia explains In the Money
In other words, this is when a stock option is worth money and the 
investor can turn around and sell or exercise it for a profit. 

Related Terms:
•  Call Option •  Common Stock
•  Premium •  Put Option
•  Strike Price
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income statement
What Does Income Statement Mean?
A financial statement that measures a company’s financial perfor-
mance over a specific accounting period. Financial performance is 
assessed by summarizing how the business incurs its revenues and 
expenses through both operating and nonoperating activities. It 
also shows the net profit or loss incurred over a specific accounting 
period, typically a fiscal quarter or year. Also referred to as the profit 
and loss statement or statement of revenue and expense. 

Investopedia explains Income Statement
The income statement is one of the three major financial state-
ments. The other two are the balance sheet and the statement of 
cash flows. The income statement is divided into two parts: the 
operating and nonoperating sections. The portion of the income 
statement that deals with operating items is interesting to investors 
and analysts alike because this section discloses information about 
revenues and expenses that are a direct result of the regular business 
operations. For example, if a business creates sports equipment, the 
operating items section will talk about the revenues and expenses 
involved in the production of sports equipment. The nonoperat-
ing items section discloses revenue and expense information about 
activities that are not tied directly to a company’s regular opera-
tions. For example, if the sport equipment company sold a factory 
and some old plant equipment, this information would be in the 
nonoperating items section. 

Related Terms:
•  Accrual Accounting
•  Generally Accepted Accounting Principles—GAAP
•  Net Income •  Profit Margin
•  Revenue

index
What Does Index Mean?
A statistical measure of change in an economy or a securities mar-
ket. In the case of financial markets, an index is a portfolio of securi-
ties that represent a particular market or a portion of a market. Each 
index has its own calculation methodology and usually is expressed 
in terms of a change from a base value. Thus, the percentage change 
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is more important than the actual numeric value. Some stock and 
bond market indexes are used to construct index mutual funds and 
exchange-traded funds (ETFs) whose portfolios mirror the compo-
nents of the index.

Investopedia explains Index
The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index is one of the world’s best known in-
dexes and is the most commonly used benchmark for the overall stock 
market. Other prominent indexes include the DJ Wilshire 5000 (total 
stock market), the MSCI EAFE (foreign stocks in Europe, Australasia, 
and the Far East), and the Lehman Aggregate Bond Index (total bond 
market). Technically, one cannot buy an index, but one can purchase 
index mutual funds and exchange-traded funds that allow investors to 
invest in securities representing broad market indexes. 

Related Terms:
•  Benchmark 
•  Dow Jones Industrial Average—DJIA
•  Index Fund •  Index Futures
•  Standard & Poor’s 500 Index—S&P 500

index Fund
What Does Index Fund Mean?
A type of mutual fund with a portfolio constructed to match or 
track the components of a market index such as the Standard & 
Poor’s 500 Index (S&P 500). An index mutual fund is said to provide 
broad market exposure, low operating expenses, and low portfolio 
turnover. 

Investopedia explains Index Fund
Indexing is a passive form of fund management that some argue 
outperforms most actively managed mutual funds. The most popu-
lar index funds track the S&P 500, but a number of other indexes, 
including the Russell 2000 (small companies), the DJ Wilshire 5000 
(total stock market), the MSCI EAFE (foreign stocks in Europe,  
Australasia, and the Far East), and the Lehman Aggregate Bond  
Index (total bond market), are followed widely by investors. Invest-
ing in an index fund is a form of passive investing. The primary 
advantage is the lower management expense ratio. Many actively 
managed mutual funds fail to beat broad market indexes because 
their returns are reduced by higher expense ratios.
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Related Terms:
•  Benchmark •  Expense Ratio
•  MSCI—Emerging Markets Index •  Mutual Fund
•  Standard & Poor’s 500 Index—S&P 500

index Futures
What Does Index Futures Mean?
This term refers to a futures contract on a stock or financial index. 
For each index there may be a different multiple for determining the 
price of the futures contract. 

Investopedia explains Index Futures
As an example, the S&P 500 Index is one of the most widely traded 
index futures contracts in the United States. Stock portfolio manag-
ers who want to hedge risk over a certain period of time often use 
S&P 500 futures for that purpose. By shorting these contracts, stock 
portfolio managers can protect themselves from the downside price 
risk of the broader market. However, there is a trade-off: When this 
hedging strategy is used, the manager’s portfolio will not partici-
pate in any gains on the index; instead, the portfolio will lock in 
gains equivalent to the risk-free rate of interest. Alternatively, stock 
portfolio managers can use index futures to increase their exposure 
to movements in a particular index, essentially leveraging their 
portfolios. 

Related Terms:
•  Derivative •  Futures
•  Futures Contract •  Hedge
•  Index

individual retirement account (ira)
What Does Individual Retirement Account (IRA) Mean?
An investing tool used by individuals to save for retirement. There 
are several types of IRAs: Traditional IRAs, Roth IRAs, SIMPLE IRAs, 
and SEP IRAs. Traditional and Roth IRAs are established by individu-
als, who are allowed to contribute 100% of compensation (self-
employment income for sole proprietors and partners) up to a set 
maximum dollar amount. Contributions to the Traditional IRA may 
be tax-deductible, depending on the taxpayer’s income, tax filing 
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status, and coverage by an employer-sponsored retirement plan. 
Roth IRA contributions are not tax-deductible. SEPs and SIMPLEs 
are retirement plans established by employers. Individual participant 
contributions are made to SEP IRAs and SIMPLE IRAs. Also referred 
to as individual retirement arrangements. 

Investopedia explains Individual Retirement Account (IRA)
With the exception of Roth IRAs, in which eligible distributions are 
tax-free, all IRA withdrawals are taxed as income. Because income 
is likely to be lower during retirement, the tax rate may be lower at 
that time. In addition to the potential tax savings from deductible 
contributions and nontaxable growth, IRAs can be very valuable tax 
management tools for individuals, and depending on income, an 
individual may be able to fit into a lower tax bracket with tax- 
deductible contributions during his or her working years and still 
enjoy a low tax bracket during retirement. 

Related Terms:
•  401(k) Plan •  Mutual Fund
•  Roth IRA •  Tax Deferred
•  Traditional IRA

inelastic
What Does Inelastic Mean?
An economic term used to describe the situation in which the 
supply and demand for a good or service are not affected when the 
price of that good or service changes. 

Investopedia explains Inelastic
When a price change has no effect on the supply and demand of a 
good or service, that good or service is considered perfectly inelastic. 
An example of perfectly inelastic demand would be a lifesaving drug 
that people will pay any price to obtain. If the price of the drug in-
creased dramatically, the quantity demanded would remain the same. 

Related Terms:
•  Bear Market •  Bull Market
•  Demand •  Inflation
•  Inventory
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inFlation
What Does Inflation Mean?
The rate at which the general level of prices for goods and services 
rises and, subsequently, purchasing power falls; investors can track 
the direction of inflation by monitoring the Consumer Price Index 
(CPI). 

Investopedia explains Inflation
As inflation rises, every dollar will buy a smaller percentage of a 
good. For example, if the inflation rate is 2%, a $1 pack of gum will 
cost $1.02 in a year. Most countries’ central banks try to sustain an 
inflation rate of 2 to 3%. 

Related Terms:
•  Consumer Price Index—CPI •  Deflation 
•  Hyperinflation •  Stagflation
•  Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS)

initial Public oFFering (iPo)
What Does Initial Public Offering (IPO) Mean?
The initial selling of stock by a company to the public to raise capi-
tal; IPOs often are issued by smaller, younger companies seeking the 
capital to expand but also can be issued by large privately owned 
companies looking to become publicly traded. In an IPO, the issuer 
obtains the assistance of an underwriting firm, which helps it deter-
mine what type of security to issue (common or preferred), the best 
offering price, and the time to bring it to market. Also referred to as 
a public offering. 

Investopedia explains Initial Public Offering (IPO)
An IPO can be a risky investment. For the individual investor, it is  
difficult to predict what the stock will do on its initial day of trading 
or in the future because there is often little historical performance 
data with which to analyze the company. Also, many IPOs are issued 
by companies going through a transitory growth period and are 
subject to additional uncertainty about their future values. 

Related Terms:
•  Equity •  Investment Bank
•  Private Equity •  Stock
•  Underwriter
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intangible asset
What Does Intangible Asset Mean?
A company’s nonphysical assets, such as intellectual property (items 
such as patents, trademarks, copyrights, and business methodolo-
gies), goodwill, and brand recognition; an intangible asset can be 
classified as either indefinite or definite. A company’s brand name 
is considered an indefinite asset, as it stays with the company as 
long as the company continues operations. However, if a company 
entered into a legal agreement to operate under another company’s 
patent, with no plans for extending the agreement, it would have a 
limited life and would be classified as a definite asset. 

Investopedia explains Intangible Asset
Although intangible assets do not have the obvious physical value of a 
factory or equipment, they can prove very valuable and can be critical 
to a company’s long-term success. For example, a company such as 
Coca-Cola would not be nearly as successful without the high value 
obtained through its brand-name recognition. Although brand recogni-
tion is not a tangible asset that one can see or touch, its positive effects 
on bottom-line profits can prove extremely valuable to firms such as 
Coca-Cola, whose brand strength drives global sales year after year. 

Related Terms:
•  Asset •  Balance Sheet
•  Generally Accepted Accounting Principles—GAAP
•  Goodwill •  Tangible Asset

interbank rate
What Does Interbank Rate Mean?
The rate of interest charged on short-term loans made between banks. 
Banks borrow and lend money in the interbank market to manage 
liquidity and meet their regulatory requirements. The interest rate 
charged depends on the availability of money in the market, prevailing 
rates, and the specific terms of the contract, such as term length.

Investopedia explains Interbank Rate
Banks are required to hold an adequate amount of liquid assets 
on reserve, such as cash, to manage potential withdrawals by their 
clients. If a bank cannot meet these liquidity requirements, it has to 
borrow money, and the interbank market helps cover the shortfall. 
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Some banks, in contrast, have excess liquid assets above and beyond 
the liquidity requirements. These banks will lend money in the 
interbank market, receiving interest on the assets. There is a wide 
range of published interbank rates, including the LIBOR, which is set 
daily, based on the average rates on loans made within the London 
interbank market. 

Related Terms:
•  Euro LIBOR •  Interest Rate
•  London Interbank Offered Rate—LIBOR
•  Federal Funds Rate
•  Singapore Interbank Offered Rate—SIBOR

interest coverage ratio
What Does Interest Coverage Ratio Mean?
A ratio used to determine how easily a company can pay interest on 
outstanding debt. The interest coverage ratio is calculated by divid-
ing a company’s earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) for one  
period by the company’s inter-
est expenses for the same pe-
riod. It is calculated as follows:

Investopedia explains Interest Coverage Ratio
The lower the ratio is, the more a company is burdened by its debt 
expense. When a company’s interest coverage ratio is 1.5 or less, its 
ability to meet its interest expenses may be questionable. An interest 
coverage ratio below 1 indicates that a company is not generating 
sufficient revenues to satisfy interest expenses and should raise a red 
flag for investors.

Related Terms:
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents—CCE •  Debt
•  Fixed-Income Security •  Interest Rate
•  Junk Bond

interest rate
What Does Interest Rate Mean?
The rate charged by lenders, expressed as a percentage of the prin-
cipal, to borrowers for the use of assets. Interest rates typically are 

Interest Coverage Ratio
EBIT

Interest Expense
=
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quoted on an annualized basis known as the annual percentage rate 
(APR). The assets borrowed could include cash, consumer goods, and 
large assets such as a vehicle or building. Interest is essentially a rental, 
or leasing charge, to the borrower for the asset’s use. In the case of a 
large asset such as a vehicle or building, the interest rate sometimes is 
called the lease rate. When one opens a bank account, one basically is 
lending the bank his or her money. In return, the investor charges the 
bank interest, which is what the bank pays the investor.

Investopedia explains Interest Rate
Interest is charged by lenders as compensation for the loss of an  
asset’s use. In the case of lending money, the lender could have  
invested the funds instead of lending them out. When lending a  
large asset, the lender may forgo income from the asset that would  
have resulted if the investor had decided to use it himself or herself. 
Using the simple interest formula—Simple Interest = P (principal) ×  
I (annual interest rate) × N (years)—borrowing $1,000 at a 6% annual  
interest rate for 8 months means that the borrower would owe  
$40 in interest (1000 × 6% × 8/12). Using the compound interest 
formula—Compound Interest = P (principal) × [( 1 + I(interest rate)N 

(months)) – 1 ]—borrowing $1,000 at a 6% annual interest rate for  
8 months means that the borrower would owe $40.70. Compound-
ed interest nets higher amounts because interest has been charged 
monthly on the principal plus accrued interest from the previous 
months. For shorter time frames, the calculation is similar for both 
methods. As the lending time increases, though, the disparity be-
tween the two types of interest calculations grows. 

Related Terms:
•  Bond •  Coupon
•  Interest Rate Swap •  Money Market Account
•  Premium

interest rate swaP
What Does Interest Rate Swap Mean?
An agreement between two parties (known as counterparties) 
in which one stream of future interest payments is exchanged for 
another stream, based on a specified principal amount. Interest rate 
swaps often involve exchanging a fixed payment for a floating pay-
ment, which is linked to an interest rate (most often the LIBOR).  
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A company typically uses interest rate swaps to limit or manage its ex-
posure to fluctuations in interest rates or to obtain a marginally lower 
interest rate than it would have been able to get without the swap. 

Investopedia explains Interest Rate Swap
Interest rate swaps are the exchange of one set of cash flows (based 
on interest rate specifications) for another. Because they trade over 
the counter (OTC), they are really contracts set up between two 
or more parties and thus can be customized in a number of ways. 
Generally, swaps are sought by firms that desire a type of interest rate 
structure that another firm can provide less expensively. For example, 
let’s say Cory’s Tequila Company (CTC) is seeking to lend funds at a 
fixed interest rate, but Tom’s Sports Inc. (TSI) has access to marginally 
cheaper fixed-rate funds. Tom’s Sports can issue debt to investors at 
its low fixed rate and then trade the fixed-rate cash flow obligations 
to CTC for floating-rate obligations issued by TSI. Even though TSI 
may have a higher floating rate than CTC, by swapping the interest 
structures it is best able to obtain inexpensively, the combined costs 
are decreased, a benefit that can be shared by both parties. 

Related Terms:
•  Bond •  Debt
•  Interest Rate •  Notional Value 
•  Swap

internal rate oF return (irr)
What Does Internal Rate of Return Mean?
The discount rate often used in capital budgeting that makes the 
net present value of all cash flows from a particular project equal 
to zero. Generally, the higher a project’s internal rate of return is, 
the more desirable it is to undertake. Thus, IRR can be used to rank 
potential projects. Assuming all factors are equal, the project with 
the highest IRR probably would be considered the best and would 
be undertaken first. IRR sometimes is referred to as the economic 
rate of return (ERR). 

Investopedia explains Internal Rate of Return
One can think of IRR as the rate of growth a project is expected to 
generate. Although the actual result may differ from the estimated 
IRR rate, a project with a substantially higher IRR value than other 
available options still will provide a much better chance for strong 
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growth. IRRs also can be compared against prevailing rates of return 
in the securities market. If a firm cannot find any projects with IRRs 
greater than the returns that can be generated in the financial mar-
kets, it may choose to invest its retained earnings in the market. 

Related Terms:
•  Discount Rate •  Discounted Cash Flow—DCF
•  Interest Rate
•  Modified Internal Rate of Return—MIRR
•  Present Value Interest Factor—PVIF

intrinsic value
What Does Intrinsic Value Mean?
(1) The actual value of a company or an asset, based on an underly-
ing perception of its true value, including all aspects of the business, 
in terms of both tangible and intangible factors. This value may 
differ from the current market value. Value investors use a variety of 
analytical techniques to estimate the intrinsic value of securities in 
hopes of finding investments in which the true value of the invest-
ment exceeds its current market value. (2) For call options, the dif-
ference between the underlying stock’s price and the strike price. For 
put options, the difference between the strike price and the underly-
ing stock’s price. In the case of both puts and calls, if the respective 
difference is negative, the intrinsic value is stated as zero. 

Investopedia explains Intrinsic Value
(1) For example, value investors that use fundamental analysis look 
at both qualitative (business model, governance, target market fac-
tors, etc.) and quantitative (ratios, financial statement analysis, etc.) 
aspects of a business to see if that business is currently out of favor 
with the market and potentially worth much more than its current 
valuation. (2) An option’s intrinsic value is the in-the-money portion 
of that option’s premium. For example, if a call option’s strike price 
is $15 and the underlying stock’s market price is at $25, the intrinsic 
value of the call option is $10. An option is usually never worth less 
than what an option holder can receive if the option is exercised. 

Related Terms:
•  Book Value •  Fundamental Analysis
•  Future Value •  In the Money
•  Market Value
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inventory
What Does Inventory Mean?
The raw materials, work-in-process goods, or completely finished 
goods that are currently or soon will be available for sale. Inven-
tory represents one of the most important assets most businesses 
possess; inventory turnover is one of the primary sources of revenue 
generation and subsequent earnings for the company’s shareholders. 

Investopedia explains Inventory
Possessing a high amount of inventory for long periods is not usually 
good for a business because it carries inventory storage, obsoles-
cence, and spoilage costs. However, possessing too little inventory 
is not good either, because the business runs the risk of not filling 
customers’ orders and losing potential sales and thus market share 
as well. Inventory management techniques such as a just-in-time 
inventory system can help minimize inventory costs because goods 
are created or received as inventory only when needed. 

Related Terms:
•  Accounts Payable—AP •  Accounts Receivable—AR
•  Cash Conversion Cycle—CCC •  First In, First Out—FIFO
•  Inventory Turnover

inventory turnover
What Does Inventory  
Turnover Mean?
A ratio showing how many times 
a company’s inventory is sold and 
replaced over a certain period. It is 
calculated as follows: 

Investopedia explains  
Inventory Turnover
Although the first calculation is used more frequently, COGS (cost 
of goods sold) may be substituted because sales are recorded at 
market value, whereas inventories usually are recorded at cost. Also, 
average inventory may be used instead of ending inventory to mini-
mize seasonal factors. A low turnover ratio implies poor sales and 
therefore excess inventory. A high ratio implies either strong sales or 
ineffective buying. High inventory levels are unhealthy because they 

Generally calculated as:

Sales
Inventory

However,

=

it may also be calculated as:

Cost of Goods S= oold
Average Inventory
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represent an investment with a rate of return of zero. This also opens 
up the company to trouble if prices begin to fall. 

Related Terms:
•  Accrual Accounting •  Asset Turnover
•  Cost of Goods Sold—COGS •  Gross Profit Margin
•  Inventory

inverted yield curve
What Does Inverted Yield Curve Mean?
An interest rate environment in which long-term debt instruments 
have lower yields than do short-term debt instruments of the same 
credit quality. This type of yield curve is the rarest of the three main 
curve types and is considered a predictor of economic recession.
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Partial inversion occurs when only some of the short-term Treasuries 
(5 or 10 years) have higher yields than the 30-year Treasuries; an in-
verted yield curve sometimes is referred to as a negative yield curve. 

Investopedia explains Inverted Yield Curve
Historically, inversions of the yield curve have preceded many U.S. 
recessions. Because of this historical correlation, the yield curve 
often is seen as an accurate indicator of the turning points of the 
business cycle. An inverse yield curve predicts lower interest rates in 
the future as longer-term bonds are being demanded, sending the 
yields down. 
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Related Terms:
•  Interest Rate •  Treasury Bill—T-Bill
•  Treasury Bond—T-Bond •  Treasury Note
•  Yield Curve

investment bank (ib)
What Does Investment Bank (IB) Mean?
A financial intermediary that performs a variety of investment 
services, including underwriting, acting as an intermediary between 
an issuer of securities and the investing public, facilitating mergers 
and other corporate reorganizations and also acting as a broker for 
institutional clients. 

Investopedia explains Investment Bank (IB)
The role of an investment bank begins with preunderwriting coun-
seling and continues after the distribution of securities in the form 
of advice. 

Related Terms:
•  Capital •  Initial Public Offering—IPO
•  Private Equity •  Syndicate
•  Underwriting

investment grade
What Does Investment Grade Mean?
A rating that is assigned to a municipal or corporate bond that 
indicates its creditworthiness and likelihood of default. Bond rating 
firms such as Standard & Poor’s, use different designations consist-
ing of the uppercase and lowercase letters A and B to identify a 
bond’s credit quality rating. AAA and AA (high credit quality) and A 
and BBB (medium credit quality) are considered investment grade. 
Credit ratings for bonds below these designations (BB, B, CCC, etc.) 
are considered low credit quality and thus are referred to commonly 
as junk bonds. 

Investopedia explains Investment Grade
Investors should note that government bonds, or Treasuries, are 
not subject to credit quality ratings because they are considered to 
have the very highest credit quality. In the case of municipal and 
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corporate bond funds, a fund prospectus and independent invest-
ment research reports will report an “average credit quality” for a 
fund’s portfolio as a whole. Investors should be aware that an agency 
downgrade of a company’s bonds from BBB to BB reclassifies the 
company’s debt from investment-grade to junk status with just a 
one-step drop in quality. The repercussions of such an event can 
be highly problematic for the issuer and also adversely affect bond 
prices for investors. Safety-conscious fund investors should pay at-
tention to a bond fund’s portfolio credit quality breakdown. 

Related Terms:
•  Bond •  Bond Rating
•  Credit Rating •  Fundamental Analysis
•  Junk Bond

irrevocable trust
What Does Irrevocable Trust Mean?
A trust that cannot be modified or terminated without the permis-
sion of the beneficiary; the grantor, having transferred assets into the 
trust, effectively relinquishes all rights of ownership to the assets and 
the trust. This is the opposite of a revocable trust, which allows the 
grantor to modify the trust. 

Investopedia explains Irrevocable Trust
The main reason for setting up an irrevocable trust is estate and tax 
considerations. The benefit of this type of trust for estate assets is 
that it removes all incidents of ownership, effectively removing the 
trust’s assets from the grantor’s taxable estate. The grantor also is 
relieved of the tax liability on the income generated by the assets. 
Although the tax rules vary among jurisdictions, in most cases the 
grantor cannot receive those benefits if he or she is the trustee of 
the trust. The assets held in the trust can include but are not limited 
to a business, investment assets, cash, and life insurance policies. 

Related Terms:
•  Annuity •  Money Market Account
•  Mutual Fund •  Private Equity
•  Investment Bank
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January barometer
What Does January Barometer Mean?
A theory stating that the movement of the S&P 500 during the month 
of January sets the direction of the stock market for the year (as mea-
sured by the S&P 500). In other words, if the S&P 500 was up at the 
end of January compared with the beginning of the month, propo-
nents would expect the stock market to rise during the rest of the year. 

Investopedia explains January Barometer
If an investor believes in the ability of the January barometer to 
predict the equity market’s performance, he or she will invest in 
the market only in the years when the barometer predicts that 
the market will rise and stay out of the market when it forecasts a 
market pullback. Although the January barometer has been seen to 
produce better than 50% accuracy rates during 20-year periods, it is 
diffi  cult to produce excess returns by using it because the improved 
performance resulting from staying out of the market during bad 
times can be more than off set by larger losses incurred when the 
barometer incorrectly predicts a bull market. 

Related Terms:
•  Bull Market •  Business Cycle
•  Index •  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE
•  Standard & Poor’s 500 Index—S&P 500
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Jumbo loan
What Does Jumbo Loan Mean?
A mortgage with a loan amount that exceeds the conforming loan 
limits set by the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight 
(OFHEO) and therefore is not eligible to be purchased, guaran-
teed, or securitized by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac. OFHEO sets the 
conforming loan limit size on an annual basis. Also referred to as a 
jumbo mortgage. 

Investopedia explains Jumbo Loan
Jumbo loans often are securitized by institutions other than Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac. These securities carry more credit risk than 
do those issued by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac and therefore trade 
at a yield premium that translates into slightly higher interest rates. 
However, in recent years the spread in interest rates between jumbo 
and conventional mortgages has been reduced. 

Related Terms:
•  Debt •  Debt Financing
•  Interest Rate •  Mortgage
•  Real Estate Investment Trust—REIT

Junior security
What Does Junior Security Mean?
A security that ranks lower than other securities in regard to the 
owner’s claims on assets and income if the issuer becomes insolvent.

Investopedia explains Junior Security
When bankruptcy occurs, holders of both preferred shares and 
debt securities have first claim on the remaining assets. Only after 
preferred shareholders have been paid back are the remaining assets 
(if any) divided among common shareholders.

Related Terms:
•  Bankruptcy •  Bond
•  Common Stock •  Preferred Stock
•  Subordinated Debt
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Junk bond
What Does Junk Bond Mean?
A bond rated BB or lower because of its high risk of default. Also 
known as a high-yield bond or speculative bond. This type of bond is 
considered less than investment grade.

Investopedia explains Junk Bond
These bonds usually are purchased for speculative purposes. Junk 
bonds typically offer interest rates three to four percentage points 
higher than those on safer government issues. The higher interest 
rate is meant to compensate investors for the higher risks associated 
with the issuer.

Related Terms:
•  Bond Rating •  Credit Rating
•  Investment Grade •  Risk
•  Yield
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Keogh Plan
What Does Keogh Plan Mean?
A tax-deferred pension plan available to self-employed individuals 
or unincorporated businesses for retirement purposes. A Keogh plan 
can be set up as either a defined-benefit or a defined-contribution 
plan, although most are defined-contribution plans. Contributions 
are generally tax-deductible. Keogh plan types include money-
purchase plans (used by high-income earners), defined-benefit 
plans (which have high annual minimums), and profit-sharing plans 
(which offer annual flexibility based on profits). Also known as 
HR(10) plans, Keogh plans can invest in the same set of securities 
as 401(k)s and IRAs, including stocks, bonds, certificates of deposit, 
and annuities.

Investopedia explains Keogh Plan 
Keogh plans were established through legislation by Congress in 
1962 and were spearheaded by Eugene Keogh. As with other quali-
fied retirement accounts, funds can be accessed as early as age 59.5 
and withdrawals must begin by age 70.5. Keoghs are known to have 
more administrative burdens and higher upkeep costs than Simpli-
fied Employee Pension (SEP) plans, but the contribution limits are 
higher, making Keoghs a popular option for many business owners 
and proprietors.  
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Related Terms:
•  401(k) Plan •  Defined-Benefit Plan
•  Defined-Contribution Plan •  Qualified Retirement Plan
•  Individual Retirement Account—IRA

knock-in oPtion
What Does Knock-In Option Mean?
A latent option contract that begins to function as a normal option 
(“knocks in”) only after a certain price level is reached before expira-
tion.

Investopedia explains Knock-In Option
Technically, this type of contract is not an option until a certain 
price is met, and so if the price is never reached, it is as if the con-
tract never existed. Knock-ins are a type of barrier option that may 
be either a down-and-in option or an up-and-in option. 

Related Terms:
•  Derivative •  Expiration Date
•  Plain Vanilla •  Stock Option
•  Triple Witching 
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large caP (big caP)
What Does Large Cap (Big Cap) Mean?
A term used by the investment community to describe companies 
with a market capitalization value more than $10 billion. Large cap 
is an abbreviation of the term “large market capitalization.” Market 
capitalization is calculated by multiplying the number of a com-
pany’s shares outstanding by its stock price per share. 

Investopedia explains Large Cap (Big Cap)
Large cap companies are the big Kahunas of the fi nancial world. 
Examples include Walmart, Microsoft, and Exxon. One should keep 
in mind that the dollar amounts used for the classifi cations large cap, 
mid cap, and small cap are only approximations that change over 
time. Among market participants, their exact defi nitions can vary. 

Related Terms:
•  Asset Allocation •  Market Capitalization
•  Mid Cap 
•  Standard & Poor’s 500 Index—S&P 500
•  Small Cap
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law oF demand
What Does Law of Demand Mean?
A microeconomic law that states that all things being equal, as the 
price of a good or service increases, consumer demand for that good 
or service will decrease and vice versa. 
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Investopedia explains Law of Demand
This law summarizes the effect price changes have on consumer 
behavior. For example, a consumer will purchase more pizzas if the 
price of pizza falls. The opposite is true if the price of pizza rises. 

Related Terms:
•  Consumer Price Index—CPI •  Demand
•  Law of Supply •  Macroeconomics
•  Market Economy

law oF diminishing marginal utility
What Does Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility Mean?
A law of economics that states that as a person increases consump-
tion of a product while keeping consumption of other products 
constant, there is a decline in the marginal utility that person derives 
from consuming each additional unit of that product. 
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Investopedia explains Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility
This is the premise on which buffet-style restaurants operate. They 
entice customers with “all you can eat,” knowing full well that each 
additional plate of food provides less utility than did the one before 
it. Despite the hook, most people will eat only until the utility they 
derive from additional food is slightly lower than the original utility. 
For example, you go to a buffet, and the first plate of food you eat is 
very good. On a scale of 10, you would give it a 10. Now your hunger 
has been tamed somewhat, but you get another full plate of food. 
Since you are not as hungry, your enjoyment rates at a 7 at best. 
Most people will stop before their utility drops even more, but say 
you go back to eat a third full plate of food and your utility drops  
to 3. If you kept eating, you eventually will reach a point at which 
eating makes you sick, providing dissatisfaction, or disutility. 

Related Terms:
•  Efficiency Ratio •  Fundamental Analysis
•  Market Economy •  Quantitative Analysis
•  Technical Analysis

law oF suPPly
What Does Law of Supply Mean?
A microeconomic law that states that all things being equal, as the 
price of a good or service increases, the quantity of that good or 
service offered by suppliers increases and vice versa. 
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Investopedia explains Law of Supply
As the price of a good increases, suppliers will attempt to maximize 
profits by increasing the quantity of the product sold. 

Related Terms:
•  Economies of Scale •  Law of Demand
•  Macroeconomics •  Quantitative Analysis
•  Technical Analysis

lehman aggregate bond index
What Does Lehman Aggregate Bond Index Mean?
An index used by bond funds as a benchmark to measure their relative 
performance. The index includes government securities, mortgage-
backed securities, asset-backed securities, and corporate securities. 
The maturities of the bonds in the index are more than one year. 

Investopedia explains Lehman Aggregate Bond Index
The index, which is constructed by Lehman Brothers, is considered 
by investors to be the best total market bond tracking index. Along 
with the aggregate index, Lehman has bond indexes tailored to Eu-
ropean and Asian investors. This index cannot be purchased, but it is 
tracked by bond index funds; there are also exchange-traded funds 
(ETFs) that track the index. The Lehman Aggregate Bond Index 
trades on an exchange just like a stock.

Related Terms:
•  Bond •  Corporate Bond
•  Index •  Index Fund
•  Mortgage-Backed Securities—MBS

letter oF credit
What Does Letter of Credit Mean?
A letter from a bank guaranteeing that a buyer’s payment to a seller 
will be received on time and for the correct amount. If the buyer 
is unable to make a payment on the purchase, the bank will be 
required to cover the full or remaining amount of the purchase. 

Investopedia explains Letter of Credit
Letters of credit often are used in international transactions to 
ensure that payment will be received. Because of the nature of 
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international dealings, including factors such as distance, differing 
laws in different countries, and the difficulty of knowing each party 
personally, the use of letters of credit has become a very important 
aspect of international trade. The bank also acts on behalf of the 
buyer (holder of a letter of credit) by ensuring that the supplier will 
not be paid until the bank receives a confirmation that the goods 
have been shipped. 

Related Terms:
•  Accounts Receivable—AR •  Accounts Payable—AP
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents—CCE •  Debt
•  Money Market

leverage
What Does Leverage Mean?
(1) The use of various financial instruments or borrowed capital, 
such as margin, to increase the potential return of an investment. 
(2) The amount of debt used to finance a firm’s assets. A firm with 
significantly more debt than equity is considered highly leveraged. 

Investopedia explains Leverage
(1) Leverage can be created through options, futures, margin, and 
other financial instruments. For example, say you have $1,000 to 
invest. This amount could be invested in 10 shares of Microsoft 
stock, or you could increase your leverage by buying five option 
contracts worth $1,000. You then would control 500 shares instead 
of 10. (2) Most companies use debt to finance operations. By doing 
so, a company increases its leverage because it can invest in business 
operations without increasing its equity. For example, a company 
started with an investment of $5 million from investors has equity 
of $5 million; this is the money the company uses to operate. If the 
company uses debt financing by borrowing $20 million, the com-
pany now has $25 million to invest in business operations and more 
opportunity to increase value for shareholders. Leverage helps both 
the investor and the firm invest and operate. However, it comes with 
greater risk. If an investor uses leverage to make an investment and 
the investment moves against the investor, his or her loss is much 
greater than it would have been if the investment had been made 
with cash; leverage magnifies both gains and losses. In the business 
world, a company can use leverage to try to generate shareholder 
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wealth, but if it fails to do so, the interest expense and credit risk of 
default can destroy shareholder value. 

Related Terms:
•  Debt Ratio •  Deleverage
•  Leveraged Buyout—LBO •  Margin
•  Operating Leverage

leverage ratio
What Does Leverage Ratio Mean?
(1) Any ratio used to calculate the financial leverage of a company 
to get an idea of that company’s methods of financing or measure 
its ability to meet its financial obligations. There are several ratios, 
but the main factors evaluated by a ratio include debt, equity, assets, 
and interest expenses. (2) A ratio used to measure a company’s mix 
of operating costs that yields an approximation of how changes in 
output will affect operating income. Fixed costs and variable costs 
are the two types of operating costs; depending on the company 
and the industry, the mix will differ. 

Investopedia explains Leverage Ratio
(1) The best-known financial leverage ratio is the debt-to-equity ratio. 
For example, if a company has $10 million in debt and $20 million in 
equity, it has a debt-to-equity ratio of 0.5 ($10 million/$20 million). 
(2) Companies with high fixed costs, after reaching the breakeven 
point, see a greater increase in operating revenue when output is 
increased compared with companies with high variable costs. The 
reason for this is that the costs already have been incurred, and so 
every sale above breakeven transfers to the operating income. In 
contrast, a company with high variable costs sees little increase in 
operating income with additional output, because costs continue 
to rise as outputs rise. The degree of operating leverage is the ratio 
used to calculate this mix and its effects on operating income. 

Related Terms:
•  Debt Financing •  Debt Ratio
•  Deleverage •  Leverage
•  Operating Leverage
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leveraged buyout (lbo)
What Does Leveraged Buyout (LBO) Mean?
The acquisition of another company by using a significant amount 
of debt (bonds or loans) to meet the cost of the acquisition. Often, 
the assets of the company being acquired are used as collateral for 
the loans in addition to the assets of the acquiring company. The 
purpose of leveraged buyouts is to allow companies to make large 
acquisitions without having to commit a lot of capital. 

Investopedia explains Leveraged Buyout (LBO)
In an LBO, there is usually a ratio of 90% debt to 10% equity. Because 
of this high debt/equity ratio, the bonds usually are not investment 
grade and are referred to as junk bonds. Leveraged buyouts have had 
a notorious history, especially in the 1980s, when several prominent 
buyouts led to the eventual bankruptcy of the acquired companies. 
This was due mainly to the fact that the leverage ratio was nearly 100% 
and the interest payments were so large that the company’s operating 
cash flows were unable to meet the obligation. Sometimes a com-
pany’s success (in the form of assets on the balance sheet) can be used 
against it as collateral by a hostile company that acquires it. For this 
reason, some regard LBOs as an especially ruthless, predatory tactic. 

Related Terms:
•  Debt Financing •  Leverage
•  Leveraged Loan •  Merger
•  Takeover

leveraged loan
What Does Leveraged Loan Mean?
Leveraged loans are loans extended to companies or individuals that 
already have considerable amounts of debt. Lenders consider that 
these loans carry a higher risk of default, and as a result, a leveraged 
loan is more costly to the borrower in the form of the need to pay 
higher interest rates.

Investopedia explains Leveraged Loan
Leveraged loans for companies or individuals with debt tend to have 
higher interest rates than do typical loans. These rates reflect the 
higher level of risk involved in issuing the loan. In business, leveraged 
loans often are used in leveraged buyouts (LBOs) of other companies. 
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Related Terms:
•  Debt •  Debt Financing
•  Leverage •  Leveraged Buyout—LBO
•  Margin

liability
What Does Liability Mean?
A company’s legal debts or obligations that arise during the course 
of business operations. Liabilities are settled over time through the 
transfer of economic benefits, including money, goods, and services. 

Investopedia explains Liability
Recorded on the balance sheet (right side), liabilities include loans, 
accounts payable, mortgages, deferred revenues, and accrued 
expenses. Liabilities are a vital aspect of a company’s operations 
because they are used to finance operations and pay for large expan-
sions. They also can make transactions between businesses more 
efficient. For example, the outstanding money that a company owes 
to its suppliers would be considered a liability. Outside of account-
ing and finance, this term refers to any money or service that is 
currently owed to another party. One form of liability, for example, 
would be the property taxes that a homeowner owes to the munici-
pal government. Current liabilities are debts payable within one year, 
and long-term liabilities are debts payable over a longer period. 

Related Terms:
•  Asset •  Accounts Payable—AP
•  Balance Sheet •  Current Liabilities
•  Debt

liar loan
What Does Liar Loan Mean?
Slang for any mortgage that is based on low documentation or no 
documentation. On certain low-documentation loan programs, 
such as stated income/stated asset (SISA) loans, income and assets 
are stated on the loan application. With other types, such as no 
income/no asset (NINA) loans, no income or assets are listed on 
the loan application form. These loan programs open the door for 
unethical behavior by unscrupulous borrowers and lenders. Also 
called predatory loans.
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Investopedia explains Liar Loan
These loan programs are designed for borrowers who cannot pro-
duce income- or asset-verifying documents such as prior tax returns 
or who have untraditional sources of income, such as tips, food 
stamps, and welfare. These loans are called liar loans because the 
SISA or NINA features open the door for abuse when borrowers or 
their mortgage brokers overstate income and/or assets to qualify the 
borrower for a larger mortgage. Liar loans fall into the Alt-A category 
of mortgage lending. Alt-A lending depends heavily on a borrower’s 
credit score (FICO score) and the mortgage’s loan-to-value ratio 
(LTV) to determine the borrower’s ability to repay the mortgage. 

Related Terms:
•  Debt •  Interest Rate
•  Mortgage •  Subprime
•  Subprime Meltdown

limit order
What Does Limit Order Mean?
A type of order placed with a broker specifying the intention to buy 
or sell a stated number of shares at a specified price or better. Limit 
orders also enable investors to limit the length of time an order can 
be outstanding before being canceled. Limit orders are sometimes 
referred to specifically as a buy limit order, or a sell limit order. A 
limit order is the opposite of a market order.

Investopedia explains Limit Order
Limit orders are beneficial because when the trade is executed, in-
vestors get the specified purchase or sell price or better. Limit orders 
are suitable for low-volume or highly volatile stocks. 

Related Terms:
•  Ask •  Bid
•  Market Order •  Stop Order
•  Stop-Limit Order

liquidity
What Does Liquidity Mean?
(1) The degree to which an asset or security can be bought or sold in 
the market without affecting its price. Liquidity is characterized by a 
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high level of trading activity. (2) The ability to convert an asset into 
cash quickly. Also known as marketability. 

Investopedia explains Liquidity
(1) Sometimes it is safer to invest in liquid assets than in illiquid ones 
because liquid assets make it easier for an investor to get his or her 
money out of the investment more quickly. (2) Examples of assets 
that are easily converted into cash include blue-chip stocks and 
money market securities. 

Related Terms:
•  Illiquid 
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents—CCE
•  Liquidity Ratios •  Short Squeeze
•  Volume

liquidity ratios
What Does Liquidity Ratios Mean?
A class of financial metrics used to help determine a company’s  
ability to pay off its short-term debt obligations. Generally, the 
higher the value of the ratio is, the larger the margin of safety that 
the company possesses to cover short-term debts. 

Investopedia explains Liquidity Ratios
Common liquidity ratios include the current ratio, the quick ratio, 
and the operating cash flow ratio. Different analysts consider dif-
ferent assets to be relevant in calculating liquidity. Some analysts 
calculate only the sum of cash and equivalents divided by current 
liabilities because they feel that they are the most liquid assets and 
therefore are the most likely to be used to cover short-term debts 
in an emergency. A company’s ability to turn short-term assets into 
cash is of the utmost importance when creditors are seeking pay-
ment. Bankruptcy analysts and mortgage originators frequently use 
the liquidity ratios to determine whether a company will be able to 
continue as a going concern. 

Related Terms:
•  Acid-Test Ratio 
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents—CCE
•  Current Ratio •  Liquidity
•  Operating Cash Flow Ratio
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listed
What Does Listed Mean?
Securities that are included and traded on a particular exchange; 
exchanges have specific listing requirements that companies must 
meet to be listed and stay listed. 

Investopedia explains Listed
Exchanges add listed securities on an ongoing basis. Occasionally 
companies that have not fulfilled all the necessary listing require-
ments become delisted for a period of time until they again meet the 
exchange’s listing requirements. Generally, companies prefer to be 
listed on the major exchanges, such as the NYSE and Nasdaq, since 
these exchanges provide liquidity and visibility for a company’s stock. 

Related Terms:
•  Common Stock •  Marketable Security
•  Nasdaq 
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE 
•  Stock Market

load Fund
What Does Load Fund Mean?
A mutual fund that charges a sales commission. The fund investor 
pays the load, which goes toward compensating a sales intermediary 
(broker, financial planner, investment advisor, etc.) for his or her time 
and expertise in selecting an appropriate fund for the investor.

Investopedia explains Load Fund
The load is paid up front at the time of purchase (front-end load), when 
the shares are sold (back-end load), or as long as the fund is held by the  
investor (level-load). If a fund limits its load to no more than 0.25% 
(the maximum is 1%), it can call itself a no-load fund in its marketing 
literature. Front-end and back-end loads are not part of a mutual fund’s 
operating expenses, but level-loads, called 12b-1 fees, are included. Data 
shows that the performance of load and no-load funds is similar. 

Related Terms:
•  Breakpoint •  Front-End Load
•  Mutual Fund •  Net Asset Value—NAV
•  No-Load Fund
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london interbank oFFered rate (libor)
What Does London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) Mean?
An interest rate at which banks borrow funds from other banks in 
the London interbank market; the LIBOR is fixed on a daily basis by 
the British Bankers’ Association and derived from a filtered average 
of the world’s most creditworthy banks’ interbank deposit rates for 
larger loans with maturities between overnight and a full year. 

Investopedia explains London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR)
The LIBOR is the world’s most widely used benchmark for short-
term interest rates. It is important because it is the rate at which the 
world’s most preferred borrowers are able to borrow money. It is 
also the rate on which rates for less preferred borrowers are based. 
For example, a multinational corporation with a very good credit 
rating may be able to borrow money for one year at LIBOR plus 
four or five points. Countries that rely on the LIBOR for a reference 
rate include the United States, Canada, Switzerland, and the United 
Kingdom.

Related Terms:
•  Euro LIBOR •  Interest Rate
•  Interbank Rate
•  Singapore Interbank Offered Rate—SIBOR
•  Swap

long (or long Position)
What Does Long (or Long Position) Mean?
(1) The buying of a security such as a stock, commodity, or currency, 
with the expectation that the asset will rise in value. (2) In the con-
text of options, the buying of an options contract. The term “long” is 
the opposite of “short” (or short position). 

Investopedia explains Long (or Long Position)
(1) As an example, if an investor owns shares in McDonald’s Corp., 
that investor is said to be “long McDonald’s” or “have a long posi-
tion in McDonald’s.” (2) For options, buying a call (or put) options 
contract from an options writer gives the investor the right, not 
the obligation, to buy (or sell) a specific commodity or asset for a 
specified amount at a specified date. Buying the contract makes the 
investor “long” the contract.
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Related Terms:
•  Call Option •  Commodity
•  Futures •  Put Option
•  Short (or Short Position) 

long squeeze
What Does Long Squeeze Mean?
A long squeeze, which involves a single stock, occurs when a sudden 
drop in the price of that stock leads to further selling, which pres-
sures stockholders to sell their shares to protect themselves against 
a dramatic loss. Long squeezes are most likely to be found in smaller, 
more illiquid stocks; a few determined or panicked sellers can create 
unwarranted price volatility in a short period. 

Investopedia explains Long Squeeze
Short sellers can monopolize the trading in a stock for a brief period, 
creating a sudden drop in price. The main reason long squeezes are 
so rare is that value buyers will step in once the price falls to a point 
that is deemed too low and bid the shares back up. A rapidly falling 
stock that is still fundamentally sound usually is seen as a “value” 
play, but a rapidly rising stock will be seen as increasingly risky with 
every upward tick. 

Related Terms:
•  Demand •  Fundamental Analysis
•  Long (or Long Position) •  Short (or Short Position)
•  Short Squeeze

long-term debt
What Does Long-Term Debt Mean?
Loans and financial obligations with maturities lasting over a year; in 
the United Kingdom, long-term debts are known as long-term loans. 

Investopedia explains Long-Term Debt
As an example, debt obligations such as bonds and notes that have 
maturities greater than one year are considered long-term debt. 
Loans such as T-bills and commercial paper are not considered long-
term debt because their maturities are typically less than one year.
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Related Terms:
•  Bond •  Commercial Paper
•  Long-Term Debt to Capitalization Ratio
•  Treasury Bond •  Yield to Maturity

long-term debt to caPitalization ratio
What Does Long-Term Debt to Capitalization Ratio Mean?
A ratio that shows the financial leverage of a firm; it is calculated by 
dividing long-term 
debt by the amount 
of capital available: 

Investopedia explains Long-Term Debt to Capitalization Ratio
A variation of the traditional debt-to-equity ratio, this ratio com-
putes the proportion of a company’s long-term debt relative to 
its available capital. By using this ratio, investors can identify the 
amount of leverage utilized by a specific company and compare it 
with others to help analyze the company’s risk exposure. Generally, 
companies that finance a greater portion of their capital through 
debt are considered riskier than those with lower leverage ratios. 

Related Terms:
•  Capital Structure •  Leverage
•  Long-Term Debt •  Preferred Stock
•  Shareholders’ Equity

=
+ +
Long-Term Debt

Long-Term Debt Preferred Stock Coommon Stock
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macroeconomics
What Does Macroeconomics Mean?
Th e fi eld of economics that studies the behavior of the aggregate 
economy. Macroeconomics examines economywide phenomena 
such as changes in unemployment, national income, rate of growth, 
gross domestic product, infl ation, and price levels. 

Investopedia explains Macroeconomics
Macroeconomics is focused on the overall movements and trends in 
the economy, whereas its counterpart—microeconomics—focuses 
on factors that aff ect the decisions made by fi rms and individuals. 
Macro and micro factors often infl uence each other; for example, 
the current level of unemployment in the economy as a whole will 
aff ect the supply of available workers from which a company can 
select.

Related Terms:
•  Gross Domestic Product—GDP •  Market Economy 
•  Microeconomics •  Systematic Risk
•  Unsystematic Risk
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maintenance margin
What Does Maintenance Margin Mean?
The minimum amount of equity that must be maintained in a 
margin account. According to the NYSE and NASD, once an investor 
buys securities on margin, the minimum required level of margin 
is 25% of the total market value of the securities in the margin ac-
count. One should keep in mind that this level is a minimum, and 
many brokerages have higher “house” maintenance requirements 
of 30 to 40%. Also referred to as minimum maintenance or mainte-
nance requirement. 

Investopedia explains Maintenance Margin
As governed by the Federal Reserve’s Regulation T, when a trader 
buys on margin, key minimum margin requirements must be main-
tained throughout the life of the trade. First, a broker cannot extend 
any credit to accounts with less than $2,000 in cash (or securities). 
Second, the initial margin of 50% is required for each initial margin 
trade. Third, the maintenance margin states that an equity level of at 
least 25% must be maintained. The investor will receive a margin call 
if the value of securities falls below the maintenance margin. 

Related Terms:
•  Leverage •  Margin
•  Margin Account •  Margin Call
•  Regulation T—Reg T

managerial accounting
What Does Managerial Accounting Mean?
The process of identifying, measuring, analyzing, interpreting, and 
communicating information in the pursuit of a company’s business 
goals. Also known as cost accounting. 

Investopedia explains Managerial Accounting
The key difference between managerial accounting and financial 
accounting is that managerial accounting is intended to help manag-
ers within the organization make decisions. In contrast, financial 
accounting is intended to provide information to parties outside the 
organization. 
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Related Terms:
•  Accrual Accounting •  Earnings
•  Generally Accepted Accounting Principles—GAAP
•  Off-Balance-Sheet Financing •  Operating Leverage

margin
What Does Margin Mean?
(1) Borrowed money that is used to purchase securities. This prac-
tice is referred to as buying on margin. (2) The amount of equity 
contributed by a customer as a percentage of the current market 
value of the securities held in a margin account. (3) In a general busi-
ness context, the difference between a product’s (or service’s) selling 
price and the cost of production. (4) The portion of the interest rate 
on an adjustable-rate mortgage that is over and above the adjust-
ment-index rate. This portion is retained as profit by the lender. 

Investopedia explains Margin
(1) Buying with borrowed money can be extremely risky because 
both gains and losses are magnified. That is, although the potential 
for greater profit exists, it comes with the potential for greater losses. 
Margin also subjects the investor to a number of unique risks, such 
as interest payments for the use of the borrowed money. (2) For 
example, if an investor holds futures contracts in a margin account, 
that investor has to maintain a certain level of margin, depending 
on how the market value of the contracts changes. (3) Gross profit 
margin (which is the difference between revenue and expenses) 
is one measure of a company’s performance. (4) The formula for 
calculating the interest rate on an adjustable-rate mortgage is the 
adjustment-index rate (e.g., Treasury Index) plus the percentage of 
the margin. For example, if the Treasury Index is 6% and the interest 
rate on the mortgage is 8%, the margin is 2%. 

Related Terms:
•  Leverage •  Maintenance Margin
•  Margin Account •  Margin Call
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE
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Margin account
What Does Margin Account Mean?
A brokerage account in which the broker lends the customer cash to 
purchase securities. The loan in the account is collateralized by secu-
rities and cash. As the value of the stock drops, the account holder 
may be required to deposit more cash or sell a portion of the stock 
to bring the account back up to the proper margin levels.

Investopedia explains Margin Account
In a margin account, the investor is borrowing money from the 
broker to buy a security. By using leverage in this way, the investor 
magnifies his or her potential gains and losses. 

Related Terms:
•  Debt •  Interest Rate
•  Leverage •  Maintenance Margin
•  Margin Call

Margin call
What Does Margin Call Mean?
A broker’s demand for an investor to deposit additional money or 
securities to bring a margin account up to the minimum mainte-
nance margin requirements; sometimes referred to as a fed call, 
maintenance call, or house call.

Investopedia explains Margin Call
An investor would receive a margin call from his or her broker if 
one or more of the securities purchased on margin (with borrowed 
money) decreased in value below a certain point. When this hap-
pens, the investor is forced to either deposit more money in the 
account or to sell off some of his or her assets. 

Related Terms:
•  Leverage •  Liquidity
•  Margin •  Market Value
•  Minimum Margin
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mark to market (mtm)
What Does Mark to Market (MTM) Mean?
(1) The act of recording and/or updating the price or value of a se-
curity, portfolio, or account to reflect its current market value rather 
than its book value. (2) In mutual funds, an MTM is when the net 
asset value (NAV) of the fund is based on the most current market 
values. 

Investopedia explains Mark to Market (MTM)
(1) This often is done in the future’s market to help ensure that 
margin requirements are met. If the current market value causes 
the margin account to fall below its required level, the trader will be 
faced with a margin call. (2) Mutual funds are marked to market on 
a daily basis at the market close so that investors have an idea of a 
fund’s NAV. 

Related Terms:
•  Book Value •  Maintenance Margin
•  Margin Call •  Market Value
•  Net Asset Value—NAV

market caPitalization
What Does Market Capitalization Mean?
The total dollar market value of a company’s outstanding shares, 
calculated by multiplying the company’s outstanding shares by the 
current market share price; the investment community uses this 
figure to determine a company’s size (worth), as opposed to sales or 
total asset figures. Frequently referred to as market cap. 

Investopedia explains Market Capitalization
If a company has 35 million shares outstanding with a current share 
price of $100, the company’s market capitalization is $3.5 billion 
(35,000,000 × $100 per share). Company size is a basic determinant 
of asset allocation and risk-return parameters for stocks and stock 
mutual funds. The term should not be confused with a company’s 
“capitalization,” which is a financial accounting term that refers to 
the sum of a company’s shareholders’ equity plus its long-term debt. 
The stocks of large, medium, and small companies are referred to as 
large-cap, mid-cap, and small-cap, respectively. In general, market 
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cap breakdowns look like this: large cap: $10 billion or more, mid cap:  
$2 billion to $10 billion, small cap: less than $2 billion.

Related Terms:
•  Asset Allocation •  Index
•  Large Cap—Big Cap •  Mid Cap
•  Small Cap

market economy
What Does Market Economy Mean?
An economy in which economic decisions and the pricing of goods 
and services are guided solely by the aggregate interactions of a 
country’s citizens and businesses, with little government interven-
tion or central planning. This is the opposite of a centrally planned 
economy, in which government decisions drive most aspects of a 
country’s economic activity. 

Investopedia explains Market Economy
Market economies work on the assumption that market forces such 
as supply and demand are the best determinants of what is right 
for a nation’s well-being. These economies rarely engage in govern-
ment interventions such as price fixing, license quotas, and industry 
subsidization. Although most developed nations today have mixed 
economies, they are referred to as market economies because they 
allow market forces to drive most of their activities, with govern-
ment intervening only to provide stability. Although the market 
economy is clearly the system of choice in today’s global market-
place, discussions persist about the proper balance of free market 
principles and government intervention.

Related Terms:
•  Common Stock •  Corporate Bonds
•  Gross Domestic Product—GDP •  Inflation
•  Law of Demand

market maker
What Does Market Maker Mean?
A broker-dealer firm that accepts the risk of holding a certain 
number of shares of a particular security to facilitate trading in that 
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security. Each market maker competes for investor order flow by 
displaying buy (bid) and sell (ask) quotations for a specific number 
of shares (size). Once an order is received, the market maker imme-
diately sells from its own inventory or seeks an offsetting order. This 
process takes place in seconds. Market makers buy and sell for their 
own accounts to make a profit.

Investopedia explains Market Maker
The Nasdaq is the prime example of an operation that uses market 
makers. There are over 500 member firms that act as Nasdaq market 
makers. These broker-dealer firms add liquidity and keep the finan-
cial markets running efficiently because they are willing to quote 
both bid and ask prices for an asset. 

Related Terms:
•  Ask •  Bid
•  Broker-Dealer
•  Electronic Communication Network—ECN
•  Over the Counter

market order
What Does Market Order Mean?
An order to buy or sell a stock immediately at the best available 
price at the time the order is presented in the market. Sometimes 
referred to as an unrestricted order.

Investopedia explains Market Order
A market order guarantees execution and often has lower commis-
sions because a broker does not need to do much work. One should 
be wary of using market orders on stocks with a low average daily 
volume: In such market conditions the ask price can be a lot higher 
than the current market price (resulting in a large spread). In other 
words, the investor may end up paying a lot more than he or she 
originally anticipated. It is much safer to use a market order on high-
volume stocks.

Related Terms:
•  Bid-Ask Spread •  Limit Order
•  Stock •  Stop Order
•  Stop-Loss Order
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market risk Premium
What Does Market Risk Premium Mean?
The difference between the expected return on an investment and 
the risk-free rate of return. 

Investopedia explains Market Risk Premium
It is equal to the slope of the security market line (SML). 

Related Terms:
•  Beta •  Relative Strength Index
•  Risk •  Systematic Risk
•  Unsystematic Risk

market value
What Does Market Value Mean?
(1) The current price at which investors buy or sell a share of com-
mon stock or a bond at a specific time. Also known as market price. 
(2) The market capitalization plus the market value of debt. Some-
times referred to as total market value. 

Investopedia explains Market Value
(1) In the context of securities, market value is often different from 
book value because the market value reflects future expectations. 
Most investors who pick stocks by using fundamental analysis look 
at a company’s market value and then determine whether the mar-
ket value is adequate or is undervalued in comparison to its book 
value, net assets, or another measure. 

Related Terms:
•  Book Value •  Face Value
•  Fair Value •  Intrinsic Value
•  Market Capitalization

marketable securities
What Does Marketable Securities Mean?
Securities that can be converted into cash quickly at a reasonable 
price; marketable securities are liquid because they exhibit high 
trading volumes and tend to have short-term maturities of less than 
one year. Furthermore, the rate at which these securities can be 
bought or sold has little effect on their prices. 
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Investopedia explains Marketable Securities
Examples of marketable securities are commercial paper, banker’s 
acceptances, Treasury bills, and other money market instruments. 

Related Terms:
•  Common Stock •  Illiquid
•  Liquidity •  Listed
•  Nonmarginal Securities

maturity
What Does Maturity Mean?
(1) The length of time until the principal amount of a bond must be 
repaid. (2) The end of the life of a security. 

Investopedia explains Maturity
In other words, the maturity is the date on which the borrower must 
pay back the money he or she borrowed through the issuance of a 
bond. 

Related Terms:
•  Bond •  Interest Rate
•  Long-Term Debt •  Par Value
•  Yield to Maturity

merger
What Does Merger Mean?
When two or more companies combine their businesses into 
one business entity, generally by offering the stockholders of one 
company securities in the acquiring company in exchange for the 
surrender of their stock. 

Investopedia explains Merger
Basically, when two companies become one. This decision is usually 
mutual between both firms, unlike a forced merger, which is known 
as a hostile takeover.

Related Terms:
•  Dilution •  Leverage
•  Leveraged Buyout
•  Mergers and Acquisitions—M&A
•  Takeover
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mergers and acquisitions (m&a)
What Does Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) Mean?
A term used to refer to the consolidation or merging of two com-
panies into one. A merger is a combination of two companies to 
form a new company, whereas an acquisition is the purchase of one 
company by another in which no new company is formed. 

Investopedia explains Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A)
An example of a major merger is the merging of JDS Fitel Inc. and 
Uniphase Corp. in 1999 to form JDS Uniphase. An example of a ma-
jor acquisition is Manulife Financial Corporation’s 2004 acquisition 
of John Hancock Financial Services Inc. The term “M&A” also refers 
to the department at financial institutions that deals with mergers 
and acquisitions. 

Related Terms:
•  Dilution •  Leverage
•  Mezzanine Financing •  Merger
•  Poison Pill

mezzanine Financing
What Does Mezzanine Financing Mean?
A hybrid of debt and equity financing that typically is used to finance 
a company’s expansion. Mezzanine financing is basically debt capital 
that gives the lender the right to convert to an ownership or equity 
interest in the company if the loan is not paid back in time and in 
full. It generally is subordinated to debt provided by senior lend-
ers such as banks and venture capital companies. Since mezzanine 
financing usually is provided to the borrower very quickly with little 
due diligence on the part of the lender and little or no collateral on 
the part of the borrower, this type of financing is priced aggressively, 
with the lender seeking a return in the range of 20 to 30%. 

Investopedia explains Mezzanine Financing
Mezzanine financing is advantageous for financing because it is 
treated like equity on a company’s balance sheet and may make 
it easier to obtain standard bank financing. To attract mezzanine 
financing, a company usually must demonstrate a track record in 
the industry with an established reputation and product, a history 
of profitability, and a viable expansion plan for the business (e.g., 
expansions, acquisitions, an IPO). 
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Related Terms:
•  Capital Structure •  Coefficient of Variation
•  Due Diligence—DD •  Initial Public Offering—IPO
•  Subordinated Debt •  Venture Capital

microeconomics
What Does Microeconomics Mean?
The branch of economic study that analyzes the market behavior of 
individual consumers and firms in an attempt to understand their deci-
sion-making processes; it focuses on the interaction between individual 
buyers and sellers and the factors that influence the choices they make, 
particularly the trends of supply and demand and the determination of 
price and output in individual markets. 

Investopedia explains Microeconomics
Economics can be separated into two fields of study: microeconom-
ics and macroeconomics. Microeconomics looks at the smaller pic-
ture and focuses more on basic theories of supply and demand and 
how businesses make production and pricing decisions. People who 
are starting their own businesses or who want to learn the rationale 
behind the pricing of particular products and services would find this 
approach helpful. Macroeconomics, in contrast, looks at the big pic-
ture (hence the prefix “macro”). It focuses on the national economy 
as a whole and provides a basic knowledge of how things work in the 
business world. For example, macroeconomists analyze and interpret 
Gross Domestic Product or unemployment figures. This perspective 
provides an overall view of the entire economy. Together, microeco-
nomics and macroeconomics are powerful tools. 

Related Terms:
•  Fundamental Analysis 
•  Gross Domestic Product—GDP •  Macroeconomics
•  Quantitative Analysis •  Technical Analysis

mid caP
What Does Mid Cap Mean?
Refers to a company with a market capitalization between $2 and 
$10 billion, calculated by multiplying the number of company shares 
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outstanding by the company’s current stock price. Mid cap is an  
abbreviation for the term “middle capitalization.” 

Investopedia explains Mid Cap
As the name implies, a mid cap company is in the middle of the 
pack between large cap and small cap companies. One should keep 
in mind that classifications such as large cap, mid cap, and small cap 
are only approximations, and sometimes their guidelines can vary 
slightly among investors. 

Related Terms:
•  Asset Allocation •  Growth Stock
•  Large Cap—Big Cap •  Market Capitalization
•  Small Cap

MiniMuM Margin
What Does Minimum Margin Mean?
The initial margin amount required to be deposited in a margin 
account before buying or selling short on margin. For example, the 
NYSE and the NASD require investors to deposit a minimum of 
$2,000 in cash or securities to open a margin account. One should 
keep in mind that this amount is only a minimum; some brokerages 
may require deposits over $2,000. 

Investopedia explains Minimum Margin
When an investor buys on margin, there are different minimums 
that are governed by the Federal Reserve Board’s Regulation T and 
that must be met throughout the life of a margin trade. The mini-
mum margin, which states that a broker cannot extend any credit 
to accounts with less than $2,000 in cash (or securities), is the first 
requirement. Second, an initial margin of 50% of the market value 
of the trade is required for the trade. Third, the maintenance margin 
says that an investor must maintain equity of at least 25% or be hit 
with a margin call.  

Related Terms:
•  Leverage •  Maintenance Margin
•  Margin Account •  Margin Call
•  Regulation T—Reg T
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minority interest
What Does Minority Interest Mean?
(1) A significant but noncontrolling ownership of less than 50% of a 
company’s voting shares by either an investor or another company. 
(2) A noncurrent liability that can be found on a parent company’s 
balance sheet, representing the fractional proportions of its subsid-
iaries owned by minority shareholders. 

Investopedia explains Minority Interest
(1) In accounting terms, if a company owns a minority interest in 
another company but has only a minority passive position (i.e., it is 
unable to exert influence), the only thing that is recorded from this 
investment are the dividends received from the minority interest. 
If the company has a minority active position (i.e., it is able to exert 
influence), both dividends and a percentage of income are recorded 
on the company’s books. (2) If ABC Corp. owns 90% of XYZ Inc., 
which is a $100 million company, ABC Corp.’s balance sheet will 
show a $10 million liability in the minority interest account, repre-
senting the 10% of XYZ Inc. that ABC Corp. does not own.

Related Terms:
•  Balance Sheet •  Dividend
•  Long-Term Debt •  Net Operating Income—NOI
•  Shareholders’ Equity

modern PortFolio theory (mPt)
What Does Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) Mean?
An investment theory that demonstrates how risk-averse investors 
can construct portfolios that best maximize expected returns on the 
basis of a specific level of market risk while emphasizing that risk is 
inevitable when one is seeking higher returns; also called portfolio 
theory or portfolio management theory. 

Investopedia explains Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT)
According to the theory, it is possible to construct an efficient fron-
tier of optimal portfolios that offers the maximum possible expected 
return for a specific level of risk. This theory was pioneered by Harry 
Markowitz in his paper “Portfolio Selection,” which was published  
in 1952 in the Journal of Finance. The four basic steps involved  
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in portfolio construction are (1) security valuation, (2) asset alloca-
tion, (3) portfolio optimization, and (4) performance measurement.

Related Terms:
•  Asset Allocation •  Correlation
•  Efficient Market Hypothesis—EMH •  Mutual Fund 
•  Risk 

modiFied duration
What Does Modified Duration Mean?
A formula that expresses the 
measurable change in the 
value of a security in response 
to a change in interest rates. It 
is calculated as follows:

Where n = number of coupon periods per year, YTM = the bond’s 
yield to maturity. 

Investopedia explains Modified Duration
Modified duration adheres to the principle that interest rates and 
bond prices move in opposite directions. This formula is used to 
determine the effect that a 100-basis-point (1%) change in interest 
rates will have on the price of a bond. 

Related Terms:
•  Basis Point •  Bond
•  Coupon •  Duration
•  Interest Rates

modiFied internal rate oF return (mirr)
What Does Modified Internal Rate of Return (MIRR) Mean?
Whereas the internal rate of return (IRR) assumes that the cash flows 
from a project are reinvested at the IRR, the modified MIRR assumes 
that all cash flows are reinvested at the firm’s cost of capital. There-
fore, MIRR more accurately reflects the profitability of a project. 

Investopedia explains Modified Internal Rate of Return (MIRR)
As an example, if a two-year project with an initial outlay of $195 
and a cost of capital of 12% returns $121 in the first year and $131 
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in the second year, one finds the IRR of the project so that the net 
present value (NPV) = 0 as follows: NPV = 0 = –195 + 121/(1+ IRR) +  
131/(1 + IRR)2; NPV = 0 when IRR = 18.66% . However, using the 
MIRR method, the investor would substitute IRR with MIRR = cost 
of capital of 12%: NPV = –195 + 121/(1+ .12) + 131/(1 + .12)2; 
NPV = 17.47 when MIRR = 12%. Thus, using the IRR could result in  
a positive NPV (good project), but it could turn out to be a bad 
project (NPV is negative) as revealed by the MIRR method. There-
fore, using MIRR versus IRR reflects the value of a project more 
comprehensively. 

Related Terms:
•  Discounted Cash Flow—DCF •  Internal Rate of Return—IRR
•  Net Present Value—NPV •  Payback Period

momentum
What Does Momentum Mean?
The rate of acceleration of the price or volume of a security. 

Investopedia explains Momentum
Once a momentum trader sees acceleration in a stock’s price, earn-
ings, or revenues, that trader often will take a long or short position 
in the stock with the hope that its momentum will continue in the 
current direction. This strategy relies more on short-term move-
ments in price than on a company’s fundamentals; it is not recom-
mended for novice investors. 

Related Terms:
•  Downtrend 
•  Moving Average Convergence Divergence
•  Swing Trading •  Trend Analysis
•  Uptrend

monetary Policy
What Does Monetary Policy Mean?
The actions of a central bank, a currency board, or another regula-
tory committee that determine the size and rate of growth of the 
money supply, which in turn affects interest rates. 
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Investopedia explains Monetary Policy
In the United States, the Federal Reserve is in charge of monetary 
policy. 

Related Terms:
•  Discount Rate •  Federal Funds Rate
•  Federal Open Market Committee—FOMC
•  Interest Rate •  Required Rate of Return

money market
What Does Money Market Mean?
The segment of the financial markets in which highly liquid short-
term assets trade; the money market is used by participants as a 
means to borrow and lend on a short-term basis from several days 
to just under a year. Money market securities consist of negotiable 
certificates of deposit (CDs), banker’s acceptances, U.S. Treasury bills, 
commercial paper, municipal notes, federal funds, and repurchase 
agreements (repos). 

Investopedia explains Money Market
The money market is used by a wide array of participants, from a 
company raising money by selling commercial paper to an individual 
investor buying CDs at a bank. The money market typically is seen 
as a safe place to put money as a result of the highly liquid nature of 
the securities and short maturities, but there are risks, including the 
risk of default on securities such as commercial paper. 

Related Terms:
•  Banker’s Acceptance—BA •  Certificate of Deposit—CD
•  Commercial Paper •  Liquidity
•  Money Market Account

money market account
What Does Money Market Account Mean?
A savings account that pays interest on deposited monies. Also 
known by the acronym MMDA, which stands for “money market 
demand account” or “money market deposit account.” 
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Investopedia explains Money Market Account
Many money market accounts place restrictions on the amount of 
transactions an investor can make in a month (e.g., five or less). Fur-
thermore, the investor usually has to maintain a certain balance in 
the account to receive a higher rate of interest. Some banks require 
minimum initial deposits, and others require minimum account 
balances. Money markets are similar to savings accounts except that 
they frequently pay higher interest rates in return for adhering to 
minimum account requirements.

Related Terms:
•  Annual Percentage Yield—APY 
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents—CCE
•  Interest •  Liquidity
•  Money Market

money suPPly
What Does Money Supply Mean?
The entire quantity of bills, coins, loans, credit, and other liquid 
instruments circulating in a country’s economy. 

Investopedia explains Money Supply
The money supply is divided into multiple categories—M0, M1, M2, 
and M3—in accordance with the type and size of account in which 
the instrument is kept. The money supply is important to econo-
mists who try to understand how policies (monetary policies) will 
affect interest rates and growth. 

Related Terms:
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents—CCE •  Discount Rate
•  Fiscal Policy •  Inflation
•  Monetary Policy

monoPoly
What Does Monopoly Mean?
A situation in which a single company or group owns all or nearly all 
of the market share for a specific type of product or service. By defini-
tion, monopoly is characterized by an absence of competition, which 
often results in high prices and inferior products. According to a strict 
academic definition, a monopoly is a market containing a single firm. 
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Investopedia explains Monopoly
Monopoly is the extreme case in capitalism. Most believe that with 
few exceptions, the free market system does not work when there is 
only one provider of a good or service because there is no incentive to 
improve it to meet the demands of consumers. Governments attempt 
to prevent monopolies from arising through the use of antitrust laws. 
Of course, there are gray areas; for example, the granting of patents 
on new inventions in effect permits monopolies for a set period. The 
reasoning behind patents is to give innovators time to recoup what 
are often large research and development costs. In theory, they are a 
way of using monopolies to promote innovation. Another example of 
legal monopolies involves public monopolies set up by governments 
to provide essential services such as clean water and electricity. 

Related Terms:
•  Efficient Market Hypothesis—EMH •  Law of Demand
•  Law of Supply •  Market Economy
•  Oligopoly

mortgage
What Does Mortgage Mean?
A debt instrument that is collateralized by real estate property; the 
borrower (mortgage owner) is obliged to pay back both the prin-
cipal and the interest with periodic payments over the course of 
the loan. Mortgages are used by individuals and businesses to make 
large purchases of real estate without paying the entire value of the 
purchase up front. Mortgages also are known as liens against prop-
erty and claims on property. 

Investopedia explains Mortgage
In a residential mortgage, a home buyer pledges his or her house to 
the bank. The bank has a claim on the house if the home buyer de-
faults on paying the mortgage. In the case of a foreclosure, the bank 
may evict the home’s tenants and sell the house, using the income 
from the sale to pay off the mortgage debt. 

Related Terms:
•  Debt
•  Fannie Mae—Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA)
•  Interest •  Liability
•  Mortgage-Backed Security
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mortgage Forbearance agreement
What Does Mortgage Forbearance Agreement Mean?
An agreement made between a mortgage lender and a delinquent 
borrower by which the lender agrees not to exercise its legal right 
to foreclose on a mortgage and the borrower agrees to a mortgage 
plan that will, over a specified period, bring the borrower current 
on his or her payments. A forbearance agreement is not a long-term 
solution for delinquent borrowers; it is designed for borrowers who 
have temporary financial problems caused by unforeseen problems 
such as temporary unemployment or health problems. 

Investopedia explains Mortgage Forbearance Agreement
Borrowers who are faced with mortgage financial problems such as 
having chosen an adjustable-rate mortgage on which the interest 
rate has reset to a level that makes the monthly payments unafford-
able usually must seek remedies other than a forbearance agreement. 

Related Terms:
•  Bankruptcy •  Credit Crunch
•  Liability •  Mortgage
•  Subprime Meltdown

mortgage-backed securities (mbss)
What Does Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBSs) Mean?
Refers to a type of asset-backed security secured by a mortgage or a 
collection of mortgages and grouped in one of the top two ratings 
as determined by a credit rating agency such as Moody’s; usually 
make periodic payments that are similar to coupon payments. Fur-
thermore, the mortgages must have originated from a regulated and 
authorized financial institution. Also known as a mortgage-related 
security or a mortgage pass-through. MBSs shift the loan risk from 
the originator to the agencies that bundle the mortgages into securi-
ties rather than to the investors who ultimately purchase the MBSs. 

Investopedia explains Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBSs)
When one invests in a mortgage-backed security, one essentially is 
lending money to a home buyer or business. An MBS is a way for a 
smaller regional bank to lend mortgages to its customers without 
having to worry about whether the customers have the assets to 
cover the loans. Instead, the bank acts as a middleman between the 
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home buyer and the investment markets. This type of security also is 
used commonly to redirect the interest and principal payments from 
the pool of mortgages to shareholders. These payments can be bro-
ken down further into different classes of securities, depending on the 
riskiness of different mortgages as they are classified under the MBS. 

Related Terms:
•  Collateralized Mortgage Obligation—CMO
•  Credit Crunch •  Securitization
•  Subprime Loan •  Subprime Meltdown

moving average (ma)
What Does Moving Average (MA) Mean?
An indicator used in technical analysis that shows the average value 
of the price of a security over a set period. Moving averages generally 
are used to measure momentum and define areas of possible sup-
port and resistance.
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Investopedia explains Moving Average (MA)
Moving averages are used to emphasize the direction of a trend and 
smooth out price and volume fluctuations, or “noise,” that can cloud 
the analysis of a stock’s price movement. Typically, upward momentum 
is confirmed when a short-term average (e.g.,15-day) crosses above a 
longer-term average (e.g., 50-day). Downward momentum is con-
firmed when a short-term average crosses below a long-term average.
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Related Terms:
•  Moving Average Convergence Divergence—MACD
•  Resistance 
•  Simple Moving Average—SMA
•  Support •  Technical Analysis

moving average convergence  
divergence (macd)
What Does Moving Average Convergence Divergence  
(MACD) Mean?
A momentum indicator that shows the relationship between two 
moving price averages; the MACD is calculated by subtracting the 
26-day exponential moving average (EMA) from the 12-day EMA. A 
nine-day EMA of the MACD, called the “signal line,” then is plotted 
on top of the MACD, functioning as a trigger for buy and sell signals. 
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Investopedia explains Moving Average Convergence  
Divergence (MACD)
There are three common ways to interpret the MACD: (1) Cross-
overs. As shown in the accompanying chart, when the MACD falls 
below the signal line, it is a bearish signal indicating that it may be 
time to sell. Conversely, when the MACD rises above the signal line, 
the indicator is bullish, which suggests that the price of the asset is 
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likely to experience upward momentum. Many traders wait for a 
confirmed cross above the signal line before entering into a position 
so that they do not get “faked out” or enter into a position too early, 
as shown by the first arrow in the chart. (2) Divergence. When the 
security price diverges from the MACD, it signals the end of the cur-
rent trend. (3) Dramatic rise. When the MACD rises dramatically—
that is, the shorter moving average pulls away from the longer-term 
moving average—this is a signal that the security is overbought and 
soon will return to normal levels. In addition, traders generally watch 
for a move above or below the zero line because this signals the 
position of the short-term average relative to the long-term average. 
When the MACD is above zero, the short-term average is above the 
long-term average, which signals upward momentum. The opposite 
is true when the MACD is below zero. As the accompanying chart 
shows, the zero line often acts as an area of support and resistance 
for the indicator. 

Related Terms:
•  Fundamental Analysis •  Moving Average
•  Quantitative Analysis •  Relative Strength Index
•  Technical Analysis

msci emerging markets index
What Does MSCI Emerging Markets Index Mean?
An index created by Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) 
that is designed to measure equity market performance in global 
emerging markets. The Emerging Markets Index is a float-adjusted 
market capitalization index. Some of the emerging economies in the 
index are Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Czech Republic, 
Egypt, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Israel, Jordan, Korea, Malaysia, 
Mexico, Morocco, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Russia, South 
Africa, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, and Venezuela. 

Investopedia explains MSCI Emerging Markets Index
Emerging markets are considered relatively risky because they carry 
additional political, economic, and currency risks. They certainly are 
not for those who value safety and security above all else. An inves-
tor in emerging markets should be willing to accept greater risks for 
potentially greater returns. An upside to emerging markets is that 
their performance generally is correlated less with that of developed 
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markets. Thus, they can play a role in diversifying a portfolio (and 
thus reducing overall risk). 

Related Terms: 
•  American Depositary Receipt—ADR 
•  Correlation •  Exchange-Traded Fund—ETF
•  Global Depositary Receipt—GDR •  Index

multiPle
What Does Multiple Mean?
A term that measures a particular aspect of a company’s financial 
well-being, determined by dividing one metric by another metric. 
The metric in the numerator is typically larger than the one in the 
denominator, because the top metric 
usually is supposed to be many times 
larger than the bottom metric. It is 
calculated as follows:

Investopedia explains Multiple
As an example, the term “multiple” can be used to show how much 
investors are willing to pay per dollar of earnings, as computed by 
the P/E ratio. Suppose one is analyzing a stock with $2 of earnings 
per share (EPS) that is trading at $20; this stock has a P/E of 10. This 
means that investors are willing to pay a multiple of 10 times earn-
ings for the stock. 

Related Terms:
•  Earnings •  Earnings per Share—EPS
•  Forward Price to Earnings—Forward P/E
•  Price-Earnings Ratio—P/E Ratio 
•  Price/Earnings to Growth Ratio—PEG Ratio

municiPal bond
What Does Municipal Bond Mean?
A debt security issued by a state, municipality, or county to finance 
its capital expenditures. Municipal bonds are exempt from federal 
taxes and most state and local taxes, especially if the investor lives in 
the state in which a bond is issued. Also known as a muni-bond. 

Multiple = Performance Metric A
Performance Metr

“ ”
iic B“ ”
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Investopedia explains Municipal Bond
Municipal bonds may be used to fund expenditures such as the 
construction of highways, bridges, and schools. Muni-bonds, or 
“Munies,” tend to offer low interest rates, but they do get favorable 
tax treatment (tax-free interest) and are thus popular with people in 
high income tax brackets. 

Related Terms:
•  Government Security •  Interest
•  Yield •  Yield to Maturity—YTM
•  Tax Deferred

mutual Fund
What Does Mutual Fund Mean?
An investment instrument that is made up of a pool of funds col-
lected from many investors for the purpose of investing in securi-
ties such as stocks, bonds, money market instruments, and similar 
assets. Mutual funds are operated by money managers, who actively 
manage a fund’s assets in an attempt to produce positive returns for 
the fund’s investors. A mutual fund’s portfolio strategy is structured 
and maintained to match the investment objectives stated in its 
prospectus. 

Investopedia explains Mutual Fund
Mutual funds are popular because they give small investors access to 
professionally managed, diversified portfolios of stocks, bonds, and 
other securities that would be quite difficult (if not impossible) for 
investors to replicate on their own with a small amount of money. 
Each shareholder participates proportionally in the gain or loss of 
the fund. Mutual fund units, or shares, are issued and typically can 
be purchased or redeemed as needed at the fund’s current net asset 
value (NAV) per share, which sometimes is expressed as NAVPS. 

Related Terms:
•  Closed-End Fund •  Diversification
•  Net Asset Value—NAV •  Open-End Fund
•  Style
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naked shorting
What Does Naked Shorting Mean?
Th e practice of short selling shares that have not been confi rmed 
to exist. Ordinarily, traders must borrow a stock or determine that 
it can be borrowed before they sell it short. However, as a result of 
various loopholes in the rules and discrepancies between paper and 
electronic trading systems, naked shorting continues to happen. 
Although no exact system of measurement exists, most point to the 
level of trades that fail to deliver from the seller to the buyer within 
the mandatory three-day stock settlement period as evidence of 
naked shorting. Naked shorts may represent a major portion of 
these failed trades.

Investopedia explains Naked Shorting
Naked shorting is a form of price manipulation forcing stock prices 
down without regard for normal stock supply-demand patterns. 
In 2007, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) amended 
Regulation SHO to limit possibilities for naked shorting further by 
removing the loopholes that existed for some broker-dealers. Th is 
regulation requires that lists be published that track stocks with un-
usually high trends in “fail to deliver” shares. Some analysts point to 
the fact that naked shorting, albeit inadvertently, may help markets 
stay in balance by allowing negative sentiment to be refl ected in 
certain stocks’ prices. 
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Related Terms:
•  Margin •  Option
•  Regulation T—Reg T •  Stock Option 
•  Short Squeeze

nasdaq
What Does Nasdaq Mean?
A computerized market or exchange that facilitates trading by 
providing price quotations on more than 5,000 actively traded over-
the-counter stocks. Created in 1971, the Nasdaq was the world’s first 
electronic stock market. Stocks on the Nasdaq traditionally are listed 
by using four or five letters as their ticker symbols. If a company is a 
transfer from the New York Stock Exchange, the symbol may consist 
of three letters. Some companies are listed on two exchanges and 
are called dually listed stocks.

Investopedia explains Nasdaq
The term “Nasdaq” used to be capitalized “NASDAQ” as an acronym 
for National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quota-
tion. The acronym no longer is used, and Nasdaq is now a proper 
noun. The Nasdaq is traditionally home to many high-tech stocks, 
such as Microsoft, Intel, Dell, and Cisco. 

Related Terms:
•  Electronic Communication Network—ECN
•  Financial Industry Regulatory Authority—FINRA
•  National Association of Securities Dealers—NASD
•  Over the Counter—OTC
•  Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board—OTCBB

national association oF securities  
dealers (nasd)
What Does National Association of Securities  
Dealers (NASD) Mean?
The self-regulatory organization (SRO) of the securities industry 
responsible for the operation and regulation of the Nasdaq stock 
market and over-the-counter markets. It also administers the  
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licensing examinations for investment professionals, such as the 
Series 63, Series 6, and Series 7 examinations. 

Investopedia explains National Association of Securities  
Dealers (NASD)
The NASD watches over the Nasdaq to make sure the market oper-
ates fairly and efficiently. In 2007, the NASD merged with the New 
York Stock Exchange’s regulation committee to form the Financial 
Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA). 

Related Terms:
•  Financial Industry Regulatory Authority—FINRA
•  Nasdaq •  Over the Counter—OTC
•  Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board—OTCBB
•  Series 7

net asset value (nav)
What Does Net Asset Value (NAV) Mean?
A mutual fund’s price per share or an exchange-traded fund’s (ETF) 
price per share; in both cases, the per-share dollar amount of the 
fund is derived by dividing the total value of all the securities in its 
portfolio, minus any liabilities, by the number of fund shares out-
standing. In terms of corporate valuations, the value of assets minus 
liabilities equals net asset value (NAV), or book value.

Investopedia explains Net Asset Value (NAV)
In the context of mutual funds, NAV per share is computed once a 
day, based on the closing market prices of the securities in a fund’s 
portfolio. All mutual fund buy and sell orders are processed at the 
NAV of the trade date. However, investors must wait until the next 
day to get the trade price, which means that many mutual funds are 
priced just once a day, after the market closes. Mutual funds pay out 
virtually all of their income and capital gains. As a result, changes 
in NAV are just one measure of a mutual fund’s performance; total 
return, which includes gains and distributions, is a more comprehen-
sive measure. Because ETFs and closed-end funds trade like stocks, 
their shares trade at market value throughout the trading day, which 
means that at any particular time they can be trading at a premium 
(above NAV) or a discount (below NAV). 
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Related Terms:
•  Book Value •  Exchange-Traded Fund—ETF
•  Face Value •  Mutual Fund
•  Notional Value

net income (ni)
What Does Net Income (NI) Mean?
(1) A company’s total earnings (or profit), calculated by taking 
revenues and adjusting for the cost of doing business, deprecia-
tion, interest, taxes, and other expenses. This number is found on a 
company’s income statement and is an important measure of how 
profitable the company is over a period of time. The measure also is 
used in the calculation of earnings per share. NI often is referred to 
as the bottom line because net income is listed at the bottom of the 
income statement. In the United Kingdom, net income is known as 
profit attributable to shareholders. (2) An individual’s income after 
deductions, credits, and taxes are factored into gross income.  
Deductions and credits are subtracted from gross income to  
arrive at taxable income, which is used to calculate income tax.  
Net income is income tax subtracted from taxable income. 

Investopedia explains Net Income (NI)
(1) Net income is calculated by starting with a company’s total 
revenue. From this, the cost of sales, along with any other expenses 
incurred during the period, is removed resulting in earnings before 
taxes. Tax then is deducted to reach NI. Like other accounting  
measures, NI is susceptible to accounting manipulation through 
practices such as aggressive revenue recognition or by hiding  
expenses. In basing an investment decision on net income numbers, 
it is important to review the quality of the numbers, not just the 
numbers. (2) Suppose, for example that a person’s gross income 
is $50,000 and that person has $20,000 in deductions and credits. 
This leaves that person with a taxable income of $30,000. If another 
$5,000 of income tax is subtracted, the remaining $25,000 will be the 
person’s net income. 
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Related Terms:
•  Cost of Goods Sold—COGS •  Economic Profit
•  Gross Income •  Income Statement
•  Operating Income

net long
What Does Net Long Mean?
A condition in which an investor has more long positions than short 
positions in a specific asset class, market sector, portfolio, or trading 
strategy. Investors who are net long will benefit when the price of 
the asset increases.

Investopedia explains Net Long
Many mutual funds are restricted from short selling; this means the 
funds are usually net long. In fact, most individual investors do not 
hold large short positions, making the net long portfolio a common 
and usually expected investing situation. A position that is net long 
is the opposite of a position that is net short.

Related Terms:
•  Delta  •  Hedge
•  Long (or Long Position) •  Overbought
•  Short (or Short Position)

net oPerating income (noi)
What Does Net Operating Income (NOI) Mean?
A company’s operating income after operating expenses have been 
deducted but before income taxes and interest are deducted. If this 
is a positive value, it is referred to as net operating income; when it’s 
negative, it is called a net operating loss (NOL). 

Investopedia explains Net Operating Income (NOI)
NOI is a good gauge of a company’s performance. Some believe that 
this figure is less susceptible to accounting manipulation by manage-
ment than are other figures. 
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Related Terms:
•  Minority Interest •  Net Income—NI
•  Nonoperating Income •  Operating Income

net oPerating ProFit aFter tax (noPat)
What Does Net Operating Profit after Tax (NOPAT) Mean?
A company’s potential cash earnings if its capitalization were 
unleveraged (that is, if it had no debt). NOPAT is used frequently in 
economic value added (EVA) calculations. It is calculated as follows:

NOPAT = Operating Income × (1 – Tax Rate) 

Investopedia explains Net Operating Profit after Tax (NOPAT)
NOPAT constitutes a more accurate look at operating efficiency 
for leveraged companies. It does not include the tax savings many 
companies get because they have existing debt. 

Related Terms:
•  Accrual Accounting •  Balance Sheet
•  Diluted Earnings per Share •  Operating Expense
•  Profit •  Profitability Ratios

net Present value (nPv)
What Does Net Present Value (NPV) Mean?
The difference between the present value of cash inflows and the 
present value of cash outflows. NPV is used in capital budgeting to 
analyze the profitability of an investment or project. NPV analysis is 
sensitive to the reliability of future cash inflows 
that an investment or project may yield. It is 
calculated as shown here:

Investopedia explains Net Present Value (NPV)
NPV compares the value of a dollar today to the value of that  
dollar at a future point, taking inflation and returns into account. If 
the NPV of a prospective project is positive, the project should be 
accepted. However, if NPV is negative, the project probably should 
be rejected because cash flows will be negative. For example, if a 
retail clothing business wants to purchase an existing store, it will 
estimate the future cash flows of the store and then discount those 
cash flows into one lump-sum present value amount, say, $565,000. 
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If the owner of the store is willing to sell the business for less than 
$565,000, the purchasing company probably will accept the offer 
because it is a positive NPV investment. Conversely, if the owner will 
not sell for less than $565,000, the purchaser will not buy the store, 
as the investment presents a negative NPV and therefore will reduce 
the overall value of the clothing company. 

Related Terms:
•  Discounted Cash Flow—DCF •  Discount Rate
•  Payback Period •  Present Value—PV
•  Time Value of Money

net sales
What Does Net Sales Mean?
The amount of sales generated by a company after deducting re-
turns, allowances for damaged or missing goods, and any discounts 
allowed. The sales number reported on a company’s financial state-
ments is a net sales number, reflecting these deductions.

Investopedia explains Net Sales
Deductions from the gross sales are represented in the net sales 
figure. Therefore, net sales provides a more accurate picture of the 
actual sales generated by the company, or the money that it expects 
to receive some time in the future. A company will book its rev-
enue once the good or service is delivered or performed. However, 
even after a good has been sold, it often can be returned under a 
company’s return policy. If the good is returned by the customer, 
it is not considered a sale, as the customer will receive a credit or 
money back, and so it has to be deducted from the gross sales. The 
allowances for damaged or missing goods reflect situations in which 
the goods are damaged in transit or are not what the customer 
expected. Many companies also offer discounts, especially on credit 
sales in which the customer pays off the amount early. This discount 
is deducted from gross sales, reducing overall revenue. 

Related Terms:
•  Accounts Receivable—AR •  Asset Turnover
•  Cost of Goods Sold—COGS •  Operating Income
•  Operating Margin
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net tangible assets
What Does Net Tangible Assets Mean?
Calculated as the total assets of a company, minus any intangible 
assets such as goodwill, patents, and trademarks, minus all liabilities 
and the par value of preferred stock. Also called net asset value and 
book value. 

Investopedia explains Net Tangible Assets
To calculate a company’s net asset value on a per bond or per share 
of preferred or common stock, divide the net tangible assets figure 
by the number of bonds, shares of preferred stock, or shares of  
common stock. 

Related Terms:
•  Asset •  Book Value
•  Price to Tangible Book Value—PTBV
•  Tangible Asset •  Tangible Net Worth

net worth
What Does Net Worth Mean?
The dollar amount by which assets exceed liabilities. This term can 
be applied to companies and individuals. 

Investopedia explains Net Worth
For a company, this is known as shareholders’ (or owners’) equity 
and is determined by subtracting liabilities on the balance sheet 
from assets. For example, if a company has $45 million worth of  
liabilities and $65 million in assets, the company’s net worth (share-
holders’ equity) is $20 million ($65 million – $45 million). Alter-
natively, say an individual has three assets—$100,000 of common 
stock, $30,000 worth of bonds, and title to a $190,000 house—and 
only one liability—$150,000 in mortgage debt. This individual’s 
net worth would be $170,000 ([$100,000 + $30,000 + $190,000] – 
$150,000). 

Related Terms:
•  Asset •  Balance Sheet
•  Debt •  Liabilities
•  Mortgage •  Shareholders’ Equity
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new york stock exchange (nyse)
What Does New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) Mean?
Located in New York City, it is considered the largest equities-based 
exchange in the world, based on the total market capitalization of 
its listed securities. Formerly run as a private organization, the NYSE 
became a public entity in 2005 after the acquisition of the electronic 
trading exchange Archipelago. The parent company of the New York 
Stock Exchange is now called NYSE Euronext after a merger with the 
European exchange in 2007. Also known as the Big Board, the NYSE 
relied for many years on floor trading by “specialists” only, using 
the open outcry system. Today, more than half of all NYSE trades 
are conducted electronically, although floor traders still are used to 
facilitate liquidity and execute high-volume institutional trading. 

Investopedia explains New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
The origins of the exchange date back to 1792. Because of its long 
operating history, the NYSE is home to the majority of the world’s 
largest and best-known companies. Foreign-based corporations can 
list their shares on the NYSE if they adhere to certain Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) rules known as listing standards. The 
NYSE is open for trading Monday through Friday from 9:30 a.m. to 
4:00 p.m. (ET), closing early on rare occasions. The market also shuts 
down during nine holidays throughout the year. 

Related Terms:
•  American Stock Exchange—AMEX 
•  Benchmark •  Listed
•  Nasdaq
•  Securities and Exchange Commission—SEC

no-load Fund
What Does No-Load Fund Mean?
A mutual fund sold without a sales charge or commission. This is the 
opposite of a load fund, which charges an up-front commission, usu-
ally levied as a percentage, for example, a 3% front-end load, or as a 
level-load for as long as the investor holds the fund. 

Investopedia explains No-Load Fund
Because there is no transaction cost to purchase a no-load fund, 
all the money is invested in the fund. For example, if an investor 
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purchases $10,000 worth of a no-load mutual fund, the whole 
$10,000 will be invested in the fund. In contrast, if an investor buys 
a load fund that charges a front-end load (sales commission) of 5%, 
the amount actually invested in the fund is only $9,500. If the load 
is back-ended, when shares of the fund are sold, $500 is charged at 
the time of the sale. If the level-load (12b-1 fee) is 1%, the investor’s 
fund balance will be charged $100 annually for as long as the inves-
tor owns the fund. The justification for a load fund is that investors 
are paying for professional management of the fund. Some research 
indicates that load funds do not outperform no-load funds.

Related Terms:
•  Expense Ratio •  Front-End Load
•  Load Fund •  Mutual Fund
•  Net Asset Value—NAV

nominal gdP
What Does Nominal GDP Mean?
A gross domestic product (GDP) figure that has not been adjusted for 
inflation. Also known as current dollar GDP or chained dollar GDP. 

Investopedia explains Nominal GDP
Any GDP figure that does not account for inflation can be mislead-
ing because GDP will appear higher than it actually is. The same 
concept that applies to return on investment (ROI) applies here. If 
a person has a 10% ROI and inflation for the year has been 3%, that 
person’s real rate of return will be 7%. Similarly, if the nominal GDP 
figure has shot up 8% but inflation has been 4%, the real GDP has 
increased only 4%. 

Related Terms:
•  Consumer Price Index—CPI 
•  Gross Domestic Product—GDP •  Inflation
•  Market Economy •  Real Gross Domestic Product 

nonmarginable securities
What Does Nonmarginable Securities Mean?
Securities that cannot be purchased on margin. Some classes  
of securities, such as recent initial public offerings (IPOs),  
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over-the-counter bulletin board stocks, and penny stocks, are non-
marginable by decree of the Federal Reserve Board. Other securities, 
such as stocks with share prices under $5 or with extremely high 
betas, may be excluded at the discretion of the broker. Nonmargin-
able securities must be paid for 100% with the investor’s own cash, 
and holdings in nonmarginable securities do not add to the inves-
tor’s margin buying power.  

Investopedia explains Nonmarginable Securities
Most brokerage firms have their own internal lists of nonmarginable 
securities, which investors can find online or by contacting their in-
stitutions. These lists will be adjusted over time to reflect changes in 
share prices and volatility. The main goal of keeping some securities 
nonmarginable is to mitigate investor risk and control the adminis-
trative costs of excessive margin calls. 

Related Terms:
•  Margin •  Margin Account
•  Margin Call
•  Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board—OTCBB
•  Penny Stock

notional value
What Does Notional Value Mean?
The total value of a leveraged position’s assets. This term is used 
commonly in the options, futures, and currency markets to describe 
how a very small amount of invested money can control a large 
position (and have a large consequence for the trader). 

Investopedia explains Notional Value
As an example, one S&P 500 Index futures contract obligates the 
buyer for 250 units of the S&P 500 Index. If the index is trading at 
$1,000, the futures contract is the equivalent to investing $250,000 
(250 × $1,000). Therefore, $250,000 is the notional value underlying 
the futures contract. 

Related Terms:
•  Derivative •  Futures
•  Hedge •  Leverage
•  Open Interest
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october eFFect
What Does October Eff ect Mean?
A theory that postulates that stocks tend to decline during the 
month of October. 

Investopedia explains October Eff ect
Some investors may be nervous during October because some large 
historical market crashes occurred during that month. Black Monday, 
Tuesday, and Th ursday all occurred in October 1929, after which came 
the Great Depression. In addition, the great crash of 1987 occurred on 
October 19 and saw the Dow plummet 22.6% in a single day. Today 
the October eff ect is considered a psychological expectation rather 
than an actual phenomenon. Most statistics go against the theory. 

Related Terms:
•  Bear Market •  Bull Market
•  Behavioral Finance •  January Eff ect
•  Swing Trading

oFF-balance-sheet Financing
What Does Off -Balance-Sheet Financing Mean?
A form of fi nancing in which large capital expenditures are kept off  
a company’s balance sheet through various classifi cation methods. 
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Companies often use off-balance-sheet financing to keep their debt-
to-equity (D/E) and leverage ratios low, especially if the inclusion of 
a large expenditure would break negative debt covenants. 

Investopedia explains Off-Balance-Sheet Financing
Examples of off-balance-sheet financing include joint ventures, re-
search and development partnerships, and operating leases (rather 
than purchases of capital equipment). Operating leases are one of 
the most common forms of off-balance-sheet financing. In these 
cases, the asset is kept on the lessor’s balance sheet, and the lessee 
reports only the required rental expense for use of the asset. Gener-
ally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) in the United States 
set numerous rules regarding whether a lease should be capitalized 
(included on the balance sheet) or expensed. This term came into 
popular use during the Enron bankruptcy. Many energy traders’ 
problems stemmed from setting up inappropriate off-balance-sheet 
entities. 

Related Terms:
•  Balance Sheet •  Capital Structure
•  Debt/Equity Ratio •  Float
•  Generally Accepted Accounting Principles—GAAP

oligoPoly
What Does Oligopoly Mean?
A market condition in which a particular segment of the market 
is controlled by a small group of firms. An oligopoly is much like a 
monopoly, in which only one company exerts control over most of 
a market. In an oligopoly, there are at least two firms controlling the 
market.

Investopedia explains Oligopoly
The retail gas market is a good example of an oligopoly because a 
small number of firms control a large majority of the market. 

Related Terms:
•  Behavioral Finance •  Law of Demand
•  Law of Supply •  Market Economy
•  Monopoly
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oPen interest
What Does Open Interest Mean?
(1) The total number of options and/or futures contracts that are 
not closed or delivered on a particular day. (2) The number of buy 
market orders entered before the stock market’s open. 

Investopedia explains Open Interest
(1) A common misconception is that open interest is the same thing 
as the volume of options and futures trades. This is not correct, as is 
shown in the following example: 

Time Trading Activity
Open 

Interest
Jan 1 A buys 1 option and B sells 1 option contract 1
Jan 2 C buys 5 options and D sells 5 options contracts 6
Jan 3 A sells his 1 option and D buys 1 options contract 5
Jan 4 E buys 5 options from C who sells 5 options contracts 5

On January 1, A buys an option, which leaves an open interest and 
also creates trading volume of 1. On January 2, C and D create a 
trading volume of 5, and there are also five more options left open. 
On January 3, A takes an offsetting position, open interest is reduced 
by 1, and trading volume is 1. On January 4, E simply replaces C, 
open interest does not change, and trading volume increases by 5.

Related Terms:
•  Futures •  Index Futures
•  Options •  Stock Option
•  Volume

oPen-end Fund
What Does Open-End Fund Mean?
A type of mutual fund that does not have restrictions on the 
amount of shares the fund issues. If demand is high enough, the 
fund will continue to issue shares no matter how many investors 
there are. Open-end funds also buy back shares when investors want 
to sell them. These sales are called redemptions.
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Investopedia explains Open-End Fund
The majority of mutual funds are open-end. Continuously sell-
ing and buying back fund shares provides investors with a useful 
and convenient investing vehicle. Sometimes a fund’s investment 
manager(s) may determine that a fund’s total assets have become 
too large to manage effectively for a desired total return. When this 
happens, the fund may close to new investors and in extreme cases 
may stop any new investments by existing fund investors. 

Related Terms:
•  Closed-End Fund  •  Exchange-Traded Fund—ETF
•  Index Fund •  Mutual Fund
•  Net Asset Value—NAV

oPerating cash Flow (ocF)
What Does Operating Cash Flow (OCF) Mean?
The cash generated from the operations of a company; generally 
defined as revenues minus all operating expenses but calculated 
through a series of adjustments to net income. The OCF can be 
found on the statement of cash flows. Also known as cash flow 
provided by operations or cash flow 
from operating activities. One method 
of calculating OCF is shown here:

Investopedia explains Operating Cash Flow (OCF)
Operating cash flow is the cash that a company generates as a result 
of normal business operations. It is arguably a better measure of a 
business’s profits than is earnings because a company can show posi-
tive net earnings (on the income statement) and not be able to pay 
its debts. It is cash flow that pays the bills: OCF also can be used to 
check on the quality of a company’s earnings. If a firm reports record 
earnings but negative cash, it may be using aggressive accounting 
techniques. 

Related Terms:
•  Cash Flow •  Cash Flow Statement
•  Operating Expenses •  Operating Income
•  Operating Margin

OCF EBIT Depreciation Taxes= + −
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oPerating cash Flow (ocF) ratio 
What Does Operating Cash Flow (OCF) Ratio Mean?
A measure of how well current liabilities are covered by the cash 
flow generated from a compa-
ny’s operations. It is calculated 
as shown here: 

Investopedia explains Operating Cash Flow (OCF) Ratio
The operating cash flow ratio helps gauge a company’s liquidity in 
the short term. Using cash flow as opposed to income is sometimes 
a better indication of liquidity, because cash is how bills are normally 
paid off. 

Related Terms:
•  Current Liabilities •  Income Statement
•  Liquidity Ratios •  Operating Cash Flow—OCF
•  Quick Ratio

oPerating exPense
What Does Operating Expense Mean?
An expenditure that a business incurs as a result of normal business 
operations; a challenge faced by a company’s management is to 
determine how much operating expenses can be reduced without 
significantly affecting the firm’s ability to compete with its competi-
tors. Also known as OPEX. 

Investopedia explains Operating Expense
As an example, the payment of employee wages and the allocation 
of funds for research and development are operating expenses. In 
the absence of raising prices or finding new markets or product 
channels to increase sales and raise profits, some businesses attempt 
to increase the bottom line solely by cutting expenses. Although 
laying off employees and reducing product quality initially can boost 
earnings and may even be necessary when a company has lost its 
competitiveness, operating expenses can be cut only so much before 
the quality of business operations is damaged. 

Related Terms:
•  Expense Ratio •  Operating Cash Flow—OCF
•  Operating Income •  Operating Margin
•  Operating Profit

OCF Ratio
Cash Flow from Operations

Current Liab
=

iilities
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oPerating income
What Does Operating Income Mean?
The amount of profit realized from a business’s own operations, 
excluding operating expenses (such as cost of goods sold) and 
depreciation from gross income. Also referred to as operating profit 
and recurring profit. It is calculated as shown here:

Operating Income Gross Income Operating Expense= − ss −Depreciation

Investopedia explains Operating Income
Operating income does not include items such as investments in 
other firms, taxes, and interest expenses. In addition, nonrecur-
ring items such as cash paid for a lawsuit settlement often are not 
included. Operating income is necessary to calculate operating mar-
gin, which describes a company’s operating efficiency. 

Related Terms:
•  Cash Conversion Cycle •  Cost of Goods Sold—COGS
•  Gross Income •  Net Operating Income—NOI
•  Operating Expenses

oPerating leverage
What Does Operating Leverage Mean?
A measurement of the degree to which a firm or project incurs a 
combination of fixed and variable costs. (1) A business that has 
limited sales, with each sale providing a very high gross margin, is 
said to be highly leveraged. A business that makes many sales, with 
each sale contributing a very low margin, is said to be less leveraged. 
As the volume of sales in a business increases, each new sale con-
tributes less to fixed costs and more to profitability. (2) A business 
that has a higher proportion of fixed costs and a lower proportion 
of variable costs is said to use more operating leverage. Conversely, 
businesses with lower fixed costs and higher variable costs are said 
to employ less operating leverage. 

Investopedia explains Operating Leverage
The higher the degree of operating leverage, the greater the potential 
danger for inaccurately forecasting risk. That is, if a relatively small  
error is made in forecasting sales, it can be magnified into large errors 
in projections of cash flow. The opposite is true for businesses that 
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are less leveraged. A business that sells millions of products a year, 
with each contributing slightly to paying for fixed costs, is not as  
dependent on each individual sale. For example, convenience stores 
are significantly less leveraged than are high-end car dealerships. 

Related Terms:
•  Cash Flow •  Debt
•  Gross Margin •  Leverage
•  Volume

oPerating margin
What Does Operating Margin Mean?
A ratio used to measure a compa-
ny’s pricing strategy and operating 
efficiency. It is calculated as shown 
here:

Operating margin is a measurement of the proportion of a compa-
ny’s revenue that is left over after variable costs of production such 
as wages, and raw materials have been paid. A healthy operating 
margin is required for a company to be able to pay for its fixed costs, 
such as interest on debt. Also known as operating profit margin and 
net profit margin. 

Investopedia explains Operating Margin
The operating margin gives analysts an idea of how much a com-
pany makes (before interest and taxes) on each dollar of sales. In 
evaluating the quality of a company, it is best to look at the change 
in operating margin over time and compare the company’s yearly 
or quarterly figures with those of its competitors. If a company’s 
margin is increasing, it is earning more per dollar of sales. The higher 
the margin, the better. For example, if a company has an operat-
ing margin of 12%, that means that it makes $0.12 (before interest 
and taxes) for every dollar of sales. Often, nonrecurring cash flows 
such as cash paid out in a lawsuit settlement are excluded from the 
calculation of operating margin because they do not represent a 
company’s true operating performance. 

Related Terms:
•  Contribution Margin •  Net Sales
•  Operating Income •  Operating Leverage
•  Revenue

Operating Margin
Operating Income

Net Sales
=
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oPerating ProFit
What Does Operating Profit Mean?
The profit earned from a firm’s core business operations. It does not 
include profit earned from the firm’s investments (such as earnings 
from firms in which the company has a partial interest) and the 
effects of interest and taxes. Also known as earnings before interest 
and taxes (EBIT). It is calculated as shown here:

Operating Profi Operating Revenue Operating Ext = − ppenses

Investopedia explains Operating Profit
As an example, suppose ABC Printing Company earns $50 million  
from its core printing-related operations, $10 million from its 40% 
stake in XYZ Corp., and $3.5 million from interest earned in its 
money market and bank accounts. In addition, the company spends 
$10 million in production-related costs. Overall, the company’s 
operating profit is $40 million. This is calculated by subtracting the 
$10 million in production costs from the $50 million in operating 
revenue. The other $10 million and $3.5 million in earnings are not 
included in operating income because they are investment income. 

Related Terms:
•  Inventory Turnover •  Operating Expense
•  Operating Income •  Operating Margin
•  Revenue

oPPortunity cost
What Does Opportunity Cost Mean?
(1) The cost of an alternative action that must be forgone to pursue 
a certain action. Put another way, the benefits an investor could 
have received by taking an alternative action. (2) The difference in 
return between an investment that was undertaken and one that 
was passed up. For example, say a person invests in a stock and it 
returns a paltry 2% over the year. In placing his or her money in the 
stock, the investor gave up the opportunity of another investment, 
say, a risk-free government bond yielding 6%. In this situation, the 
opportunity costs are 4% (6% – 2%). 
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Investopedia explains Opportunity Cost
(1) The opportunity cost of going to college is the money the student 
would have earned by working instead. On the one hand, the student 
loses four years of salary while getting a degree; on the other hand, 
the student hopes to earn more during his or her career, thanks to 
education, to offset the lost wages. Put another way, if a gardener 
decides to grow carrots, his or her opportunity cost is the alterna-
tive crop that might have been grown instead (potatoes, tomatoes, 
pumpkins, etc.). In both cases, a choice between two options must 
be made. It would be an easy decision if one knew the outcome; 
however, the risk that one could receive greater “benefits” (monetary 
or otherwise) with another option is the opportunity cost. 

Related Terms:
•  Capital Structure •  Earnings
•  Gross Profit Margin •  Net Sales
•  Profit and Loss Statement

oPtimization
What Does Optimization Mean?
In the context of technical analysis, the process of adjusting one’s 
trading system in an attempt to make it more effective. These ad-
justments include changing the number of periods used in moving 
averages, changing the number of indicators used, and simply taking 
away what does not work. 

Investopedia explains Optimization
As an example, if an investor has a simple trading system that is 
composed of a crossover of the closing price and a moving average, 
by changing the periods of the moving average, the trader will get 
different profits, risk, capital drawdowns, and so on. Thus, optimiza-
tion helps investors select the optimal parameters to trade. 

Related Terms:
•  Modern Portfolio Theory—MPT •  Moving Average
•  Simple Moving Average •  Technical Analysis
•  Trend Analysis
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oPtion
What Does Option Mean?
A financial derivative that represents a contract sold by one party 
(option writer) to another party (option holder). The contract offers 
the buyer the right, but not the obligation, to buy (call) or sell (put) 
a security or another financial asset at an agreed-on price (the strike 
price) during a certain period or on a specific date (excercise date). 

Investopedia explains Option 
Options are extremely versatile securities that can be used in many 
different ways. Traders use options to speculate, which is a relatively 
risky practice, whereas hedgers use options to reduce the risk of 
holding an asset. In terms of speculation, option buyers and writers 
have opposite views on the direction of the underlying security. For 
example, because the option writer will need to provide the under-
lying shares if the stock’s market price will exceed the strike price, 
an option writer that sells a call option believes that the underlying 
stock’s price will drop relative to the option’s strike price during the 
life of the option, as that is how he or she will reap maximum profit. 
This is exactly the opposite to the outlook of the option buyer. The 
buyer believes that the underlying stock will rise, because if this 
happens, the buyer will be able to acquire the stock for a lower price 
and then sell it for a profit.

Related Terms:
•  Call •  Derivative
•  Intrinsic Value •  Maturity
•  Put

out oF the money (otm)
What Does Out of the Money (OTM) Mean?
(1) For a call option, when an option’s strike price is higher than the 
market price of the underlying asset. (2) For a put option, when the 
strike price is below the market price of the underlying asset.

Investopedia explains Out of the Money (OTM)
Basically, an option that would be worthless if it expired today.
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Related Terms:
•  Call Option •  In the Money
•  Put Option •  Stock Option
•  Strike Price

outstanding shares
What Does Outstanding Shares Mean?
Stock currently held by investors, including restricted shares owned 
by the company’s officers and insiders, as well as those held by the 
public. Shares that have been repurchased by the company are not 
considered outstanding stock. Also referred to as issued and out-
standing if all repurchased shares have been retired. 

Investopedia explains Outstanding Shares
Outstanding shares are shown on a company’s balance sheet under 
the heading “Capital Stock” and are more important figures than the 
authorized shares or float numbers. Outstanding shares are used to 
calculate several metrics, including market capitalization and earn-
ings per share (EPS). 

Related Terms:
•  Capital Structure •  Diluted Earnings per Share—Diluted EPS
•  Float  •  Fully Diluted Shares
•  Market Capitalization

overbought
What Does Overbought Mean?
(1) A situation in which the demand for a certain asset unjustifiably 
pushes the price of an underlying asset to levels that do not support 
the fundamentals. (2) In technical analysis, this term describes a 
situation in which the price of a security has risen to such a degree—
usually on high volume—that an oscillator has reached its upper 
bound. This generally is interpreted as a sign that the asset is becom-
ing overvalued and may experience a pullback. 

Investopedia explains Overbought
(1) An asset that has experienced sharp upward movements over a 
very short period often is deemed to be overbought. Determining 
the degree in which an asset is overbought is very subjective and 
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can differ between investors. (2) Technicians use indicators such as 
the relative strength index, the stochastic oscillator, and the money 
flow index to identify securities that are becoming overbought. An 
overbought security is the opposite of one that is oversold. 

Related Terms:
•  Law of Demand •  Oversold
•  Relative Strength Index—RSI •  Stochastic Oscillator
•  Technical Analysis

overnight index swaP
What Does Overnight Index Swap Mean?
An interest rate swap in which the overnight rate is exchanged for 
another fixed interest rate. 

Investopedia explains Overnight Index Swap
Generally short-term, the interest of the overnight rate portion of 
the swap is compounded and paid at maturity. 

Related Terms:
•  Arbitrage •  Index
•  Interest Rate •  Interest Rate Swap
•  Swap

oversold
What Does Oversold Mean?
(1) A condition in which the price of an underlying asset has fallen 
sharply to a level below its fundamental value. This condition is usu-
ally a result of market overreaction or panic selling. (2) A situation 
in technical analysis in which the price of an asset has fallen to such 
a degree—usually on high volume—that an oscillator has reached 
a lower bound. This generally is interpreted as a sign that the price 
of the asset is becoming undervalued and may represent a buying 
opportunity for investors. 

Investopedia explains Oversold
(1) Assets that have experienced sharp declines over a brief period of-
ten are deemed to be oversold. Determining the degree to which an 
asset is oversold is very subjective and can differ between investors.  
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(2) Identifying areas where the price of an underlying asset has been 
pushed unjustifiably to extremely low levels is the main goal of 
technical indicators such as the relative strength index, the stochas-
tic oscillator, the moving average convergence divergence, and the 
money flow index. Oversold is the opposite of overbought. 

Related Terms:
•  Moving Average
•  Moving Average Convergence Divergence—MACD
•  Overbought •  Relative Strength Index—RSI
•  Stochastic Oscillator

over the counter (otc)
What Does Over the Counter (OTC) Mean?
A security traded off exchanges such as the NYSE, TSX, and AMEX. 
The phrase “over the counter” can be used to refer to stocks that 
trade via a dealer network as opposed to on a centralized exchange. 
It also refers to debt securities and other financial instruments, such 
as derivatives, which are traded through a dealer network. 

Investopedia explains Over the Counter (OTC)
In general, the reason a stock is traded over the counter is usually 
that the company is small, making it unable to meet the rigorous 
listing requirements of more traditional stock exchanges such as the 
New York Stock Exchange. Also known as unlisted stock, OTC secu-
rities are traded by broker-dealers who negotiate directly with one  
another over computer networks and by phone. Although Nasdaq 
operates as a dealer network, Nasdaq stocks generally are not clas-
sified as OTC because the Nasdaq is considered a stock exchange. 
As such, OTC stocks are generally unlisted stocks that trade on the 
Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board (OTCBB) or on the pink sheets. 
One must be very wary of some OTC stocks; OTCBB stocks either 
are penny stocks or are offered by companies with bad credit re-
cords. Instruments such as bonds do not trade on a formal exchange 
and therefore also are considered OTC securities. Most debt instru-
ments are traded by investment banks that make markets for spe-
cific issues. If an investor wants to buy or sell a bond, he or she must 
call the bank that makes the market in that bond and ask for quotes. 
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Related Terms:
•  Electronic Communications Network
•  Nasdaq 
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE
•  Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board—OTCBB
•  Pink Sheets

over-the-counter bulletin  
board (otcbb)
What Does Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board (OTCBB) Mean?
A regulated electronic trading service offered by the National As-
sociation of Securities Dealers (NASD) that shows real-time quotes, 
last-sale prices, and volume information for over-the-counter (OTC) 
equity securities. Companies listed on this exchange are required 
to file current financial statements with the SEC or a banking or 
insurance regulator. There are no listing requirements such as those 
found on the Nasdaq and the New York Stock Exchange. Stocks that 
trade on the OTCBB have the suffix “OB.” 

Investopedia explains Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board (OTCBB)
It is important to note that companies listed on the OTCBB are not 
a part of the Nasdaq exchange. OTCBB stocks are not especially 
large or stable and are considered very risky. As a result, very few 
OTCBB stocks are successful in making the jump from this market to 
the Nasdaq or any other major exchange because they are unable to 
meet the listing requirements. Furthermore, because OTCBB stocks 
tend to trade infrequently, they are less liquid, and consequently, the 
bid-ask spread is larger. 

Related Terms:
•  Nasdaq
•  National Association of Securities Dealers—NASD
•  Nonmarginable Security 
•  Over the Counter—OTC
•  Pink Sheets
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Paid-uP caPital
What Does Paid-Up Capital Mean?
Th e total amount of shareholder capital that has been paid in full 
by shareholders.

Investopedia explains Paid-Up Capital
Paid-up capital is essentially the portion of authorized stock that the 
company has issued and received payment for.

Related Terms:
•  Capital •  Common Stock
•  Float •  Outstanding Shares
•  Shareholders’ Equity

Par value
What Does Par Value Mean?
(1) Th e face value of a bond. (2) A dollar amount that is assigned to 
a security in the process of representing the value contributed for 
each share in cash or goods. 

Investopedia explains Par Value
(1) Th e par values for diff erent fi xed-income products vary. Bonds 
generally have a par value of $1,000, whereas most money market 
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instruments have higher par values. (2) Stocks will have a par value 
of $0.01 or no par value. 

Related Terms:
•  Face Value •  Corporate Bond
•  Fair Value •  Market Value
•  Yield to Maturity—YTM

Pari-Passu
What Does Pari-Passu Mean?
Two securities or obligations that have equal rights to payment. 

Investopedia explains Pari-Passu
The term is Latin and translates to “without partiality.” For example, 
a secondary issue of shares that carry equal rights with existing 
shares are said to rank pari-passu.

Related Terms:
•  Bond  •  Debt
•  Parity •  Stock
•  Subordinated Debt

Parity
What Does Parity Mean?
(1) In general, a situation of equality. Parity can occur in many differ-
ent contexts, but it always means that two things are equal. (2) The 
official value. (3) In an exchange market, the situation that occurs 
when all brokers bidding for the same security have equal standing 
as a result of identical bids. 

Investopedia explains Parity
(1) For example, in the foreign exchange market, currencies are at 
parity when their exchange rate is exactly one to one. (2) In other 
words, the par value. (3) When parity occurs, the market must de-
termine which bidding broker will obtain the security. This winning 
bid typically is awarded by means of a random drawing. 

Related Terms:
•  Bond •  Broker-Dealer
•  Market Maker •  Par Value
•  Stock Market
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Passive investing
What Does Passive Investing Mean?
An investment strategy that does not include active buying and 
selling of securities. Passive investors purchase investments with the 
intention of long-term appreciation and thus have limited portfolio 
turnover. Index fund investing, in which shares in the fund simply 
mirror an index, is a form of passive investing.

Investopedia explains Passive Investing
Also known as a buy-and-hold or couch potato strategy, passive in-
vesting requires good initial research, patience, and a well-diversified 
portfolio. Unlike active investors, passive investors buy a security 
and typically do not actively attempt to profit from short-term price 
fluctuations. Passive investors instead rely on their belief that in the 
long term the investment will be profitable. 

Related Terms:
•  Diversification •  Exchange-Traded Fund
•  Index •  Index Fund
•  Mutual Fund

Payback Period
What Does Payback Period Mean?
The length of time it takes to recover the cost of 
an investment. It is calculated as shown here:

Investopedia explains Payback Period
All other things being equal, the better investment is the one with the 
shorter payback period. For example, if a project costs $100,000 and 
is expected to return $20,000 annually, the payback period will be 
$100,000/$20,000, or five years. There are two main deficiencies with 
the payback period method: (1) It ignores any benefits that occur  
after the payback period and therefore does not measure profitabil-
ity. (2) It ignores the time value of money. Because of these factors, 
other methods of capital budgeting, such as net present value, inter-
nal rate of return, and discounted cash flow, generally are preferred. 

Related Terms:
•  Cost of Capital •  Discounted Cash Flow—DCF
•  Internal Rate of Return—IRR •  Opportunity Cost
•  Return on Investment

= Cost of Project
Annual Cash Inflows
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Penny stock
What Does Penny Stock Mean?
A stock that trades at a very low share price and market capitaliza-
tion; usually it trades off a major market exchange. These types of 
stocks generally are considered highly speculative and risky because 
they lack liquidity, have large bid-ask spreads, are small capitaliza-
tion, and have limited analyst coverage and disclosure. They often 
trade on the OTCBB and pink sheets. 

Investopedia explains Penny Stock
The term is a misnomer, because there are no standard criteria for 
defining a penny stock. Some consider one to be any stock that 
trades for pennies or under $5, whereas others consider it to be any 
stock that trades off a major market exchange. However, there are 
some very large companies, based on market capitalization, that 
trade below $5 per share, and there are many very small companies 
that trade for $5 per share or more. The typical penny stock is a very 
small company with highly illiquid and speculative shares. The com-
pany also generally is subject to limited listing requirements along 
with fewer filing and regulatory standards. The bottom line is that 
penny stocks can be risky investments.

Related Terms:
•  Illiquid •  Over the Counter—OTC
•  Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board—OTCBB
•  Nonmarginable Security •  Pink Sheets 

Pink sheets
What Does Pink Sheets Mean?
A daily publication compiled by the National Quotation Bureau that 
quotes bid and ask prices of over-the-counter (OTC) stocks along 
with all the market makers that trade them. Unlike companies on 
a stock exchange, companies quoted on the pink sheets are not re-
quired to meet listing minimums or file with the SEC. The term also 
refers to OTC trading. 

Investopedia explains Pink Sheets
Pink sheets got their name because they were printed on pink paper. 
One can tell whether a company trades on the pink sheets because 
the stock symbol will end in “PK.” 
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Related Terms:
•  Illiquid
•  Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board—OTCBB
•  Market Risk Premium 
•  Penny Stock
•  Securities and Exchange Commission—SEC

PiP
What Does Pip Mean?
The smallest price change that a particular exchange rate can pro-
cess. Because most major currency pairs are priced to four decimal 
places, the smallest change is that of the last decimal point; for most 
pairs this is the equivalent of 1/100 of 1 percent, or one basis point. 

Investopedia explains Pip
As an example, the smallest move the USD/CAD currency pair can 
make is $0.0001, or one basis point. The smallest move in a currency 
does not always have to be equal to one basis point, but this is the 
case with most currency pairs. 

Related Terms:
•  Bid-Ask Spread •  Basis Point—BPS
•  Currency Forward •  Currency Swap
•  Money Market

Pivot Point
What Does Pivot Point Mean?
A technical indicator derived by calculating the numerical average 
of a particular stock’s high, low, and closing prices. 

Investopedia explains Pivot Point
The pivot point is used as a predictive indicator. If the following 
day’s market price falls below the pivot point, it may signal a new 
resistance level. Conversely, if the market price rises above the pivot 
point, it may act as the new support level. 

Related Terms:
•  Bear Market •  Bull Market
•  Resistance •  Support
•  Technical Analysis
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Plain vanilla
What Does Plain Vanilla Mean?
A term used to describe a standardized financial instrument: option, 
bond, future, and swap. Its opposite is an exotic instrument that 
alters the components of a traditional financial instrument, resulting 
in a more complex security. 

Investopedia explains Plain Vanilla
As an example, a plain vanilla option is the standard type of option, 
one with a simple expiration date and strike price and no additional 
features. With an exotic option such as a knock-in option, an addi-
tional contingency is added so that the option becomes active only 
after the underlying stock hits a set price point. 

Related Terms:
•  Convertible Bond •  Derivative
•  Futures Contract •  Knock-In Option
•  Swap

Plus tick
What Does Plus Tick Mean?
A price designation that refers to the trading of a security at a price 
higher than the previous sale price for that security. Also known as 
an uptick. 

Investopedia explains Plus Tick
There are several rules regarding the tick status of a security that 
affect the type of trade orders that are permissible for that security 
at a specific moment in time. For example, some orders can be 
executed only on a plus tick or a zero plus tick (a transaction at the 
same price as the preceding trade but at a higher price than the last 
different trade). 

Related Terms:
•  Ask •  Bid
•  Downtrend •  Uptick
•  Uptrend
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Poison Pill
What Does Poison Pill Mean?
A defensive strategy used by a corporation to discourage a hostile 
takeover by another company. Poison pills are used to make the 
target company less attractive to the acquirer. There are two types 
of poison pills: (1) A flip-in allows existing shareholders (except the 
acquirer) to buy more shares at a discount. (2) A flip-over allows 
stockholders to buy the acquirer’s shares at a discounted price after 
the merger. 

Investopedia explains Poison Pill
(1) When more shares are purchased cheaply (flip-in), they dilute 
the shares held by the acquiring company. As a result, the competi-
tor’s takeover attempt is made more difficult and expensive. (2) An 
example of a flip-over occurs when shareholders have the right to 
purchase stock of the acquirer on a 2-for-1 basis in any subsequent 
merger. This is similar to the macaroni defense except that it uses 
equity rather than bonds. 

Related Terms:
•  Common Stock •  Merger
•  Mergers and Acquisitions—M&A
•  Shareholders’ Equity •  Takeover

PortFolio
What Does Portfolio Mean?
A group of investments such as stocks, bonds and cash equivalents, 
mutual funds, exchange-traded funds, and closed-end funds that are 
selected on the basis of an investor’s short-term or long-term invest-
ment goals. Portfolios are held directly by investors and/or managed 
by financial professionals. 

Investopedia explains Portfolio
Prudence suggests that investors construct an investment portfolio 
in accordance with their risk tolerance and investment objectives. 
One should think of an investment portfolio as a pie that is divided 
into pieces of varying sizes that represent a variety of asset classes 
and/or types of investments to accomplish an appropriate risk-
adjusted return. For example, a conservative investor may favor a 
portfolio with large-cap value stocks, broad-based market index 
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funds, investment-grade bonds, and cash. In contrast, a risk-loving 
investor may hold small-cap growth stocks, aggressive large-cap 
growth stocks, some high-yield bonds, international investments, 
and maybe some alternative investments. 

Related Terms:
•  Alpha  •  Asset Allocation
•  Diversification
•  Modern Portfolio Theory—MPT •  Style Drift

PreFerred stock
What Does Preferred Stock Mean?
A class of stock that has a priority claim on a company’s assets and 
earnings over common stock. Preferred stockholders are paid divi-
dends before common stockholders are, but preferred shares do not 
normally have voting rights. The characteristics of preferred stock 
are unique to each corporation. One way to think of preferred stock 
is as a financial instrument that has characteristics of both debt 
(fixed dividends) and equity (potential appreciation). Also known as 
preferred shares. 

Investopedia explains Preferred Stock
There are pros and cons with preferred shares. Preferred sharehold-
ers have priority over common stockholders on earnings and assets 
in the event of liquidation and may have a fixed dividend (paid 
before common stockholders), but investors must weigh these posi-
tives against the drawback of having no voting rights as a share-
holder. 

Related Terms:
•  Common Stock •  Dividend
•  Dividend Yield •  Ex-Dividend
•  Yield

Premium
What Does Premium Mean?
(1) The market price of an option contract. (2) The difference 
between the higher price paid for a fixed-income security and the 
security’s face amount at issue (par value). (3) The specified amount 
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of payment required periodically by an insurer to provide coverage 
under a specific insurance plan for a defined period. The premium is 
paid by the insured party to the insurer and primarily compensates 
the insurer for bearing the risk of a payout if the insurance agree-
ment’s coverage is required. 

Investopedia explains Premium
(1) The premium of an option is basically the sum of that option’s 
intrinsic value and time value. It is important to note that volatility 
also affects the premium. (2) If a fixed-income security (bond) is 
purchased at a premium, existing interest rates are lower than the 
coupon rate. Investors pay a premium for an investment that will 
return an amount greater than existing interest rates. (3) A com-
mon example of an insurance premium is auto insurance. A vehicle 
owner can insure the value of his or her vehicle against loss resulting 
from an accident, theft, and other potential problems. The owner 
usually pays a fixed premium amount in exchange for the insurance 
company’s guarantee to cover any economic losses incurred under 
the scope of the agreement. 

Related Terms:
•  Coupon •  Intrinsic Value
•  Market Risk Premium •  Option
•  Time Value of Money 

Present value (Pv)
What Does Present Value (PV) Mean?
The current worth of a future sum of money or stream of cash 
flows when there is a specified rate of return. Future cash flows are 
discounted at the discount rate, and the higher the discount rate, 
the lower the present value of the future cash flows. Determining 
the appropriate discount rate is the key to valuing future cash flows 
properly, whether they are earnings or obligations. Also referred to 
as discounted value. 

Investopedia explains Present Value (PV)
This may sound confusing, but it really is not. The basic idea is that 
receiving $1,000 now is worth more than receiving $1,000 five years 
from now, because a person who has money today can invest it and 
receive an additional return over the five years. The calculation  
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of discounted value or present value is extremely important in 
many financial calculations. For example, net present value, bond 
yields, spot rates, and pension obligations all rely on the principle of 
discounted value or present value. Learning how to use a financial 
calculator to make present value calculations can help an investor 
decide whether to accept a cash rebate, 0% financing on the pur-
chase of a car, or to pay points on a mortgage. Investopedia recom-
mends that investors get a calculator that computes PV.

Related Terms:
•  Discount Rate •  Future Value
•  Internal Rate of Return—IRR •  Net Present Value—NPV
•  Time Value of Money

Present value interest Factor (PviF)
What Does Present Value Interest Factor (PVIF) Mean?
A factor that can simplify the calculation for finding the present 
value of a series of values; PVIFs can be presented in the 
form of a table with PVIF values separated by respective 
period and interest rate combinations, as is shown here.

The “r” represents the discount interest rate, and the “t” represents 
the number of periods. 

Investopedia explains Present Value Interest Factor (PVIF)
PVIF works best when one is attempting to discount one value 
in the future. For example, assume an investor is going to receive 
$5,000 in four years and the current discount interest rate is 8%. 
Using the standard present value formula, the calculation would be 
$5,000/(1 + .08 ^ 4). This would result in a present value of approxi-
mately $3,675.15. Using a PVIF table, an individual finds that the fac-
tor for this calculation is 0.73503 (calculated 1/(1.08 ^ 4)). Then, that 
individual multiplies the $5,000 by 0.73503, giving the same result—
$3,675.15. This is another way to express the standard present value 
but is more helpful when one is faced with a large number of values. 

Related Terms:
•  Discounted Cash Flow—DCF •  Internal Rate of Return—IRR
•  Net Present Value—NPV •  Present Value—PV
•  Time Value of Money

PVIF
r t

=
+
1

1( )
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Price to tangible book value (Ptbv)
What Does Price to Tangible Book Value (PTBV) Mean?
A valuation ratio that expresses the price of a security compared with 
its hard, or tangible, book value as reported in the company’s balance 
sheet. The tangible book value number is equal to the company’s total 
book value minus the value of any intangible assets. Intangible assets 
are usually assets such as patents, 
intellectual property, and goodwill.  
The ratio is calculated as shown here:

Investopedia explains Price to Tangible Book Value (PTBV)
In theory, a stock’s tangible book value per share represents the 
amount of money an investor would receive for each share if the 
company went out of business and liquidated all of its assets at book 
value. As a rule of thumb, stocks that trade at higher price to tangible 
book value ratios have the potential to leave investors with greater 
share price losses compared with those which trade at lower ratios, 
since the tangible book value per share can be viewed as about the 
lowest price a stock realistically could be expected to trade at. 

Related Terms:
•  Book Value •  Intangible Asset
•  Net Tangible Assets 
•  Price-to-Book Ratio—P/B Ratio •  Tangible Asset

Price-weighted index
What Does Price-Weighted Index Mean?
A stock index in which each stock influences the index in propor-
tion to its price per share. The value of the index is generated by 
adding the prices of each of the stocks in the index and dividing 
them by the total number of stocks. Stocks with a higher price will 
be given more weight and therefore will have a greater influence on 
the performance of the index.

Investopedia explains Price-Weighted Index
As an example, assume that an index contains only two stocks: one 
priced at $1 and one priced at $10. The $10 stock is weighted nine 
times higher than is the $1 stock. Overall, this means that this index 
is composed of 90% of the $10 stock and 10% of the $1 stock. In this 
case, a change in the value of the $1 stock will not affect the index’s 

PTBV = Share Price
Tangible Book Value per Share
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value by a large amount, because that stock makes up such a small 
percentage of the index. A popular price-weighted stock market in-
dex is the Dow Jones Industrial Average. It includes a price-weighted 
average of 30 actively traded blue-chip stocks.

Related Terms:
•  Dow Jones Industrial Average—DJIA 
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE
•  Stock Market 
•  Standard & Poor’s 500 Index—S&P 500
•  Volume Weighted Average Price

Price/earnings to growth ratio  
(Peg ratio)
What Does Price/Earnings to Growth Ratio (PEG Ratio) Mean?
A ratio used to determine a stock’s value 
while taking into account a company’s 
earnings growth. The calculation is as 
shown here:

Investopedia explains Price/Earnings to Growth Ratio (PEG Ratio)
PEG is a widely used indicator of a stock’s potential value. It is fa-
vored by many over the price-earnings ratio because it also accounts 
for growth. It is similar to the P/E ratio in that a lower PEG means 
that the stock is more undervalued. One should keep in mind that 
the numbers used in the calculation are projected and therefore are 
only estimates. Also, there are many variations using earnings from 
different time periods (e.g., one year versus five years). An investor 
should know the exact method the source is using. 

Related Terms:
•  Accounts Receivable—AR •  Balance Sheet
•  Earnings •  Earnings per Share—EPS
•  Price-Earnings Ratio—P/E Ratio

Price-earnings ratio (P/e ratio)
What Does Price-Earnings Ratio (P/E Ratio) Mean?
A popular valuation ratio of a company’s cur-
rent share price compared with its per-share 
earnings. It is calculated as shown here:

PEG Ratio
Price/Earnings Ratio
Annual EPS Growth

=

= Market Value per Share
Earnings per Share (EPS)
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For example, if a company currently is trading at $43 a share and 
earnings over the last 12 months were $1.95 per share, the P/E ratio 
for the stock will be 22.05 ($43/$1.95). EPS usually is calculated from 
data from the previous four quarters (trailing P/E), but sometimes 
future earnings estimates are used (projected or forward P/E). A 
third variation uses the sum of the last two actual quarters and the 
estimates for the next two quarters. P/E sometimes is called the 
price multiple or earnings multiple. 

Investopedia explains Price-Earnings Ratio (P/E Ratio)
In general, a high P/E suggests that investors are expecting higher 
earnings growth in the future compared with companies with a lower 
P/E. However, the P/E ratio does not tell the whole story. It is more 
helpful to compare the P/E ratios of companies in the same industry, 
the overall market, or the company’s own historical P/E. It would not 
be useful for investors to compare the P/E of a technology company 
(high P/E) to that of an electric utility company (low P/E) as each 
industry has a much different growth potential. The P/E sometimes is 
referred to as the multiple, because it shows how much investors are 
willing to pay per dollar of earnings. If a company trades at a multiple 
(P/E) of 20, this means that investors are willing to pay $20 for $1 of 
current earnings. Note: The earnings number in the denominator 
(earnings) is susceptible to manipulation, making the quality of the 
P/E only as good as the quality of the underlying earnings number. 

Related Terms:
•  Earnings 
•  Forward Price to Earnings—Forward P/E
•  Multiple
•  Price-to-Book Ratio—P/B Ratio
•  Price/Earnings to Growth Ratio—PEG Ratio

Price-to-book ratio (P/b ratio)
What Does Price-to-Book Ratio (P/B Ratio) mean?
A ratio used to compare a stock’s market value with its book value. 
It is calculated by dividing the current closing price of the stock by 
the latest quarter’s book value per share. Also known as the price-
equity ratio. It 
is calculated as  
shown here:

P/B Ratio
Stock Price

Total Assets Intangible As
=

− ssets and Liabilities
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Investopedia explains Price-to-Book Ratio (P/B Ratio)
A lower P/B ratio could mean that the stock is undervalued. How-
ever, it also could mean that something is fundamentally wrong 
with the company. As with most ratios, one must be aware that this 
varies by industry. This ratio also can provide some idea of whether 
one is paying too much for what would be left if the company went 
bankrupt immediately. 

Related Terms:
•  Book Value •  Gearing Ratio
•  Market Value 
•  Price-Earnings Ratio—P/E Ratio •  Value Investing

Price-to-cash-Flow ratio
What Does Price-to-Cash-Flow Ratio Mean?
A measure of the market’s expectations of a firm’s future financial 
health. Because this measure deals with cash flow, the effects of 
depreciation and other noncash factors are removed. As with the 
price-earnings ratio, this measure 
provides an indication of relative 
value. It is calculated as shown 
here:

Investopedia explains Price-to-Cash-Flow Ratio
Because accounting policies covering depreciation vary across juris-
dictions, the price-to-cash-flow ratio helps investors assess foreign 
companies from the same industry (e.g., the mining industry) with a 
bit more ease. 

Related Terms:
•  Cash Flow •  Cash Flow Statement 
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents—CCE  
•  Price-Earnings Ratio—P/E Ratio

Price-to-sales ratio (Price/sales)
What Does Price-to-Sales Ratio (Price/Sales) Mean?
A ratio that values a stock relative to its past performance, other 
companies, or the overall market; it is calculated by dividing a stock’s 

Free Cash Flow
Share Price

Cash Flow per Share
=
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current price by its revenue per share for the 
trailing 12 months, as shown here:

The ratio also is referred to as a stock’s PSR. 

Investopedia explains Price-to-Sales Ratio (Price/Sales)
The price-to-sales ratio varies substantially across industries. 
Therefore, it is used mainly to compare like companies in the same 
industry. Also, because the ratio does not take any expenses or debt 
into account, it is somewhat limited in the story it tells. 

Related Terms:
•  Accounts Receivables—AR •  Cash Conversion Cycle—CCC
•  Price-Earnings Ratio—P/E Ratio 
•  Price/Earnings to Growth Ratio—PEG Ratio
•  Revenue

Prime rate
What Does Prime Rate Mean?
The interest rate charged by commercial banks to their most credit-
worthy customers. Generally, a bank’s best customers consist of large 
corporations. 

Investopedia explains Prime Rate
Default risk is a major consideration in setting interest rates. Because 
a bank’s best customers have little chance of defaulting, the bank 
can charge them a rate that is lower than the rate charged to a cus-
tomer with a higher likelihood of defaulting on a loan. 

Related Terms:
•  Basis Point •  Discount Rate
•  Federal Funds Rate  •  Interest Rate
•  Working Capital

Private equity
What Does Private Equity Mean?
Equity capital that is not quoted on a public exchange. Private 
equity consists of investors and funds that invest directly in private 
companies or conduct buyouts of public companies that result in 
a delisting of public equity. Capital for private equity is raised from 

PSR = Share Price
Revenue per Share
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very wealthy individuals and institutional investors and is used to 
fund new technologies, expand working capital, make acquisitions, 
or strengthen a company’s balance sheet. The majority of private 
equity consists of institutional investors and accredited investors 
(rich people) who commit large sums of money for long periods. 
Private equity investments are often long-term in cases of company 
turnarounds or a liquidity event such as an IPO or a sale to a public 
company. 

Investopedia explains Private Equity
The size of the private equity market has grown steadily since the 
1970s. Private equity firms sometimes pool their funds to take very 
large public companies private. Private equity deals can rise into the 
range of billions of dollars. Many private equity firms conduct what 
are known as leveraged buyouts (LBOs), in which large amounts of 
debt are issued to fund a large purchase. Private equity firms then 
try to improve the company’s financials in the hopes of reselling the 
company to another firm or cashing out by taking the company 
public in an IPO. 

Related Terms:
•  Equity •  Leveraged Buyout—LBO
•  Mezzanine Financing •  Private Placement 
•  Shareholders’ Equity

Private Placement
What Does Private Placement Mean?
Raising capital through a private rather than a public placement; the 
result is the sale of securities to a relatively small number of inves-
tors, such as large banks, mutual funds, insurance companies, and 
pension funds. 

Investopedia explains Private Placement
Because a private placement is offered to a few select individuals, 
the placement does not have to be registered with the Securities 
and Exchange Commission. In many cases, detailed financial infor-
mation is not disclosed and the prospectus requirements are waived. 
The average investor usually is not aware of a private placement 
until after it happens, if ever. 
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Related Terms:
•  Capital Structure •  Initial Public Offering—IPO
•  Private Equity  •  Prospectus
•  Venture Capital

Pro Forma
What Does Pro Forma Mean?
A Latin term meaning “for the sake of form.” In the investing world, 
it is used to describe a method of calculating financial results to 
emphasize either current or projected figures. 

Investopedia explains Pro Forma
Pro forma financial statements could be designed to reflect a 
proposed change, such as a merger or acquisition, or to emphasize 
certain figures when a company issues an earnings announcement 
to the public. Investors should be careful when reading a company’s 
pro forma financial statements, as the figures may not comply with 
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). In some cases, the 
pro forma figures may differ greatly from those derived from GAAP. 

Related Terms:
•  Balance Sheet  •  Earnings
•  Generally Accepted Accounting Principles—GAAP
•  Income Statement  •  Retained Earnings

ProFit and loss statement (P&l)
What Does Profit and Loss Statement (P&L) Mean?
A financial statement that summarizes the revenues, costs, and 
expenses incurred during a specific period, usually a fiscal quarter or 
a year. P&L statements provide information that shows the ability 
of a company to generate profit by increasing revenue and reducing 
costs; it also is known as a statement of profit and loss, an income 
statement, or an income and expense statement. 

Investopedia explains Profit and Loss Statement (P&L)
A P&L statement follows a general format, beginning with a rev-
enue figure and then subtracting the costs of running the business, 
including the cost of goods sold, operating expenses, tax expense, 
and interest expense. The bottom line (literally and figuratively) is 
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net income (profit). The balance sheet, the income statement, and 
the statement of cash flows are the most important financial state-
ments produced by a company and should be analyzed when one is 
making an investment decision. 

Related Terms:
•  Cost of Goods Sold—COGS •  Expense Ratio 
•  Income Statement •  Profit Margin 
•  Revenue

ProFit margin
What Does Profit Margin Mean?
A ratio of profitability calculated as net income divided by revenues 
or net profits divided by sales. It measures the dollar amount of the 
sales that a company actually retains in earnings. Profit margin is 
very useful in comparing companies in similar industries. A higher 
profit margin indicates a more profitable company. Profit margin is 
displayed as a percentage; a 20% profit margin, for example, means 
that the company has a net income of $0.20 for each dollar of sales. 

Investopedia explains Profit Margin
A company’s earnings do not always tell the entire story. Increased 
earnings are good, but an increase does not mean that the profit 
margin of a company is improving. For instance, if a company’s costs 
are rising at a faster pace than are sales, this will lead to a lower 
profit margin, indicating that the company should rein in its costs. 
Consider a company that has net income of $10 million from sales 
of $100 million, giving it a profit margin of 10% ($10 million/$100 
million). If in the next year net income rises to $15 million on sales of 
$200 million, the company’s profit margin will fall to 7.5%. Although 
the company has increased its net income, it has done so with 
diminishing profit margins. 

Related Terms:
•  Gross Margin •  Net Income—NI 
•  Operating Margin •  Profitability Ratios
•  Revenue
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ProFitability ratios
What Does Profitability Ratios Mean?
A class of financial metrics that help investors assess a business’s 
ability to generate earnings compared with its expenses and other 
relevant costs incurred during a specific period. When these ratios 
are higher than a competitor’s ratio or than the company’s ratio 
from a previous period, this is a sign that the company is doing well. 

Investopedia explains Profitability Ratios
Some examples of profitability ratios are profit margin, return on 
assets, and return on equity. It is important to note that one should 
understand the company and its business before making decisions 
that are based solely on ratios. For instance, some industries are sea-
sonal, such as retailers, which typically experience higher revenues 
and earnings during the holiday season. Therefore, it would not be 
helpful to compare a retailer’s fourth-quarter profit margin with its 
first-quarter profit margin. In contrast, comparing a retailer’s fourth-
quarter profit margin with the profit margin from the same period a 
year before would be far more helpful. 

Related Terms:
•  Operating Profit •  Profit Margin
•  Return on Assets—ROA •  Return on Equity—ROE
•  Return on Investment Capital—ROIC

ProsPectus
What Does Prospectus Mean?
A legal document required by and filed with the Securities and Ex-
change Commission; provides details about an investment offering 
that is for sale to the public. A prospectus should contain all the ma-
terial facts of the offering so that an investor can make an informed 
investment decision. Also known as an offer document.

Investopedia explains Prospectus
There are two types of prospectuses for stocks and bonds: pre-
liminary and final. The preliminary prospectus is the first offering 
document provided by a securities issuer and includes most of the 
details of the business and transaction in question. Some lettering 
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on the front cover is printed in red, which results in the use of the 
nickname “red herring” for this document. The final prospectus is 
printed after the deal has been made effective and can be offered for 
sale and supersedes the preliminary prospectus. It contains finalized 
background information, including details such as the exact number 
of shares/certificates issued and the precise offering price. In the 
case of mutual funds, which, apart from their initial share offer-
ing, continuously offer shares for sale to the public, the prospectus 
used is a final prospectus. A fund prospectus contains details on the 
fund’s objectives, investment strategies, risks, performance, distribu-
tion policy, fees and expenses, and management.

Related Terms:
•  Common Stock •  Due Diligence
•  Initial Public Offering—IPO •  Mutual Fund
•  Securities and Exchange Commission—SEC

Put
What Does Put Mean?
An option contract that gives the owner the right, but not the obli-
gation, to sell a specified amount of an underlying asset at a set price 
within a specified period. 
The buyer of a put option 
hopes that the underlying 
asset will drop below the 
exercise price before the ex-
piration date. The possible 
payoff for a holder of a put 
option contract is illus-
trated by the accompanying 
diagram.

Investopedia explains Put
When an individual purchases a put, that person expects that the 
underlying asset will decline in price. The investor then will profit by 
selling the put option at a profit or by exercising the option, in other 
words, “putting the stock” to the option seller. If an individual writes 
a put contract, he or she expects the stock price to stay above the 
exercise price. Say an investor purchases one put contract for  
100 shares of ABC Co. at $1 (total of $100 ($1 × 100)). The exercise 
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price of the shares is $10, and the current ABC share price is $12. 
This contract has given the investor the right, but not the obligation, 
to sell shares of ABC at $10. When ABC shares drop to $8, the inves-
tor’s put option is in the money and can be closed by selling the  
option contract on the open market. Alternatively, the investor 
could go into the market and buy 100 shares of ABC at the market 
price of $8 and then exercise the put by selling (putting) the shares 
to the option writer for $10. Excluding commissions, the investor’s 
total profit for this position would be $100 [100 × ($10 – $8 – $1)]. If 
the investor already owned 100 shares of ABC, this is called a married 
put position and serves as a hedge against a decline in share price. 

Related Terms:
•  Call •  Derivative
•  In the Money •  Option
•  Short (or Short Position)

Put oPtion
What Does Put Option mean?
An option contract that gives the owner the right, but not the obli-
gation, to sell (put) a specified amount of an underlying security at a 
specified price within a specified period. This is the opposite of a call 
option, which gives the holder the right to buy shares. 

Investopedia explains Put Option
A put becomes more valuable as the price of the underlying stock 
depreciates below the option’s strike price. For example, if an inves-
tor has one Mar 08 Taser 10 put, he or she has the right to sell 100 
shares of Taser at $10 until March 2008 (usually the third Friday of 
the month). If shares of Taser fall to $5 and the investor exercises the 
option, he or she can purchase 100 shares of Taser for $5 in the mar-
ket and sell the shares to the option’s writer for $10 each; this means 
the investor makes $500 (100 × ($10 – $5)) on the put option. Note 
that in determining the profit, one must consider commissions and 
the actual cost of buying the put in the first place. 

Related Terms:
•  Call Option •  Option
•  Put-Call Ratio •  Short (or Short Position)
•  Stock Option
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Put-call ratio
What Does Put-Call Ratio Mean?
A ratio of the trading volume of put options to call options. It is 
used to gauge investor sentiment. 

Investopedia explains Put-Call Ratio
As an example, a high volume of puts compared with calls indicates 
bearish sentiment in the market. 

Related Terms:
•  Call Option •  Open Interest
•  Option •  Put Option
•  Volume
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qualiFied retirement Plan 
(qualiFied Plan)
What Does Qualifi ed Retirement Plan (Qualifi ed Plan) Mean?
A plan that meets the requirements of the Internal Revenue Code 
and as a result is eligible to receive certain tax benefi ts. Th ese plans 
must be for the exclusive benefi t of retirees or employees or their 
benefi ciaries. 

Investopedia explains Qualifi ed Retirement Plan (Qualifi ed Plan)
Two types of qualifi ed plans are defi ned—benefi t and defi ned—
contribution plans. Some examples of defi ned-contribution plans 
are 401(k) plans, money-purchase pension plans, and profi t-sharing 
plans. 

Related Terms:
•  Defi ned-Benefi t Plan •  Defi ned-Contribution Plan
•  Individual Retirement Account—IRA
•  Roth IRA •  Tax Deferred
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quantitative analysis
What Does Quantitative Analysis Mean?
A business or financial analysis technique that is used to understand 
market behavior by employing complex mathematical and statisti-
cal modeling, measurement, and research. By assigning a numerical 
value to variables, quantitative analysts try to replicate reality in 
mathematical terms. Quantitative analysis helps measure perfor-
mance evaluation or valuation of a financial instrument. It also can 
be used to predict real-world events such as changes in a share’s 
price.

Investopedia explains Quantitative Analysis
In broad terms, quantitative analysis is a way of measuring things. 
Examples of quantitative analysis include everything from simple 
financial ratio calculations such as earnings per share to more 
complicated analyses such as discounted cash flow or option pric-
ing. Although quantitative analysis is a powerful tool for evaluating 
investments, it only tells half the story; the other half is qualitative 
analysis. In financial circles, quantitative analysts are referred to as 
quants, quant jockeys, and rocket scientists. 

Related Terms:
•  Fundamental Analysis •  Gordon Growth Model
•  Head and Shoulders Pattern •  Technical Analysis
•  Trend Analysis

quick ratio
What Does Quick Ratio Mean?
Also known as the “acid-test ratio” or the quick assets ratio, this is an 
indicator of a company’s short-term liquidity. The quick ratio mea-
sures a company’s ability to meet its short-term obligations with its 
most liquid assets. The higher 
the quick ratio, the better the 
position of the company. The 
quick ratio is calculated as 
shown here:

Investopedia explains Quick Ratio
The quick ratio is more conservative than the current ratio, a 
better-known liquidity measure, because it excludes inventory from 

Quick Ratio
Current Assets Inventories

Current L
= −

iiabilities
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current assets. Inventory is excluded because some companies have 
difficulty turning their inventory into cash. If short-term obligations 
have to be paid off immediately, there are circumstances in which 
the current ratio could overestimate a company’s short-term finan-
cial strength. 

Related Terms:
•  Acid-Test Ratio •  Current Assets
•  Current Liabilities •  Current Ratio
•  Liquidity

quote
What Does Quote Mean?
(1) The last price at which a security or commodity traded, mean-
ing the most recent price on which a buyer and a seller agreed and 
at which some amount of the asset was transacted. (2) The bid or 
ask quotes are the most current prices and quantities at which the 
shares can be bought or sold. The bid quote shows the price and 
quantity at which a current buyer is willing to purchase the shares, 
and the ask quote shows what a current participant is willing to sell 
the shares for. This also is known as an asset’s quoted price. 

Investopedia explains Quote
(1) Price quotes for stocks and bonds change throughout the trad-
ing day as new transactions occur one after another in a continual 
stream of trades. When one looks up a stock quote for a particular 
company, one is looking at the most recent price at which a trade 
was executed successfully for that particular security. (2) Potential 
investors or sellers are more concerned about the bid and ask quotes 
because they reflect the prices at which the stock can be bought 
or sold, whereas the price quote as described in the first definition 
shows the price at which the stock traded most recently. 

Related Terms:
•  Ask •  Bid
•  Bid-Ask Spread •  Security
•  Volume
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real estate investment trust (reit)
What Does Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) Mean?
A security that trades like a stock on an exchange; REITs invest 
directly in real estate through either properties or mortgages. REITs 
receive special tax considerations and typically off er investors high 
yields as well as opportunities to invest in the real estate market 
without buying properties. REITs include equity REITs, in which one 
invests in and owns properties and thus is responsible for the equity 
or value of the real estate assets; the revenues come principally 
from the properties’ rents. Mortgage REITs involve investment in 
and ownership of property mortgages; these REITs loan money for 
mortgages to owners of real estate or purchase existing mortgages 
or mortgage-backed securities. Th e revenues are generated primarily 
by the interest earned on the mortgage loans. Hybrid REITs combine 
the investment strategies of equity REITs and mortgage REITs by 
investing in both properties and mortgages. 

Investopedia explains Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT)
Individuals can invest in REITs by purchasing their shares directly on 
an exchange or by investing in a mutual fund that invests in real es-
tate. An additional benefi t to investing in REITs is the fact that many 
are accompanied by dividend reinvestment plans (DRIPs). Among 
other things, REITs invest in shopping malls, offi  ce buildings, apart-
ments, warehouses, and hotels. Some REITs invest specifi cally in one 
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area of real estate—shopping malls, for example—or in a specific re-
gion, state, or country. Investing in REITs is a liquid, dividend-paying 
means of participating in the real estate market. 

Related Terms:
•  Asset •  Derivative
•  Dividend
•  Mortgage-Backed Securities—MBSs
•  Stock

real gross domestic Product (gdP)
What Does Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) Mean?
This inflation-adjusted measure reflects the value of all the goods 
and services produced in a particular year, expressed in base-year 
prices. Often referred to as constant-price GDP, inflation-corrected 
GDP, or constant dollar GDP. 

Investopedia explains Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
Unlike nominal GDP, real GDP can account for changes in the price 
level and thus provide a more accurate figure. It is important to 
understand that a rise in GDP does not necessarily indicate growth 
unless inflation is factored in. Real GDP figures are normally lower 
than nominal GDP figures. 

Related Terms:
•  Consumer Price Index—CPI •  Deflation 
•  Gross Domestic Product—GDP •  Inflation
•  Nominal GDP

real rate oF return
What Does Real Rate of Return Mean?
The annual percentage return realized on an investment, adjusted 
for changes in prices that result from inflation or other external 
factors. This method expresses the nominal rate (not adjusted for 
inflation) of return in real terms, which keeps the purchasing power 
of a specific level of capital constant over time. 

Investopedia explains Real Rate of Return
Adjusting the nominal rate of return to compensate for factors such 
as inflation allows investors to determine how much of their nominal  
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return is real return. Let’s say a bank pays 5% interest per year in an 
investor’s savings account. If the inflation rate is currently 3% per 
year, the real return on the investor’s savings today is 2%. In other 
words, even though the nominal rate of return on the savings is 5%, 
the real rate of return is only 2%, which means that the real value of 
the investor’s savings increases only 2% during a one-year period. 

Related Terms:
•  Earnings •  Equity Risk Premium
•  Inflation •  Return on Investment—ROI
•  Total Return

receivables turnover ratio
What Does Receivables Turnover Ratio Mean?
An accounting measure used to quantify a firm’s effectiveness in 
extending credit and collecting debts. The receivables turnover ratio 
is an activity ratio, measuring how efficiently a firm uses its assets. It 
is calculated as shown here:

Accounts Receivable Turnover
Net Credit Sales

Av
=

eerage Accounts Receivable

Some companies’ reports will only show sales—this can affect the 
ratio depending on the size of cash sales. 

Investopedia explains Receivables Turnover Ratio
By holding accounts receivable on their books, companies are 
indirectly extending interest-free loans to their clients who haven’t 
paid for their goods yet. A high ratio implies either that a company 
operates on a cash basis or that its extension of credit and collec-
tion of accounts receivable are efficient. A low ratio implies that 
the company should reassess its credit policies to ensure the timely 
collection of accounts receivable. 

Related Terms:
•  Accounts Payable—AP •  Accounts Receivable—AR
•  Balance Sheet •  Income Statement
•  Net Sales 
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recession
What Does Recession Mean?
A prolonged decline in activity across the economy that lasts longer 
than a few months; recessions have a negative impact on industrial 
production, employment, real income, and wholesale-retail trade. 
Technically, a recession is said to have occurred when there have 
been two consecutive quarters of negative economic growth as 
measured by a country’s gross domestic product (GDP). 

Investopedia explains Recession
Recession is a normal (albeit unpleasant) part of the business cycle; 
however, one-time crisis events can often trigger the onset of a 
recession. A recession generally lasts from 6 to 18 months. Interest 
rates usually fall are lowered in recessionary times to stimulate the 
economy by offering cheap rates at which to borrow money. 

Related Terms:
•  Bear Market •  Business Cycle
•  Consumer Price Index—CPI 
•  Gross Domestic Product—GDP •  Market Economy

record date
What Does Record Date Mean?
The date established by an issuer of a security for the purpose of 
determining the holders who are entitled to receive a dividend or 
distribution. 

Investopedia explains Record Date
On the record date, a company checks its records to see who its 
shareholders or “holders of record” are. Essentially, a date of record 
ensures that the dividend checks are sent to the right people. 

Related Terms:
•  Dividend •  Ex-Date
•  Ex-Dividend •  Settlement Date
•  Stock Split
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regulation t (reg t)
What Does Regulation T (Reg T) Mean?
The Federal Reserve Board regulation that governs customer cash 
accounts and the amount of credit that brokerage firms and dealers 
can extend to customers for the purchase of securities on margin.

Investopedia explains Regulation T (Reg T)
According to Regulation T, a person may borrow up to 50% of the 
initial purchase price of a marginable security; this is known as buy-
ing on margin. Reg T refers to the initial margin requirement. After 
the purchase, the margin account must meet minimum mainte-
nance requirements. 

Related Terms:
•  Margin •  Maintenance Margin
•  Margin Account •  Minimum Margin
•  Nonmarginable Security

relative strength index (rsi)
What Does Relative Strength Index (RSI) Mean?
A technical momentum indicator that compares the magnitude 
of recent gains to that of recent losses in an attempt to determine 
overbought and oversold conditions of an asset. It is calculated by 
using this formula:

RSI
RS

= −
+

=

100
100

1
RS Average of x days up closes/’ AAverage of x days down closes’

As can be seen in the following chart, the RSI ranges from 0 to 100. 
An asset is deemed to be overbought once the RSI approaches a 
level of 70, meaning that the asset may be getting overvalued and is 
a good candidate for a pullback. Similarly, if the RSI approaches 30,  
it is an indication that the asset may be getting oversold and there-
fore is likely to become undervalued. 
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Investopedia explains Relative Strength Index (RSI)
A trader using RSI should be aware that large surges and drops in 
the price of an asset will affect the RSI by creating false buy and 
sell signals. The RSI is best used as a valuable complement to other 
stock-picking tools. 

Related Terms:
•  Bear Market •  Downtrend
•  Momentum •  Oversold
•  Trend Analysis 

rePurchase agreement (rePo)
What Does Repurchase Agreement (Repo) Mean?
A short-term borrowing instrument for dealers in government 
securities. The dealer sells the government securities to investors, 
usually on an overnight basis, and buys them back the next day. For 
the sellers, who agree to repurchase the securities in the future, it 
is a repo; for the party on the other end of the transaction (buying 
the securities and agreeing to sell them in the future), it is a reverse 
repurchase agreement. 
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Investopedia explains Repurchase Agreement (Repo)
Repos are classified as money market instruments. They are used to 
raise short-term capital. 

Related Terms:
•  Commercial Paper •  Debt
•  Liquidity  •  Money Market
•  U.S. Treasuries 

required minimum distribution (rmd)
What Does Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) Mean?
The amount that Traditional, SEP, and SIMPLE IRA owners and quali-
fied plan participants must begin distributing from their qualified 
retirement accounts by April 1 after the year they reach age 70.5 
years. RMD amounts must be distributed each subsequent year. 

Investopedia explains Required Minimum Distribution (RMD)
These required minimum distributions are calculated by dividing 
the retirement account’s prior year-end fair market value by the 
applicable distribution period or life expectancy. Some qualified 
plans allow certain participants to put off their RMDs until they 
retire even if they are older than age 70.5. Qualified plan participants 
should check with their employers about the rules governing RMD 
requirements. 

Related Terms:
•  401(k) Plan 
•  Individual Retirement Account—IRA
•  Qualified Retirement Plan •  Roth IRA
•  Tax Deferred

required rate oF return
What Does Required Rate of Return Mean?
The minimum rate of return needed to induce investors or compa-
nies to invest in something. 

Investopedia explains Required Rate of Return
For example, if a person buys a stock, that person may desire a re-
quired rate of return of 10% per year. The investor’s reasoning is that 
if he or she does not receive 10% return, he or she would be better 
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off paying down an outstanding mortgage on which he or she is pay-
ing 10% interest. 

Related Terms:
•  Capital Asset Pricing Model—CAPM
•  Discount Rate •  Expected Return
•  Return on Assets—ROA •  Return on Investment—ROI

residual income
What Does Residual Income Mean?
In personal finance, the amount of income remaining after all per-
sonal debts, including mortgage obligations, have been factored in; 
this calculation usually is done on a monthly basis, after the monthly 
bills and debts have been paid. Also, once a mortgage is paid off, the 
income that had been put toward the mortgage payments becomes 
residual income.

Investopedia explains Residual Income
Residual income is often an important component of securing a 
loan. The loan institution usually assesses an individual’s residual in-
come before granting the loan. If the individual requesting the loan 
has sufficient residual income to take on another loan, the lending 
institution is more likely to grant the loan once it affirms that the 
borrower will have sufficient funds to make the monthly loan pay-
ments.

Related Terms:
•  Debt •  Debt Financing 
•  Income Statement •  Mortgage
•  Net Income

resistance
What Does Resistance Mean?
A price level at which a stock or a market index trades up to, but 
usually does not exceed during a certain period of time. Often 
referred to as the “resistance level.” The following chart shows the 
resistance level for a hypothetical stock. 
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Notice how the price has a difficult time
breaking above the resistance of $50.50.
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Investopedia explains Resistance
If a stock trades above resistance, it could be a sign that the stock 
will reach and sustain new highs. 

Related Terms:
•  Moving Average •  Support
•  Technical Analysis •  Trend Analysis
•  Uptrend

retained earnings
What Does Retained Earnings Mean?
Also called retention ratio or retained surplus, it is the percentage of 
net earnings not paid out as dividends but retained by the company 
to be reinvested in its core business or to pay debt. It is recorded 
under shareholders’ equity on the balance sheet. It is calculated by 
adding net income to or subtracting any net losses from beginning 
retained earnings and subtracting any dividends paid to sharehold-
ers, as shown here:

Retained Earnings (RE) Beginning RE Net Income= + −DDividends
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Investopedia explains Retained Earnings
In most cases, companies retain their earnings to invest them in 
areas where the company can create growth opportunities, such as 
buying new machinery or spending the money on research and de-
velopment. If a net loss is greater than beginning retained earnings, 
retained earnings can become negative, creating a deficit. 

Related Terms:
•  Balance Sheet •  Cost of Capital
•  Income Statement •  Net Income—NI
•  Shareholders’ Equity

return on assets (roa)
What Does Return on Assets (ROA) Mean?
An indicator of how profitable a company is relative to its total as-
sets. ROA provides an idea of how efficient management is at using 
its assets to generate earnings. It is calculated, as shown here, by 
dividing a company’s annual earnings by its total assets, 
with ROA displayed as a percentage. Sometimes this is 
referred to as return on investment.

Note: Some investors add interest expense back into net income 
when performing this calculation because they would like to use 
operating returns before the cost of borrowing. 

Investopedia explains Return on Assets (ROA)
ROA shows earnings that are generated from invested capital 
(assets). ROA for public companies can vary substantially and is 
industry-specific. Thus, when one is using ROA as a comparative 
measure, it is best to compare it with a company’s previous ROA 
numbers or the ROA of a similar company. A company’s assets con-
sist of both debt and equity, which are used to fund the operations 
of the company. ROA gives investors some idea of how effectively 
the company is converting the money it has into net income. The 
higher the ROA, the more a company earns on a smaller investment. 
For example, if one company has a net income of $1 million and 
total assets of $5 million, its ROA is 20%. If another company earns 
the same amount but has total assets of $10 million, it has an ROA 
of 10%. In this scenario, the first company is doing a better job of 
converting its investments into profit. When one thinks about it, 

= Net Income
Total Assets
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this is management’s ultimate job: to make wise choices in allocating 
company resources. Anybody can make a profit by throwing a ton 
of money at a problem, but very few managers excel at making large 
profits with a small investment. 

Related Terms:
•  Assets •  Earnings
•  Profitability Ratios •  Return on Equity—ROE
•  Return on Net Assets—RONA

return on equity (roe)
What Does Return on Equity (ROE) Mean?
A measure of a corporation’s profitability; ROE reveals how much 
profit a company generates with the money shareholders have 
invested. Also known as return on net worth 
(RONW). It is calculated as shown here:

Investopedia explains Return on Equity (ROE)
ROE is useful for comparing the profitability of a company with that 
of other firms in the same industry. There are several ways for inves-
tors to use ROE: (1) Investors want to see the return on common 
equity so they may modify the formula shown here by subtracting 
preferred dividends from net income and subtracting preferred eq-
uity from shareholders’ equity, giving the following: return on com-
mon equity (ROCE) = net income – preferred dividends/common 
equity. (2) Return on equity also may be calculated by dividing net 
income by average shareholders’ equity. Average shareholders’ equity 
is calculated by adding shareholders’ equity at the beginning of a 
period to shareholders’ equity at the end of the period and dividing 
the result by 2. (3) Investors also can calculate the change in ROE for 
a period by using the shareholders’ equity figure from the beginning 
of a period as a denominator to calculate the beginning ROE. Then 
the end-of-period shareholders’ equity can be used as the denomi-
nator to calculate the ending ROE. Calculating both helps investors 
determine the change in profitability over the period. 

Related Terms:
•  Equity •  Gross Margin
•  Profitability Ratios •  Return on Assets—ROA
•  Shareholders’ Equity

= Net Income
Shareholders Equity’
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return on investment (roi)
What Does Return on Investment Mean?
A performance measure used to evaluate the efficiency of an invest-
ment or compare the efficiency of a number of different invest-
ments. To calculate ROI, the return on an investment is divided by 
the cost of the investment, as shown here; the result is expressed as 
a percentage or a ratio. 

Return on investment 
is a popular metric be-
cause it is versatile and simple to use. If an investment does not have 
a positive ROI or if there are alternative investment opportunities 
with a higher ROI, the investment should not be undertaken. 

Investopedia explains Return on Investment
One should keep in mind that the ROI calculation can be modified 
to suit the situation, depending on how an investment’s returns and 
costs are calculated. In the broader sense, ROI is used to measure the 
profitability of an investment and there really is no “right” calcula-
tion. For example, a marketer may compare two different products 
by dividing the revenue that each product has generated by its costs. 
A financial analyst, however, may compare the same two products 
by using an entirely different ROI calculation, perhaps by dividing 
the net income of an investment by the total value of all resources 
that have been employed to make and sell the product. As can be 
seen, this can cause problems as ROI calculations can be manipu-
lated to suit the user’s purposes. In using ROI, one must be sure to 
know the inputs that are being applied. 

Related Terms:
•  Compounding •  Return on Equity—ROE
•  Return on Investment Capital—ROIC
•  Return on Net Assets—RONA •  Total Return

return on net assets (rona)
What Does Return on Net Assets Mean?
A measure of financial performance. 
It is calculated as shown here:

ROI = −( )Gain from Investment Cost of Investment
Cosst of Investment

=
+

Net Income
Fixed Assets Net Working Capital
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Investopedia explains Return on Net Assets
The higher the RONA is, the better a company’s profit performance is. 

Related Terms:
•  Asset •  Net Income—NI
•  Profitability Ratios •  Return on Assets—ROA
•  Working Capital

return on sales (ros)
What Does Return on Sales Mean?
A widely used ratio that is used to evaluate a company’s operational 
efficiency; also known as operat-
ing profit margin. It is calculated 
by using this formula:

Investopedia explains Return on Sales
This measure provides management with insights into how much 
profit is being produced per dollar of sales. As with many ratios, it is 
best to compare a company’s ROS over time to look for trends and 
compare it with that of other companies in the industry. When ROS 
is increasing, this indicates that the company is growing efficiently, 
whereas a decreasing ROS could signal looming financial troubles.

Related Terms:
•  Asset Turnover •  Gross Margin
•  Net Income—NI •  Profit Margin
•  Revenue

revenue
What Does Revenue Mean?
The amount of money a company actually receives over a specific 
period; it accounts for sales discounts and deductions for returned 
merchandise. It is the “top line” or “gross income” figure from which 
costs are subtracted to determine net income. Revenue is calculated 
by multiplying the price at which goods or services are sold by the 
number of units or amount sold. Also known as REV. 

Investopedia explains Revenue
Revenue is the amount of money a company receives as a result 
of its business activities. In the case of government, revenue is the 

= Net Income (Before Interest and Tax)
Sales
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money received from taxation, fees, fines, intergovernmental grants 
or transfers, securities sales, mineral rights, and resource rights as 
well as any sales that are made. For companies, it comes from selling 
goods and services.

Related Terms:
•  Accounts Receivable—AR •  Cash Conversion Cycle
•  Contribution Margin •  Cost of Goods Sold—COGS
•  Profit Margin 

reverse stock sPlit
What Does Reverse Stock Split Mean?
A reduction in the number of company shares outstanding, which 
results in an increase in the par value of its stock or its earnings per 
share; the market value of the total number of shares (market capi-
talization) remains the same. 

Investopedia explains Reverse Stock Split
For example, a 1-for-2 reverse split means that a shareholder will get 
half as many shares but at twice the price. A company that is forced 
into a reverse split may be in trouble because firms sometimes do 
it to artificially inflate their stock’s price. A company also may do a 
reverse split to meet exchange listing requirements and avoid being 
delisted. 

Related Terms:
•  Dilution •  Market Capitalization
•  Outstanding Shares •  Record Date
•  Stock Split

rights oFFering (issue)
What Does Rights Offering (Issue) Mean?
An offer extended to existing shareholders that gives them an op-
portunity to buy a proportional number of additional shares at a 
specific price (usually at a discount) within a fixed period. 

Investopedia explains Rights Offering (Issue)
Rights are often transferable, allowing the holder to sell them on the 
open market. 
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Related Terms:
•  Common Stock •  Float
•  Premium •  Stock
•  Warrant

risk
What Does Risk Mean?
The chance that an investment’s actual return will be different from the 
expected return, including the ultimate risk of losing all of one’s original 
investment. Risk usually is measured by calculating the standard devia-
tion of the historical returns or average returns of a specific investment. 

Investopedia explains Risk
A fundamental premise of investing is the risk-reward trade-off. The 
greater the amount of risk an investor is willing to take on, the greater  
the potential return. The reason for this is that investors need to 
be compensated for taking on additional risk. For example, a U.S. 
Treasury bond is considered to be one of the safest investments 
and therefore provides low potential returns. Stocks are riskier; they 
offer no guarantee and thus can yield higher returns. After all, the 
U.S. government is unlikely to go out of business, whereas many 
companies fail every day. In the end, investors should expect to be 
rewarded for taking on additional risk. 

Related Terms:
•  Beta •  Correlation
•  Risk-Return Trade-Off •  Systematic Risk
•  Unsystematic Risk

risk-Free rate oF return
What Does Risk-Free Rate of Return Mean?
The theoretical rate of return for an investment that has zero risk. 
The risk-free rate represents the expected return from an absolutely 
risk-free investment over a specified period. 

Investopedia explains Risk-Free Rate of Return
In theory, the risk-free rate of return is the minimum return an inves-
tor expects for any investment because he or she will not accept 
additional risk unless the potential rate of return is greater than the 
risk-free rate. In practice, however, the risk-free rate does not exist 
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because even the safest investments carry a very small amount of 
risk. The interest rate on a three-month U.S. Treasury bill often is 
used as the risk-free rate. 

Related Terms:
•  Modified Internal Rate of Return •  Return on Investment—ROI
•  Risk-Return Trade-Off •  Treasury Bill—T-Bill
•  U.S. Treasury

risk-return trade-oFF
What Does Risk-Return Trade-Off Mean?
The principle that potential return rises with an increase in risk. Low 
levels of uncertainty (low risk) are associated with low potential 
returns, whereas high levels of uncertainty (high risk) are associated 
with high potential returns. According to the risk-return trade-off, 
invested money can render higher profits only if it is subject to the 
possibility of being lost. 

Investopedia explains Risk-Return Trade-Off
Because of the risk-return trade-off, investors must recognize their 
personal risk tolerance when choosing investments. Taking on 
additional risk is the price of achieving potentially higher returns; 
therefore, if an investor wants to make money, he or she cannot cut 
out all risk. The goal instead is to find an appropriate balance that 
generates some profit but allows the investor to sleep at night.

Related Terms:
•  Modern Portfolio Theory—MPT •  Opportunity Cost
•  Return •  Risk
•  Risk-Free Rate of Return 

risk-weighted assets
What Does Risk-Weighted Assets Mean?
The minimum amount of capital that is required within banks and  
other institutions, based on a percentage of the assets, weighted by risk. 

Investopedia explains Risk-Weighted Assets
The idea behind risk-weighted assets is to move away from having 
a static requirement for capital. Instead, it is based on the riskiness 
of a bank’s assets. For example, loans that are secured by a letter of 
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credit are considered riskier than a mortgage loan that is secured 
with collateral.

Related Terms:
•  Asset •  Capital
•  Correlation •  Risk
•  Weighted Average

roth ira
What Does Roth IRA Mean?
An individual qualified retirement plan that is similar to a Traditional 
IRA except that contributions are not tax-deductible and qualified 
distributions are tax-free. As with other retirement plan accounts, 
nonqualified distributions from a Roth IRA may be subject to a pen-
alty for early withdrawal, which is usually before age 59.5. 

Investopedia explains Roth IRA
A qualified distribution is a distribution taken at least five years 
after the taxpayer establishes his or her first Roth IRA or when he or 
she reaches age 59.5 or older, is disabled, is using the withdrawal to 
purchase a first home (limit $10,000), or is deceased (in which case 
the beneficiary collects). Because qualified distributions from a Roth 
IRA are always tax-free, some argue that a Roth IRA may be more 
advantageous than a Traditional IRA. 

Related Terms:
•  401(k) Plan 
•  Individual Retirement Account—IRA
•  Qualified Retirement Plan 
•  Required Minimum Distribution 
•  Tax Deferred

r-squared
What Does R-Squared Mean?
A statistical measure that represents the percentage of a mutual 
fund’s or security’s price movements that can be explained by price 
movements in a benchmark index; for fixed-income securities, the 
benchmark is the T-bill. For equities, the benchmark is the S&P 500.
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Investopedia explains R-Squared
R-squared values range from 0 to 100. An R-squared of 100 means that 
all the movements of a security are explained completely by move-
ments in the index. A high R-squared (between 85 and 100) indicates 
that the fund’s performance patterns have been in line with the index. 
A fund with a low R-squared (70 or less) does not move in lockstep 
with an index. A higher R-squared value indicates a more useful beta 
figure. For example, if a fund has an R-squared value close to 100 but 
has a beta below 1, it most likely is offering higher risk-adjusted re-
turns. A low R-squared means that an investor should ignore the beta.

Related Terms:
•  Alpha •  Benchmark 
•  Mutual Fund •  Risk
•  Treasury Bill—T-Bill

run rate
What Does Run Rate Mean?
(1) How the financial performance of a company would look if 
one extrapolated current results out over a certain period. (2) The 
average annual dilution from company stock option grants over the 
most recent three-year period recorded in the annual report. 

Investopedia explains Run Rate
In the context of extrapolating future performance, the run rate helps 
put a company’s latest results in perspective. For example, if a compa-
ny has revenues of $100 million in its latest quarter, the CEO may say: 
“Our latest quarter puts us at a $400 million run rate.” All this is saying 
is that if the company performed at the same level the next year, it 
would have annual revenues of $400 million. The run rate can be a very 
deceiving metric, especially in seasonal industries. A good example of 
this is a retailer after the holiday season. Almost all retailers experience 
higher sales during this time of year. It is very unlikely that the coming 
quarters will have sales as strong as those in the fourth quarter, and so 
the run rate probably will overstate the next year’s revenue. 

Related Terms:
•  Annual Percentage Yield—APY •  Cash Flow Statement
•  Fundamental Analysis •  Pro Forma
•  Trend Analysis 
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secondary market
What Does Secondary Market Mean?
A market in which investors purchase securities or assets from other 
investors rather than directly from the issuing companies; exchanges 
such as the New York Stock Exchange and the Nasdaq are secondary 
markets. Secondary markets also are used by mutual funds, invest-
ment banks, and entities such as Fannie Mae to purchase mort-
gages from issuing lenders. In any secondary market trade, the cash 
proceeds go to an investor rather than to the underlying company 
or entity directly. 

Investopedia explains Secondary Market
A newly issued IPO is considered a primary market trade when the 
shares fi rst are purchased by investors directly from the underwrit-
ing investment bank; after that, any shares traded on an exchange 
will be on the secondary market. In the primary market, prices are 
often set beforehand, whereas in the secondary market, prices are 
determined by supply and demand. In the case of assets such as 
mortgages, several secondary markets may exist, as bundles of mort-
gages often are repackaged into securities such as GNMA pools and 
resold to investors. 
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Related Terms:
•  Initial Public Offering—IPO 
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE
•  Over the Counter—OTC •  Private Placement
•  Stock Market

secondary oFFering
What Does Secondary Offering Mean?
(1) The issuance of new stock for public sale from a company that 
already has made its initial public offering (IPO). Usually, this type 
of offering is made by companies that want to refinance or raise 
additional capital for growth. The money raised often goes to the 
company via the investment bank that underwrites the offering. 
Investment banks are given an allotment of the offering and possibly 
an overallotment that they can choose to exercise if they think they 
can make money on the spread between the allotment price and 
the selling price of the securities. (2) A sale of securities in which one 
or more major stockholders in a company sell all or a large portion 
of their holdings. The proceeds from this sale are paid to the selling 
stockholders. Often, the company that issued the shares holds a 
large percentage of the stocks it issues. 

Investopedia explains Secondary Offering
(1) This sort of secondary public offering is a way for a company 
to increase outstanding stock and spread market capitalization 
(the company’s value) over a greater number of shares. Secondary 
offerings in which new shares are underwritten and sold dilute the 
ownership position of existing stockholders. (2) Typically, this type 
of offering occurs when the founders of a business (and perhaps 
some of the original financial backers) determine that they would 
like to decrease their positions in the company. This kind of second-
ary offering is common after the initial offering (IPO) and after the 
termination of the lock-up period. Owners of closely held compa-
nies sell shares gradually so that the company’s share price does not 
plummet as a result of high selling volume. This kind of offering does 
not increase the number of shares of stock on the market, and it is 
undertaken most commonly in the case of a company whose stock 
is thinly traded. Secondary offerings of this sort do not dilute the 
owners’ holdings, and no new shares are released. There is no “new” 
underwriting process in this kind of offering. 
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Related Terms:
•  Capital Structure •  Common Stock
•  Dilution •  Initial Public Offering—IPO
•  Shareholders’ Equity

securities and exchange  
commission (sec)
What Does Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Mean?
A government commission created by Congress to regulate the se-
curities markets and protect investors. In addition to regulation and 
protection, it monitors corporate takeovers in the United States. 
The SEC is composed of five commissioners appointed by the U.S. 
president and approved by the Senate. The statutes administered by 
the SEC are designed to promote full public disclosure and protect 
the investing public against fraudulent and manipulative practices  
in the securities markets. Generally, most issues of securities offered 
in interstate commerce, through the mail or on the Internet, must 
be registered with the SEC. 

Investopedia explains Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
Here is an example of an activity that falls within the SEC’s domain: 
If someone purchases more than 5% of a company’s equity, he or she 
must report to the SEC within 10 days of the purchase because of 
the takeover threats that action may cause. 

Related Terms:
•  Initial Public Offering—IPO
•  National Association of Securities Dealers—NASD
•  Nasdaq
•  Regulation T—Reg T
•  Stock Market

securitization
What Does Securitization Mean?
The process by which an issuer creates a financial instrument by 
combining other financial assets into a security and then market-
ing different tiers of the repackaged instruments to investors. The 
process can encompass any type of financial asset and promotes 
liquidity in the marketplace. 
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Investopedia explains Securitization
Mortgage-backed securities are a perfect example of securitization. 
By combining mortgages into one large pool, the issuer can divide 
the large pool into smaller pieces on the basis of each individual 
mortgage’s inherent risk of default and then sell the smaller pieces to 
investors. The process enables smaller investors to purchase shares 
in a larger asset pool. Using the mortgage-backed security example, 
individual retail investors are able to purchase portions of a mort-
gage as a type of bond. Without the securitization of mortgages, 
retail investors would not be able to afford to buy into a large pool 
of mortgages; considering the financial mortgage collapse of 2008, 
that might be a good thing.

Related Terms:
•  Asset-Backed Security—ABS •  Derivative 
•  Mortgage-Backed Securities—MBS •  Subprime Loan
•  Subprime Meltdown

security
What Does Security Mean?
An instrument representing ownership (stocks), a debt agreement 
(bonds), or the rights to ownership (derivatives) in a corporation or 
another entity.

Investopedia explains Security
A security is essentially a contract that is assigned a value and 
traded. Examples of a security include a note, stock, preferred share, 
bond, debenture, option, future, swap, right, or warrant or virtually 
any other financial asset. 

Related Terms:
•  Earnings •  Equity
•  Penny Stock •  Shareholders’ Equity
•  Stock

security market line (sml)
What Does Security Market Line (SML) Mean?
A line that graphs the systematic or market risk versus the return 
of the whole market at a certain point in time. SML shows all risky 
marketable securities. Also referred to as the characteristic line.
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Investopedia explains Security Market Line (SML)
The SML essentially graphs the results from the capital asset pricing 
model (CAPM) formula. The x-axis represents the risk (beta), and 
the y-axis represents the expected return. The market risk premium 
is determined from the slope of the SML. The security market line is 
a useful tool in determining whether an asset being considered for 
a portfolio offers a reasonable expected return for its risk. Individual 
securities are plotted on the SML graph. If a security’s risk versus 
expected return is plotted above the SML, it is undervalued because 
the investor can expect a greater return for the inherent risk. A 
security plotted below the SML is overvalued because the investor 
would be accepting less return for the amount of risk assumed. 

Related Terms:
•  Beta •  Capital Market Line
•  Modern Portfolio Theory—MPT •  Systematic Risk
•  Unsystematic Risk

series 63
What Does Series 63 Mean?
A securities license administered by the Financial Industry Regulatory  
Authority (FINRA) that legally permits the holder to solicit orders 
for any type of security in a particular state. This license is required 
in addition to the Series 7 or Series 6. 

Investopedia explains Series 63
The Series 63 examination mainly covers state laws and regulations, 
often referred to as blue-sky laws.

Related Terms:
•  Broker-Dealer
•  Financial Industry Regulatory Authority—FINRA
•  Mutual Fund
•  National Association of Securities Dealers—NASD
•  Series 7

series 7
What Does Series 7 Mean?
A general securities registered representative license administered 
by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) that entitles 
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the holder to sell all types of securities products with the exception 
of commodities and futures. This is basically a broker’s license.

Investopedia explains Series 7
The bulk of the Series 7 exam focuses on investment risk, taxation, 
equity and debt instruments, packaged securities, options, retire-
ment plans, and interactions with clients such as account manage-
ment. To sit for the Series 7 exam, a candidate must be sponsored 
by a broker-dealer that is a member of FINRA or a self-regulatory 
organization (SRO). Successfully completing the Series 7 exam is a 
prerequisite for most of the FINRA principal examinations. 

Related Terms:
•  Broker-Dealer
•  Financial Industry Regulatory Authority—FINRA
•  National Association of Securities Dealers—NASD
•  Securities and Exchange Commission—SEC
•  Series 63

settlement date
What Does Settlement Date Mean?
(1) The date on which a security trade must be settled, that is, the 
date when the buyer must pay for the securities delivered by the 
seller. (2) The payment date of benefits from a life insurance policy. 

Investopedia explains Settlement Date
The settlement date for stocks and bonds is usually three business 
days after a trade was executed. For government securities and op-
tions, the settlement date is usually the next business day. 

Related Terms:
•  Ex-Date •  Margin Call
•  Securities and Exchange Commission—SEC
•  Record Date •  Regulation T—Reg T

shareholders’ equity
What Does Shareholders’ Equity Mean?
A firm’s total assets minus its total liabilities; also expressed as share-
holder capital plus retained earnings minus Treasury shares. Share-
holders’ equity shows how much a company is financed through 
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common and preferred shares. Also known as share capital, net 
worth, and stockholders’ equity. It is calculated as shown here:

Shareholders Equity Total Assets Total Liabili’ = − tties

Shareholders Equity Share Capital Retai

OR

’ = + nned Earnings Treasury Shares−

Investopedia explains Shareholders’ Equity
Shareholders’ equity comes from two main sources. The first is the 
money that originally was invested in the company, along with any addi-
tional investments made thereafter. The second is the retained earnings 
that the company is able to accumulate over time through its opera-
tions. In most cases, retained earnings are the larger of the two figures. 

Related Terms:
•  Capital Structure •  Common Stock
•  Equity •  Preferred Stock
•  Retained Earnings

sharPe ratio
What Does Sharpe Ratio Mean?
A ratio developed by Nobel laureate William F. Sharpe that is used 
to measure risk-adjusted performance. 
The Sharpe ratio is calculated by sub-
tracting the risk-free rate, such as that 
of the 10-year U.S. Treasury bond, from 
the rate of return of a portfolio and 
then dividing the result by the stan-
dard deviation of the portfolio returns. 

Investopedia explains Sharpe Ratio
The Sharpe ratio indicates whether a 
portfolio’s returns are due to smart investment decisions or are a re-
sult of excess risk. This measurement is very useful because although 
one portfolio or fund can reap higher returns than its peers, it is a 
good investment only if those higher returns are not a result of tak-
ing on too much additional risk. The greater a portfolio’s Sharpe ra-
tio is, the better its risk-adjusted performance has been. A variation 
of the Sharpe ratio is the Sortino ratio, which removes the effects of 
upward price movements on standard deviation to measure only 
return against downward price volatility.
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Related Terms:
•  Portfolio •  Risk
•  Risk-Free Rate of Return •  Standard Deviation
•  Total Return

short (or short Position)
What Does Short (or Short Position) Mean?
(1) The sale of a borrowed security, commodity, or currency with 
the expectation that the asset will fall in value. (2) In the context of 
options, it is the sale (also known as “writing”) of an options con-
tract. The term “short” is the opposite of “long (or long position).” 

Investopedia explains Short (or Short Position)
(1) As an example, an investor who borrows shares of stock from 
a broker and sells them on the open market is said to have a short 
position in the stock. The investor eventually must return the bor-
rowed stock by buying it back on the open market. If the stock falls 
in price, the investor buys it for less than he or she sold it for, thus 
making a profit. Short sales are typically margin transactions. (2) 
Selling a call (or put) option contract to a buyer gives the buyer the 
right, not the obligation, to buy from (or sell to) the option seller a 
specific commodity or asset for a specified price and at a quantity 
by a specified date. 

Related Terms:
•  Bear Market •  Buy to Cover
•  Long (or Long Position) •  Short Interest
•  Short Squeeze

short covering
What Does Short Covering Mean?
Buying back a security to close an open short position. This is done 
by buying the same type and number of securities that were sold 
short. Most often, traders cover their short positions whenever they 
anticipate a rise in the price of the underlying security. To make a 
profit, a short seller must cover the short position by purchasing the 
security below the original short selling price. Also referred to as buy 
to cover or buyback. 
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Investopedia explains Short Covering
For example, suppose a trader sells short 50 shares of ABC stock 
at $10 per share, hoping that ABC’s stock price will fall. However, if 
ABC rises, say, to $15 per share, the trader may decide to cover the 
short and buy it back at that price. In this case, the trader loses $5 
per share ($10 – $15). 

Related Terms:
•  Buy to Cover •  Margin Call
•  Naked Shorting •  Short Interest
•  Short Squeeze

short interest
What Does Short Interest Mean?
The total number of shares (securities) in the market that have been 
sold short by customers and securities firms. 

Investopedia explains Short Interest
Short interest typically is expressed as a percentage. For example, 
3% short interest means that 3% of the outstanding shares are held 
short. If there is a large short interest in a particular company, this 
signals that investors are pessimistic about that company’s future 
and the direction of its stock price. 

Related Terms:
•  Long Squeeze •  Short Sale
•  Short Interest Ratio •  Short Squeeze
•  Volume

short interest ratio
What Does Short Interest Ratio Mean?
A sentiment indicator that is derived by dividing the short interest 
by the average daily volume for a stock. This indicator is used by 
both fundamental and technical traders to identify the prevailing 
sentiment in the mar-
ket for a specific stock. 
Also known as the 
short ratio. It is calcu-
lated as shown here: 

Short Interest Ratio
Short Interest

Average Dail
=

yy Trading Volume
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Investopedia explains Short Interest Ratio
This ratio helps investors determine how long (in days) it will take 
short sellers to cover their entire short positions if the price of a 
stock begins to rise. The short interest ratio also can be applied to 
entire exchanges to determine the sentiment of the market as a 
whole. If an exchange has a high short interest ratio of around 5 or 
greater, this can be taken as a bearish signal. 

Related Terms:
•  Short (or Short Position) •  Short Covering
•  Short Interest •  Short Squeeze
•  Volume

short sale
What Does Short Sale Mean?
A market transaction in which an investor sells borrowed securities 
in the hope that the share price will fall some time in the future; 
short sellers are required to return (cover) an equal number of 
shares at some point in the future. The payoff for selling short is the 
opposite of that of a long position. A short seller makes money if the 
stock goes down in price, whereas a long buyer makes money when 
the stock goes up. The profit that the investor receives is equal to 
the value of the borrowed shares minus the cost of repurchasing the 
borrowed shares. 

Investopedia explains Short Sale
Suppose an investor sells short 1,000 shares at $25; the investor’s 
account then is credited $25,000. Let’s say the price falls to $20 and 
the investor closes out (buys back) the position. To close out the 
position, the investor will need to purchase 1,000 shares at $20 each 
($20,000). The investor’s gain/profit is the difference between the 
amount that he or she receives from the short sale and the amount 
that was paid to close the position, in this case a profit of $5,000. 
There are margin rule requirements for a short sale in which 150% 
of the value of the shares shorted must be on hand at the time of 
the transaction. Therefore, if the value is $25,000, the initial margin 
requirement is $37,500 (which includes the $25,000 of proceeds 
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from the short sale). Investors cannot use the proceeds from the sale 
to purchase other shares before the borrowed shares are returned. 
Short selling is an advanced trading strategy with inherent risks. 
Novice investors should avoid this strategy because its risks are un-
limited. A stock price may fall to $0 but could rise to infinity. 

Related Terms:
•  Buy to Cover •  Minimum Margin
•  Naked Shorting •  Short (or Short Position)
•  Short Covering

short squeeze
What Does Short Squeeze Mean?
A situation in which the price of a stock moves upward because of a 
lack of supply and an excess of demand.

Investopedia explains Short Squeeze
Short squeezes occur more often in smaller-cap stocks with small 
floats. If a stock starts to rise rapidly, the trend may continue 
because the short sellers probably will want to unwind their short 
positions (buy back to cover the short). For example, say a stock 
rises 15% in one day; those with short positions may be forced to 
liquidate and cover their position by purchasing the stock. As short 
sellers continue to buy back the stock, the price is pushed even 
higher. 

Related Terms:
•  Buy to Cover  •  Long (or Long Position)
•  Long Squeeze •  Short Covering
•  Short Interest

simPle moving average (sma)
What Does Simple Moving Average (SMA) Mean?
A moving average that is calculated by simply adding the closing 
price of a security for a number of periods and dividing the total by 
the number of periods; short-term averages respond quickly to price 
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changes in the underlying securities, whereas long-term averages are 
slow to react.

Notice how momentum builds
once the shorter-term average
crosses above the longer-term
average.
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Investopedia explains Simple Moving Average (SMA)
Generally, this is the average stock price over a certain period. One 
should keep in mind that equal weighting is given to each daily 
price. As shown in the accompanying chart, many traders watch for 
short-term averages to cross above longer-term averages to signal 
the beginning of an uptrend. As shown by the arrows, short-term 
averages (e.g., 15-period SMA) act as levels of support when the 
price experiences a pullback. Support levels become stronger and 
more significant as the number of periods used in the calculations 
increases. The term “moving average” refers to a simple moving aver-
age. This is important, especially when one is comparing it with an 
exponential moving average (EMA). 

Related Terms:
•  Moving Average—MA •  Resistance
•  Support •  Technical Analysis
•  Volume
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singaPore interbank  
oFFered rate (sibor)
What Does Singapore Interbank Offered Rate (SIBOR) Mean?
The interest rate at which Asian banks can borrow funds from other 
banks in the region. In Asia, the SIBOR is used more commonly than 
is the LIBOR. It is set daily by the Association of Banks in Singapore 
(ABS). More than anything else, the SIBOR serves as a benchmark, or 
a reference rate for borrowers and lenders that are involved directly 
or indirectly in an Asian financial market. 

Investopedia explains Singapore Interbank Offered Rate (SIBOR)
Because of its location, political stability, and strict legal and regula-
tory environment as well as the volume of business undertaken 
there, Singapore is regarded as a major hub of Asian finance. Large 
regional loans and interest rate swaps involving businesses partici-
pating in the Asian economy are quoted or denominated in SIBOR 
plus a number of basis points. 

Related Terms:
•  Cash and Cash Equivalents—CCE •  Euro LIBOR
•  London Interbank Offered Rate—LIBOR
•  Money Markets •  Swap

small caP
What Does Small Cap Mean?
Stocks of companies that have a relatively small market capitaliza-
tion; the criteria for small-cap stocks can vary among investors, but 
generally, stocks of companies with a market capitalization between 
$300 million and $2 billion are considered small cap. 

Investopedia explains Small Cap
One advantage of investing in small-cap stocks is the opportunity 
to beat institutional investors. Because many mutual funds have 
restrictions that limit purchases of large portions of any one issuer’s 
outstanding shares, some mutual funds would not be able to give 
a small cap a meaningful position in the fund. To overcome these 
limitations, the fund usually would have to file with the SEC; that 
would involve tipping its hand and potentially inflating the share 
price. One should keep in mind that classifications such as large cap 
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and small cap are only approximations that change over time. Also, 
the exact definition can vary between brokerage houses. 

Related Terms:
•  Benchmark •  Growth Stock
•  Large Cap—Big Cap •  Mid Cap
•  Mutual Fund

solvency ratio
What Does Solvency Ratio Mean?
One of many ratios used to measure a company’s ability to meet 
its long-term obligations. The solvency ratio measures the size of 
a company’s after-tax income, excluding noncash depreciation ex-
penses, compared with the firm’s total debt obligations. It provides a 
measurement of how likely it is a company can continue to meet its 
debt obligations. 
The measure is 
calculated as 
shown here:

Investopedia explains Solvency Ratio
Solvency ratios can vary from one industry to the next, but as a rule 
of thumb, a solvency ratio greater than 20% is considered financially 
healthy. Conversely, the lower a company’s solvency ratio is, the 
greater is the likelihood that the company will default on its debt 
obligations. 

Related Terms:
•  Asset Turnover •  Balance Sheet
•  Bankruptcy •  Fundamental Analysis
•  Liquidity Ratios

sPiders (sPdr) 
What Does Spiders (SPDR) Mean?
The product name for the Standard & Poor’s Depositary Receipt, 
which is an exchange-traded fund (ETF) managed by State Street 
Global Advisors that tracks the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P 
500). Each SPDR share represents one-tenth of the S&P 500 index 
and trades at roughly one-tenth of the index’s dollar value. The term 

Solvency Ratio
After-Tax Net Profit Depreciatio= + nn

Long-Term Liabilities Short-Term Liabilities+
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also can refer to the general group of ETFs to which the Standard & 
Poor’s Depositary Receipt belongs. 

Investopedia explains Spiders (SPDR)
Spiders are listed on the American Stock Exchange (AMEX) under 
the ticker symbol SPY. SPDRs trade like stocks, are liquid, can be sold 
short and bought on margin, and are a good source for dividend in-
come. As with a stock, investors pay a brokerage commission when 
trading SPDRs. Investors buy SPDRs to replicate the performance of 
the overall stock market. SPDRs are not actively managed and are 
thus passive investments (index investing). 

Related Terms:
•  American Stock Exchange—AMEX 
•  Benchmark •  Diversification
•  Exchange-Traded Fund—ETF
•  Standard & Poor’s 500 Index—S&P 500

sPinoFF
What Does Spinoff Mean?
The creation of an independent company through the sale or distri-
bution of new shares of an existing business or a division of a parent 
company. A spinoff is a type of divestiture. 

Investopedia explains Spinoff
Businesses that want to “streamline” their operations often sell 
less productive or unrelated subsidiary businesses as spinoffs. The 
spun-off companies are expected to be worth more as independent 
entities than as parts of a larger business. 

Related Terms:
•  Balance Sheet •  Common Stock
•  Discount Rate •  Due Diligence
•  Value Proposition

sPread
What Does Spread Mean?
(1) The difference between the bid and the ask price of a security or 
asset. (2) An options position established by purchasing one option 
and selling another option of the same class but of a different series. 
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Investopedia explains Spread
(1) The spread for an asset is influenced by a number of factors:  
(a) supply or “float” (the total number of shares outstanding that 
are available to trade), (b) demand or interest in a stock, (c) total 
trading activity of the stock. (2) For a stock option, the spread would 
be the difference between the strike price and the market value. 

Related Terms:
•  Ask •  Bid
•  Bid-Ask Spread •  Premium
•  Strike Price

stagFlation
What Does Stagflation Mean?
A condition in the overall economy that is characterized by slow 
economic growth and relatively high unemployment—a time of 
stagnation—accompanied by a rise in prices (inflation). 

Investopedia explains Stagflation
Stagflation occurs when economic growth declines while prices 
keep rising. This economic malady occurred during the 1970s, when 
world oil prices rose dramatically, fueling extreme inflation that 
became a hindrance to economic growth. 

Related Terms:
•  Business Cycle •  Consumer Price Index—CPI
•  Deflation •  Fiscal Policy
•  Inflation

standard & Poor’s 500 index (s&P 500)
What Does Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P 500) Mean?
An index of 500 stocks that are chosen on the basis of market size, 
liquidity, and industry grouping, among other factors. The S&P 500 
Index is designed to act as a barometer for the overall U.S. stock 
market; it reflects the risk-return characteristics of the large-cap 
universe. Companies included in the index are selected by the S&P 
Index Committee, a team of analysts and economists at Standard & 
Poor’s. The S&P 500 is a market value weighted index: Each stock’s 
weight in the index is proportionate to its market value. 
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Investopedia explains Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P 500)
The S&P 500 Index is one of the most commonly used benchmarks 
for the overall U.S. stock market. The Dow Jones Industrial Average 
(DJIA) was at one time the most renowned index for U.S. stocks, 
but because the DJIA contains only 30 companies, most people 
agree that the S&P 500 is a better proxy for the U.S. stock market. 
Other popular Standard & Poor’s indexes include the S&P 600, an 
index of small-cap companies with market capitalization between 
$300 million and $2 billion, and the S&P 400, an index of mid-cap 
companies with market capitalization of $2 billion to $10 billion. A 
number of mutual funds and exchange-traded funds that are sold to 
investors are based on the S&P 500. This is helpful because it would 
be difficult and cost-prohibitive for average investors to buy all the 
companies in the index for their own portfolios. 

Related Terms:
•  Benchmark 
•  Dow Jones Industrial Average—DJIA
•  Index Fund •  Large Cap—Big Cap
•  Weighted Average

standard deviation
What Does Standard Deviation Mean?
(1) A measure of the dispersion of a set of data from its mean. The 
more spread apart the data, the higher the deviation. The standard 
deviation is calculated as the square root of the variance. (2) In 
finance, standard deviation is applied to the annual rate of return 
of an investment to measure the investment’s volatility. Standard 
deviation also is known as historical volatility and is used by inves-
tors as a gauge for the amount of expected volatility. 

Investopedia explains Standard Deviation
Standard deviation is a statistical measure that helps shed light on 
an investment’s historical volatility. For example, a volatile stock will 
have a high standard deviation, whereas the deviation of a stable 
blue-chip stock will be lower. A large dispersion indicates how much 
the return on an investment deviates from the expected normal 
returns. 
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Related Terms:
•  Beta •  Bollinger Bands
•  Coefficient of Variation—CV •  Covariance
•  Volatility

stochastic oscillator
What Does Stochastic Oscillator Mean?
A technical momentum indicator that compares a security’s clos-
ing price to its price range over a particular period. The oscillator’s 
sensitivity to market movements can be reduced by adjusting the 
time period or taking a moving average of the result. This indicator 
is calculated by using the following formula:

%K = 100[(C – L14)/(H14 – L14)] 

Where C = the most recent closing price, L14 = the low of the 14 
previous trading sessions, H14 = the highest price traded during the 
same 14-day period, %D = 3-period moving average of %K. 
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Investopedia explains Stochastic Oscillator
The theory behind this indicator is that in an upward-trending market, 
prices tend to close near their highs; conversely, in a downward-trending  
market, prices tend to close near their lows. Transaction signals occur 
when the %K crosses a three-period moving average called the %D. 
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Related Terms:
•  Downtrend •  Moving Average—MA
•  Moving Average Convergence Divergence—MACD
•  Technical Analysis •  Uptrend

stock
What Does Stock Mean?
A security that represents ownership in a corporation and has claims 
on part of the corporation’s assets and earnings per share. There are 
two main types of stock: (1) common and (2) preferred. (1) Common 
stock usually entitles the owner to vote at shareholders’ meetings 
and receive dividends when applicable. (2) Preferred stock generally 
does not include voting rights but has a priority claim on assets and 
earnings ahead of common shares. For example, owners of preferred 
stock receive dividends before common shareholders do and are in 
the front of the line if a company goes bankrupt and is liquidated. 
Also known as shares or equity. 

Investopedia explains Stock
A stockholder (a shareholder) has a claim to part of the corpora-
tion’s assets and earnings. In other words, a shareholder is an owner 
of the company. Ownership is determined by the number of shares 
a person owns relative to the number of outstanding shares. For 
example, if a company has 1,000 shares of stock outstanding and an 
investor owns 100 shares, that investor owns and has a claim to 10% 
of the company’s assets. Stocks are a major component of investor 
portfolios because historically they outperform most other invest-
ments over the long run. 

Related Terms:
•  Assets •  Common Stock
•  Equity •  Penny Stock
•  Shareholders’ Equity  •  Stock Option

stock market
What Does Stock Market Mean?
The term for the overall market in which shares are issued and traded  
on exchanges or in over-the-counter markets. Also known as the 
equity market, it is one of the most vital areas of a market economy 
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because it provides companies with access to capital and allows 
investors to own companies and participate in economic growth. 

Investopedia explains Stock Market
The stock market is made up of the primary and secondary markets. 
The primary market is where new issues (IPOs) first are offered, with 
any subsequent trading going on in the secondary market. 

Related Terms:
•  Capital
•  Dow Jones Industrial Average—DJIA
•  Nasdaq
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE
•  Over the Counter—OTC

stock oPtion
What Does Stock Option Mean?
An instrument sold by one party to another party, giving the buyer 
the right, but not the obligation, to buy (call) or sell (put) a stock at 
an agreed-on price within a certain period or on a specific date. In 
the United Kingdom, it is known as a share option. 

Investopedia explains Stock Option
American stock options can be exercised any time between the 
date of purchase and the expiration date. European options may be 
redeemed only at the expiration date. Most exchange-traded stock 
options are American.

Related Terms:
•  Call Option •  Index Option
•  Premium •  Put Option
•  Strike Price

stock sPlit
What Does Stock Split Mean?
A corporate action in which a company’s existing shares are di-
vided (split) into multiple shares. Although the number of shares 
outstanding increases by a specific multiple, the total dollar value 
of the shares remains the same compared to the presplit amounts. 
Normally, no real value is added when a stock splits. In the United 
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Kingdom, a stock split is referred to as a scrip issue, bonus issue, 
capitalization issue, or free issue. 

Investopedia explains Stock Split
As an example, in a 2-for-1 stock split, each stockholder receives one 
additional share for each existing share owned. Companies often 
engage in stock splits because a company’s share price has grown 
too high. For example, if XYZ Corp.’s shares were worth $1,000 each, 
investors would need to spend $100,000 to own 100 shares. If each 
share was worth $10, investors would need to pay only $1,000 to 
own 100 shares. 

Related Terms:
•  Common Stock •  Ex-Date
•  Record Date •  Reverse Stock Split
•  Spinoff

stoP order
What Does Stop Order Mean?
An order to buy or sell a security when its price surpasses a par-
ticular point (the stop price), thus ensuring a greater probability of 
achieving a predetermined entry or exit price, limiting an investor’s 
loss or locking in his or her profit. Once the price surpasses the 
predefined entry/exit point, the stop order becomes a market order. 
Also referred to as a stop and/or stop-loss order. 

Investopedia explains Stop Order
Investors often enter a sell stop order when they know that they 
will not be able to monitor their portfolios (e.g., while traveling or 
on vacation). Stop orders do not guarantee an execution price. For 
instance, if a stock price drops rapidly, a stop order could be trig-
gered (or filled) at a price significantly lower than expected. Traders 
who use technical analysis place stop orders below major moving 
averages, trend lines, swing highs, swing lows, and other support or 
resistance levels. 

Related Terms:
•  Limit Order •  Resistance
•  Stop-Limit Order •  Stop-Loss Order
•  Support
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stoP-limit order
What Does Stop-Limit Order Mean?
A type of trade order that combines the features of a stop order 
with those of a limit order. A stop-limit order stipulates that a buy or 
sell order can be executed only at the limit price or better once the 
stop price has been reached. 

Investopedia explains Stop-Limit Order
A benefit of a stop-limit order is that the trader controls when the 
order can be filled. The downside, as with all limit orders, is that 
there is no guarantee that the stock price will reach the limit price. 
If this happens, the order will not execute. A stop order is an order 
that becomes executable only when a set price has been reached; 
after that it becomes a market order. A limit order, in contrast, is 
executed only at a certain price or better. By combining the two 
orders, the investor has more control over the final trade price. A 
stop order is filled at the market price after the stop price is reached; 
therefore, it is possible to get a price very different from what the 
investor hoped, especially in fast-moving markets. For example, 
assume that ABC Inc. is trading at $40 and an investor wants to buy 
the stock once it begins to show some serious upward momentum. 
The investor places a stop-limit order to buy at a stop price of $45 
with a limit price at $46. If the price of ABC Inc. moves above the 
$45 stop price, the order becomes a limit order to buy at $46 or  
better (less). As long as the order can be filled at $46 (the limit price) 
or less, the trade will be filled. If the stock jumps above $46, the 
order will not be filled. 

Related Terms:
•  Bear Market •  Bid
•  Limit Order •  Stop Order
•  Stop-Loss Order

stoP-loss order
What Does Stop-Loss Order Mean?
An order placed with a broker to sell a security when it reaches a 
certain price. It is designed to limit an investor’s loss on a security 
position. A stop order becomes a market order once the stop price 
has been reached. Also known as a stop order or stop-market order. 
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Investopedia explains Stop-Loss Order
In other words, setting a stop-loss order for 10% below the price an 
investor paid for the stock would limit the investor’s loss to 10%. It 
is a good idea to use a stop-loss order before an investor leaves for 
holidays or enters a situation in which the investor will be unable to 
watch his or her stocks for an extended period. The downside of a 
stop order is that since the order becomes a market order when the 
stop price is hit, instead of a limit order, the investor never knows 
the price at which the order will be executed. 

Related Terms:
•  Buy to Cover •  Downtrend
•  Market Order •  Stop Order
•  Stop-Limit Order

straddle
What Does Straddle Mean?
An options strategy in which an investor holds a position in both a 
call option and a put option with the same strike prices and expira-
tion dates.
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Investopedia explains Straddle
Straddles are a good strategy for investors who think a stock’s price 
will move significantly but are unsure about the direction. The stock 
price must move significantly one way or the other for the investor 
to make money. As shown in the accompanying diagram, if the stock 
price does not fluctuate, the investor will experience a loss. As a result, 
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a straddle is extremely risky. In addition, when stocks are expected to 
jump, the market tends to price options at a higher premium, which 
reduces the expected payoff if the stock moves significantly. 

Related Terms:
•  Hedge •  Option
•  Risk •  Stock Option
•  Volatility

strangle
What Does Strangle Mean?
An options strategy in which the investor holds positions in both a 
call and a put option with the same maturity and underlying asset 
but with different strike prices. This option strategy is profitable only 
when there are large movements in the price of the underlying asset. 
This strategy is used when an investor thinks that there will be large 
price movements in the near future but is unsure whether the price 
movements will be up or down. 

Investopedia explains Strangle
This strategy involves buying an out-of-the-money call and an out-of-
the-money put option. A strangle is generally less expensive than a 
straddle because the contract premiums are due less to the fact that 
the options are out of the money. For example, a stock is trading at 
$50 a share. With the strangle option strategy, an investor enters into 
two option positions: one call and one put. Say the call option is for 
$55 and costs $300 ($3 per option × 100 shares) and the put option 
is for $45 and costs $285 ($2.85 per option × 100 shares). If the price 
of the stock stays between $45 and $55 over the life of the option, the 
investor’s loss will be $585 (total cost of the two option contracts). 
The investor will make money when the price of the stock starts to 
move outside that range, for example, when the stock price goes to 
$35. In this case, the call option will expire worthless and the loss will 
be $300, but the put option will be worth $715 ($1,000 minus the 
initial option value of $285). Thus, the investor’s total gain is $415. 

Related Terms:
•  Hedge •  In the Money
•  Maturity •  Stock Option
•  Straddle
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strike Price
What Does Strike Price Mean?
The set price at which an option contract can be exercised. Strike 
prices are associated mostly with stock and index options. For call 
options, the strike price is the price at which the underlying stock 
can be bought (up to the expiration date), whereas for put op-
tions, the strike price is the price at which the underlying stock can 
be sold. The difference between the underlying security’s current 
market price and the option’s strike price represents the amount of 
profit per share gained upon the exercise or the sale of the option. 
This profit results from the options being in the money. In buying an 
option, the maximum amount that can be lost is the premium paid. 
Also known as the exercise price.  

Investopedia explains Strike Price
Strike prices are a key determinant of the premium, which rep-
resents the market value (price) of an options contract. Other 
determinants include the time until expiration, the volatility of the 
underlying security, and prevailing interest rates. Strike prices are 
established when a contract is first written. Most strike prices are in 
increments of $2.50 and $5.00.

Related Terms:
•  Call Option •  Common Stock
•  Exercise •  In the Money
•  Put Option

style
What Does Style Mean?
The investment approach or objective that a fund manager uses to 
make choices in the selection of securities for the fund’s portfolio. 
Although there are a variety of styles, there are nine basic invest-
ing styles for both equity and fixed-income funds. For stock funds, 
company size and value/growth characteristics determine the style. 
For bonds, style is defined by maturities and credit quality.
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Investopedia explains Style
The specific size classifications for stocks are large, medium-size, and 
small companies, as determined by market capitalization. Value, 
growth, and a value-growth blend are the three basic categories for 
stocks. Bond maturities are categorized as short-term, intermediate-
term, and long-term. Credit quality is determined by a bond’s status 
as a government or agency issue (high) and by credit ratings for 
corporates and municipals of AAA to AA (high), A to BBB (medium), 
and BB to C (low). Variations and combinations of these basic cat-
egories, as well as consideration of special industries, industry sectors, 
and geographic location, create investment styles for both stock and 
bond funds beyond the basic nine categories for each type of fund.

Related Terms:
•  Growth Stock •  Index Fund
•  Mutual Fund •  Value Stock

style driFt
What Does Style Drift Mean?
The divergence of a mutual fund from its stated investment style or 
objective. Style drift occurs as a result of intentional portfolio invest-
ing decisions made by management, a change in the fund’s manage-
ment, or, in the case of stocks, a company’s growth.

Investopedia explains Style Drift
Generally, a portfolio manager’s ability to manage and commitment 
to managing a fund’s assets in accordance with its stated investment 
style over the course of several years is a positive investment quality. 
For obvious reasons, consistency in this area is preferable to style drift. 
Managers chasing performance have been known to resort to using 
different strategies that are often counterproductive and can change 
the risk-return profile of the fund. Nevertheless, fund investors need 
to exercise some flexibility in making judgments about a fund’s  
investment style stability. Some funds allow for a “go-anywhere”  
style, which means that the manager will do just that. Also, it is not 
unusual for small-cap and mid-cap companies to grow in size, which 
means that a fund may shift capitalization categories accordingly. 
Circumstances can justify giving the fund manager some leeway.  
A history of consistent, above-average total returns may override 
any concerns about style drift.
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Related Terms:
•  Asset Allocation •  Diversification
•  Growth Stock •  Style
•  Value Investing

subordinated debt
What Does Subordinated Debt Mean?
A loan (or security) that ranks below other loans (or securities) with 
regard to claims on assets or earnings; sometimes called a junior 
security or subordinated loan. 

Investopedia explains Subordinated Debt
In the case of default, creditors with subordinated debt would not 
get paid until after the senior debtholders were paid in full. There-
fore, subordinated debt is more risky than unsubordinated debt. 

Related Terms:
•  Bankruptcy •  Bond
•  Debt •  Debt Financing
•  Preferred Stock

subPrime loan
What Does Subprime Loan Mean?
A type of loan that is offered at an interest rate far above the prime 
interest rate; usually extended to individuals who have poor credit 
and do not qualify for prime rate loans. Quite often, subprime 
borrowers already have been turned away by traditional lenders 
because of their low credit ratings or other factors that suggest that 
they have a reasonable chance of defaulting on the debt repayment. 

Investopedia explains Subprime Loan
Subprime loans tend to have a higher interest rate than the prime 
rate offered on traditional loans. This additional interest charge 
can translate into tens of thousands of dollars in additional interest 
payments over the life of the loan. However, a subprime loan can 
be helpful if it is used to pay down other debts with higher interest 
charges. The specific amount of interest charged on a subprime loan 
is not set, and lenders will value a borrower’s risks differently. There-
fore, not all subprime loans are alike.
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Related Terms:
•  Credit Rating •  Interest Rate
•  Liar Loan •  Securitization
•  Subprime Meltdown

subPrime meltdown
What Does Subprime Meltdown Mean?
A term that refers to the 2008 financial crisis that arose out of the 
subprime mortgage market collapse brought on by borrowers who 
defaulted on their loans in record numbers. This led to the collapse 
of many mortgage lenders, banks, and hedge funds. The meltdown 
spilled over into the global credit market as risk premiums increased 
rapidly and capital liquidity was reduced. The sharp increase in 
foreclosures and the problems in the subprime mortgage market 
were blamed largely on loose lending practices, low interest rates, a 
housing bubble, and excessive risk taking by lenders and investors. It 
is also known as the subprime collapse or the subprime crisis. 

Investopedia explains Subprime Meltdown
After the tech bubble and the events of September 11, 2001, the 
Federal Reserve stimulated a struggling economy by cutting inter-
est rates to historically low levels. As a result, a housing bull market 
arose. Everyone was buying a home, even people with poor credit, 
and mortgage lenders created nontraditional mortgages: interest-
only loans, payment-option ARMs, and mortgages with extended 
amortization periods. Eventually, interest rates rose, resetting adjust-
able rate mortgages at higher levels, which led to a record number 
of homeowners defaulting on their loans. That left mortgage lenders 
holding properties that were declining in value; more loan defaults 
occurred until eventually lenders started going out of business and 
the credit markets froze. Investors and hedge funds also suffered 
because lenders sold securitized mortgages in the secondary market 
in the form of collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) and other 
mortgage-backed securities (MBSs). When the underlying mortgages  
began to default, those MBSs became nearly worthless. 

Related Terms:
•  Collateralized Mortgage Obligation—CMO
•  Credit Crunch •  Liar Loan
•  Securitization •  Subprime Loan
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suPPort
What Does Support Mean?
The historical price level of a security that is used as a point of 
reference as the security’s lowest trading price within a specific time 
frame. Many investors see this level as a buying opportunity. How-
ever, if the security trades below support, some believe that this is 
a sign that the stock price will drop further. Often referred to as the 
support level.
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Investopedia explains Support
If the price of a stock falls toward a support level, it is a test for the 
stock: The support will be either reconfirmed or wiped out. It will be 
reconfirmed if a lot of buyers move into the stock, causing it to rise 
and move back up and away from the support level. It will be wiped 
out if buyers do not enter to buy the stock and the stock falls below 
the support. 

Related Terms:
•  Ask •  Bid
•  Resistance •  Technical Analysis
•  Volume
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swaP
What Does Swap mean?
Traditionally, the exchange of one security for another for the pur-
pose of changing the maturity (bonds), the quality of issues (stocks 
or bonds), or one’s investment objectives. Swaps include currency 
swaps and interest rate swaps. 

Investopedia explains Swap
If companies in different countries have regional advantages on 
interest rates, a swap will benefit both firms. For example, one firm 
may have a lower fixed interest rate while another has access to a 
lower floating interest rate. To take advantage of this situation, the 
companies would do an interest rate swap.

Related Terms:
•  Arbitrage •  Commodity
•  Credit Default Swap •  Currency Swap
•  Interest Rate Swap

swing trading
What Does Swing Trading Mean?
A style of trading that is used to capture quick gains in a stock over a 
one- to four-day trading period. It is done to capitalize on the short-
term swings in the market.

Investopedia explains Swing Trading
Traders must make quick trading decisions to exploit these short-
term price swings in the stock market. This strategy often is used by 
retail day traders. Large institutions have trouble using this strategy 
because the size of their trades makes it prohibitive. Swing trad-
ers use technical analysis to look for stocks with short-term price 
momentum. Those traders are not interested in the fundamental or 
intrinsic value of stocks but in their price trends and patterns. As the 
saying goes, “Traders trade. Investors invest.”

Related Terms:
•  Arbitrage •  Capital Gain
•  Stock Market •  Technical Analysis
•  Volatility
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syndicate
What Does Syndicate Mean?
A group of bankers, insurers, and others who work together on a 
large project. A group of brokers (investment banks) involved in 
selling an initial public offering (IPO) to the public are known as the 
selling syndicate.

Investopedia explains Syndicate
The members of a syndicate work together only temporarily. Syndi-
cates are used commonly for large loans or underwritings to reduce 
the risk that each individual firm must take on. 

Related Terms:
•  Capital Structure •  Equity
•  Initial Public Offering—IPO •  Investment Bank
•  Underwriting

systematic risk
What Does Systematic Risk Mean?
The risk inherent in the entire market or an entire market segment. 
Also known as undiversifiable risk or market risk.

Investopedia explains Systematic Risk
Interest rates, recessions, and wars are types of systematic risk 
because they affect the entire market and cannot be avoided even 
with diversification. Systematic risk affects a broad range of secu-
rities, whereas unsystematic risk affects a very specific group of 
securities or an individual security. Systematic risk can be mitigated 
only by being hedged. But even a portfolio of well-diversified assets 
cannot protect against all risk. 

Related Terms:
•  Capital Asset Pricing Model—CAPM
•  Diversification •  Market Economy
•  Standard Deviation •  Unsystematic Risk
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takeover
What Does Takeover Mean?
A corporate action in which an acquiring company makes a bid 
for another company. If the target company is publicly traded, the 
acquiring company will make an off er for the outstanding shares. 
When the targeted company refuses to be purchased, the takeover 
is considered a hostile takeover.

Investopedia explains Takeover
A welcome takeover usually is a favorable and friendly takeover. 
Friendly takeovers generally go smoothly because both companies 
consider this a positive situation. In contrast, an unwelcome or hos-
tile takeover can get downright nasty! 

Related Terms:
•  Enterprise Value •  Hostile Takeover
•  Leveraged Buyout •  Merger
•  Poison Pill

tangible asset
What Does Tangible Asset Mean?
A physical asset such as inventories, machinery, buildings, and land. 
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Investopedia explains Tangible Asset
This is the opposite of an intangible asset, such as a patent, a trade-
mark, or goodwill. Whether an asset is tangible or intangible is not 
inherently good or bad. For example, a well-known brand name can 
be very valuable to a company. In contrast, if a product is produced 
solely for a trademark, at some point the company will need to have 
“real” physical assets to produce it. 

Related Terms:
•  Asset •  Book Value
•  Intangible Asset •  Net Tangible Assets
•  Price to Tangible Book Value—PTBV

tangible net worth
What Does Tangible Net Worth Mean?
A measure of the physical worth of a company minus any value 
derived from intangible assets such as copyrights, patents, and intel-
lectual property. Tangible net worth is calculated by taking a firm’s 
total tangible assets and subtracting the value of all liabilities and 
intangible assets. Tangible net worth is calculated as shown here:

Tangible Net Worth Total Assets Liabilities Int= − − aangible Assets

Investopedia explains Tangible Net Worth
In personal finance, tangible net worth is the sum of all of a per-
son’s tangible assets (cash, home, cars, etc.) minus any liabilities 
that person may have. In the financial markets, tangible net worth 
represents the amount of physical assets a company has net of its 
liabilities. Thus, it represents the liquidation proceeds a company 
would fetch if it shut down and sold off all its assets. 

Related Terms:
•  Intangible Assets •  Liquidity 
•  Net Tangible Assets •  Net Worth
•  Tangible Asset

tax deFerred
What Does Tax Deferred Mean?
Refers to investment earnings such as interest, dividends, and capital 
gains that accumulate free from taxation until the investor withdraws  
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and takes possession of them. The most common types of tax-
deferred investments are those in individual retirement accounts 
(IRAs) and deferred annuities. 

Investopedia explains Tax Deferred
By deferring taxes on the returns from an investment, the investor 
benefits in two ways. The first benefit is tax-free growth: Instead of 
paying tax on the returns from an investment, taxes are paid at a later 
date, allowing the investment to grow tax-free. The second benefit 
of tax deferral is that investments usually are made when a person is 
earning higher income and is taxed at a higher tax rate. By deferring 
withdrawals until later in life when his or her tax bracket may be lower, 
the investor is able to pay lower taxes on the income at that later time. 

Related Terms:
•  Capital Gain •  Qualified Retirement Account
•  Roth IRA •  Traditional IRA
•  Unrealized Gain

technical analysis
What Does Technical Analysis Mean?
A method of evaluating securities by analyzing statistics and data 
such as historical prices and trading volumes. Technical analysts do 
not attempt to measure a security’s intrinsic value but instead use 
charts, graphs, and other analytic tools to identify patterns that they 
believe will help predict future activity. 

Investopedia explains Technical Analysis
Technical analysts believe that the historical performance of stocks 
and markets provides indications of future performance. In a shop-
ping mall, a fundamental analyst would go to each store, study  
the product that was being sold, and then decide whether to buy 
the store. By contrast, a technical analyst would sit on a bench in the 
mall and watch people go into the stores. Disregarding the intrinsic 
value of the products in the store, he or she would base the decision 
on the patterns or activity of people going into each store. 

Related Terms:
•  Behavioral Finance •  Fundamental Analysis
•  Head and Shoulders Pattern •  Moving Average
•  Quantitative Analysis
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ted sPread
What Does Ted Spread Mean?
The difference in price between three-month futures contracts for 
U.S. Treasuries and three-month contracts for Eurodollars with iden-
tical expiration dates. 

Investopedia explains Ted Spread
The Ted spread is used as an indicator of credit risk because U.S.  
T-Bills are considered risk-free whereas the rate associated with  
Eurodollar futures is thought to reflect the credit ratings of corpo-
rate borrowers. As the Ted spread increases, default risk is consid-
ered to be increasing and investors will have a preference for safe 
investments. As the spread decreases, the default risk is considered 
to be decreasing. 

Related Terms:
•  Credit Spread •  Currency Swap
•  Futures •  Interest Rate Swap
•  U.S. Treasuries

terminal value (tv)
What Does Terminal Value (TV) Mean?
The value of an investment at the end of a period, taking into ac-
count a specified rate of interest. 

Investopedia explains Terminal Value (TV)
The formula for calculating terminal value is the same as 
that for compound interest:

Where TV = total amount, P = principal amount, r = interest rate,  
t = period of time.

Related Terms:
•  Amortization •  Asset
•  Depreciation •  Par Value
•  Present Value

tick
What Does Tick Mean?
The minimum price movement—up or down—of a security. 

TV P (1 r)= × + t
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Investopedia explains Tick
Historically, stocks traded in minimum increments of 1/16. Now 
they trade in decimals. A stock would move in amounts of 1/8, 1/16, 
or 1/32 of a dollar (the tick). This changed when the decimal system 
was brought in. Now they trade in fractions of pennies.

Related Terms:
•  Basis Point •  Downtrend
•  Short Sale •  Uptick
•  Uptrend

tier 1 caPital
What Does Tier 1 Capital Mean?
A term used to describe the capital adequacy of a bank. Tier I capital 
is core capital, which includes equity capital and disclosed reserves. 

Investopedia explains Tier 1 Capital
Equity capital includes instruments that cannot be redeemed at the 
discretion of the holder. 

Related Terms:
•  Capital  •  Capital Structure
•  Mezzanine Financing •  Private Equity
•  Venture Capital

time value oF money
What Does Time Value of Money Mean?
The idea that money available today is worth more than the same 
amount of money in the future, based on its earnings potential. This 
principle asserts that money can earn interest and grow, and so any 
amount of money is worth more the sooner a person has it so that 
that person can put it to use now rather than later. Also referred to as 
present discounted value. 

Investopedia explains Time Value of Money
Everyone knows that money deposited in a savings account will earn 
interest. Because of this, the sooner it starts earning interest, the 
better. For example, assuming a 5% interest rate, a $100 investment 
today will be worth $105 in one year ($100 multiplied by 1.05). Con-
versely, $100 received one year from now is worth only $95.24 today 
($100 divided by 1.05), assuming a 5% interest rate. 
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Related Terms:
•  Discount Rate •  Future Value
•  Net Present Value—NPV •  Present Value
•  Present Value Interest Factor—PVIF

times interest earned (tie)
What Does Times Interest Earned (TIE) Mean?
A metric used to measure a company’s ability to meet its debt obli-
gations. It is calculated by taking a company’s earnings before inter-
est and taxes (EBIT) and dividing it by the total interest payable on 
bonds and other contractual debt. It usually is quoted as a ratio and 
indicates how many times a company can cover its interest charges 
on a pretax basis. Failing to meet these obligations could force a 
company into bankruptcy. Also referred to as interest coverage ratio 
and fixed-charged coverage. 

Investopedia explains Times Interest Earned (TIE)
Ensuring interest payments to debtholders and preventing bank-
ruptcy depend mainly on a company’s ability to sustain earnings. 
However, a high TIE ratio can indicate that a company has an unde-
sirable lack of debt or is paying down too much debt with earnings 
that could be used for other projects. The rationale behind TIE is 
to determine whether there are other projects that yield greater re-
turns than existing ones or whether current borrowing costs (inter-
est rates) should be reduced in exchange for lower borrowing costs. 

Related Terms:
•  Cash Conversion Cycle—CCC •  Cost of Capital
•  Credit Rating
•  Earnings before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and  
    Amortization—EBITDA
•  Interest Rate

total enterPrise value (tev)
What Does Total Enterprise Value (TEV) Mean?
A valuation measurement used to compare companies with varying 
levels of debt. It is calculated as follows: TEV = Market Capitalization +  
Interest-Bearing Debt + Preferred Stock – Excess Cash. 
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Investopedia explains Total Enterprise Value (TEV)
Some investors look only at market capitalization when valuing a 
company, but some companies issue more equity than others; this is 
why debt is included. 

Related Terms:
•  Book Value •  Debt
•  Enterprise Value—EV •  Market Capitalization
•  Preferred Stock

total return
What Does Total Return Mean?
The actual rate of return of an investment or a pool of investments 
over a particular evaluation period. Total return includes interest, 
capital gains, dividends, and distributions realized and reinvested 
over a particular period. 

Investopedia explains Total Return
Total return consists of both income and capital appreciation. 
Income includes interest paid by fixed-income investments, distri-
butions, and dividends. Capital appreciation represents a positive 
change in the market price of an asset. 

Related Terms:
•  Absolute Return •  Capital Gain
•  Dividend •  Expected Return
•  Interest

tracking error
What Does Tracking Error Mean?
A divergence between the price behavior of a position or portfolio 
and the price behavior of a benchmark. It often is used in the con-
text of a hedge or mutual fund that did not perform as effectively as 
intended, creating an unexpected profit or unexpected loss. 

Investopedia explains Tracking Error
Tracking errors are reported as a “standard deviation percentage” 
difference. This measure reports the difference between the return 
an investor received and the return on the benchmark the investor 
was trying to match or beat. 
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Related Terms:
•  Benchmark •  Expense Ratio
•  Index  •  Mutual Fund
•  Total Return

traditional ira
What Does Traditional IRA Mean?
A qualified retirement account that allows individuals to direct 
pretax income, up to specific annual limits, toward investments that 
can grow tax-deferred (no capital gains or dividend income is taxed). 
Individual taxpayers are allowed to contribute 100% of compensation 
up to a specified maximum dollar amount to a Traditional IRA. Con-
tributions to a Traditional IRA may be tax-deductible, depending on 
the taxpayer’s income and tax-filing status and other factors. Other 
variants of the IRA include the Roth IRA, SIMPLE IRA, and SEP IRA. 

Investopedia explains Traditional IRA
Traditional IRAs are held by custodians, such as commercial banks, 
mutual fund companies, and retail brokers; investors can use IRA funds 
to invest in stocks, bonds, funds, and other financial assets. Assets such 
as real estate come with heavy restrictions from the IRS and may be 
taxed differently. Distributions from a Traditional IRA are treated as 
ordinary income and may be subjected to income tax. This is different 
from a Roth IRA, which can offer tax-free distributions. For people over 
age 50, higher annual contribution limits may apply for a relatively new 
IRA or one that was underfunded in previous tax years. IRA withdraw-
als must begin when the IRA owner reaches age 70.5 years. 

Related Terms:
•  Annuity 
•  Individual Retirement Account—IRA
•  Required Minimum Distribution—RMD
•  Roth IRA •  Tax Deferred

tranches
What Does Tranches Mean?
Refers to a piece, portion, or slice of a deal. The portion is one of 
several related securities that are offered simultaneously, but with 
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each having different risks, rewards, and/or maturities. “Tranche” is 
the French word for “slice.” 

Investopedia explains Tranches
This is a term often used to describe a specific class of bonds within 
an offering in which each tranche offers varying degrees of risk 
to the investor. For example, a collateralized mortgage obligation 
(CMO) that offers a partitioned mortgage-backed security (MBS) 
portfolio might have mortgages (tranches) that have 1-year, 2-year, 
5-year, and 20-year maturities. Tranches can also refer to segments 
that are offered domestically and  internationally. 

Related Terms:
•  Asset-Backed Security
•  Collateralized Debt Obligation—CDO
•  Collateralized Mortgage Obligation—CMO
•  Mortgage-Backed Securities—MBSs
•  Underwriting

treasury bill (t-bill)
What Does Treasury Bill (T-Bill) Mean?
A very short-term debt obligation issued and backed by the U.S. 
government with a maturity of less than one year. T-bills are sold 
in $1,000 denominations up to a maximum purchase of $5 mil-
lion; common maturities are one month (4 weeks), three months 
(13 weeks), and six months (26 weeks). T-bills are issued through a 
competitive bidding process at a discount from par, which means 
that rather than paying fixed interest payments as conventional 
bonds do, the purchaser buys at a discount and then gets the full 
face amount at maturity. 

Investopedia explains Treasury Bill (T-Bill)
If an investor buys a 13-week T-bill priced at $9,800, essentially, the 
U.S. government (and its nearly bulletproof credit rating) writes the 
investor an IOU for $10,000, which will be paid to the investor in 
full at maturity (13 weeks). T-bills do not pay interest the way other 
bonds do. Instead, the difference between the discounted value paid 
and the maturity value received is the income component. In this 
case, the T-bill pays a 2.04% interest rate ($200/$9,800 = 2.04%) over 
a three-month period. 
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Related Terms:
•  Discount Rate •  Equity Risk Premium
•  Risk-Free Rate of Return •  Treasury Bond—T-Bond
•  U.S. Treasury

treasury bond (t-bond)
What Does Treasury Bond (T-Bond) Mean?
A marketable, fixed-interest U.S. government bond that has a matu-
rity of more than 10 years. Treasury bonds make interest payments 
semiannually, and the income that holders receive is taxed only at 
the federal level. 

Investopedia explains Treasury Bond (T-Bond)
Treasury bonds are issued in a minimum denomination of $1,000. 
The bonds initially are sold in a treasury auction with maximum 
purchases set at $5 million if the bid is noncompetitive or 35% of the 
offering if the bid is competitive. A competitive bid states the rate 
that the bidder is willing to accept; it will be accepted depending on 
how it compares with the set rate of the bond. A noncompetitive 
bid ensures that the bidder will get the bond but must accept the 
set rate. After the auction, the bonds can be sold in the secondary 
market. 

Related Terms:
•  Bond Ladder •  Debenture
•  Interest Rate •  Treasury Note
•  U.S. Treasury

treasury inFlation Protected  
securities (tiPs)
What Does Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS) Mean?
Refers to a Treasury note or bond that is adjusted for inflation. Like 
other Treasuries, an inflation-indexed security pays interest every 
six months and pays the principal when the security matures. The 
difference with TIPS is that the coupon payments and underlying 
principal are increased automatically to compensate for inflation 
as measured by the consumer price index (CPI). Also referred to as 
Treasury inflation-indexed securities. 
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Investopedia explains Treasury  
Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS)
If U.S. Treasuries are the world’s safest investments, one might say 
that TIPS are the safest of the safe. This is the case because the real 
rate of return, which represents the growth of the investor’s pur-
chasing power, is guaranteed. The downside is that because of that 
safety, TIPS offer very low interest rates. Other countries have similar 
securities. For example, TIPS in Canada are called real return bonds 
(RRB). 

Related Terms:
•  Consumer Price Index—CPI •  Government Security
•  Inflation •  Interest Rate
•  Real Rate of Return

treasury note
What Does Treasury Note Mean?
A marketable U.S. government bond with a fixed interest rate and 
a maturity generally between 1 and 10 years. Treasury notes are 
sold directly from the U.S. government or through a bank. When 
buying Treasury notes from the government, an investor can put in 
a competitive or a noncompetitive bid. With a competitive bid, the 
investor specifies the yield he or she wants; however, this does not 
mean that the bid will be approved. With a noncompetitive bid, the 
investor accepts whatever yield is determined at the auction. 

Investopedia explains Treasury Note
Treasury notes are extremely popular not only because they are 
backed by the full faith and credit of the U.S. government but also 
because there is a large secondary market for the notes; this makes 
them highly liquid. Interest payments on the notes are made every 
six months until maturity. The income from the interest payments is 
not taxable on a municipal or state level but is federally taxed. 

Related Terms:
•  Debt •  Interest Rate
•  Treasury Bill •  Treasury Bond 
•  U.S. Treasury
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trend analysis
What Does Trend Analysis Mean?
A type of technical analysis that is used in an attempt to predict the 
future movement of a stock on the basis of past data. Trend analysis 
is rooted in the idea that historical trading trends can give traders an 
idea of what may happen in the future. There are three main types 
of trends: short-term, intermediate-term, and long-term. 

Investopedia explains Trend Analysis
Trend analysis is used to predict a trend such as a bull market so 
that investors can ride that trend until data suggests a trend reversal 
(e.g., bull market to bear market). Trend analysis is helpful because 
moving with trends, as opposed to against them, can lead to profits 
for an investor. 

Related Terms:
•  Bear Market •  Bull Market
•  Downtrend •  Technical Analysis
•  Uptrend

triPle witching 
What Does Triple Witching Mean?
An event that occurs when the contracts for stock index futures, 
stock index options, and stock options all expire on the same day. 
Triple witching days happen four times a year on the third Friday of 
March, June, September, and December. This phenomenon some-
times is referred to as Freaky Friday. 

Investopedia explains Triple Witching
The final trading hour for that Friday is the hour known as triple 
witching. The markets are quite volatile in this final hour, as traders 
quickly offset their options and futures orders before the closing 
bell. Triple witching has a minimal impact on a long-term investor. 

Related Terms:
•  Expiration •  In the Money
•  Index Option •  Stock Option
•  Strike Price
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turnover
What Does Turnover Mean?
(1) In accounting, the number of times an asset is replaced during a 
financial period. (2) The number of shares traded in a specific period 
expressed as a percentage of the total shares in a portfolio or traded 
on an exchange. 

Investopedia explains Turnover
(1) In accounting, turnover often refers to inventory or accounts 
receivable. A quick turnover is desired because it means that inven-
tory is not sitting on the shelves for too long. (2) In a portfolio, a low 
turnover is desired because it means that the investor is paying less 
in trading commissions. Excessive trading by a broker for the sole 
purpose of generating commissions is called churning. This practice 
is both unethical and illegal. 

Related Terms:
•  Accounts Receivable—AR •  Asset
•  Asset Turnover •  Cash Conversion Cycle—CCC
•  Inventory Turnover

turnover ratio
What Does Turnover Ratio Mean?
The percentage of a mutual fund or another investment vehicle’s 
holdings that is replaced (“turned over”) by other investments 
during the course of a specific period. A mutual fund’s investment 
objective, along with the portfolio manager’s active management, 
plays an important role in the amount of turnover that occurs in a 
portfolio.  

Investopedia explains Turnover Ratio
As an example, a stock index fund that is not actively managed has a 
very low turnover rate, but a nonindex fund or a bond fund typically 
has more turnover because active trading is an inherent part of ac-
tive portfolio management, particularly as bonds mature and are re-
placed with new bonds. An aggressive small-cap growth stock fund 
generally experiences higher turnover than does a large-cap value 
stock fund. Investors should avoid mutual funds with high turnover 
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because they incur higher trading costs and can produce additional 
tax liabilities, which in the end translate into lower returns. Turnover 
ratios for a mutual fund vary from year to year, but a fair approxima-
tion can be ascertained by looking at turnover over a few consecu-
tive years. 

Related Terms:
•  Expense Ratio •  Index
•  Index Fund •  Liquidity Ratios
•  Mutual Fund
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underwriting
What Does Underwriting Mean?
(1) Th e process employed by investment bankers to raise invest-
ment capital on behalf of a corporation. Th is is done mainly through 
stock off erings but also may be accomplished through selling bonds. 
(2) Th e process of issuing insurance policies. 

Investopedia explains Underwriting
Th e word “underwriter” is said to derive from the practice of having 
each risk taker write his or her name under the total amount of risk 
he or she was willing to accept at a specifi ed premium (price). In a 
way, this is still true, as new issues usually are sold to the market by 
an underwriting syndicate in which each fi rm takes the responsibil-
ity (and risk) of selling its specifi c allotment. 

Related Terms:
•  Capital •  Capital Structure
•  Initial Public Off ering—IPO •  Rights Off ering (Issue)
•  Syndicate
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u.s. treasury
What Does U.S. Treasury Mean?
Created in 1798, the United States Department of the Treasury is 
the government (Cabinet) department responsible for issuing all 
Treasury bonds, notes, and bills. Some of the government branches 
operating under the U.S. Treasury umbrella include the IRS, the U.S. 
Mint, the Bureau of the Public Debt, and the Alcohol and Tobacco 
Tax Bureau. 

Investopedia explains U.S. Treasury
Generally, the U.S. Treasury is responsible for the revenue of the  
U.S. government, but it also has other key functions: (a) printing  
of bills, postage, and Federal Reserve notes and minting of coins,  
(b) collection of taxes and enforcement of tax laws (through the 
IRS), (c) management of all government accounts and debt issues, 
and (d) overseeing U.S. banks. 

Related Terms:
•  Monetary Policy •  Treasury Bill—T-Bill
•  Treasury Bond—T-Bond
•  Treasury Inflation Protected Securities—TIPS
•  Treasury Note

unemPloyment rate
What Does Unemployment Rate Mean?
The percentage of the total labor force in a certain period that is 
unemployed but actively seeking employment and willing to work.

Investopedia explains Unemployment Rate
The unemployment rate is considered a lagging indicator, confirm-
ing what happened in the past but not predicting what may happen 
in the future. Unemployment numbers often are revised up or down 
months after they have been reported. Therefore, it may not be wise 
to base investment decisions on initial unemployment figures.  

Related Terms:
•  Business Cycle •  Fundamental Analysis
•  Gross Domestic Product •  Market Economy
•  Quantitative Analysis
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unlevered beta
What Does Unlevered Beta Mean?
A type of metric that compares the risk of an unlevered company 
with the risk of the market in general; the unlevered beta is equal to 
the beta of a company without any debt. Unlevering a beta removes 
the financial effects from leverage. The formula 
to calculate a company’s unlevered beta is 
shown here:

Where B = the firm’s beta with leverage, T= the corporate tax rate, 
D/E = the company’s debt/equity ratio. 

Investopedia explains Unlevered Beta
This measure shows the amount of systematic risk inherent in a 
firm’s equity compared with the overall market. Unlevering the beta 
removes any beneficial effects gained by adding debt to the firm’s 
capital structure. Comparing companies’ unlevered betas gives 
investors a better idea of the amount of risk associated with a firm’s 
stock. 

Related Terms:
•  Beta •  Capital Structure
•  Debt/Equity Ratio •  Leverage
•  Systematic Risk

unrealized gain
What Does Unrealized Gain Mean?
A profit that exists only on paper as a result of holding on to an as-
set rather than actually selling it.

Investopedia explains Unrealized Gain
Let’s say an investor owns a stock that has doubled in price but he 
or she hasn’t sold it yet. This is said to be an unrealized gain. The 
opposite of an unrealized gain is an unrealized loss. Either way, no 
tax consequences are incurred until the investor actually sells the 
security.

Related Terms:
•  Capital Gain •  Market Order
•  Return on Investment •  Stop Order
•  Tax Deferred
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unsystematic risk
What Does Unsystematic Risk Mean?
Company- or industry-specific risk as opposed to overall market 
risk; unsystematic risk can be reduced through diversification. As the 
saying goes, “Don’t put all of your eggs in one basket.” Also known as 
specific risk, diversifiable risk, and residual risk. 

Investopedia explains Unsystematic Risk
As an example, news that affects a small number of stocks, such as a 
sudden labor strike, is a type of unsystematic risk. 

Related Terms:
•  Macroeconomic •  Microeconomics
•  Risk •  Risk-Return Trade-Off
•  Systematic risk

uPtick
What Does Uptick Mean?
A securities transaction that occurs at a price above the previous 
transaction. For an uptick to occur, a transaction price must be 
followed by another transaction at a higher price. This term is used 
commonly in reference to stocks but also can refer to commodities 
and other securities. 

Investopedia explains Uptick
As an example, suppose stock ABC previously traded at $10. If its 
next trade occurs at a price above $10, say, $10.05, ABC is on an 
uptick. 

Related Terms:
•  Commodity •  Stock
•  Stock Market •  Uptrend
•  Volume

uPtrend
What Does Uptrend Mean?
Describes the price movement of a financial asset when the overall 
direction is upward. A formal uptrend occurs when each successive 
peak and trough is higher than the ones earlier in the trend. 
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Notice in the accompanying chart how 
each successive peak and trough is 
above the previous ones. For example, 
the peak at Point 4 is higher than the 
peak at Point 2. The uptrend will be 
considered broken if the next low on 
the chart falls below Point 5. Uptrend  
is the opposite of downtrend. 

Investopedia explains Uptrend
The goal of most technical traders 
is to identify a strong uptrend and profit from it until it reverses. 
Selling an asset once it has failed to create a new peak or trough is 
one of the best ways to avoid the large losses that can result from 
a reversed trend. Many technical traders also draw trend lines to 
identify an uptrend and use this tool as a guide for when to sell as it 
can be an early indication of a trend reversal. 

Related Terms:
•  Average Directional Index—ADX •  Downtrend
•  Trend Analysis •  Volume
•  Uptick

value investing
What Does Value Investing Mean?
The strategy of selecting stocks that trade for less than their intrinsic 
value. Value investors try to identify companies that through no 
fault of their own are out of favor with the market. Value investors 
believe that the market tends to overreact to short-term news, good 
or bad, resulting in stock prices that do not reflect a company’s long-
term fundamentals. The result is an opportunity for value investors 
to profit by buying when the price is deflated. Typically, value inves-
tors select stocks with lower than average price-to-book or price-to-
earnings ratios and/or high dividend yields. 

Investopedia explains Value Investing
A challenge with value investing is estimating a company’s intrinsic 
value. There really is no “correct” intrinsic value. Two investors with 
identical information could arrive at two different intrinsic values for 
a company. Therefore, value investors consider a “margin of safety,” 
which simply means that they buy at a big enough discount to allow 
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for errors in calculations of intrinsic value. One should keep in mind 
that the entire concept of value investing is subjective as some value 
investors look only at present assets/earnings and do not place any 
value on future growth, whereas other value investors base their 
evaluations on future growth and cash flow estimations. Whichever 
method is employed, value investors’ decisions come down to buy-
ing a stock for less than what they believe it is actually worth. 

Related Terms:
•  Earnings •  Growth Stock
•  Intrinsic Value •  Value Stock
•  Style

value ProPosition
What Does Value Proposition Mean?
A business or marketing statement that summarizes why a consumer 
should buy a product or use a service. The statement should convince 
a potential consumer that a particular product or service will add 
more value or solve a problem better than will other similar offerings. 

Investopedia explains Value Proposition
Companies use this statement to target customers who will benefit 
most from their products. The ideal value proposition is concise and 
addresses a customer’s strongest decision-making drivers. Compa-
nies risk losing customers if their products’ value proposition is not 
communicated properly to their customers. 

Related Terms:
•  Asset •  Goodwill
•  Intangible Asset •  Spinoff
•  Tangible Asset

value stock
What Does Value Stock Mean?
A stock that trades at a lower price relative to its fundamentals (divi-
dends, earnings, sales, etc.); value stocks are considered undervalued 
by a value investor. Common characteristics of such stocks include a 
high dividend yield, a low price-to-book ratio, and/or a low price-to-
earnings ratio. 
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Investopedia explains Value Stock
A value investor believes that the stock market is often inefficient 
and that it is possible to find companies trading for less than what 
they actually may be worth. One popular way to identify value 
stocks is to check the “Dogs of the Dow” investing strategy: buying 
one of the 10 highest dividend-yielding stocks on the Dow Jones at 
the beginning of each year and adjusting it every year thereafter. 

Related Terms:
•  Earnings •  Growth Stock
•  Price-to-Book Ratio—P/B Ratio •  Style
•  Value Investing

variable cost
What Does Variable Cost Mean?
A cost that changes in proportion to a change in a company’s activ-
ity or business. 

Investopedia explains Variable Cost
A good example of a variable cost is fuel for an airline. This cost 
changes with the number of flights and how long the trips are. 

Related Terms:
•  Accrual Accounting •  Contribution Margin
•  Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility
•  Operating Leverage •  Operating Margin

venture caPital
What Does Venture Capital Mean?
Private financing used to fund a new business; in other words, 
money provided by investors to start-up firms and small businesses 
with perceived long-term growth potential. This is a very important 
source of funding for start-ups that do not have access to capital 
markets. It typically entails high risk for the investor, but it has the 
potential for above-average returns. 

Investopedia explains Venture Capital
Venture capital also can include managerial and technical exper-
tise. Most venture capital comes from a group of wealthy investors, 
investment banks, and other financial institutions that pool such 
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investments or partnerships. This form of raising capital is popular 
among new companies, or ventures, that have a limited operating 
history and cannot raise funds through a debt offering. The down-
side for entrepreneurs is that venture capitalists usually get a say in 
company decisions in addition to a portion of the equity. 

Related Terms:
•  Capital •  Capital Structure
•  Initial Public Offering—IPO •  Mezzanine Financing
•  Private Equity

vix (cboe volatility index)
What Does VIX (CBOE Volatility Index) Mean?
VIX is the ticker symbol for the Chicago Board Options Exchange 
(CBOE) Volatility Index, which numerically expresses the market’s 
expectation of 30-day volatility; it is constructed by using the 
implied volatilities of a wide range of S&P 500 Index options. The 
results are meant to be forward-looking and are calculated by using 
both call and put options The VIX is a widely used measure of mar-
ket risk and often is referred to as the investor fear gauge. There are 
three variations of the volatility indexes: (1) the VIX, which tracks 
the S&P 500, (2) the VXN, which tracks the Nasdaq 100, and (3) the 
VXD, which tracks the Dow Jones Industrial Average. 

Investopedia explains VIX (CBOE Volatility Index)
The first VIX Index was introduced by the CBOE in 1993 and was a 
weighted measure of the implied volatility of eight S&P 100 at-the-
money put and call options. In 2003, it was expanded to use options 
that were based on a broader index, the S&P 500 Index, which 
provides a more accurate picture of investors’ expectations of future 
market volatility. VIX values that are greater than 30 generally are 
associated with a large amount of volatility as well as greater inves-
tor fear and uncertainty. VIX values below 20 generally signal less 
volatile times for the market. 

Related Terms:
•  Beta •  In the Money
•  Moving Average •  Standard Deviation
•  Volatility
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volatility
What Does Volatility Mean?
(1) A statistical measure of the dispersion of returns for a particular 
security or market index. Volatility can be measured by using the 
standard deviation or the variance between returns from the same 
security or market index; normally, the higher the volatility, the 
riskier the security. (2) A variable in option pricing formulas showing 
the extent to which the return on the underlying asset will fluctuate 
between now and the option’s expiration date. Volatility, as ex-
pressed as a percentage coefficient within option-pricing formulas, 
arises out of daily trading activities. The way volatility is measured 
affects the value of the coefficient used. 

Investopedia explains Volatility
In other words, volatility refers to the amount of uncertainty or risk 
regarding the degree and size of changes in the value of a security. 
A higher volatility means that a security’s value potentially can be 
spread out over a larger range of values. This means that the price 
of the security can change dramatically over a short period in either 
direction. A lower volatility means that a security’s value does not 
fluctuate dramatically but changes in value at a steady pace over a 
period of time. One measure of the relative volatility of a particular 
stock to the market is its beta. A beta approximates the overall vola-
tility of a security’s returns versus the returns of a relevant bench-
mark (usually the S&P 500 Index). For example, a stock with a beta 
of 1.1 historically has moved 110% for every 100% movement in the 
benchmark (based on price). Conversely, a stock with a beta of .9 has 
historically moved 90% for every 100% movement in the underlying 
index. 

Related Terms:
•  Beta •  Futures
•  Hedge •  Standard Deviation
•  VIX—CBOE Volatility Index

volume
What Does Volume Mean?
The number of shares or contracts traded in a security or in an 
entire market during a specific period. It is simply the total amount 
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of shares that change hands between buyers and sellers. If a buyer 
of a stock purchases 100 shares from a seller, total trading volume 
increases by that transaction, or 100 shares. 

Investopedia explains Volume
Volume is an important indicator in technical analysis as it is used to 
measure the worth of a market move. If the markets move signifi-
cantly up or down, the perceived strength of that move depends on 
the volume of trading in that period. The higher the volume during 
that price move, the more significant the move. 

Related Terms:
•  Ask 
•  Bid
•  Downtrend
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE
•  Uptrend

volume weighted average Price (vwaP)
What Does Volume Weighted Average Price (VWAP) Mean?
A trading benchmark that is used most often in pension plans. 
VWAP is calculated by adding up the total dollar value traded for 
all transactions (share price multiplied by number of shares traded) 
and then dividing by the total quantity of shares traded for the day 
(see the accompanying formula).

VWAP = ∑ ×Number of Shares Bought Share Price
Total SShares Bought

Investopedia explains Volume Weighted Average Price (VWAP)
The theory is that if the price of a buy trade is lower than the VWAP, 
it is a good trade. The opposite is true if the price is higher than the 
VWAP. 

Related Terms:
•  Ask •  Benchmark
•  Bid •  Volume
•  Weighted Average
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warrant
What Does Warrant Mean?
A type of security known as a derivative that gives the holder the 
right to purchase securities (usually equity) from the issuer at a spe-
cifi c price within a certain time frame; warrants often are included in 
a new debt issue as a “sweetener” to entice investors. 

Investopedia explains Warrant
Th e main diff erence between warrants and call options is that war-
rants are issued and guaranteed by the company, whereas options are 
exchange-traded instruments that are not issued by the company. In 
addition, a warrant’s lifetime is often measured in years, whereas the 
lifetime of a typical option contract is measured in months. 

Related Terms:
•  Call Option •  Derivative
•  Put Option •  Premium
•  Rights Off ering (Issue)

weighted average
What Does Weighted Average Mean?
An average in which each quantity that is being averaged is assigned 
a weight. Th e weightings determine the relative contribution of each 
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quantity to the average. Weightings are the equivalent of having that 
many like items with the same value involved in the average. 

Investopedia explains Weighted Average
To demonstrate this concept, take the value of letter tiles in the 
game Scrabble. 

Value:       10  8  5  4   3  2   1   0

Occurrences:  2   2  1  10  8  7  68  2 

To average these values, do a weighted average by using the number 
of occurrences of each value as the weight. To calculate a weighted 
average, do the following: Step 1: Multiply each value by its weight. 
(Answer: 20, 16, 5, 40, 24, 14, 68, and 0.) Step 2: Total all the values 
from Step 1. (Answer: sum = 187.) Step 3: Total the occurrences 
(weights). (Answer: sum = 100.) Step 4: Divide the total of the values 
by the total occurrences (weights). (Answer: 187/100.) Step 5: The 
average value of a Scrabble tile is 187/100 = 1.87.

Related Terms:
•  American Stock Exchange—AMEX
•  Dow Jones Industrial Average—DJIA
•  New York Stock Exchange—NYSE
•  Price-Weighted Index
•  Weighted Average Market Capitalization

weighted average market  
caPitalization
What Does Weighted Average Market Capitalization Mean?
A stock market index weighted by the market capitalization of each 
stock in the index; in such a weighting scheme, larger market cap 
companies carry greater weight than do smaller market cap com-
panies that are in the index. Most indexes are constructed in this 
manner, with the best example being the S&P 500. 

Investopedia explains Weighted Average Market Capitalization
As an example, if a company’s market capitalization is $1 million and 
the market capitalization of all the stocks in the index is $100 million, 
the company is worth 1% of the index. The alternative to weighting by 
market cap is a price-weighted index such as the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average. 
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Related Terms:
•  Benchmark •  Index
•  Market Capitalization •  Price-Weighted Index
•  Standard & Poor’s 500 Index—S&P 500

windFall ProFit tax
What Does Windfall Profit Tax Mean?
A tax levied by governments on certain industries when economic 
conditions allow those industries to have above-average profits. 
Windfall taxes are levied primarily on the companies in a targeted 
industry that have benefited the most from an economic windfall, 
most often commodity-based businesses such as big oil companies.

Investopedia explains Windfall Profit Tax
As with all government taxes, there are those who support them 
and those who are against them. The benefits of collecting a windfall 
tax include increased revenues to the government that can be used 
for social programs. However, windfall taxes can be a disincentive to 
a company to pursue projects or promote innovation that poten-
tially could result in less profit as a result of a windfall tax. Windfall 
taxes will always be a contentious issue among shareholders, corpo-
rate executives, the government, and the citizens. 

Related Terms:
•  Capital Gain •  Income
•  Gross Profit Margin •  Profit and Loss Statement—P&L
•  Unrealized Gain

working caPital
What Does Working Capital Mean?
A measure of a company’s efficiency and short-term financial health; 
a company’s working capital is calculated as shown here:

Working Capita Current Assets Current Liabilitl = – iies

Positive working capital means that the company is able to pay off 
its short-term liabilities, whereas negative working capital means 
that a company is unable to meet its short-term liabilities out of its 
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current assets (cash, accounts receivable, and inventory). Working 
capital also is referred to as net working capital. 

Investopedia explains Working Capital
If a company’s current liabilities exceed its current assets, it may 
have trouble paying back its creditors in the short term. The worst-
case scenario is bankruptcy. A declining working capital over a 
longer period should be a red flag to investors. For example, it could 
signal a decrease in a company’s sales, and as a result, its accounts 
receivable (future cash flow) will shrink, meaning that future cash 
flows will be reduced. Working capital also reveals a company’s 
operational efficiency. Money that is tied up in inventory or money 
that customers still owe (accounts receivable) cannot be used to pay 
off any of the company’s current obligations. Therefore, if a company 
is not operating in the most efficient manner (slow collection), that 
will show up as an increase in working capital. This efficiency can be 
deduced by comparing working capital from one period to another; 
slow collection may signal an underlying problem in the company’s 
operations. 

Related Terms:
•  Acid-Test Ratio •  Capital Structure
•  Current Assets •  Current Liabilities
•  Inventory
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Yield
What Does Yield Mean?
The income return on an investment; the interest or dividends an 
investor receives from a security. Yield usually is expressed annually 
as a percentage of an investment’s cost, its current market value, 
or its face value. Bond yield is 
calculated as shown here.

Investopedia explains Yield
This seemingly simple term often perplexes investors. For example, 
if an investor bought a stock at $30 (cost basis) and its current price 
rose to $33 with an annual dividend of $1, the “cost yield” would be 
3.3% ($1/$30); however the “current yield” would be 3% ($1/$33). 
Bonds have four types of yields: (1) coupon yield (the bond interest 
rate fixed at issuance), (2) current yield (the bond interest rate as a 
percentage of the current price of the bond), (3) yield to maturity 
(an estimate of what an investor will receive if the bond is held  
to its maturity date), and (4) for tax-free municipal bonds, a tax- 
equivalent (TE) yield (determined by the investor’s tax bracket). 
Mutual fund yields are an annual percentage measure of income 
(dividends and interest) earned by the fund’s portfolio, net of the 
fund’s expenses. An SEC yield is the percentage yield on a mutual 
fund based on a 30-day period.   

Bond Yield
Coupon Rate

Current Market Price of B
=

oond

X-Y
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Related Terms:
•  Annual Percentage Yield—APY •  Current Yield
•  Dividend Yield •  Yield Curve
•  Yield to Maturity—YTM

yield curve
What Does Yield Curve Mean?
The line on a chart that plots the interest rates, at a set point in 
time, of bonds that have equal credit quality but different maturity 
dates. The most frequently reported yield curve compares 3-month, 
2-year, 5-year, and 30-year U.S. Treasury debt. This yield curve is used 
as a benchmark for other debt in the market, such as mortgage 
rates and bank lending rates. The curve also can be used to predict 
changes in economic output and growth.

Y
ie

ld

Maturity

Copyright © 2006 Investopedia.com

Investopedia explains Yield Curve
The shape of the yield curve is scrutinized closely because it can in-
dicate future changes in interest rates and economic activity. There 
are three main types of yield curve shapes: (1) normal, (2) inverted, 
and (3) flat (or humped). (1) A normal yield curve (pictured here) 
is one in which longer-maturity bonds have a higher yield than do 
shorter-term bonds because of the risks associated with time.  
(2) An inverted yield curve is one in which the shorter-term yields 
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are higher than the longer-term yields; this can be a sign of an  
upcoming recession. (3) A flat (or humped) yield curve is one in 
which the shorter-term and longer-term yields are very close to each 
other; this is also a predictor of an economic transition. The slope of 
the yield curve also is considered important: the greater the slope, 
the greater the gap between short-term and long-term rates. 

Related Terms:
•  Corporate Bond •  Interest Rate
•  Inverted Yield Curve •  Risk-Free Rate of Return
•  U.S. Treasury

yield to maturity (ytm)
What Does Yield to Maturity Mean?
The expected rate of return on a bond if it is held until the maturity 
date; YTM is a long-term bond yield expressed as an annual rate. The 
calculation of YTM takes into account the current market price, par 
value, coupon interest rate, and time to maturity. It also assumes 
that all coupons are reinvested at the same rate. Sometimes YTM is 
referred to simply as yield.

Investopedia explains Yield to Maturity
An investor can approximate YTM by using a bond yield table. How-
ever, because calculating a bond’s YTM is complex and involves trial 
and error, it usually is done with a programmable business calculator. 

Related Terms:
•  Bond •  Coupon
•  Interest Rate •  Par Value
•  Yield
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Z

zero-couPon bond
What Does Zero-Coupon Bond Mean?
A debt security that does not pay interest (a coupon) but is traded 
at a deep discount and paid in full at face value upon maturity; also 
called an accrual bond. 

Investopedia explains Zero-Coupon Bond
Some zero-coupon bonds are issued as such, whereas others are 
bonds that have been stripped of their coupons by a fi nancial insti-
tution and then repackaged as zero-coupon bonds. Because they 
off er the entire payment at maturity, zero-coupon bonds tend to 
fl uctuate in price more than coupon bonds do. 

Related Terms:
•  Bond •  Coupon
•  Discount Rate •  Face Value
•  Maturity
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Letter of credit, 158-159, 158-159
Leverage, 67-69, 71, 117-118, 159-160, 210-211
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Leveraged buyout (LBO), 161, 234
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273-274
Moving average convergence divergence 

(MACD), 189-190
MPT. See Modern portfolio theory (MPT)
MSCI Emerging Markets Index, 190-191
MTM. See Mark to market (MTM)
Multiple, 191
Municipal bond, 147-148, 191-192, 323
Mutual fund, 42-43, 136-137, 192, 195-196, 207-

208, 307-308. See also Load fund; specific 
types of funds
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Naked shorting, 193-194
Nasdaq, 10, 194, 316
National Association of Securities Dealers 

(NASD), 104, 194-195, 218
Negative yield curve. See Inverted yield curve
Net asset value (NAV), 27, 96-97, 173, 192,  

195-196, 200
Net income (NI), 196-197. See also Return on 

assets (ROA)
Net long, 197
Net operating income (NOI), 197-198
Net operating loss (NOL). See Net operating 

income (NOI)
Net operating profit after tax (NOPAT), 198
Net present value (NPV), 183, 198-199
Net profit margin. See Operating margin
Net sales, 199
Net tangible assets, 200. See also Book value
Net working capital. See Working capital
Net worth, 200, 296. See also Shareholders’ 

equity
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), 195, 201
NI. See Net income (NI)
No income/no asset (NINA) loans, 162-163
NOI. See Net operating income (NOI)
No-load fund, 165, 201-202
Nominal GDP, 202
Nominal rate of return, 246-247
Noncurrent liability, 181
Nonmarginal securities, 202-203
Nonqualified benefit plan.  

See Defined-benefit plan
NOPAT. See Net operating profit after  

tax (NOPAT)
Notional value, 203
NPV. See Net present value (NPV)
NYSE. See New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)

OCF. See Operating cash flow (OCF)
October effect, 205
Off-balance-sheet financing, 205-206
Offer document. See Prospectus
Offer price. See Ask
Offerings, stock, 42-43, 139, 258-259,  

264-265, 293
Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight 

(OFHEO), 150
Oligopoly, 206

Open interest, 207
Open-end fund, 42, 207-208
Operating cash flow (OCF), 109-110, 208
Operating cash flow (OCF) ratio, 209
Operating expense, 91, 209
Operating income, 160, 210
Operating leverage, 210-211
Operating margin, 211
Operating profit, 212
Operating profit margin. See Return on  

sales (ROS)
OPEX. See Operating expense
Opportunity cost, 212-213
Optimization, 213
Option, 214. See also Call; Put; Spread;  

Stock option
Option contracts, 154, 226-227, 238-239
Ordinary shares. See Common stock
Out of the money (OTM), 117, 214-215
Outright forward currency transaction. See 

Currency forward
Outstanding shares, 31, 74-75, 112, 215, 262
Over the counter (OTC), 142, 143, 217-218, 

222-223
Over the Counter Bulletin Board (OTCBB), 217, 

218, 222
Overbought, 215-216, 249-250
Overnight index swap, 216
Oversold, 216-217, 249-250
Owner’s equity. See Net worth; Shareholders’ 

equity

Paid-up capital, 219
Par value, 101, 219-220, 226-227
Pari-passu, 220
Parity, 220
Passive investing, 136, 221
Payables. See Accounts payable (AP)
Payback period, 221
Payout ratio. See Dividend payout ratio
PEG ratio. See Price/earnings to growth  

(PEG) ratio
Penny stock, 222
Pink sheets, 217, 222-223
Pip, 223
Pivot point, 223
P&L. See Profit and loss statement (P&L)
Plain vanilla, 224
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Plus tick, 224. See also Uptick
Poison pill, 225
Portfolio, 225-226, 307
Portfolio (management) theory. See Modern 

portfolio theory (MPT)
Predatory loans. See Liar loan
Preferred stock, 46-47, 51, 226, 281
Preliminary prospectus, 237
Premium, 31, 95, 226-227
Present value (PV), 76-77, 143, 198-199,  

227-228. See also Time value of money
Present value interest factor (PVIF), 228
Price. See Long (long position); Short (short 

position); Trend analysis; specific topics
Price equity ratio. See Price-to-book ratio  

(P/B ratio)
Price multiple. See Price/earnings to growth 

(PEG) ratio
Price quote. See Quote
Price sensitivity, 84
Price to tangible book value (PTBV), 229
Price-earnings ratio (P/E ratio), 108, 191,  

230-231
Price/earnings to growth (PEG) ratio, 230
Price-to-book ratio (P/B ratio), 231-232
Price-to-cash-flow ratio, 232
Price-to-sales ratio (price/sales), 232-233
Price-weighted index, 229-230
Primary market, 264, 282. See also Initial public 

offering (IPO)
Prime rate, 233
Private equity, 233-234
Private placement, 234-235
Pro forma, 235
Profit, 85, 88, 212, 311, 321
Profit and loss statement (P&L), 235-236.  

See also Income statement
Profit attributable to shareholders. See Net 

income (NI)
Profit margin, 236
Profitability ratios, 237
Projected P/E, 231
Promissory note, 41
Prospectus, 148, 237-238
PSR. See Price-to-sales ratio (price/sales)
PTBV. See Price to tangible book value (PTBV)
Put, 238-239
Put option, 117, 134, 214-215, 239, 285-286

Put-call ratio, 240
PV. See Present value (PV)
PVIF. See Present value interest factor (PVIF)

Qualified benefit plan. See Defined-benefit plan
Qualified retirement plan, 1-2, 241
Quantitative analysis, 242
Quick ratio, 61, 242-243
Quote, 243

Rate of return, 35-36, 246-247, 251-252, 259-260
Ratios. See specific ratios
Real estate investment trust (REIT), 245-246
Real gross domestic product (GDP), 246
Real rate of return, 246-247
Receivables. See Accounts receivable (AR)
Receivables turnover ratio, 247
Recession, 29, 57, 146, 248
Record date, 248
Recovery, business cycle, 29
Recurring profit. See Operating income
Redeemable bond. See Callable bond
Regulation T (Reg T), 170, 180, 249
REIT. See Real estate investment trust (REIT)
Relative strength index (RSI), 249-250
Repurchase agreement (repo), 250-251
Required minimum distribution (RMD), 251
Required rate of return, 251-252
Residual income, 252
Residual risk. See Unsystematic risk
Resistance, 252-253
Retained earnings, 253-254. See also 

Shareholders’ equity
Retention ratio/surplus. See Retained earnings
Retirement plans, 1-2, 11-12, 69-70, 153-154, 

241, 251. See also Individual Retirement 
Accounts (IRAs)

Return, 3, 90, 98, 159-160, 301. See also Rate of 
return; Risk; specific topics

Return on assets (ROA), 36-37, 95, 254-255
Return on equity (ROE), 255
Return on investment (ROI), 202, 254, 256
Return on net assets (RONA), 256-257
Return on net worth (RONW). See Return on 

equity (ROE)
Return on sales (ROS), 257
Revenue, 14-15, 124-125, 135, 257-258
Reverse repurchase agreement, 250
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Reverse stock split, 258
Revocable trust, 148
Rights offering (issue), 258-259
Risk, 14, 21-22, 182, 259. See also specific topics; 

specific types of risk
Risk-free rate of return, 35-36, 259-260
Risk-return trade-off, 259, 260
Risk-weighted assets, 260-261
RMD. See Required minimum  

distribution (RMD)
ROA. See Return on assets (ROA)
ROE. See Return on equity (ROE)
ROI. See Return on investment (ROI)
RONA. See Return on net assets (RONA)
ROS. See Return on sales (ROS)
Roth IRA, 137-138, 261, 302
RSI. See Relative strength index (RSI)
R-squared, 9, 261-262
Run rate, 262

Sale(s), 199, 210-211, 257, 270. See also Revenue; 
Short (short position)

Sales charge. See Load fund
Scholes, Myron, 23
Scrip issue. See Stock split
SEC. See Securities and Exchange  

Commission (SEC)
Secondary market, 263-264, 282
Secondary offering, 264-265
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), 1, 

148, 193-194, 237-238, 265, 323
Securitization, 265-266
Security, 266. See also specific topics regarding 

bonds, derivatives or stocks
Security market line (SML), 37, 266-267
Self-regulatory organization (SRO), 104,  

194-195, 218
Sell. See Ask
Sell orders. See under Stop
SEP IRAs, 138, 251
Series 7, 267-268
Series 63, 267
Settlement date, 268
Shape ratio, 269-270
Share capital. See Shareholders’ equity
Share option. See Stock option
Shareholder, 281

Shareholders’ equity, 200, 255, 268-269.  
See also Net worth

Shares of stock, 31, 243, 258, 282-283. See also 
specific topics

Sharpe, William F., 269
Sharpe ratio, 9, 296-270
Short (short position), 30-31, 193-194, 270
Short covering, 270-271. See also Buy to  

cover; Buyback
Short interest, 271
Short interest ratio, 271-272
Short sale, 272-273
Short squeeze, 273
SIBOR. See Singapore Interbank Offered  

Rate (SIBOR)
Simple interest formula, 142
SIMPLE IRAs, 138, 251
Simple moving average (SMA), 273-274
Singapore Interbank Offered Rate (SIBOR), 275
SISA loans. See Stated income/stated asset 

(SISA) loans
SMA. See Simple moving average (SMA)
Small cap, 275-276
SML. See Security market line (SML)
Solvency ratio, 276
Sortino ratio, 269
S&P 500. See Standard & Poor’s 500 Index  

(S&P 500)
SPDR. See Spiders (SPDR)
Specific risk. See Unsystematic risk
Speculative bond. See Junk bond
Spiders (SPDR), 97, 276-277
Spinoff, 277
Spread, 23, 58-59, 277-278
SRO. See Self-regulatory organization (SRO)
Stagflation, 278
Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P 500), 21, 24, 

136-137, 261, 278-279, 320.  
See also Stock market

Standard deviation, 9, 24-25, 37, 43, 279-280, 
301-302, 317

Standard of living. See Gross domestic  
product (GDP)

Stated income/stated asset (SISA) loans,  
162-163

Statement of cash flow. See Cash flow 
statement
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Statement of revenue and expense. See Income 
statement

Stochastic oscillator, 280-281
Stock, 21, 46-47, 51, 94, 136, 226, 261, 281, 281. 

See also specific topics such as initial 
public offering (IPO)

Stock exchanges, 10, 165, 201, 217-218, 220
Stock index futures/options, 306
Stock market, 21, 136, 261, 263-264, 281-282, 

282. See also Bear market; Bull market
Stock option, 98, 99, 112, 117, 134, 154, 282, 306
Stock split, 258, 282-283
Stockholder. See Shareholder
Stockholders’ equity. See Shareholders’ equity
Stock’s PSR. See Price-to-sales ratio (price/sales)
Stop order, 283, 284-285
Stop price, 283
Stop-limit order, 284
Stop-loss order, 284-285
Stop-market order. See Stop-loss order
Straddle, 285-286
Strangle, 286
Strike price, 134, 214-215, 218-219, 238-239, 

285-286, 287. See also Exercise price
Style, 287-288
Style drift, 288-289
Subordinated debt, 289. See also Junior security
Subprime loans/meltdown, 109, 187, 265-266, 

289-290
Supply, law of, 157-158
Support, 223, 291
Swap, 60, 74, 292
Swing trading, 292
Syndicate, 293
Systematic risk, 293

Takeover, 295. See also Hostile takeover
Tangible asset, 73-74, 200, 295-296
Tangible net worth, 296
Target-date mutual funds, 14-15
Tax deferred, 296-297. See also individual 

retirement accounts (IRAs)
Tax-equivalent (TE) yield, 323
Tax-sheltered annuity (TSA), 2
T-bill. See Treasury Bill (T-Bill)
T-bond. See Treasury Bond (T-Bond)
TE yield. See Tax-equivalent (TE) yield

Technical analysis, 91-92, 113, 297. See also 
Moving average (MA); Trend analysis; 
specific indicators, such as resistance

Technical risk measures, 9
Ted spread, 298
10-K/10-Q report, 1
Terminal value (TV), 298
TEV. See Total enterprise value (TEV)
Tick, 298-299
TIE. See Times interest earned (TIE)
Tier 1 capital, 299
Time value of money, 299-300. See also Future 

value (FV); Present value (PV)
Times interest earned (TIE), 118, 300
TIPS. See Treasury Inflation Protected  

Securities (TIPS)
Total enterprise value (TEV), 300-301
Total market value. See Market risk premium
Total return, 301
Tracking error, 301-302
Trader. See Broker-dealer
Traditional IRA, 137-138, 251, 302
Trailing P/E, 231
Tranches, 44, 302-303
Treasuries, 122, 146-147, 250-251, 298, 324-325
Treasury Bill (T-Bill), 18, 21, 35-36, 58-59,  

303-304
Treasury Bond (T-Bond), 304
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS), 

304-305
Treasury Note, 305
Trend analysis, 306
Triple witching, 306
Trusts, 148, 245-246
TSA. See Tax-sheltered annuity (TSA)
Turnover, 4-5, 14-15, 247, 307
Turnover ratio, 307-308
TV. See Terminal value (TV)
12b-1 fee, 99, 165, 202

Underwriting, 147, 310
Unemployment and stagflation, 278
Unemployment rate, 310
Unlevered beta, 311
Unlisted stock. See Over the counter (OTC)
Unrealized gain, 311
Unrestricted order. See Market order
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Unsystematic risk, 312
Up-and-in options, 154
Uptick, 312. See also Plus tick
Uptrend, 280-281, 312-313
U.S. Treasury, 309. See also under Treasury

Value investing, 282, 313-314
Value proposition, 314
Value stock, 314-315
Value-growth blend stock investing, 282
Variable annuity, 12
Variable cost, 160, 210-211, 315
Variance. See Standard deviation
Venture capital, 315-316
VIX (CBOE Volatility Index), 316
Volatility, 9, 24-25, 134, 316, 317. See also 

Standard deviation

Volume, 34-35, 183, 240, 317-318
Volume weighted average price (VWAP), 318
VXD (DJIA Volatility Index), 316

Warrant, 319
Weighted average, 319-320
Weighted average market capitalization,  

320-321
Windfall profit tax, 321
Working capital, 62, 321-322

Yield, 11, 19-20, 58-59, 62-63, 182, 323, 323-324. 
See also Coupon; Interest rate

Yield curve, 146-147, 324-325
Yield to maturity (YTM), 323, 325

Zero-coupon bond, 327



Jack Guinan is a veteran Wall Street insider who has worked for some 
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